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Release Notes
Welcome to Identity Portal 14.3 Release Notes.

The Release Notes provide you with the most up-to-date release-specific information such as new features,
enhancements to existing features, certifications, known issues, installation and upgrade considerations, and fixed
defects.

The Release Notes is organized into the following sections:

Release Features and Enhancements
This section of the Release Notes provides information about the new features and enhancements that are introduced in
the following releases of Identity Portal.

Identity Portal 14.3 CP2
Identity Portal 14.3 CP2 includes the following new features, enhancements and certifications.

Manage User Roles Certification from Identity Portal

As the solution administrator, you can manage the user roles certification either from Identity Manager or from Identity
Portal. However, managing the user roles certification from Identity Portal allows easier administration and certification of
user roles by Portal administrators and business users from an intuitive and user-friendly interface.

For more information, see User Roles Certification from Identity Portal.

Mobile View Enhancements

Enhancement 1:

Mobile View provides the capability to search applications or permissions of a user in the Access module.

Enhancement 2:
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The Mobile View of the certification campaigns in Identity Portal now provides additional information about users and
resources that help reviewers in making right certification decisions.

The Mobile View displays additional information about a user or resource under a new tab - Information, which includes
the same attributes that are displayed in the Desktop View of the certification campaigns. The Information tab displays the
default attributes of a user or resource and to view more information, you must click the Show more option.

Given below is a sample screen of the certification campaign for a user in mobile interface:

Support for JBoss 7.2 and WildFly 15.0.x

Identity Portal supports JBoss 7.2 and WildFly 15.0.x as application servers.

To migrate to the latest version of these application servers, refer to Support for JBoss EAP 7.2 and WildFly 15.0.x.

Voice Message Support for One-Time Password

Business users can now recover their forgotten username and password with the one-time password received as a voice
message on their registered mobile phone.

For more information, see Business Users Login to Portal.

Forms Support Organization Selector Property
Identity Portal now allows an administrator to add the Organization Selector property to a user creation form. During the
user creation process, a business user leverages the Organization Selector form property to assign organizations either
by specific organization search or by selecting an organization from the available tree view.

For more information, see Add Organization Selector to a Form.

Group Membership Scoping
In Identity Manager, a user can assign any groups to any users as defined in the admin scope without being an
administrator of those groups. The group membership assignment privilege is given to a user by enabling the Manage
members flag in the Relationship tab of the admin task.

The group membership scoping functionality is now extended to Identity Portal from 14.3 CP2 onwards. Identity Portal
now checks the Manage members flag while checking the user scope for group assignment via Access Catalog.

Multi Select Supports Select All Functionality
The Multi Select list object of the form property now supports the Select All functionality. This new capability enriches
admin user experience and saves time as the users can now be selected in bulk instead of manually selecting each user
from the list.
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Show or Hide Additional Information About Users in the Tasks Approval Details Page

Portal administrator is now given the privilege to either show or hide the additional information about users in the Task
Approval Details page of the application.

This can be achieved by applying the following configurations:

1. In the Identity Portal Admin UI, navigate to Modules, Tasks.
2. In the OPTIONS tab, by default, the Show Additional Information option is selected. If this option is selected, it

means that a business user can view additional information about users under the ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
tab in the Tasks Approval Details page of the Portal application. In case, you want to hide the ADDITIONAL
INFORMATION tab from the business users, deselect the Show Additional Information option in the Tasks module.

3. Click Save for the changes to take effect.

NOTE
After applying Identity Portal 14.3 CP2, ensure that you remove any custom CSS configurations that you have
applied to hide additional information in the Task Approval Details page of the application. You can then hide
the ADDITIONAL INFORMATION tab by using the Show Additional Information option in the Tasks module of
Admin UI.

New Certifications
Identity Portal 14.3 CP2 certifies support for the following:

• Oracle Database 18c and 19c
• Microsoft SQL Server Enterprise Edition 2016 and 2017 including SQL Always On Availability Group
• Red Hat Enterprise Server 8.0 (RHEL 8.0) as Server Platform
• Windows Server 2019 as a Server Platform

NOTE
For the list of defects that are fixed in Identity Portal 14.3 CP2, view the following link:

• Identity Portal 14.3 CP2 - Fixed Defects

Identity Portal 14.3 CP1
Identity Portal 14.3 CP1 includes the following new features and enhancements.
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Filtered Users for Reassign and Consult Actions

Campaign reviewers can reassign or consult about a certification task with users that are filtered by a campaign owner
in Identity Governance. By applying filters, a campaign owner determines users for reassign and consult actions per
campaign. For example, a campaign owner can apply a filter to select only active users in an organization for reassign
and consult actions.

For more information, see Certifications.

Recover Forgotten Username

Business users can now recover their forgotten username (ID) by providing correct answers to the security questions
which they had configured in Identity Manager User Console or Identity Portal User Console.

For more information, see Recover Forgotten Username.

One-Time Password Solution to Recover Forgotten Password

Business users can now configure the SMS-based One-time Password solution to recover forgotten password from the
Portal login page. Users can reset their login password with the one-time password sent to their registered mobile phone.

For more information, see Recover Forgotten User Password.

Support for JBoss 7.2 and WildFly 15.0.x

Identity Portal supports JBoss 7.2 and WildFly 15.0.x as application servers.

To migrate to the latest version of these application servers, refer to Support for JBoss EAP 7.2 and WildFly 15.0.x.

NOTE
For the list of defects that are fixed in Identity Portal 14.3 CP1, view the following link:

• Identity Portal 14.3 CP1 - Fixed Defects

Identity Portal 14.3 GA
Identity Portal 14.3 GA release includes the following new features, enhancements, and certifications.

New Features
The product features that are included in this release are as follows:

• Supports Integration with Microsoft Azure
CA Identity Suite supports integration with Microsoft Azure and onboarding of Azure applications to Identity Portal. The
onboarded Azure applications help achieve user access and approvals, user provisioning or deprovisioning, access
certifications, and Single Sign-On navigation to Azure applications.
For more information, see Integration with Microsoft Azure.
You can also view the training video to learn how CA Identity Suite helps you integrate with Microsoft Azure.

• Supports a New Login Authentication Method
From CA Identity Portal release 14.3 onwards, we dropped the sigma user and introduced a new login authentication
method.
When you install or upgrade (using Virtual Appliance) to Identity Portal release 14.3, the system creates an out-of-the-
box system user - portaladmin. The username and password of the default system user are:
– Username: portaladmin
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Note: Username is not case-sensitive.
– Password: In a Virtual Appliance setup, the portaladmin password is the master password. And in a non-Virtual

Appliance setup, the password is the one that you set while installing Identity Portal.
The system user can create multiple admins by delegating the portaladmin privileges to the CA Identity Manager
users. The new authentication method also allows the portaladmins to log out from the Admin UI, and also provides the
provision to modify and change the password of the system user.
For more information, see Users Administering Admin UI.

• Introduced a new OOTB Profile - Portal Admins
When you install or upgrade to Identity Portal release 14.3, the system creates an Out of the Box profile - Portal
Admins. The members of this profile are the portaladmins that administers the Identity Portal Admin UI. By default,
this profile has no members. The portaladmin system user (first user) can delegate the portaladmin privileges to the
CA Identity Manager users by adding them as members to this profile.
For more information, see Profiles and Users Administering Admin UI.

• Introduced a new OOTB Module - Administration
When you install or upgrade to Identity Portal release 14.3, the system creates an Out of the Box module -
Administration. The Administration module allows users to navigate between the Identity Portal Management
Console (/sigma/Admin UI) and User Console (/sigma). That is, if a user is logged in to the Admin UI then the
same user can automatically log in to the User Console without providing the login credentials. Also, a user can
navigate to the Admin UI from the User Console by clicking the Administration module icon. In the User Console, the
Administration module does not appear like any other regular module (square box); it appears as an icon in the tool
bar.
For more information, see Modules and Administration Module.

Product Enhancements

The product enhancements that are made in this release are as follows:

• Relocation of Endpoint Creation Task
In the earlier releases, you could create an endpoint from the Elements tab of the Admin UI. From this release
onwards, you can create an endpoint in the Admin UI from the Access module. Note that from this new location, you
cannot delete endpoints in bulk.
For more information, see Create Endpoints.

• Added "None" Member Scope to a Profile
The default member scope of a profile (except for the Everyone profile) is set to None. This means that by default a
profile has no members assigned to it.

• Deprecated the Welcome Screen
After you log in to the Identity Portal Management Console (/sigma/admin), you can no longer see a Welcome page
with icons that direct you to the Admin UI and Deployment Xpress Market Place.
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Instead, you are taken directly to the Admin UI where you can configure the Identity Portalenvironment. To access
the Deployment Xpress interface for deployment of pre-configured use case templates, click the Deployment Xpress
icon on the extreme right in the menu bar. Also note that the Deployment Xpress Market Place is renamed to
Deployment Xpress.
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• Categorization of Module Templates
The Module templates are now categorized under two headings:
– Out of the box templates
– Deployment Xpress templates

 12
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• Set a Legal Notice for User Login Page
An administrator can now customize the legal notice message that appears in the Identity Portal user login page.
For information about how to set a legal notice, see Set a Legal Notice on User Login Page.

• Certify User Access Privileges in Bulk
A business reviewer can certify in bulk the access privileges of users to resources on endpoints. The reviewer can
perform a bulk action on all the pending tasks of all users, or perform a bulk action on the pending tasks of a relevant
user.
– Bulk Action on All Users: A reviewer can take action on all the pending tasks of all users in one go.

Follow these steps:
a. In the Active Campaigns page, click Certify.
b. In the menu bar, click the Gear icon preceding the reviewer name.
c. Select Bulk on current page to certify only the pending tasks on the current page. If the pending tasks span

across multiple pages and you want to certify all of them, select Bulk on all pages.
– Bulk Action on a Relevant User: You can take action on all the pending tasks of a relevant user in one go.

Follow these steps:
a. In the Active Campaigns page, click Certify.
b. In the user header bar, click the Gear icon available at extreme right.
c. Select Bulk on current page to certify only the pending tasks of a user on the current page. If the pending tasks

for a user span across multiple pages and you want to certify all of them, select Bulk on all pages.
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For more information, see Certification Campaigns.

• View Campaign History
Identity Portal users can now view the history of all actions taken on the Certification Campaign tasks. The Campaign
History feature is available to users only when the Admin UI administrator (portaladmin) enables "Allow users to view
Certification Campaign history" option for a Universe.
For more information, see
– Create a Universe section in Universes
– Certification Campaigns

• A New Location to Enable or Disable CA Identity Governance Universes in the Admin UI
For a user to view Certification Campaigns of a Universe from the CA Identity Portal User Interface, the Universe
must be enabled in the Admin UI. In the earlier release, you could add a Universe to the CA Identity Governance
connector from Admin UI >  Setup >  Connectors >  Create/Edit Connector >  Advanced tab. From this release,
the Advanced tab is deprecated, and the same functionality is made available from the Admin UI > Elements >
Environment > Universes > Create/Edit  Universe screen by selecting Enable Universe to Display Certification
Campaigns option under the Details tab.
For more information, see Manage Universes.

• Enhancements to the Forms Element
The following enhancements are made to the Forms element:
– Create a copy of an existing form
– Create a copy of an existing property of a form
– Import a property from a different form
For more details, see Forms.

• Deprecated "Show out of scope results" Option
The Show out of Scope results option is no longer available for the User Search functionality. Search results are
displayed according to the combination of Identity Portal and CA Identity Manager scoping.

• New Deployment Xpress Repository
CA Identity Portal 14.3 comes with a new Deployment Xpress repository that is compatible with release 14.3 only. In
addition to the existing pre-configured Business Process templates, the repository also includes pre-configured Access
use case templates. Note that the Access Templates are handy while managing user access and approvals to the
Microsoft Azure applications via CA Identity Portal.
For information about how to download the repository, see Download the Deployment Xpress Templates Repository.

New Certifications
CA Identity Portal release 14.3 certifies support for the following:

• Oracle WebLogic 12c R2 (12.2.1.x)

NOTE

For more release information, see the following topics and the video.

NOTE
For the list of defects that are fixed in Identity Portal 14.3 GA, view the following link:

• Identity Portal 14.3 GA - Fixed Defects

Cumulative Patches
This section of the Release Notes provides information about the Identity Portal 14.3 Cumulative Patches.

The Cumulative Patches information is organized into the following sections:

 14
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Latest Cumulative Patch - 14.3 CP2
The latest Identity Portal 14.3 Cumulative Patch is CP2. To download and apply the latest Identity Portal Cumulative
Patch, follow the instructions provided in this document.

Prerequisites for Deploying a Cumulative Patch

Before applying the Cumulative Patch, we recommend that you take a backup of your database.

NOTE
We recommend that you use the latest Identity Portal Server Cumulative Patch.

Latest Identity Portal Server Cumulative Patch
Each Cumulative Patch is provided in a compressed tarball format (tar.gz).

• On Linux, use "tar -zxvf <filename>" to extract compressed tarballs.
• On Windows, extract the compressed tarballs.

To download and deploy the Cumulative Patch, refer to the information provided in the following table.

Patch Number Identity Portal 14.3 CP2 [CP-IP-140300-0002.tar.gz]
Published On 23 July 2020
Applies To 14.3 GA and later CPs
Defects Fixed Click Here
Files Bundled with the Patch sigma.war

sigma-weblogic.war
Deployment Instructions Back up the sigma.war/sigma-weblogic.war file that is currently deployed in your system and un-deploy it from your application server.

On the application server, deploy the sigma.war/sigma-weblogic.war file that is provided in the patch. For details on how to deploy Identity Portal
web archive file on different application servers click here, or follow your application server vendor deployment instructions.
After the Portal is up and running, you can verify if the new sigma.war/sigma-weblogic.war file was deployed successfully by browsing to the url
"{hostname:port}/sigma/rest/public/available".
The version number that is displayed in the result should be 748.
Note: From Identity Manager 14.3 CP1 onwards, the following misspelled attributes,
• LAST_MODIFED_DATE
• BUSINEES_UNIT
• NAME_SUFFFIX
are replaced with the following correct attributes,
• LAST_MODIFIED_DATE
• BUSINESS_UNIT
• NAME_SUFFIX
After applying the Identity Manager patch that includes a fix for misspelled attributes, ensure that you reconfigure the misspelled attributes with
the correct ones in all the Identity Portal Forms where these attributes are used.

JBoss and WildFly Migration Patch

Patch Number Layer7 Migration Tool
Published On 23 July 2020
Applies To 14.3 CP2
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Files Bundled with the Patch • Layer7_migrate_tool.bat
• Layer7_migrate_tool.sh
• Layer7_migrate_ip_sqlserver_environment.properties
• Layer7_migrate_ip_oracle_environment.properties

Deployment Instructions If your existing Identity Portal deployment uses JBoss EAP 6.4 or WildFly 8.2 as application server, we recommend migrating to the
supported versions - JBoss EAP 7.2 or WildFly 15.0.x using the Migration Tool.
For a successful migration, follow the migration procedure documented at Support for JBoss EAP 7.2 and WildFly 15.0.x.

NOTE
For the list of defects that are fixed in the Cumulative Patches, view the following links:

• Identity Portal 14.3 CP1 - Fixed Defects
• Identity Portal 14.3 CP2 - Fixed Defects

Previous Cumulative Patches
The Previous Cumulative Patches document contains information about the Identity Portal 14.3 Cumulative Patches that
are released prior to the latest Cumulative Patch.

Prerequisites for Deploying a Cumulative Patch

Before applying the Cumulative Patch, we recommend that you take a backup of your database.

Previous Identity Portal Cumulative Patch
Each Cumulative Patch is provided in a compressed tarball format (tar.gz).

• On Linux, use "tar -zxvf <filename>" to extract compressed tarballs.
• On Windows, extract the compressed tarballs.

To download and deploy the Cumulative Patch, refer to the information provided in the following table.

Patch Number Identity Portal 14.3 CP1 [CP-IP-140300-0001]
Published On 22 Nov 2019
Applies To 14.3 GA
Defects Fixed Click Here
Files Bundled with the Patch sigma.war

sigma-weblogic.war
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Deployment Instructions Back up the sigma.war/sigma-weblogic.war file that is currently deployed in your system and un-deploy it from your application server.
On the application server, deploy the sigma.war/sigma-weblogic.war file that is provided in the patch - for details on how to deploy Identity
Portal web archive file on different application servers Click Here, or follow your application server vendor deployment instructions.
After the Portal is up and running, you can verify if the new sigma.war/sigma-weblogic.war file was deployed successfully by browsing to the
url "{hostname:port}/sigma/rest/public/available".
The version number that is displayed in the result should be 580.
Note: From Identity Manager 14.3 CP1 onwards, the following misspelled attributes,
• LAST_MODIFED_DATE
• BUSINEES_UNIT
• NAME_SUFFFIX
are replaced with the following correct attributes,
• LAST_MODIFIED_DATE
• BUSINESS_UNIT
• NAME_SUFFIX
After applying the Identity Manager patch that includes a fix for misspelled attributes, ensure that you reconfigure the misspelled attributes
with the correct ones in all the Forms where these attributes are used.

JBoss and WildFly Migration Patch

Patch Number Layer7 Migration Tool
Published On 22 Nov 2019
Applies To 14.3 CP1
Files Bundled with the Patch • Layer7_migrate_tool.bat

• Layer7_migrate_tool.sh
• Layer7_migrate_ip_sqlserver_environment.properties
• Layer7_migrate_ip_oracle_environment.properties

Deployment Instructions If your existing Identity Portal deployment uses JBoss EAP 6.4 or WildFly 8.2 as application server, we recommend migrating to the supported
versions - JBoss EAP 7.2 or WildFly 15.0.x using the Migration Tool.
For a successful migration, follow the migration procedure documented at Support for JBoss EAP 7.2 and WildFly 15.0.x.

Fixed Defects
This section of the Release Notes includes information about the defects that are fixed in Identity Portal 14.3 GA and
Cumulative Patches.

Identity Portal 14.3 CP2 - Fixed Defects
Tabulated below are the defects that are fixed in Identity Portal 14.3 CP2.

WARNING
Identity Portal 14.3 CP2 is compatible with Identity Manager 14.3 CP2 and Identity Governance 14.3 CP2.

Support Ticket Engineering Ticket Problem Summary Root Cause Behavioural Change Components

20090826 DE437114 Identity Portal displays system
generated information in the error
pages that can lead to a potential
system information leakage.

- - Security and
Vulnerability

20008742 DE421771 User experienced significant
performance issues when logging
and loading the access tree into
Identity Portal.

The providers for Identity Manager
directory and environment are
cached instead of being initialized
each time.

- Performance
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Support Ticket Engineering Ticket Problem Summary Root Cause Behavioural Change Components

31810949 DE452952 In the My Requests module, the
submit date of the request item is
incorrect.

UI date conversion is using UTC
instead of UI localization time zone.

- Identity Portal User Console -
My Requests Module

31870279 DE458833 CSV export of request items in
My Requests module causes
performance issue.

Repeated database calls delay the
response and take a long time to
export data into excel.

- Identity Portal User Console -
My Requests Module

31830544 DE453787 HTML tags are displayed as the
actual tags in the access module
search screen. For example,
instead of displaying the text as
bold, the bold (<b>) tag appears in
the search screen.

HTML tags are not handled properly. - Identity Portal User Console -
Access Module

31808080 DE452042 Identity Portal allows group
assignment only for group admins.

Identity Portal does not consider
the Manage members flag of the
Identity Manger admin task for group
membership scoping.

Identity Portal now checks the
Manage members flag while
checking the user scope for
group assignment.

Identity Portal User Console -
Access Module

20105616 DE440531 Post upgrade to Identity Portal 14.3
GA, the current access details of a
user are not accurately shown by
the application.

Scope checks are done on the
searched user instead of the login
user.

- Identity Portal User Console -
Access Module

20300084 DE447649 User Search with a wildcard (*)
character in the Access Module
throws an error.

Search results are browser cached
and miss on the predefined search
results.

- Identity Portal User Console -
Access Module

20109076
20094664

DE439960
DE441252

Cosmetic issues with the Cancel (x)
and Submit buttons in the Identity
Portal Access Request Summary
page. The "x" icon is cut by half
and the "Submit" button slips off the
page.

The Request Summary dialog height
is fixed to 450px. When the screen
resolution is changed according
to the available screen space, the
vertical scrollbar hides the Submit
button. The user has to scroll to view
the Submit button thus causing the
user interface to look misaligned.

- Identity Portal User Console -
Access Module

20118581 DE447713 Mobile View Back button at Tasks
approval page does not function
properly.

Mobile View is using browser history
back button thus causing an issue
with back navigation.

- Identity Portal User Console -
Mobile View

20118596 DE447117 Implementation tab is shown in
Mobile View even though it is
hidden in the Desktop View.

Task configuration is not supported
in the Mobile View Tasks module.

- Identity Portal User Console -
Mobile View

31923778 DE462449 Search Application or Permission
feature in Mobile View does not
work in Access module.

Mobile View does not support
access catalog search.

- Identity Portal User Console -
Mobile View

20111891 DE443254 In the Identity Portal User Console,
the "Strict_cart_mode=true" option
is not working in the Mobile View of
access request.

Mobile View does not consider
the "strict_cart_mode" option in
access request.

- Identity Portal User Console -
Mobile View

20157286 DE444564 In the Identity Portal User Console
Tasks screen, the Advanced Search
results are displayed page-wise but
the page numbers at the bottom of
the screen are not highlighted as
per the search results displayed on
the screen.

The current page number is not set
on page navigation.

- Identity Portal User Console -
Tasks Module
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Support Ticket Engineering Ticket Problem Summary Root Cause Behavioural Change Components

1346441 DE415981 If a user reserves a work item,
the status of the work item is not
properly updated in the user's
current session. The status of the
work item continues to appear as
un-reserved and the user cannot
release the work item as the
Release button is grayed out.

When the Reserve button is clicked,
Identity Portal reserves the item
via Identity Manager. The buttons
are not updated until the page is
reloaded.

- Identity Portal User Console -
Tasks Module

20092581 20103417
31796312 31913818

DE438298 DE442480
DE451609 DE460714

In the Identity Portal approval tasks,
accented characters are appearing
as encoded strings instead of the
actual character. Example: &#238;

When a form is in read-only mode,
the message property value is
not bound as HTML to the page,
instead the HTML encoded string is
displayed as-is.

- Identity Portal User Console -
Tasks Module

20114794 DE443512 During the user creation process,
the manager information is initially
displayed in the Approval Preview
form but disappears after a few
minutes. Also, the manager
information is not displayed
correctly in the View User task.

Suggested configuration changes:
1. User Selector always works on

userId. So, the user/employee
search must have the User Id as
a search attribute.

2. In case of the View User task,
the User Selector(manager)
must associate the user/
employee search. Else, the user
information is not fetched.

- Identity Portal User Console -
User Management Module

20304572 31853369
31943022

DE447328 DE463853 In the Approval page, the bottom
scroll bar is invisible in the Microsoft
Internet Explorer 11 browser.

Scroll functionality does not work in
the Microsoft Internet Explorer 11.

Note: We recommend not
using Internet Explorer 11. For
details, see Internet Explorer 11
- Limited Support.

Identity Portal User Console -
Certifications Module

20070302 31789742 DE439255 DE450868 ADA compliance issue in Identity
Portal. When a screen is zoomed in,
the screen does not adjust itself to
fit the viewable space. A scroll bar
is provided on the screen which is
hardly visible to any user.

The scrollbar width is fixed to 9px.
Since the width is set to a small
size, screen zoom in causes ADA
compliance (accessibility) issue.

- Identity Portal User Console -
Certifications Module

31898123 DE459540 "Multiple Reviewers Submission"
popup message intermittently
appears in Identity Portal when
trying to approve/reject multiple
items in a certification campaign.

Multiple clicks on the Submit button
generates multiple Summary dialogs.
So, when the user clicks on the
Summary dialog, the request is
submitted multiple times and thus
the error.

- Identity Portal User Console -
Certifications Module

20309383 DE440838 Password creation with all spaces
succeeds, but fails at login.

While resetting a user password,
Identity Portal allows all whitespaces
in the Password field.

- Identity Portal User Console -
Reset Password

31852173 DE456100 When a user enters a wrong
username or password and submits
the login page, the application
displays the "Request Failed" dialog
instead of the "Wrong Username or
Password" error message.

User validation exception issue. - Identity Portal User Console -
Login Page
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Support Ticket Engineering Ticket Problem Summary Root Cause Behavioural Change Components

31859804 DE459000 Identity Portal users are able to
save the profile modification as a
draft, but when the draft is selected
for loading, either no data is saved
from the draft or the incorrect data
from the draft is shown.

When form data is displayed for
saved draft, the form values are
fetched from original form instead of
saved draft form.

- Identity Portal User Console

20251700 DE444577 In Identity Portal 14.3 GA, the
copyright symbol at the bottom of
the screen appears as a question
mark within a diamond shape
(Unicode replacement character)
rather than the actual copyright
symbol.

The escape character is missed in
the HTML file.

- Identity Portal User Console

20145485 31849883 DE443134 DE457577 Identity Portal forms hang in
Microsoft Internet Explorer 11
browser.

The UI-select library cannot handle
huge arrays. Internet Explorer
supports a maximum of 150 items
in the drop-down. Due to this
restriction, when you type a search
string, a maximum of 150 search
results are displayed in the drop-
down list.

Added restriction for a user to
enter 2-3 characters to fetch the
search results.
Note: We recommend not
using Internet Explorer 11. For
details, see Internet Explorer 11
- Limited Support.

Identity Portal Admin UI - Forms

20112129
31918579

DE441829
DE461331

After applying Identity Portal 14.3
CP1, unable to rearrange the order
of tabs and properties in the Form
element using the mouse drag and
drop functionality.

An issue with the third-party module
that adds the drag functionality to the
form tabs and properties.

- Identity Portal Admin UI - Forms

20310078 DE447904 The Multi Select list object of the
form property does not support
Select All functionality.

Request to enhance Multi Select
form property with Select All
capability.

- Identity Portal Admin UI - Forms

20050463 DE429855 Unable to delete a large application
group from the access tree.

ApplicationEntity and
PermissionEntity calls are hanging
while deleting a huge set of
permissions or application groups.

- Identity Portal Admin UI -
Access Module

20119794 DE442479 After creating a rule in the Create
Execution Plan screen, the "+Add
Rule" button is hidden beyond the
screen size. The screen does not
allow the user to scroll down to add
a new rule.

Missing a scrollbar in the rules
container of the Execution Plan
screen.

- Identity Portal Admin UI -
Execution Plan

31935476 DE464409 After upgrading Identity Portal
14.0 to 14.3 CP1, unable to hide
the ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
tab in the Approval work item using
custom CSS styles.

Identity Portal 14.3 had user
interface design changes.

View section Show or Hide
Additional Information About
Users in the Tasks Approval
Details Page at Identity Portal
14.3 CP2 page.

Identity Portal Admin UI - Tasks
Module

20313055 DE453812 The field names overwrite the field
values in the login screen.

Floating labels are used for the login
username and password fields.

The username and password
floating labels are now changed
to the normal field labels.

Identity Portal Admin UI
and User Console - Login Page

20276476 DE445661 Identity Portal displays incorrect
error message when an account
is locked in Active Directory
Authentication.

Identity Portal does not handle the
account lock messages from Identity
Manager.

- Integration with Identity Manager
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Support Ticket Engineering Ticket Problem Summary Root Cause Behavioural Change Components

20076848 20255904 DE445368 DE445700 In the My Request module with user
request items available, the Excel
icon does not generate or download
the Microsoft Excel file.

Cell merge is not working properly
as it requires minimum 2 columns for
merge.

- Integration with Identity Manager

20142416 DE444593 On mouse over the "You" text in
the "Timeline" section of a work
approval task, the application
displays "Information currently
unavailable" on the screen.

The logged in user information is not
passed to the application.

To be consistent, in both
myRequests and Tasks screen,
the user first name and last
name are displayed as “You”.

Integration with Identity Manager

20295771 DE446495 Unable to load large campaigns in
Identity Portal.

Identity Portal makes multiple rest
calls to Identity Governance thus
causing performance issue.

- Integration with Identity
Governance

20306135 DE447479 Password reset from Identity Portal
when integrated with SiteMinder
fails with the following error:
"Missing Header value: sm-realm.”

When SiteMinder is enabled in
Identity Portal, SSO headers are
missing in the Reset Password
WebService call. As a result, Identity
Manager WebService is throwing an
error.

- Integration with SiiteMinder

Identity Portal 14.3 CP1 - Fixed Defects
Tabulated below are the defects that are fixed in Identity Portal 14.3 CP1.

WARNING
Identity Portal 14.3 CP1 is compatible with Identity Manager 14.3 CP1 and Identity Governance 14.3 CP1.

Support Ticket Engineering Ticket Problem Summary Root Cause and Additional
  Deployment Instructions Risk

01367867 DE418998 The Portal access application tree does not expand
automatically.

The application tree limit is set to 50. HIGH

01277986 DE407528 In Google Chrome, campaign items are intermittently
grayed out.

Data rendering issue when a user tries to access a
page even before the server saves the status of bulk
approved user actions.

HIGH

01281215 DE403421 • Issue 1: When assigning an Active Directory group to
the user, the Requested For column shows the group
name instead of user name.

• Issue 2: In case of a two stage approval process, when
work item is at 2nd level approver, Requested By
column shows IDM instead of user name.

• Root Cause 1: In the code base, the
SecondaryObjectType is defined as GROUP
instead of ACCOUNT ENTITLEMENT.

• Root Cause 2: The database does not persist
the Initiator ID.

HIGH

01315116 DE408178 On deploying the sigma.war file, getting the following error:
"Failed to set property ref-name, property with ref-name:
[access] already exist" occurred"

-       HIGH

01327677 DE411221 The behavior of the Forgotten Password feature changes
when the OOTB error messages related to the Forgotten
Password feature are altered.

Implementation bug. HIGH

20009353 DE421774 Import of huge data to Identity Portal fails. The application server transaction timeout value is
set to a lower value and does not suffice for import
of bigger files to Identity Portal.

HIGH

20002462 DE420541 After upgrading Virtual Appliance from 14.0 CP1 to 14.3,
Identity Portal does not start.

When the Form properties reference names are
empty, the upgrade process considers them as
duplicates.

HIGH
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Support Ticket Engineering Ticket Problem Summary Root Cause and Additional
  Deployment Instructions Risk

20016410 DE425586 Unable to restart Identity Manager (CAIM) connector when
too many tasks are web services enabled.

Identity Portal generates TEWS web services test
client - Tews6PortType_Tews6Port_Client.java,
in which one of the methods consists enormous
amount of system.out.println statements. When the
method reaches around 10800 lines, an error might
occur due to the compiled byte code limit of 65535
bytes.

HIGH

01330501
01360435
01309512

DE411519
DE418579
DE413101

Identity Portal and Identity Manager integration environment
throws the following error on initiating task approval from
Identity Portal.
Payload: {"taskResult":
{"returnCode":"FAILED","taskSessionId":"caustin,ou=People,dc=comcast,dc=com|
1 4 45124:WPDS","messages":["Password validation failed:
null."]}}

The approval task sessionid pattern is incorrect in
the Portal web service during the execution of the
approval task.

MEDIUM

01274898 DE402212 Unable to change the order of permissions in the Access
Tree of the Admin UI.

Implementation bug. MEDIUM

20009842 DE421543 After upgrading to Identity Portal 14.3, unable to access the
pageHeaders.jsp page.

From Identity Portal 14.3, there is an API change in
ConfigurationManager and this change is missing in
the JSP page.

MEDIUM

20012317 DE422609 In a scenario where a single request contains two
permissions and each permission is linked to a workflow,
the system creates workflow request for each permission.
An approver can view two permissions in each workflow
request instead of a single request in each workflow.

Implementation bug. MEDIUM

20003515 DE422656 Password validation error messages related to the user
account ADS password change event are empty.

A description is not added to the error messages. LOW

20019797 DE423891 Share my work issue in Identity portal.
Reviewer (User 1) shares work > Delegate (User 2)
reassigns task > New task owner (User 3) completes task.
Original reviewer should receive an error message when
attempting to complete the same task that was completed
by the new task owner. No error message is received and
the original reviewer is able to submit a response.

Implementation bug. LOW

20029690 DE425571 In a Form, User Selector is unable to fetch the manager ID. User Selector is unable to fetch the manager
ID because of the case mismatch between the
manager ID and the manager ID mapped to the
user.

LOW

01352922 DE417627 Browser hangs on editing a permission in the Access
catalog.

The edit permission event takes a longer time
thereby degrading system performance.

LOW

Identity Portal 14.3 GA - Fixed Defects
Tabulated below are the defects that are fixed in Identity Portal 14.3 GA.

Support Ticket Engineering Ticket Problem Summary Root Cause and Additional
Deployment Instructions Risk

01308338 DE407352 Bulk Access request fails on removing a permission. Scoping of the bulk remove action was wrong. LOW
01254348 DE400646 Submitting an Access request with a form that has

multi value attribute fails when no value is submitted
although the attribute is not mandatory.

An issue in the web service between CA Identity
Portal and CA Identity Manager.

LOW
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Support Ticket Engineering Ticket Problem Summary Root Cause and Additional
Deployment Instructions Risk

01262683 DE398011 Bulk reassignment of certification campaign tasks
takes too long.

Collecting reassignment tasks from CA Identity
Governance was inefficient.

LOW

01187050 DE394526 The first day of the week in date pickers does not fit
the chosen locale (Example: starting the week on
"Sunday" instead of "Monday").

Allowing to set the first day of week for the display
of date pickers throughout the application.

LOW

01241309 DE394302 Search conditions of type "Logged-in user attribute"
are displayed wrong in the CA Identity Portal Admin
UI.

The view in the UI did not represent the condition
correctly.

LOW

01240633 DE394177 Fields marked as not available for display in the
template configuration are visible in the CA Identity
Portal Certification Campaigns screen, inside the
additional details panel.

The Additional Details panel was displaying all the
attributes from the template configuration.

LOW

01216713 DE389535 Duplicate tasks and workflow in CA Identity
Manager are initiated by CA Identity Portal.

When the number of different tasks in a request
exceeded the batch size, the number of tasks
needed to be invoked was not calculated correctly.

LOW

01207064 DE388465 The "Write your Comment here" placeholder of
the comment box in Certification Campaign tasks
disappears immediately in Internet Explorer 11.

Browser compatibility issue. LOW

01194681 DE385909 After clicking the Submit button in Certification
Campaign, there is no indication of the process (no
loader displayed) until the Summary dialog appears.

Loader is not displayed. LOW

01180037 DE384654 Unable to save search with condition of type
"Logged-in user attribute" and "is one of the
following" operator.

Mismatching names of condition types between UI
and Server.

LOW

01170407 DE381266 Loading Certification Campaign with a significant
number of tasks takes too long and causes the
request to time out.

Many redundant calls to the Identity Governance
server caused the issue.

LOW

01129026 DE372778 Password field in CA Identity Portal login screen is
not cleared after providing wrong password.

Password is now cleared after a failed attempt. LOW

Internal DE226860 No indication for a risk if more than a single risk
applies.

Only a single risk was displayed. LOW

Internal DE347100 Localization is reverted to English when the
application is refreshed in the selected module.

Localization state is now persistent. LOW

Internal DE395843 Fix the indicator for approval tasks so that it
can distinguish between Approval step and
Implementation step.

Missing capability. LOW

01222087 DE391386 Timeline in Tasks and My Requests screens is
missing when using the Norwegian locale.

An issue with the third-party library that supplies the
localization for 'time ago' expressions.

LOW

Internal DE158568 / DE158435 Unable to save analytics workflow as an image on
Google Chrome.

Exception on console log. LOW

01211881 DE399634 The Search and Advanced Search in Tasks screen
do not work properly.

The UI code for search task handled few cases
incorrectly.

LOW

01237198 DE398372 Sending of a notification email to the Managed
Campaign reviewers fails as there is no indication
for the error in CA Identity Portal.

CA Identity Portal did not process correctly the error
message from CA Identity Governance.

LOW

01261314 DE398034 Export functionality in Certification Campaigns
screen fails with time-out when exporting a large
data set.

Time out exceeds. LOW
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Support Ticket Engineering Ticket Problem Summary Root Cause and Additional
Deployment Instructions Risk

01241757 DE397419 The approvers of a request are not displayed in My
Requests Timeline when resolvers are generated by
custom workflow.

Work items without Participant ID are filtered out. LOW

01240571 DE395608 Search tasks in Certification Campaigns screen fail
when one of the object types in the campaign does
not have any displayable attributes.

The case where an object type in a campaign does
not have any displayable attributes was not handled
correctly.

LOW

01240641 DE395604 Discrepancy between the displayed number of days
that are left for Certification Campaign in CA Identity
Portal and in CA Identity Governance.

A difference between the way CA Identity Portal and
CA Identity Governance calculates the campaign
duration.

LOW

01249406 DE395590 Form tabs cannot be localized. Developing the capability to localize Form tabs that
was missing.

LOW

01238876 DE394896 Implementation Details dialog in the My Requests
screen cannot be opened.

Change in the dialog was not reflected in this part of
the code correctly.

LOW

01187050 DE390232 The date picker does not display the names of day
correctly in the Norwegian locale.

An issue with the third-party library that supplies the
localization for the date picker.

LOW

01200117 DE386895 Resources and roles names in Certification
Campaign screen are not fully visible when the
name is long.

Missing tooltip to allow the user to view the full
name.

LOW

01187474 DE384982 Cross Universe reassignment of Certification
Campaign tasks is not supported in CA Identity
Portal.

This is an enhancement request. LOW

01187050 DE384847 Date Picker does not display the names of days in
Norwegian on selecting the "nl" locale.

An issue with the third-party library that supplies the
localization for the date picker.

LOW

01174581 DE382714 Permission properties tooltip is not displayed in My
Requests and Tasks screens.

The properties are displayed only in the Access
module.

LOW

01173968 DE382170 Security vulnerability - executing script from search
result query.

No HTML escaping for "<script>" tags in search
results.

LOW

01166355 DE380441 Module actions name always starts with a capital
letter, even when its name contains only lowercase
letters.

Module actions name display was automatically
capitalized, regardless of their configuration.

LOW

01166345 DE380439 Date Picker property is displayed as mandatory
even though it is not configured as mandatory.

Date Picker property displayed as mandatory no
matter how the property is configured.

LOW

01113536 DE379831 Searching a request by user name in My Requests
screen does not work.

Search by requester name (not in Advanced
Search) was wrong.

LOW

01135297 DE375225 The order of the Modules and Modules Actions is
inconsistent.

The order displayed in the Admin UI is different from
the elements order in the user console.

LOW

Internal DE361300 Checkbox property does not show description on
mouse hover.

Tooltip is not displayed. LOW

00957996 DE346779  The first task on "Tasks" module is always checked. A task is always required to be checked on 'Tasks'
module. To remove the first task, another task
needs to be checked.

LOW

01084774 DE364223 Unable to deploy Deployment Xpress Create User
template.

Use case deployment fails with
MissingFormatArgumentException: Format specifier
'%s'.

LOW

01098123 DE366837 Delegation alert message is not localized. Localization is now available
under - 'Static' → 'General' →
'GENERAL_ACTIVE_DELEGATIONS_MULTIPLE/
SINGLE'

LOW
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Support Ticket Engineering Ticket Problem Summary Root Cause and Additional
Deployment Instructions Risk

01104750 DE370267 "Clear" button on invocation operation functions as
a return button.

Changed UI display to 'Back' and added localization
which is under 'Static' → 'Dynamic Modules' →
'RETURN_TO_USER_SELECTION'

LOW

01112567 DE369562 While using localization, advanced search filter by
date on 'My Requests' does not display the correct
results.

Search format was hard coded to US date format. LOW

01097357 DE367492 Bulk Operation (using form-based feed) is not
working.

Error while performing the operation in the backend
system.

LOW

Internal DE338125 Certification violations display between Role-Role
link is not identical to CA Identity Governance
display.

All violations appeared under the first role. MEDIUM

01173943 DE382167 Security vulnerability - message property in forms
can include scripts that are executed when viewing
the request in My Requests and Tasks screens.

Message property that is rendered has HTML when
viewing the request.
After this fix, HTML style is not applied on the
message when viewing the request in My Requests
and Tasks screen.

MEDIUM

Internal DE298130 No validation on search attributes when creating a
new Managed Object Search.

Create button is greyed out if no attributes are
selected.

MEDIUM

Known Issues
This document covers the Known Issues of Identity Portal release 14.3.

• Deployment Xpress Repository
If the built-in Deployment Xpress templates (used in the Virtual Appliance demo mode) do not work as expected,
ensure that you download the latest Deployment Xpress repository from the support site.
For information about how to download and apply the latest repository, see Download the Deployment Xpress
Templates Repository.

• Issue with Forms Pointing to the Target Permission of Type ATTRIBUTE
When you use Target Permission of type ATTRIBUTE with a Form that points to the same attribute, and you submit
different values for the Target Permission and Form, eventually only one of the values will be submitted.

• Campaign Reviewer Comments are not Exported Properly
On exporting a campaign, not all reviewer comments are exported to the Microsoft Excel spread sheet.

• Custom Branding Attribute
When you add the custom branding attribute "#theBody", branding behaves differently: changes only the footer but not
the body.

• Issue with Multiple CA Identity Manager Connectors Up and Running
When multiple CA Identity Manager connectors are up and running, you cannot deploy a Module template.
Workaround: Only one CA Identity Manager connector must be up and running to deploy a Module template.

• Adding Multiple Groups to Users using Relations in Module Actions
When using Relations in Module Actions to add multiple groups to a user, and the task being used has workflows on
the Add to group event, the following behavior is expected:
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– There would be multiple "Add to group" events and appropriate workflows based on the number of groups added in
the request.

– In the My Requests screen, the workflows are displayed in a confusing manner; as if the workflows are combined
into a single one.

– In the Tasks screen, the approver can view multiple work items but the request information in multiple items looks
identical. The approver cannot figure out which item is related to which group.

• Special Characters in User ID
Users with User ID that include a backslash (\) cannot be used in Access Request and in the Module Action Request.

• Clear ‘Login Data’ Cache
When clearing the ‘Login Data’ cache through the Admin UI, all active sessions on the node fail to function and the
user has to log in again.

• Certification attributes are not displayed when Type fields are mapped
When mapping Role Type or Resource Type in Universe mapping fields, attributes of the relevant entity are not
displayed in Identity Portal.

• The |GroupSubscription| Logical Attribute must be added to the Group Attributes List
When the Relations capability is used for both self-subscribing and non-self subscribing groups, the |
GroupSubscription| LAH must be configured as a Group Attribute in the Groups Attributes List (Admin UI → Setup →
Managed Object Attributes → Group Attributes).

• Upgrading from version 14.0 to the current release
When upgrading from version 14.0 to 14.3, refer to Migration to CA Identity Portal documentation.

• Bulk Loader CSV Button is not Operational
The Bulk Loader CSV button works only when an Access Module exists in the Portal.

Support for JBoss EAP 7.2 and WildFly 15.0.x
If your existing Identity Portal deployment uses JBoss EAP 6.4 or WildFly 8.2 as application server, we recommend
migrating to the supported versions - JBoss EAP 7.2 or WildFly 15.0.x using the Migration Tool.

NOTE
The minimum supported WildFly version for migration is 15.0.1.The supported migrations are,

• JBoss EAP 6.4 to JBoss EAP 7.2
• WildFly 8.2 to WildFly 15.0.x

For a successful migration to JBoss EAP 7.2 or WildFly 15.0.x, you must complete the following tasks:

1. Pre-requisites
2. Run the Migration Tool
3. Post-migration Tasks

Pre-requisites

Before running the migration tool, ensure that the following pre-requisites are met on each of the cluster nodes.

1. Apply the latest Identity Portal Cumulative Patch.
2. Install JBoss EAP 7.2 or WildFly 15.0.x on the existing Identity Portal server.
3. Download and extract Layer7 Migration Tool.
4. For WildFly 15.0.x, download v1.5.0 binary distribution of the JBoss Server Migration Tool from the JBoss Server

Migration Tool GitHub repository. For JBoss EAP 7.2 GA, the tool is already part of the GA distribution installed in Step
2.
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Run the Migration Tool

Run the migration tool on each of the cluster nodes by following the given steps:

1. Shut down the Identity Portal server.
2. From the command line, navigate to the location where you had downloaded and extracted Layer7 Migration Tool.
3. Run Layer7_migrate_tool.bat for Windows and Layer7_migrate_tool.sh for Linux with the following arguments:

Layer7_migrate_tool.bat/sh -s “<Location where the existing JBoss EAP 6.4 

or WildFly 8.2 is installed>” -t “<Location where JBoss EAP 7.2 or 

WildFly 15.0.x is installed>”

Note: (For Windows Only) If the folders in the application server installed path contains a space (For example,
Program Files), ensure that you replace the space with the equivalent short name (For example, PROGRA~1). You
can run dir /x command to find the equivalent short names for the folders. For example:
C:\JBossMigration>Layer7_migrate_tool.bat -s “C:\PROGRA~1\wildfly-8.2.1.Final” -t 

“C:\wildfly-15.0.1.Final\"

4. (For WildFly Only) When prompted to enter the “Absolute Path of the Migration tool to use", enter the location of the
JBoss Server Migration Tool that you had downloaded as part of step 4 in the pre-requisites section.

5. On a successful migration, you should see a success message on the screen. In case of a failure, try running the
migration tool again. If the issue persists, open a support case.

Post-Migration Tasks

Post-migration, ensure that you complete the following tasks on each of the cluster nodes.

1. Copy the fine-tune configurations from <JBoss EAP 6.4/WildFly 8.2_Home>/bin/standalone.conf.bat/sh to <JBoss
EAP 7.2/WildFly 15.0.x_Home>/bin/standalone.conf.bat/sh.

2. (Applicable only when the keystore/certificate files are placed in the JBoss/WildFly configuration directory)
If using SSL, ensure that you copy the keystore/certificate files from <JBoss EAP 6.4/WildFly 8.2_Home>/
standalone/configuration to <JBoss EAP 7.2/WildFly 15.0.x_Home>/standalone/configuration.

3. Start the Identity Portal server.

(Optional) Run WildFly as a Service

To run WildFly as a service, follow the procedures in the given links:

• Windows: Run Wildfly as a Windows Service
• Linux: Run Wildfly as a Linux Service

Deprecated Platforms and Configurations
The platforms and configurations that are deprecated in Identity Portal 14.3 are:

Deprecated Platform / Configuration Migration Option

Microsoft SQL sqljdbc4 Microsoft SQL sqljdbc6.4
Apache Tomcat Virtual Appliance or WildFly

Product Accessibility Features
CA Technologies is committed to making sure that all customers, regardless of ability, can successfully use its products
and supporting documentation to accomplish vital business tasks. This section outlines the accessibility features that are
part of Identity Portal.

This article contains the following sections:
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Product Enhancements

Identity Portal offers accessibility enhancements in the following areas:

• Display
• Sound
• Keyboard
• Mouse
• Custom Controls (if any)

Note: The following information applies to Windows-based and Macintosh-based applications. Java applications run on
many host operating systems, some of which already have assistive technologies available to them. For these existing
assistive technologies to provide access to programs written in JPL, they need a bridge between themselves in their
native environments and the Java Accessibility support that is available from within the Java virtual machine (or Java VM).
This bridge has one end in the Java VM and the other on the native platform, so it is slightly different for each platform it
bridges to. Sun is currently developing both the JPL and the Win32 sides of this bridge.

Display
To increase visibility on your computer display, you can adjust the following options:

• Font style, color, and size of items
Defines font color, size, and other visual combinations.

• Screen resolution
Defines the pixel count to enlarge objects on the screen.

• Cursor width and blink rate
Defines the cursor width or blink rate, which makes the cursor easier to find or minimize its blinking.

• Icon size
Defines the size of icons. You can make icons larger for visibility or smaller for increased screen space.

• High contrast schemes
Defines color combinations. You can select colors that are easier to see.

Sound
Use sound as a visual alternative or to make computer sounds easier to hear or distinguish by adjusting the following
options:

• Volume
Sets the computer sound up or down.

• Text-to-Speech
Sets the computer's hear command options and text read aloud.

• Warnings
Defines visual warnings.

• Notices
Defines the aural or visual cues when accessibility features are turned on or off.

• Schemes
Associates computer sounds with specific system events.

• Captions
Displays captions for speech and sounds.
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Keyboard
You can make the following keyboard adjustments:

• Repeat Rate
Defines how quickly a character repeats when a key is struck.

• Tones
Defines tones when pressing certain keys.

• Sticky Keys
Defines the modifier key, such as Shift, Ctrl, Alt, or the Windows Logo key, for shortcut key combinations. Sticky keys
remain active until another key is pressed.

Mouse
You can use the following options to make your mouse faster and easier to use:

• Click Speed
Defines how fast to click the mouse button to make a selection.

• Click Lock
Sets the mouse to highlight or drag without holding down the mouse button.

• Reverse Action
Sets the reverse function that is controlled by the left and right mouse keys.

• Blink Rate
Defines how fast the cursor blinks or if it blinks at all.

• Pointer Options
Let you do the following:
– Hide the pointer while typing
– Show the location of the pointer
– Set the speed that the pointer moves on the screen
– Choose the pointer's size and color for increased visibility
– Move the pointer to a default location in a dialog box

Custom Controls

Describe any custom controls here.

Keyboard Shortcuts
The following table lists the keyboard shortcuts that CA Identity Portal supports:

Keyboard Description
Ctrl+X Cut
Ctrl+C Copy
Ctrl+K Find Next
Ctrl+F Find and Replace
Ctrl+V Paste
Ctrl+S Save
Ctrl+Shift+S Save All
Ctrl+D Delete Line
Ctrl+Right Next Word
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Ctrl+Down Scroll Line Down
End Line End
Shift+8 Displays the buttons in the UI with contrast
Left Arrow / Right Arrow To traverse the main menu options such as My Profile, Dashboard, Tasks
Ctrl+Up Arrow / Down Arrow To move up and down in the entitlement tree

Product Community
Welcome to Symantec Identity Governance and Administration (IGA) community.

Our product community keeps you informed about the latest happenings in the Symantec IGA space in the form of
announcements, events and blogs such as,

• Product webinars
• Release announcements
• Invitation to the beta programs
• Platform support matrix

The community forum also lets you post a query or any ideation related to a specific product feature.

Documentation for Older Releases
The Techdocs platform includes Identity Portal documentation from release 14.0 onwards.

To view documentation for older/legacy releases, see Bookshelves and PDFs.
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Platform Support
This article covers the system requirements for Identity Portal

Operating Systems

Operating System Version Notes

Microsoft Windows Server 2012, 2012 R2, 2016, 2019 64 bit
Red Hat Enterprise Linux
CentOS

6.x, 7.x, 8.x
7.x, 8.x

64 bit

Application Servers
Identity Portal can be deployed on the following supported application servers. These servers are supported on all the
listed Operating Systems.

Application Server Version Java Version
Supported Identity Manager
Application Server Vendor Notes

WildFly 8.2.1 • Oracle JDK 1.8.x
• AdoptOpenJDK 1.8.0_212 and later 1.8.x versions

All • Only Standalone server is supported (JBoss
Native Cluster is not supported)

JBoss EAP 6.4.0 (GA) • Oracle JDK 1.8.x
• AdoptOpenJDK 1.8.0_212 and later 1.8.x versions

All • Only Standalone server is supported (JBoss
Native Cluster is not supported)

WebLogic 12c R2 (12.2.1.x) Oracle JDK 1.8.x WebLogic • Only Native WebLogic Cluster configuration is
supported (Single node cluster or more)

NOTE

• Identity Suite has shifted the primary support from Oracle JDK to AdoptOpenJDK, a popular free version of
Java that derives its source from OpenJDK. Existing customers with valid licenses from Oracle may continue
to run our products using Oracle JDK. However, in such cases, the customer is responsible for obtaining
support from Oracle to address any future Java security and vulnerability issues that may arise.

• Identity Portal installer does not work with AdoptOpenJDK. Post installation of Identity Portal, you must
change the Java if you wish to use AdoptOpenJDK.

• Only 64-bit application servers are supported.
• Only 64-bit Java JDKs are supported. JREs are not supported (Identity Portal includes runtime compile

elements).
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Databases
Identity Portal supports the following databases that are used for its run-time and persistent stores.

Vendor Version Notes

Oracle 11g R2 • RAC is supported
• Use with ojdbc6.jar jdbc driver

Oracle 12c, 12c R2, 18c, 19c • RAC is supported
• Use with ojdbc8.jar jdbc driver
• Oracle 18c works with Identity Portal 14.3 Cumulative Patch 1 (Virtual Appliance,  Non-Virtual Appliance).

– Non-Virtual Appliance: While installing Identity Portal, you must apply the patch at the Database Connection step.
For details, check the following installation links:
• JBoss/WildFly
• WebLogic

– Virtual Appliance: Before deploying the Identity Portal service, ensure that you apply the patch. For details, check
the following deployment links:
• VMware Deployment
• Amazon Web Services Deployment
• Azure Deployment

• Oracle 19c works with Identity Portal 14.3 hotfix: HF-DE420056 (Virtual Appliance,  Non-Virtual Appliance).
– Non-Virtual Appliance: While installing Identity Portal, you must apply the hotfix at the Database Connection step.

For details, check the following installation links:
• JBoss/WildFly
• WebLogic

– Virtual Appliance: Before deploying the Identity Portal service, ensure that you apply the hotfix. For details, check the
following deployment links:
• VMware Deployment
• Amazon Web Services Deployment
• Azure Deployment

Microsoft SQL • Standard and Enterprise Editions
– 2012 SP2, 2014, 2016, 2017

• Enterprise Edition
– 2016 and 2017 including SQL Always On Availability

Groups

• Latest SP assumed
• Not supported when Identity Portal is running on WebLogic
• Use sqljdbc4.jar JDBC driver for SQL 2012 R2, 2014
• Use sqljdbc6.4.jar JDBC driver for SQL 2016 and 2017
• SQL Always On Availability Group is supported from Identity Portal 14.3 CP1 onwards

Back-ends

Vendor Version

Identity Manager 14.3
Identity Governance 14.3
Advanced Authentication 7.1.01, 8.1

Note: In case Identity Manager or Identity Governance is deployed in a cluster, an NLB (Network Load Balancer) VIP is
required for Identity Portal to use all Identity Manager or Identity Governance cluster nodes.

Single-Sign-On

Vendor Version Notes

Single Sign-On (SSO) Same versions as supported by Identity Manager compatible version -
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Web Clients (Browsers)

Vendor Browser Version Notes

Microsoft Internet Explorer 11, Microsoft Edge • On Windows Desktop OS
• Known performance issues in Microsoft Internet Explorer 11

Mozilla Mozilla Firefox 3.6 and above On Windows Desktop OS
Google Chrome - All versions On Windows Desktop OS
Apple Safari 6.1 and above On Mac OS

Not supported for the Administrative Interface

Notes:

• The recommended screen resolution is 1920x1080 (pixels)
• The minimum required screen resolution is 1200x600 (pixels)

Hardware Requirements
The following are recommended PRODUCTION hardware specifications for the Identity Portal application server nodes.
For fault tolerance and performance considerations, Identity Portal must be deployed in at least a two node cluster (two
distinct servers).

Component (per node) Minimum Recommended

CPU Dual Core Intel (or compatible) 2.0 GHz
Xeon or similar (64 bit)

Quad Core Intel (or compatible) 2.0 GHz
Xeon or similar (64 bit)

RAM 16 GB 32 GB
Local Storage 160 GB 160 GB
Database Storage 1 GB Initial Size 5 GB Initial Size
Shared Storage (for uploaded files) 50 GB 100 GB

Network Requirements

The following table summarizes the Firewall/Communications requirements between Identity Portal and various solution
components.

From To Port & Protocol Notes

Web Servers
(SM web agents)

Identity Portal
application Server

Identity Portal Application Server HTTP
port

Identity Portal App
Servers

Identity Portal
Database

Database port

Identity Portal App
Servers

Identity Manager
Servers

ALL TCP Ports • HTTP and RMI Traffic must be
allowed

• The communications between
Identity Portal and the Identity
Manager server must be direct.
Reverse proxies or other Layer 7
HTTP relays are not supported.
Network Load Balancers are
supported.

Identity Portal App
Servers

Identity Governance
Servers

TCP/8080 (HTTP)
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From To Port & Protocol Notes

Identity Manager
Servers

Identity Portal App
Server

Identity Portal Application Server HTTP
port

Identity Portal App
Servers

Advanced
Authentication Servers

Default Port (9742) Port is configurable

Note: In case Identity Manager or Identity Governance is deployed in a cluster, an NLB (Network Load Balancer) VIP is
required for Identity Portal to use all Identity Manager or Identity Governance cluster nodes. Identity Portal is configured to
point to the VIP (Virtual IP) representing the Identity Portal, Identity Governance clusters. NLB VIP characteristics are as
follows:

• Relay: all TCP ports
• Load Balancing Scheme: Round Robin (No ip-stickiness)
• Health Monitor: Basic HTTP on the Identity Manager or Identity Governance application server HTTP port (for

example, 8080 on JBoss)

DNS Requirements

The Identity Manager application server FQDNs should be resolvable from all the Identity Portal application server nodes.
Resolution should be performed either through DNS or a local hosts file override.

Mobile Support

1. Chrome or Safari on iOS version 10 and above
2. Chrome on Android 7 and above

Support for SQL Always On Availability Group
Identity Suite supports MS SQL Server Enterprise Edition 2016 and 2017 including SQL Always On Availability Group.

This document covers the supported configurations and the best effort support for SQL Always On Availability Group.

Supported Configurations

SQL Always On Availability Group configuration is supported in the following scenarios:

• All availability nodes are part of a single Microsoft Windows Domain
• Availability Group is created based on the Windows Server Failover Clustering
• All Identity Suite databases (availability databases) are part of a single Availability Group
• SQL Server Enterprise Edition 2016 and 2017 (Latest SP assumed)

Best Effort Support

We provide best effort support for the following configurations as long as Microsoft supports:

• Distributed Availability Group that belongs to different network subnets
• Availability nodes are members of different Microsoft Windows Domains
• SQL Server Standard Edition 2016 and 2017 (Latest SP assumed)

Unsupported Platforms

Identity Suite does not support SQL Always On Availability Group hosted on the following platforms:
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• Linux/Non-Windows platform
• Cloud platforms like AWS/GCP

Internet Explorer 11 - Limited Support
This page covers the following topics:

Recommendation to use Modern Browsers
Due to known performance issues in Microsoft Internet Explorer 11, Broadcom recommends using one of the other
supported browsers (Google Chrome, Firefox, Apple Safari and Microsoft Edge).

Performance Issues Compared to Modern Browsers
Internet Explorer 11 can show substantial slowness, sometimes up to 3 times or more, when compared to other
modern browsers. Internet Explorer 11 is considered a legacy browser and is not recommended from a perspective of
performance by many frameworks and libraries.

Reasons for Suboptimal Performance in Internet Explorer 11

Two main critical aspects of browser performance are:

1. Javascript parsing and execution
2. Memory usage on the client

Internet Explorer 11 processes are leaking memory under certain circumstances and Microsoft has confirmed that this is
a known issue. Microsoft recommends using Microsoft Edge as your default browser and supports Internet Explorer 11 for
backward compatibility. Adding to this, the modern web development frameworks and libraries add a little more overhead.

• AngularJS (modern web development framework)
– Identity Portal is developed using AngularJS which creates some additional overhead by its design.

• Many modern third-party libraries have performance bottlenecks on Internet Explorer while they work fine on other
browsers.
– Identity Portal heavily relies on an underscore library to work with collections of objects and arrays which has

considerably low performance on Internet Explorer 11.
– UI Select is another library which has many known issues with Internet Explorer 11 with relatively large data.
– AngularJS Material explains its shortcomings on Internet Explorer in its documentation.

• The presence of attributes selectors in stylesheets really degrades the performance of style calculations for every node
on the page.

Broadcom Workarounds (If Unable to Migrate)

Some recommendations to help alleviate Internet Explorer 11 issues are:

• Reduce the amount of data rendered on the UI.
• Reduce memory footprint of client-side code while writing custom code (custom UI scripts, client scripts, form handlers,

etc.)
• Disable debug mode from the Admin UI.
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Getting Started
This section contains the following topics:

Basic Capabilities
CA Identity Suite is a comprehensive set of utilities that enable organizations to manage user identities and perform audit
and role modeling activities effectively. The tools are delivered through a simple, intuitive front end that offers business
users easy access request and certification features.

CA Identity Portal

• Secure user login and authentication
• Self-service access requests and provisioning
• Self-service response to certification requests
• Self-management of user profile information
• Lightweight, web-based interface that requires no specialist knowledge
• Deployment of pre-configured use cases based on selected criteria

CA Identity Manager

• Role-based access control and delegation
• Business policy administration and application
• Enforcement of segregation of duties requirements
• Smooth on-boarding and off-boarding

CA Identity Governance

• Entitlements cleanup
• Role discovery and role modeling
• Audit and business compliance checks
• Certification of entitlements

Benefits
CA Identity Suite delivers comprehensive identity management and access governance capabilities for business users
in a unified, easy to use interface. The intuitive self-service console improves business user productivity by delivering
identity and entitlement features in a common business language. The interface uses a familiar shopping-cart experience
for requesting access to new systems.

The product includes administrative features that help minimize administrative overhead and improve audit and
compliance performance through centralized policy enforcement. CA Identity Suite leverages advanced provisioning and
governance technology, while offering business users a lightweight, intuitive interface that users can access on a variety
of devices.

CA Identity Suite brings the following benefits:

Business ease of use

• Feature rich and user friendly access requests
• Single-pane view, rather than multiple applications
• Minimal training required for business users

Advanced technology
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• CA leading identity management and governance technology
• Extensive connectivity (40+ built-in connectors)
• SCIM (System of Cross-Domain Identity Management)
• Reduced IT effort and increased productivity with Xpress Technologies:

– Config Xpress
– ConnectorXpress
– Policy Xpress
– Discovery Xpress

CA Identity Suite Architecture
CA Identity Suite includes three components:

• CA Identity Portal
• CA Identity Manager
• CA Identity Governance

CA Identity Suite administrators are responsible for installing, hosting, and managing all the CA products that form the CA
Identity Suite solution.

The following diagram summarizes the architecture of a typical CA Identity Suite implementation.
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Figure 1: Identity Suite Architecture
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Installing
The Installing section provides information about how to install CA Identity Portal.

Installing CA Identity Portal
CA Identity Portal is a web-based business-ready identity and access management application. CA Identity Portal
provides a business logic layer that leverages and aggregates functionality from existing Identity Management products,
such as CA Identity Manager (CA IDM) and CA Identity Governance (CA IG). CA Identity Portal is designed for the non-
technical business end user and delivers an intuitive all-inclusive interface in the form of a single page web application.

From a components perspective, CA Identity Portal is a Java web application that is deployed on a supported application
server or servlet container. CA Identity Portal requires a database for its configuration and persistence stores. CA Identity
Portal interfaces with the existing Identity Management platforms (such as CA Identity Manager) through backend
connectors. CA Identity Portal communicates with the Identity Management backend platforms using their exposed public
APIs. For example, Web Services (TEWS) and Workpoint APIs for CA Identity Management, and Web Services API for
CA Identity Governance.

CA Identity Portal can be deployed in a single node configuration or in a multi node cluster configuration. The CA Identity
Portal cluster configuration does not depend on the application server cluster abilities and can exist even if the application
server itself is not deployed in a cluster mode.

CA Identity Portal can be deployed with basic authentication, where user credentials (User ID, Password) are validated in
the main backend connector (For example, CA Identity Manager). Alternatively, CA Identity Portal can be integrated with
CA Single Sign-On (CA SSO) to deliver a single sign-on experience to the end user.

Figure 2: CA Identity Portal Communication Diagram

The following topics are covered in this section:
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CA Identity Portal Installation
CA Identity Portal installation differs slightly according to the application server on which it is installed. Follow the specific
instructions for your application server.

To install CA Identity Portal, follow the given installation procedure:

1. Install the pre-requisites
– Install and prepare a Database
– Install Java Development Kit

2. Install and prepare an Application Server
– JBoss
– WebLogic

3. Add third-party Jars to the Application Server (application server specific)
4. Install CA Identity Portal

– JBoss
– WebLogic

5. Perform Post Installation Tasks

Installing a Database
As a database administrator, you must install and prepare the following supported database.

Oracle Database

Follow the given steps to install and prepare an Oracle database:

1. Install the supported version of the Oracle database. We recommend that the database is run on a separate server
other than the CA Identity Portal application server.

2. Create a dedicated schema for CA Identity Portal. The schema user must have the following database roles:
– CONNECT
– RESOURCE

3. Make a note of the database user and password as you must specify this information while installing CA Identity
Portal.

Microsoft SQL Database

Follow the given steps to install and prepare Microsoft SQL database:

NOTE
Ensure that the database collation is set to SQL_Latin1_General_CP1_CI_AS to avoid collation conflicts during
the Identity Portal startup.

1. Install a supported version of the Microsoft SQL database. We recommend that the database is run on a separate
server other than the CA Identity Portal application server.

2. Set Microsoft SQL Server Security to SQL Server and Windows Authentication mode.
3. Create a dedicated database instance for CA Identity Portal.
4. Create a Login User (SQL Server authentication) with schema owner privilege on the CA Identity Portal Database

schema. Record the user name and password.
5. Configure TCP/IP connectivity for the SQL Server. Record the TCP port to which the server is bound.
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Installing CA Identity Portal on JBoss
Before you proceed with the CA Identity Portal installation on JBoss, ensure that you meet the required pre-requisites.

This article details the pre-requisites and the procedure to install CA Identity Portal on JBoss.

Install Java Development Kit

Install a supported Java Development Kit (JDK).

NOTE
If you are installing the product on Linux, ensure that the JDK bin folder is the environment path of the user. To
verify, type java –version in the command prompt and ensure that the JDK runtime is invoked.

Install JBoss

Install a supported JBoss application server.

Set Up JDK for JBoss

Ensure that JBoss is configured to run with the JDK you installed (not the JRE).

To verify that JBoss starts with JDK, set a systemwide environment variable: JAVA_HOME and point to the JDK home.

Alternatively, you can modify the JBoss standalone.bat/.sh script and can declare the JAVA_HOME variable at the
beginning of the file:

Example:

On Windows:

set JAVA_HOME=C:\Program Files\Java\jdk1.8.0_144

On Linux:

export JAVA_HOME=/usr/java/jdk1.8.0_144

Set Up the JVM Memory Parameters

Ensure that JBoss is configured to run with sufficient resources, such as heap size and perm size.

The memory parameters that are used by JBoss are configured in JBOSS_HOME/bin/standalone.conf.bat.

Change the following line according to the CA Identity Portal recommendation:

set "JAVA_OPTS=-Xms64M -Xmx512M -XX:MaxPermSize=256M"

Example:

set "JAVA_OPTS=-Xms2048M -Xmx2048M -XX:MaxPermSize=1024M"

Validate JBoss Installation

Follow the given steps to validate JBoss installation:

1. Verify that JBoss starts correctly using the standalone server start script.
By default, JBoss only binds to the loopback interface (127.0.0.1). To bind JBoss to all interfaces (so that it can be
accessed from outside the hosting server), invoke the standalone startup script with the following parameters:
–b=0.0.0.0–bmanagement=0.0.0.0
Example:
standalone.bat -b=0.0.0.0 -bmanagement=0.0.0.0
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2. Verify that JBoss started with the JDK. JBoss log must show a line pointing to your JDK.
Example:
java.home = c:/Program Files/Java/jdk1.8.0_144/jre

3. Make a note of the JBoss server base directory as you must provide this information to the CA Identity Portal installer.
4. Verify that the JBoss command line client is working properly. Run the following command in the Command Prompt

(run the command using the same user that you used to install JBoss):
On Windows:
<JBOSS HOME>\bin\jboss-cli.bat --connect --commands=version,quit

On Linux:
<JBOSS HOME>/bin/jboss-cli.sh --connect --commands=version,quit

The output must provide information about the running JBoss instance.

Create a JBoss Administrative User

Create a JBoss administrative user and ensure that you can log in to the JBoss Management Console using the user you
created. You must provide this admin user credential to the CA Identity Portal installer.

The JBoss Admin Console URL (when browsing from the JBoss server itself) is: http://localhost:9990/console/

To create a JBoss Admin User, run the following command from the JBoss bin folder:

On Windows:

<JBOSS HOME>\bin\add-user.bat

On Linux:

<JBOSS HOME>/bin/add-user.sh

Example:

C:\jboss-eap-6.4\bin>add-user.bat

What type of user do you wish to add?a) Management User (mgmt-users.properties)

Enter the details of the new user to add.

Realm (ManagementRealm) :

Username : jbossadmin

Password : ********

Re-enter Password : ********

About to add user 'jbossadmin' for realm 'ManagementRealm'Is this correct yes/no? yes

Added user 'jbossadmin' to file 'C:\jboss-eap-6.4\standalone\configuration\mgmt-users.properties'

Added user 'jbossadmin' to file 'C:\jboss-eap-6.4\domain\configuration\mgmt-users.properties'

Is this new user going to be used for one AS process to connect to another AS process?

e.g. for a slave host controller connecting to the master or for a Remoting connection for server to server

 EJB calls.yes/no? yes

Set up the JDBC Driver

You must download a JDBC driver specific to your database vendor. Save it on the server, as you must refer to this file at
the time of installation.

• Oracle Database
CA Identity Portal requires the latest Oracle JDBC driver for Java Runtime v.6 (ojdbc6.jar). Download this driver
distribution from the Oracle website.

• Microsoft SQL database
CA Identity Portal requires Microsoft SQL JDBC Driver 6.4 (sqljdbc6.4.jar). Download this driver distribution from the
Microsoft website
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(https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/download/details.aspx?id=56615)
• MySQL database

CA Identity Portal requires driver version 5.1.x and above.
Example: mysql-connector-java-5.1.25-bin
Download this driver from: http://dev.mysql.com/downloads/connector/j/

Update JBoss Logging Module - JBoss EAP 6.4 only

To install CA Identity Portal on JBoss EAP 6.4, you must replace the JBoss logging JAR file that is defined in JBoss
logging module with a newer version that is used by CA Identity Portal:

1. Stop JBoss.
2. Browse to:

<JBOSS_HOME>/modules/system/layers/base/org/jboss/logging/main

3. Replace jboss-logging-3.1.4.GA-redhat-2.jar with jboss-logging-3.3.0.Final.jar.
The file can be found in the JBoss official repository: https://repository.jboss.org/nexus/content/groups/public/org/jboss/
logging/jboss-logging/3.3.0.Final/jboss-logging-3.3.0.Final.jar
or,
Can be found in the CA Identity Portal war file: sigma.war/WEB-INF/lib

4. Edit the module.xml file to change the reference of the jar to match the new one.
Example:
<module xmlns="urn:jboss:module:1.1" name="org.jboss.logging">

<resources>

<resource-root path="jboss-logging-3.3.0.Final.jar"/>

<!-- Insert resources here -->

</resources>

<dependencies>

<module name="org.jboss.logmanager"/>

</dependencies></module>

5. Restart JBoss to ensure that the changes have taken effect.

Run the CA Identity Portal Installer

Follow the instructions that are given in this section to install CA Identity Portal on JBoss. Before you install, ensure that
you follow the given notes:

• If installing the product on Linux, ensure to run the CA Identity Portal installer using the same user that is used to install
JBoss.

• If installing the product on Linux, ensure that the JDK bin folder is the environment path of the user. To verify, type java
–version on the command prompt and ensure that the JDK runtime is invoked.

• The CA Identity Portal installer supports installation on JBoss in Standalone server mode. To achieve CA Identity
Portal cluster configuration, run the CA Identity Portal installer on several separate JBoss deployments in Standalone
mode.

• The CA Identity Portal installer may fail to start on Windows with Java8 (The error message is "windows error 2
occurred"). To start the installer, open Windows command line and type:
<installer_exe> LAX_VM <Java_exe_full_path>

Example:
SIGMA_Installer.exe LAX_VM "C:/Program Files/Java/jre6/bin/java.exe">

• The CA Identity Portal installer may fail to start on Microsoft Windows 2012 R2. To start the installer, right click on
the CA Identity Portal exe file, select Properties, Compatibility tab. Check Run this program in compatibility mode
for your windows version and click Apply.
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• For the CA Identity Portal cluster installation, rerun this installation procedure on each CA Identity Portal application
server node.

Follow these steps:

1. Verify that the prerequisites are met.
2. Start the JBoss application server, if not already started.
3. Run the CA Identity Portal installer on the system where the JBoss is installed.
4. Select the installation mode. Select Install All for a wizard-based installation.
5. Accept the license agreement.
6. Enter the path to the installed JDK home folder.

Example: C:/Program Files/Java/jdk1.8.0_144
7. Select the Application Server type: JBoss
8. Enter the JBoss application server information:

a. User Name: Specifies the user name of the JBoss administrative user that you created. This user is used to gain
access to the JBoss management console.

b. Password: Specifies the password of the JBoss administrative user that you created. This user is used to gain
access to the JBoss management console.

c. JBoss Server Home Folder: Path to the JBoss home folder (for example: c:\jboss-eap-6.4).
9. Enter a User Name and Password to be used as the CA Identity Portal Administrator.This username and password

pair is created in the Application Server security realm.
Note: Ensure that you select a complex password (at least 9 characters long, including a capital letter, number, and a
non-alphanumeric character. Example: Pizass1).

10. Select a folder location for the CA Identity Portal client log files.Example: C:/CA Identity Portal/LogsNote: This folder
is created, in case it does not exist.

11. Select a database type to be used for the CA Identity Portal configuration and runtime store: MySQL, Microsoft SQL
Server, or Oracle

12. Specify database connection and credential information. Specify the location of the database JDBC driver (JAR file)
that you have downloaded.

13. Select the deployment version as General Release or Patched Version.
NOTE

• If you are using Oracle 19c as the database for Identity Portal deployment, follow the given instructions:
a. Download the Hotfix - HF-DE420056.
b. In the Choose a Deployment Version screen of the InstallAnywhere wizard, select Patched

Version.
c. Select the war file that you have extracted from the hotfix.
d. Click Next to proceed with the installation

• If you are using Oracle 18c as the database for Identity Portal deployment, follow the given instructions:
a. Download Cumulative Patch 1 (CP-IP-140300-0001.tar.gz).
b. In the Choose a Deployment Version screen of the InstallAnywhere wizard, select Patched

Version.
c. Select the war file that you have extracted from the patch.
d. Click Next to proceed with the installation.

14. Select the CA Identity Portal home folder where the tools and sample files are installed.Note: This folder is created, in
case it does not exist.

15. Review and approve the summary of installation. Click Install.
16. Validate the installation results:

a. If JBoss is not running, start it.
b. Review the JBoss server log file for startup errors.
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Note: If the database schema is new, the following error message appears in the log:
UIDATA: invalid identifier

This is a known issue and can be ignored.
c. Check that the CA Identity Portal Administration User Interface is up.

a. Go to the page:http://<application server host>:port/sigma/adminExample: http://localhost:8080/sigma/admin
b. Provide the CA Identity Portal Administrator Username and Password you set during the installation.

Proceed to the post-installation Tasks section.

Installing CA Identity Portal on WebLogic
Before you proceed with the CA Identity Portal installation on WebLogic, ensure that you meet the required pre-requisites.

This article details the pre-requisites and the procedure to install CA Identity Portal on WebLogic.

Install Java Development Kit

Install a supported Java Development Kit (JDK).

NOTE
If you are installing the product on Linux, ensure that the JDK bin folder is the environment path of the user. To
verify, type java –version in the command prompt and ensure that the JDK runtime is invoked.

Install WebLogic

Install a supported WebLogic application server.

Note:

• The CA Identity Portal installer requires WebLogic to be configured in a cluster configuration with at least one admin
server and one managed server.

• WebLogic Node Manager must be configured and used to start and stop the managed servers on which CA Identity
Portal is to be installed.

Set Up a JDK WebLogic

Ensure that the WebLogic application server is configured to run with the JDK you installed (not the JRE).
Look for the following lines in the WebLogic "<managed_server _name>.out" log:

starting WebLogic with Java version:

java version "1.8.0_144"

Java(TM) SE Runtime Environment (build 1.8.0_144-b06)

Java HotSpot(TM) 64-Bit Server VM (build 20.45-b01, mixed mode)

Starting WLS with line:

C:\PROGRA~1\Java\JDK18~1.0_4\bin\java -client ...

Verify WebLogic Start Up

1. Verify that the application server starts correctly when started using the WebLogic Node Manager (by starting the
managed server from the WebLogic Administration Console).

2. Record the WebLogic base directory that you must supply at the time of installing CA Identity Portal.
Example:
D:/Oracle/wlserver_12.1
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3. Ensure that you have an administrative user to log in to the WebLogic Administrative Console. This user is required at
the time of installing CA Identity Portal.

Run the CA Identity Portal Installer

Follow the instructions that are given in this section to install CA Identity Portal on WebLogic. Before you install, ensure
that you follow the given notes:

• If installing the product on Linux, ensure to run the CA Identity Portal installer using the same user that you used to
install WebLogic.

• If installing the product on Linux, ensure that the JDK bin folder is the environment path of the user. To verify, type java
–version in the command prompt and ensure that the JDK runtime is invoked.

• The CA Identity Portal installer may fail to start on Windows with Java8 ("windows error 2 occurred" message is
displayed). To start the installer, open Windows command line and type the following command:
<installer_exe> LAX_VM <Java_exe_full_path>

Example:
SIGMA_Installer.exe LAX_VM "C:/Program Files/Java/jre6/bin/java.exe"

• The CA Identity Portal installer may fail to start on Windows2012 R2. To start the installer, right-click the CA Identity
Portal exe file, select Properties, Compatibility tab. Check "Run this program in compatibility mode" for your
windows version and click Apply.

Follow these steps:

1. Verify that the installation prerequisites are met.
2. Start the WebLogic Admin server (if not already started) and ensure that you can access the Admin server web

console. Ensure that all the server nodes on which you plan to deploy CA Identity Portal are stopped.
3. Run the CA Identity Portal installer on the system where the WebLogic Admin server is running

Note: If WebLogic is running in "Production Mode", log out the Administration Console before running the CA Identity
Portal installer.

4. Select the installation mode: select "Install All" for a Wizard-based installation.
5. Accept the license agreement.
6. Specify the path to the installed JDK home folder.

Example:
C:/Program Files/Java/jdk1.8.0_144

7. Select the Application Server type: WebLogic
8. Enter the WebLogic application server information:

a. WebLogic Host: Specifies the host name that is used to connect to the WebLogic management console (default
is: localhost).

b. Port: Specifies the TCP port to which the WebLogic Web Administration console is bound (default is: 7001).
c. User Name: Specifies the user name for the WebLogic administrative user you created at the time of WebLogic

installation.
d. Password: Specifies the password for the WebLogic administrative user to access the WebLogic Administrator

console.
e. WebLogic Server Home Folder: Path to the WebLogic home folder (for example: C:/Oracle/Middleware/

wlserver_12.1).
9. Select the Deployment Targets.Review the information that is displayed by the installer. A list of WebLogic server

nodes, clusters must be displayed.
For example:
1. AdminServer

2. sigma_node1

3. sigma_node2

4. sigma_cluster
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Usually, we recommend selecting the cluster as the deployment target for CA Identity Portal.
10. Select a folder location for the CA Identity Portal client log files.Note: This folder is created, in case it does not exist.
11. Enter a User Name and Password to be used as the CA Identity Portal Administrator.This username and password

pair is created in the Application Server security realm.
Note: Ensure that you choose a complex password (at least 9 characters long, including a capital letter, number, and a
non-alphanumeric character. For example: Pizass1).

12. Select a database type to be used for the CA Identity Portal configuration and runtime store: Oracle
13. Specify the database connection and credential information.Note: The installer does not verify connectivity and

credentials to the database. Ensure that the connection details and credentials are valid.
14. Select the deployment version as General Release or Patched Version.

WARNING

• CA Identity Portal does not support Microsoft SQL on WebLogic.
• If you are using Oracle 19c as the database for Identity Portal deployment, follow the given instructions:

a. Download Hotfix - HF-DE420056.
b. In the Choose a Deployment Version screen of the InstallAnywhere wizard, select Patched

Version.
c. Select the war file that you have extracted from the hotfix.
d. Click Next to proceed with the installation.

• If you are using Oracle 18c as the database for Identity Portal deployment, follow the given instructions:
a. Download Cumulative Patch 1 (CP-IP-140300-0001.tar.gz).
b. In the Choose a Deployment Version screen of the InstallAnywhere wizard, select Patched

Version.
c. Select the war file that you have extracted from the patch.
d. Click Next to proceed with the installation.

15. Select a CA Identity Portal home folder (where the tools and sample files are installed).Note: This folder is created, in
case it does not exist.

16. Review and approve the summary of installation. Click Install.

On WebLogic v12.1.3 and later, set the server endorsed folder:

1. Browse to the following location:
<WEBLOGIC HOME>/oracle_common/modules/endorsed

Example:
C:/Oracle/Middleware/Oracle_Home/oracle_common/modules/endorsed

2. Rename the following JAR files to ensure that they are not loaded by the server (add .old suffix for instance):
Note: In Windows, you must stop the WebLogic server to release the lock on the files.
a. Javax-xml-bind.jar
b. Javax-xml-ws.jar

3. Browse to the following location:
<CA_IDENTITY_PORTAL_HOME>/jdk-endorsed-jars

4. Copy the following JAR files to <WEBLOGIC HOME>/oracle_common/modules/endorsed
– jaxb-api-2.2.6.jar
– geronimo-jaxws_2.2_spec-1.1.jar

5. Restart the WebLogic server.

Validate the Installation Results

1. Start the WebLogic server node now.
2. Review the Weblogic server log file for startup errors.
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Note: If your database schema is new, then the following error message appears in the log:
UIDATA: invalid identifier

This is a known issue and can be ignored.
3. Check that the CA Identity Portal Administration UI is up.

Browse to the following page:
http://<application server host>:port/sigma/admin

Example: http://localhost:7003/sigma/admin
Provide the CA Identity Portal Administrator Username and Password you set during the installation.

Proceed to the post-installation Tasks section.

Installing CA Identity Portal in a Cluster
You can deploy CA Identity Portal in a cluster. The CA Identity Portal cluster is a collection of two or more application
server nodes running the CA Identity Portal application and sharing a common store (database). 

Cluster Requirements

Before you deploy CA Identity Portal in a cluster, ensure that you are familiarized with the recommended cluster
requirements.

To view the recommended cluster requirements, see Cluster Requirements.

Deploy CA Identity Portal Cluster

• JBoss
To deploy CA Identity Portal in a cluster on JBoss, follow the installation steps that are outlined in the following topics:
– JBoss: Installing SIGMA on JBOSS

Repeat the procedure that is outlined for your application server on each standalone server in the cluster.

• WebLogic
CA Identity Portal uses the native WebLogic Cluster. 
On WebLogic, the CA Identity Portal installer deploys CA Identity Portal to the WebLogic Admin server. The Admin
server in turn deploys CA Identity Portal to the various WebLogic clusters-managed servers.
For more information, see Installing CA Identity Portal on Weblogic

Copy the CA Identity Portal Keystore File from the first Node to All the Other Server Nodes

Notes:

• This procedure is applicable to all the application servers (JBoss, WebLogic).
• This procedure must be performed immediately after the CA Identity Portal installation is complete, and before any

configuration is done in the CA Identity Portal Admin Interface.

CA Identity Portal uses a symmetric encryption key to encrypt sensitive values in the configuration store. The encryption
key is generated by the CA Identity Portal installer. All nodes in the CA Identity Portal cluster must use the same key.

1. Locate the sigma keystore file "sigma.keystore" on the first node on which you installed sigma. This is at <CA Identity
Portal_HOME>/CA Identity Portal/sigma-keystore-tool/sigma.keystore

2. Copy that file to all the other nodes, overwriting the files on those nodes (in that same location)
3. Restart the nodes.

Troubleshooting: Node fails to start  due to invalid keystore location
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This error can happen on Windows, where the web application server on one of the cluster's nodes fails to start due to a
non-valid keystore location (the log file shows this exception "Error loading keystore, file <Windows short file path>
doens't exist"). More specifically, the JVM argument contains the short version of the keystore path, such as C:\SIGMA
\IDENTI~1\SIGMA-~2\SIGMA~1.KEY which may vary from one node to another.  

In that case, you must ensure that the web application's JVM argument contains a valid value for the keystore location key
- fix this value manually and restart the node. 

Load Balancing the CA Identity Portal Cluster

The Network Load Balancing (NLB) Virtual IP (VIP) characteristics for the CA Identity Portal cluster are as follows:

• Relay: CA Identity Portal Application server HTTP/S port (for example, TCP/8080)
• Load Balancing Scheme: IP-stickiness (either based on source ip or jsession cookie)
• Health Monitor:

– Basic HTTP monitor sampling on the CA Identity Portal application server HTTP port (for example, 8080 on JBoss)
– Sampled URL must be: /sigma/rest/public/available

Valid response must include the following string:
available: true

Configuring jgroups TCP Unicast

By default, the CA Identity Portal jgroups cluster uses UDP multicast. Some network deployment block
multicast messages.

To support CA Identity Portal cluster in such environments (for example, when the CA Identity Portal nodes reside on
different network segments), the CA Identity Portal jgroups cluster may be configured to use TCP unicast instead of UDP
multicast. To configure TCP multicast, update the following JVM arguments at the application server level:

Argument Name UDP Multicast (default) TCP Unicast TCP Unicast (for Microsoft SQL
Server)

sigma.cluster.mode multicast unicast unicast
sigma.portal.cache.infinispan.jg
roups_cfg

sigma-portal-jgroups-multicast.
xml

sigma-portal-jgroups-uniicast.x
ml

sigma-portal-jgroups-uniicast-m
ssql.xml

sigma.hibernate.cache.infinispa
n.jgroups_cfg

sigma-hibernate-jgroups-multica
st.xml

sigma-hibernate-jgroups-unicas
t.xml

sigma-hibernate-jgroups-unicas
t-mssql.xml

java.net.preferIPv4Stack true true true

Note: In some situations, you may want to disable the CA Identity Portal cluster (for example, in development
environment where many developers are running the CA Identity Portal in the same network).

To do this, set the following JVM argument, and restart the application server:

• jgroups.bind_addr=localhost

Optional jgroups JVM arguments (for advanced tuning):

• jgroups.tcp.address

• sigma.portal.jgroups.tcp.port

• sigma.portal.jgroups.udp.mcast_addr

• sigma.portal.jgroups.udp.mcast_port

• sigma.hibernate.jgroups.tcp.port

• sigma.hibernate.jgroups.udp.mcast_addr
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• sigma.hibernate.jgroups.udp.mcast_port

Note: For further details on these arguments, see the jgroups project documentation.

Cluster Requirements

When CA Identity Portal is deployed in a cluster, its nodes use Java Groups technology to communicate and replicate
configuration and state. By doing so, CA Identity Portal enhances performance and simplifies the process of committing or
announcing a configuration change to all the nodes in the cluster.

The requirements that are detailed in this article are not mandatory but the recommended requirements. 

By default, the Java Groups discovery relies on UDP multicast. UDP multicast works only if the cluster nodes reside on
the same network switch. In case the nodes reside on different network switches, enable layer 2 multicast spoofing on the
network switches. 

Alternatively, in case layer 2 multicast spoofing cannot be enabled and the nodes must reside on separate networks, CA
Identity Portal can be configured to use TCP Unicast to overcome the broadcast limitations of network segmentation.

This article contains the following sections:

Selecting a Multicast Address

By default, the CA Identity Portal installer uses the following multicast address: 228.6.7.9

Verify that this address is not currently used. To verify, see Testing jgroups Multicast.

However, in case you are installing several CA Identity Portal environments on the same physical network (for
example, a Development and a QA environment), use a different multicast address for each installation or CA Identity
Portal cluster. Otherwise, you run the risk of nodes from the QA environment joining the Development cluster and vice
versa.

Example:

The CA Identity Portal Development environment nodes use the multicast address: 228.6.7.9
The CA Identity Portal QA environment nodes use the multicast address: 228.6.7.10

Testing jgroups Multicast

Perform the following procedure to verify that the multicast address is not being used.

Follow these steps:

1. Download the jgroups-3.3.1.Final.jar file from the JGroups website:
http://sourceforge.net/projects/javagroups/files/JGroups/3.3.1.Final/

2. Copy the jgroups-3.3.1.Final.jar file to each of the application servers to a folder of your choice.
3. Open a command prompt to that folder.
4. Run the jgroups Receiver Test on the first node. Ensure that the Java Runtime is installed.

java -cp jgroups-3.3.1.Final.jar org.jgroups.tests.McastReceiverTest -mcast_addr
 228.6.7.9 -port 46656

5. Run the jgroups Sender Test on the second node:

java -cp jgroups-3.3.1.Final.jar org.jgroups.tests.McastSenderTest -mcast_addr
 228.6.7.9 -port 46656
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6. Type a custom message in the sender console and press Enter.
The message must be displayed in the receiver console on the other node.

7. Switch the receiver and sender sides, and try again to validate that both the directions work.

What to do if jgroups discovery is not possible?

In some unique cases of network deployments, the cluster requirements cannot be met. In these cases, the following
should be considered when working with the product:

1. After performing configuration changes through the CA Identity Portal  Admin UI, browse to the CA Identity
Portal Admin UI on each node in the cluster and flush (Clear) the cache (In the Admin UI, navigate to Tools, Cache).
Then refresh the Admin UI browser page to verify that the configuration changes reflect on each node. 

2. Cache based optimization in CA Identity Portal is available on a per node basis. For example, if a certain user search
has been performed on a specific node in the cluster, the result set is cached only on the node and not replicated to
the other cluster nodes.

Note: In some cases, IPv6 addresses might interfere with the Java Groups operations. If you experience issues with the
CA Identity Portal cluster, add the following parameter to the server startup for each CA Identity Portal node:

-Djava.net.preferIPv4Stack=true

Post-Installation Tasks
This article details the tasks that you must perform in the CA Identity Manager after installing CA Identity Portal:

CA Identity Manager Environment Validation

1. Using the CA Identity Manager Management Console, export the Environment Role and Task Settings, as follows:
a. In the Management Console, navigate to Environments.
b. Select an environment and click Export.

2. Save this export as a backup of the environment before proceeding to the next step.

Enable TEWS in the CA Identity Manager Environment

Configure TEWS for CA Identity Portal without CA Single Sign-On integration.

Follow these steps:

1. Using the CA Identity Manager Management Console, navigate to Environments and select the environment that you
want CA Identity Portal to integrate with. 

2. Navigate to Advanced Settings, Web Services.
3. Check the options: Enable Execution, Enable WSDL Generation, Enable admin_id (allow impersonation) and

Admin password is required.
4. Select None option for SiteMinder Authentication.
5. Restart the environment.

Note: For configuration of TEWS for CA Identity Portal and CA SSO integration, see Single Sign-On Integration.
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NOTE

For CA Identity Manager 12.6.6 and above, perform the following steps:

1. Log in to the CA Identity Manager.
2. Navigate to Roles and Tasks, Admin Tasks.
3. Search for and select Onboard Accounts.
4. Clear Enable Web Services in the Profile tab. This action prevents Onboard Accounts task from being

exposed to TEWS.
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Upgrading
This section contains the following topics:

Upgrading CA Identity Portal
WARNING
After migrating to the supported JBoss 7.x/WildFly 15.x application server, upgrade of Identity Portal from 14.2 to
14.3 is not supported.

This document describes the procedure to upgrade Identity Portal to 14.3. The supported upgrade paths are from Identity
Portal 14.0, 14.1, 14.2 to 14.3.

Download the Upgrade Package

Download the upgrade package as follows:

1. Log in to support.broadcom.com.
2. Click in the Enterprise Software box.
3. Click Product Downloads.
4. Search for IDENTITY MGMT AND GOVRNCE.
5. Select a product from the list, set the release to 14.3 and download the product.

The upgrade package contains the following artifacts:

• WildFly: sigma.war
• WebLogic: sigma-weblogic.war

Before You Upgrade

Before upgrading, ensure that you perform the following steps:

1. Upgrade to Identity Portal 14.0 if an older release is being used.
2. Stop Identity Portal application server.
3. Back up and delete the application server log files.
4. Start the application server.
5. Ensure that the application has started and is functioning as expected before proceeding with the upgrade procedure.

Upgrade from Identity Portal 14.0 to 14.3

Perform the following procedure to upgrade Identity Portal from 14.0 to 14.3.

Follow these steps:

1. Prerequisite: Before upgrading, ensure that the supported Java version is installed and set in the environment
variables.

2. Take a full back up of the database.
3. Ensure that the application server is up and running.
4. Download the Database Scripts file from the support site.
5. Unzip the database script file.
6. Using the database credentials, execute the database script file on your schema:
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– Oracle: IP-DatabaseScripts/Oracle/Before.sql
– SQL Server: IP-DatabaseScripts/SQL Server/Before.sql

7. Deploy the sigma.war file that is located in the upgrade package under the Sigma files folder to your application
server. In a cluster, perform the procedure on all nodes. For deployment instructions, see Deploy Identity Portal Web
Archive File.

8. Using the database credentials, execute the following script files on your schema.
– Oracle

• IP-DatabaseScripts/Oracle/After-141.sql
• IP-DatabaseScripts/Oracle/After-142.sql

– SQL Server
• IP-DatabaseScripts/SQL Server/After-141.sql
• IP-DatabaseScripts/SQL Server/After-142.sql

9. Restart the application server.
10. Browse to the Identity Portal page. Ensure that you clear the browser cache to verify that you are viewing the latest

version.
NOTE
For migrating the configuration to the new data model, see Migrate Identity Portal.

11. Perform use case specific tests to ensure that the application behaves as expected.

Upgrade from Identity Portal 14.1 to 14.3

Perform the following procedure to upgrade Identity Portal from 14.1 to 14.3.

Follow these steps:

1. Prerequisite: Before upgrading, ensure that the supported Java version is installed and set in the environment
variables.

2. Take a full back up of the database.
3. Ensure that the application server is up and running.
4. Download the Database Scripts file from the support site.
5. Unzip the database script file.
6. Using the database credentials, execute the database script file on your schema:

– Oracle: IP-DatabaseScripts/Oracle/Before.sql
– SQL Server: IP-DatabaseScripts/SQL Server/Before.sql

7. Deploy the sigma.war file that is located in the upgrade package under the Sigma files folder to your application
server. In a cluster, perform the procedure on all nodes. For deployment instructions, see Deploy Identity Portal Web
Archive File.

8. Using the database credentials, execute the following script file on your schema.
– Oracle

• IP-DatabaseScripts/Oracle/After-142.sql
– SQL Server

• IP-DatabaseScripts/SQL Server/After-142.sql
9. Restart the application server.
10. Browse to the Identity Portal page. Ensure that you clear the browser cache to verify that you are viewing the latest

version.
NOTE
For migrating the configuration to the new data model, see Migrate Identity Portal.

11. Perform use case specific tests to ensure that the application behaves as expected.
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Upgrade from Identity Portal 14.2 to 14.3
Perform the following procedure to upgrade Identity Portal from 14.2 to 14.3.

1. Take a full back up of the database.
2. Ensure that the application server is up and running.
3. Deploy the sigma.war file that is located in the upgrade package under the Sigma files folder to your application

server. In a cluster, perform the procedure on all nodes. For deployment instructions, see Deploy Identity Portal Web
Archive File.

4. Restart the application server.
5. Browse to the Identity Portal page. Ensure that you clear the browser cache to verify that you are viewing the latest

version.
NOTE
For migrating the configuration to the new data model, see Migrate Identity Portal.

6. Perform use case specific tests to ensure that the application behaves as expected.

NOTE
For the post upgrade tasks and troubleshooting steps, see the following links:

• Update the JVM Arguments
• Validate CA Identity Portal After Upgrade
• Troubleshoot Log Errors
• Post Upgrade Tasks

Deploy the CA Identity Portal Web Archive File
Deploy the Web Archive ( .war)  file on all the supported applications servers.

JBoss/WildFly Server

Follow these steps:

1. Log in to the JBoss Admin console.
2. Go to: Runtime, Server, Manage Deployments.
3. Remove the current CA Identity Portal war deployment.

4. To deploy the sigma.war file, click Add.
5. Select the new sigma.war file.
6. Click Enable.
7. Review the server log files.
8. [Applicable only when upgrading from 14.0, 14.1, 14.2 to 14.3]
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From 14.3 release onwards, we dropped the sigma user and introduced a new system user - portaladmin. This user
is the first user who can administer the CA Identity Portal Admin UI. Post upgrade, this user is not created by default.
You must manually create this user by performing the following steps:
a. Open the following file:

Windows: <WildFly_HOME>\bin\standalone.conf.bat
Linux: <WildFly_HOME>/bin/standalone.conf

b. Add the following line to the end of the file and save it:

Windows: 
set "JAVA_OPTS=%JAVA_OPTS% -Dresetportaladmin" 
Linux: 
JAVA_OPTS="$JAVA_OPTS -Dresetportaladmin"

c. Restart the application server.
d. After the system restarts, the system user must log in to the Admin UI with username=portaladmin and

password=portaladmin and change its default password.
e. Next, remove the line that you added to the standalone.bat/conf file and save it.

WebLogic Server

Follow these steps:

1. Log in to the WebLogic management console.
2. Go to Environment, Servers.
3. Select the Control tab.

4. Shut down all the Server nodes that are running CA Identity Portal.
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5. Go to Deployments.

6. Delete the existing CA Identity Portal deployment.
7. Click Install add select the new sigma.war file.
8. Select Install this deployment as an application and leave all other options as default.
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9. If on cluster deployment, select to deploy on all cluster nodes.
10. Click Finish.
11. Start the CA Identity Portal server nodes.
12. [Applicable only when upgrading from 14.0, 14.1, 14.2 to 14.3]

From 14.3 release onwards, we dropped the sigma user and introduced a new system user - portaladmin. This user
is the first user who can administer the CA Identity Portal Admin UI. Post upgrade, this user is not created by default.
You must manually create this user by performing the following steps:
a. Log in to the Weblogic admin UI.
b. Select a server running the Identity Portal deployment.
c. Navigate to the Server Start tab.
d. Add the following line to the beginning of the Arguments section:

-Dresetportaladmin

e. Save and activate the changes.
f. Restart the application server.
g. After the system restarts, the system user must log in to the Admin UI with username=portaladmin and

password=portaladmin and change its default password.
h. Next, remove the added line from the Arguments section, save, and activate the change.

Update the JVM arguments
To deploy CA Identity Portal, modify the JVM arguments set on your application server:

JBoss

To update the JVM arguments set on JBoss, browse to JBoss Administration Console; (e.g. localhost:8080) > Click on
Administration Console.

Click on Configuration tab > System Properties and edit the relevant JVM arguments.

Restart the server to make sure the changes take effect.

Weblogic

To update the JVM arguments set on Weblogic, browse to Weblogic Administration Console; (e.g. localhost:7001/
console) > Click on Environment > Servers. Select the server on which CA Identity Portal is installed.

Click on Server Start tab > Edit the arguments set on Arguments text area.
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Note: JVM arguments are set with -D, i.e. to set sigma.app.server argument with the value weblogic, type: -
Dsigma.app.server=weblogic

Restart the server to make sure the changes take effect.

JVM Arguments

Make sure the following JVM arguments are set (remove any redundant arguments):

Argument Name Argument Value Description
sigma.app.server • For JBoss:

jboss
• For Weblogic:

weblogic

Specifies the application server on which
CA Identity Portal is running;

used for several reasons, such as endorsed
libraries etc.

sigma.cluster.mode multicast Used to configure JGroups multicast/
unicast - please refer to Appendix D for
further details

sigma.portal.cache.infinispan.jgroups_cfg sigma-portal-jgroups-multicast.xml Used to configure JGroups multicast/
unicast - please refer to Appendix D for
further details

sigma.hibernate.cache.infinispan.jgroups_c
fg

sigma-hibernate-jgroups-multicast.xml Used to configure JGroups multicast/
unicast - please refer to Appendix D for
further details

sigma.persistance.xml.location • For MySQL/MS SQLServer 2008
databases:
classpath:sigma-persistence.xml

• For MS SQL Server 2012/2014
databases:
classpath:sigma-persistence-mssql.xml

• For Oracle database:
classpath:sigma-persistence-oracle.xml

Used to define the types of persistence
objects managed by CA Identity Portal.

-XX:MaxPermSize 1024m (or more, limited by the machines
memory size)

-D is not required; specifies the JVM
maximal perm size allocated for CA Identity
Portal.

-Xms 2048m (or more, limited by the machines
memory size)

-D is not required; specifies the JVM initilal
heap size allocated for CA Identity Portal.

-Xmx 2048m (or more, limited by the machines
memory size)

-D is not required; specifies the JVM
maximal heap size allocated for CA Identity
Portal.

sigma.resources.dir Any legit folder path; e.g. ./resources Used to configure CA Identity Portal
resources folder location

log4j.logpath Any legit folder path; e.g. ./logs Used to configure CA Identity Portal logs
folder location

sigma.encryption.keystoreLocation sigma.keystore path;
e.g.
/IdentityPortal/sigma-keystore-tool/
sigma.keystore

Used to configure CA Identity Portal
keystore location

org.apache.cxf.Logger org.apache.cxf.common.logging.Log4jLogg
er

Specifies the logger type used by CA
Identity Portal.

java.net.preferIPv4Stack true
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jgroups.bind_addr localhost Optional: Used to configure JGroups
multicast/unicast - please refer to Appendix
D for further details

org.jboss.as.logging.per-deployment For JBoss only:
false

jboss.as.management.blocking.timeout For JBoss only:
1000

Validate CA Identity Portal after Upgrade
When starting the application server as part of the installation process, ensure that you validate that the server started
successfully.

Look for the following messages in the log file to ensure successful startup before continuing to the next sections.

Follow these steps:

1. Validate that the missing tables are created. The log file must contain log messages as follows indicating that the
system has noticed the schema is missing tables and creates them.
Example:

[SIGMA APPENDER - FROM WEB] 2017-07-09 10:25:18,534 - INFO
 org.hibernate.tool.schema.extract.internal.InformationExtractorJdbcDatabaseMetaDataImpl
 - HHH000262: Table not found: account_action_profile

[SIGMA APPENDER - FROM WEB] 2017-07-09 10:25:18,696 - INFO
 org.hibernate.tool.schema.extract.internal.InformationExtractorJdbcDatabaseMetaDataImpl
 - HHH000262: Table not found: account_actions_names

[SIGMA APPENDER - FROM WEB] 2017-07-09 10:25:18,713 - INFO
 org.hibernate.tool.schema.extract.internal.InformationExtractorJdbcDatabaseMetaDataImpl
 - HHH000262: Table not found: account_actions_rule

[SIGMA APPENDER - FROM WEB] 2017-07-09 10:25:19,299 - INFO
 org.hibernate.tool.schema.extract.internal.InformationExtractorJdbcDatabaseMetaDataImpl
 - HHH000262: Table not found: connector_props

[SIGMA APPENDER - FROM WEB] 2017-07-09 10:25:19,892 - INFO
 org.hibernate.tool.schema.extract.internal.InformationExtractorJdbcDatabaseMetaDataImpl
 - HHH000262: Table not found: global_setting

[SIGMA APPENDER - FROM WEB] 2017-07-09 10:25:19,927 - INFO
 org.hibernate.tool.schema.extract.internal.InformationExtractorJdbcDatabaseMetaDataImpl
 - HHH000262: Table not found: global_setting_profile

[SIGMA APPENDER - FROM WEB] 2017-07-09 10:25:20,614 - INFO
 org.hibernate.tool.schema.extract.internal.InformationExtractorJdbcDatabaseMetaDataImpl
 - HHH000262: Table not found: req_con_user_names
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[SIGMA APPENDER - FROM WEB] 2017-07-09 10:25:20,730 - INFO
 org.hibernate.tool.schema.extract.internal.InformationExtractorJdbcDatabaseMetaDataImpl
 - HHH000262: Table not found: req_cond_appgroup_link

[SIGMA APPENDER - FROM WEB] 2017-07-09 10:25:20,790 - INFO
 org.hibernate.tool.schema.extract.internal.InformationExtractorJdbcDatabaseMetaDataImpl
 - HHH000262: Table not found: req_cond_pergroup_link

[SIGMA APPENDER - FROM WEB] 2017-07-09 10:25:20,857 - INFO
 org.hibernate.tool.schema.extract.internal.InformationExtractorJdbcDatabaseMetaDataImpl
 - HHH000262: Table not found: req_entitlement_props

[SIGMA APPENDER - FROM WEB] 2017-07-09 10:25:21,040 - INFO
 org.hibernate.tool.schema.extract.internal.InformationExtractorJdbcDatabaseMetaDataImpl
 - HHH000262: Table not found: request_account_prop

[SIGMA APPENDER - FROM WEB] 2017-07-09 10:25:21,202 - INFO
 org.hibernate.tool.schema.extract.internal.InformationExtractorJdbcDatabaseMetaDataImpl
 - HHH000262: Table not found: RequestInvocationBulk

[SIGMA APPENDER - FROM WEB] 2017-07-09 10:25:22,314 - INFO
 org.hibernate.tool.schema.extract.internal.InformationExtractorJdbcDatabaseMetaDataImpl
 - HHH000262: Table not found: usecase_systems

2. Validate that the application started performing a model upgrade and is setting the new CA Identity Portal version.
Example:
[SIGMA APPENDER - FROM WEB] 2017-07-09 10:26:13,906 - INFO

 com.idmlogic.sigma.manager.impl.UpgradeManagerBean - Trying to acquire lock to system data.

[SIGMA APPENDER - FROM WEB] 2017-07-09 10:26:13,907 - DEBUG org.hibernate.SQL - select

 systemdata0_.id as id1_116_0_, systemdata0_.upgradeInProgress as upgradeInProgress2_116_0_,

 systemdata0_.upgradeInProgressTime as upgradeInProgressT3_116_0_, systemdata0_.version as version4_116_0_

 from systemdata systemdata0_ where systemdata0_.id=? for update

[SIGMA APPENDER - FROM WEB] 2017-07-09 10:26:13,941 - DEBUG org.hibernate.SQL - update systemdata set

 upgradeInProgress=?, upgradeInProgressTime=?, version=? where id=?

[SIGMA APPENDER - FROM WEB] 2017-07-09 10:26:13,954 - DEBUG org.hibernate.SQL - select

 systemdata0_.id as id1_116_0_, systemdata0_.upgradeInProgress as upgradeInProgress2_116_0_,

 systemdata0_.upgradeInProgressTime as upgradeInProgressT3_116_0_, systemdata0_.version as version4_116_0_

 from systemdata systemdata0_ where systemdata0_.id=?

[SIGMA APPENDER - FROM WEB] 2017-07-09 10:26:13,961 - INFO

 com.idmlogic.sigma.manager.impl.StartupManagerBean - version V14 of the Portal was detected, starting

 upgrade procedure to 141

3. Validate that the application completed the data model upgrade successfully.
Example:
[SIGMA APPENDER - FROM WEB] 2016-04-12 18:09:03,254 - INFO

 com.idmlogic.sigma.manager.impl.StartupManagerBean - Successfully upgraded to version 14.1

Note: No errors should occur in the log in steps 2 to 3.
4. Validate that the application server started successfully. Look for the large CA Identity Portal is up and running

banner in the log.
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5. Check that the connectors start as expected. Ensure that Run on startup flag is set.
6. Retype the IM Environment System Manager password in the CA Identity Manager Connector.

Troubleshoot Log Errors
Contents:

Server Fails to Start
Symptom:
Server fails to start, and the following error appears in the log:
[SIGMA APPENDER - FROM WEB] 2015-10-26 03:53:16,121 - DEBUG com.idmlogic.sigma.manager.impl.UpgradeManagerBean

 - Failed to save Portal version, it may cause by different server in a cluster, trying to acquire lock.

javax.persistence.LockTimeoutException: could not execute statement

at org.hibernate.jpa.spi.AbstractEntityManagerImpl.wrapLockException(AbstractEntityManagerImpl.java:1812)

at org.hibernate.jpa.spi.AbstractEntityManagerImpl.convert(AbstractEntityManagerImpl.java:1715)

at org.hibernate.jpa.spi.AbstractEntityManagerImpl.convert(AbstractEntityManagerImpl.java:1677)

at org.hibernate.jpa.spi.AbstractEntityManagerImpl.convert(AbstractEntityManagerImpl.java:1683)

at org.hibernate.jpa.spi.AbstractEntityManagerImpl.flush(AbstractEntityManagerImpl.java:1338)

at sun.reflect.NativeMethodAccessorImpl.invoke0(Native Method)

at sun.reflect.NativeMethodAccessorImpl.invoke(NativeMethodAccessorImpl.java:39)

at sun.reflect.DelegatingMethodAccessorImpl.invoke(DelegatingMethodAccessorImpl.java:25)

at java.lang.reflect.Method.invoke(Method.java:597)

at org.springframework.orm.jpa.ExtendedEntityManagerCreator

$ExtendedEntityManagerInvocationHandler.invoke(ExtendedEntityManagerCreator.java:334)

at com.sun.proxy.$Proxy87.flush(Unknown Source)

at sun.reflect.NativeMethodAccessorImpl.invoke0(Native Method)

at sun.reflect.NativeMethodAccessorImpl.invoke(NativeMethodAccessorImpl.java:39)

at sun.reflect.DelegatingMethodAccessorImpl.invoke(DelegatingMethodAccessorImpl.java:25)

at java.lang.reflect.Method.invoke(Method.java:597)

at org.springframework.orm.jpa.SharedEntityManagerCreator

$SharedEntityManagerInvocationHandler.invoke(SharedEntityManagerCreator.java:257)

at com.sun.proxy.$Proxy87.flush(Unknown Source)

at com.idmlogic.sigma.dao.impl.SystemDataDaoImpl.saveNewTransaction(SystemDataDaoImpl.java:28)

at sun.reflect.NativeMethodAccessorImpl.invoke0(Native Method)

at sun.reflect.NativeMethodAccessorImpl.invoke(NativeMethodAccessorImpl.java:39)

at sun.reflect.DelegatingMethodAccessorImpl.invoke(DelegatingMethodAccessorImpl.java:25)

at java.lang.reflect.Method.invoke(Method.java:597)

at org.springframework.aop.support.AopUtils.invokeJoinpointUsingReflection(AopUtils.java:317)

at

 org.springframework.aop.framework.ReflectiveMethodInvocation.invokeJoinpoint(ReflectiveMethodInvocation.java:190)

at org.springframework.aop.framework.ReflectiveMethodInvocation.proceed(ReflectiveMethodInvocation.java:157)

at org.springframework.transaction.interceptor.TransactionInterceptor

$1.proceedWithInvocation(TransactionInterceptor.java:98)

at

 org.springframework.transaction.interceptor.TransactionAspectSupport.invokeWithinTransaction(TransactionAspectSupport.java:262)

at org.springframework.transaction.interceptor.TransactionInterceptor.invoke(TransactionInterceptor.java:95)

at org.springframework.aop.framework.ReflectiveMethodInvocation.proceed(ReflectiveMethodInvocation.java:179)

at org.springframework.aop.framework.JdkDynamicAopProxy.invoke(JdkDynamicAopProxy.java:207)

at com.sun.proxy.$Proxy202.saveNewTransaction(Unknown Source)

at com.idmlogic.sigma.manager.impl.UpgradeManagerBean.upgrade(UpgradeManagerBean.java:191)

at sun.reflect.NativeMethodAccessorImpl.invoke0(Native Method)

at sun.reflect.NativeMethodAccessorImpl.invoke(NativeMethodAccessorImpl.java:39)
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at sun.reflect.DelegatingMethodAccessorImpl.invoke(DelegatingMethodAccessorImpl.java:25)

at java.lang.reflect.Method.invoke(Method.java:597)

at org.springframework.aop.support.AopUtils.invokeJoinpointUsingReflection(AopUtils.java:317)

at

 org.springframework.aop.framework.ReflectiveMethodInvocation.invokeJoinpoint(ReflectiveMethodInvocation.java:190)

at org.springframework.aop.framework.ReflectiveMethodInvocation.proceed(ReflectiveMethodInvocation.java:157)

at org.springframework.transaction.interceptor.TransactionInterceptor

$1.proceedWithInvocation(TransactionInterceptor.java:98)

at

 org.springframework.transaction.interceptor.TransactionAspectSupport.invokeWithinTransaction(TransactionAspectSupport.java:262)

at org.springframework.transaction.interceptor.TransactionInterceptor.invoke(TransactionInterceptor.java:95)

at org.springframework.aop.framework.ReflectiveMethodInvocation.proceed(ReflectiveMethodInvocation.java:179)

at org.springframework.aop.interceptor.AbstractTraceInterceptor.invoke(AbstractTraceInterceptor.java:115)

at org.springframework.aop.framework.ReflectiveMethodInvocation.proceed(ReflectiveMethodInvocation.java:179)

at org.springframework.aop.interceptor.ExposeInvocationInterceptor.invoke(ExposeInvocationInterceptor.java:92)

at org.springframework.aop.framework.ReflectiveMethodInvocation.proceed(ReflectiveMethodInvocation.java:179)

at org.springframework.aop.framework.JdkDynamicAopProxy.invoke(JdkDynamicAopProxy.java:207)

at com.sun.proxy.$Proxy203.upgrade(Unknown Source)

at com.idmlogic.sigma.manager.impl.StartupManagerBean.startup(StartupManagerBean.java:48)

at sun.reflect.NativeMethodAccessorImpl.invoke0(Native Method)

at sun.reflect.NativeMethodAccessorImpl.invoke(NativeMethodAccessorImpl.java:39)

at sun.reflect.DelegatingMethodAccessorImpl.invoke(DelegatingMethodAccessorImpl.java:25)

at java.lang.reflect.Method.invoke(Method.java:597)

at org.springframework.aop.support.AopUtils.invokeJoinpointUsingReflection(AopUtils.java:317)

at

 org.springframework.aop.framework.ReflectiveMethodInvocation.invokeJoinpoint(ReflectiveMethodInvocation.java:190)

at org.springframework.aop.framework.ReflectiveMethodInvocation.proceed(ReflectiveMethodInvocation.java:157)

at org.springframework.aop.interceptor.AbstractTraceInterceptor.invoke(AbstractTraceInterceptor.java:115)

at org.springframework.aop.framework.ReflectiveMethodInvocation.proceed(ReflectiveMethodInvocation.java:179)

at org.springframework.aop.interceptor.ExposeInvocationInterceptor.invoke(ExposeInvocationInterceptor.java:92)

at org.springframework.aop.framework.ReflectiveMethodInvocation.proceed(ReflectiveMethodInvocation.java:179)

at org.springframework.aop.framework.JdkDynamicAopProxy.invoke(JdkDynamicAopProxy.java:207)

at com.sun.proxy.$Proxy208.startup(Unknown Source)

at com.idmlogic.sigma.web.util.SigmaLoadListener.onApplicationEvent(SigmaLoadListener.java:34)

at com.idmlogic.sigma.web.util.SigmaLoadListener.onApplicationEvent(SigmaLoadListener.java:21)

at

 org.springframework.context.event.SimpleApplicationEventMulticaster.multicastEvent(SimpleApplicationEventMulticaster.java:98)

at

 org.springframework.context.support.AbstractApplicationContext.publishEvent(AbstractApplicationContext.java:333)

at

 org.springframework.context.support.AbstractApplicationContext.finishRefresh(AbstractApplicationContext.java:776)

at org.springframework.context.support.AbstractApplicationContext.refresh(AbstractApplicationContext.java:485)

at

 org.springframework.web.context.ContextLoader.configureAndRefreshWebApplicationContext(ContextLoader.java:381)

at org.springframework.web.context.ContextLoader.initWebApplicationContext(ContextLoader.java:293)

at org.springframework.web.context.ContextLoaderListener.contextInitialized(ContextLoaderListener.java:106)

at org.apache.catalina.core.StandardContext.listenerStart(StandardContext.java:4961)

at org.apache.catalina.core.StandardContext.startInternal(StandardContext.java:5455)

at org.apache.catalina.util.LifecycleBase.start(LifecycleBase.java:150)

at org.apache.catalina.core.ContainerBase.addChildInternal(ContainerBase.java:901)

at org.apache.catalina.core.ContainerBase.addChild(ContainerBase.java:877)

at org.apache.catalina.core.StandardHost.addChild(StandardHost.java:634)

at org.apache.catalina.startup.HostConfig.deployWAR(HostConfig.java:1074)
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at org.apache.catalina.startup.HostConfig$DeployWar.run(HostConfig.java:1858)

at java.util.concurrent.Executors$RunnableAdapter.call(Executors.java:439)

at java.util.concurrent.FutureTask$Sync.innerRun(FutureTask.java:303)

at java.util.concurrent.FutureTask.run(FutureTask.java:138)

at java.util.concurrent.ThreadPoolExecutor$Worker.runTask(ThreadPoolExecutor.java:895)

at java.util.concurrent.ThreadPoolExecutor$Worker.run(ThreadPoolExecutor.java:918)

at java.lang.Thread.run(Thread.java:662)

Caused by: org.hibernate.exception.LockTimeoutException: could not execute statement

at org.hibernate.dialect.MySQLDialect$1.convert(MySQLDialect.java:447)

at

 org.hibernate.exception.internal.StandardSQLExceptionConverter.convert(StandardSQLExceptionConverter.java:49)

at org.hibernate.engine.jdbc.spi.SqlExceptionHelper.convert(SqlExceptionHelper.java:126)

at org.hibernate.engine.jdbc.spi.SqlExceptionHelper.convert(SqlExceptionHelper.java:112)

at org.hibernate.engine.jdbc.internal.ResultSetReturnImpl.executeUpdate(ResultSetReturnImpl.java:190)

at org.hibernate.engine.jdbc.batch.internal.NonBatchingBatch.addToBatch(NonBatchingBatch.java:62)

at org.hibernate.persister.entity.AbstractEntityPersister.insert(AbstractEntityPersister.java:3124)

at org.hibernate.persister.entity.AbstractEntityPersister.insert(AbstractEntityPersister.java:3587)

at org.hibernate.action.internal.EntityInsertAction.execute(EntityInsertAction.java:103)

at org.hibernate.engine.spi.ActionQueue.executeActions(ActionQueue.java:453)

at org.hibernate.engine.spi.ActionQueue.executeActions(ActionQueue.java:345)

at

 org.hibernate.event.internal.AbstractFlushingEventListener.performExecutions(AbstractFlushingEventListener.java:350)

at org.hibernate.event.internal.DefaultFlushEventListener.onFlush(DefaultFlushEventListener.java:56)

at org.hibernate.internal.SessionImpl.flush(SessionImpl.java:1218)

at org.hibernate.jpa.spi.AbstractEntityManagerImpl.flush(AbstractEntityManagerImpl.java:1335)

... 81 more

Caused by: java.sql.SQLException: Lock wait timeout exceeded; try restarting transaction

at com.mysql.jdbc.SQLError.createSQLException(SQLError.java:1078)

at com.mysql.jdbc.MysqlIO.checkErrorPacket(MysqlIO.java:4187)

at com.mysql.jdbc.MysqlIO.checkErrorPacket(MysqlIO.java:4119)

at com.mysql.jdbc.MysqlIO.sendCommand(MysqlIO.java:2570)

at com.mysql.jdbc.MysqlIO.sqlQueryDirect(MysqlIO.java:2731)

at com.mysql.jdbc.ConnectionImpl.execSQL(ConnectionImpl.java:2815)

at com.mysql.jdbc.PreparedStatement.executeInternal(PreparedStatement.java:2155)

at com.mysql.jdbc.PreparedStatement.executeUpdate(PreparedStatement.java:2458)

at com.mysql.jdbc.PreparedStatement.executeUpdate(PreparedStatement.java:2375)

at com.mysql.jdbc.PreparedStatement.executeUpdate(PreparedStatement.java:2359)

at com.mysql.jdbc.jdbc2.optional.PreparedStatementWrapper.executeUpdate(PreparedStatementWrapper.java:875)

at sun.reflect.NativeMethodAccessorImpl.invoke0(Native Method)

at sun.reflect.NativeMethodAccessorImpl.invoke(NativeMethodAccessorImpl.java:39)

at sun.reflect.DelegatingMethodAccessorImpl.invoke(DelegatingMethodAccessorImpl.java:25)

at java.lang.reflect.Method.invoke(Method.java:597)

at bitronix.tm.resource.jdbc.BaseProxyHandlerClass.invoke(BaseProxyHandlerClass.java:64)

at com.sun.proxy.$Proxy106.executeUpdate(Unknown Source)

at org.hibernate.engine.jdbc.internal.ResultSetReturnImpl.executeUpdate(ResultSetReturnImpl.java:187)

... 91 more

Hibernate: select systemdata0_.id as id1_87_0_, systemdata0_.version as version2_87_0_ from systemdata

 systemdata0_ where systemdata0_.id=? for update.

Solution:

This error is most likely caused when you are using a MySQL database and you did not configure the isolation level
READ_COMMITTED property in the Data source. For more information, see the section How to set READ_COMMITTED
isolation level. 
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Connectors Do Not Start

Symptom:

The connectors fail to start.

Solution:

This issue is not related to the upgrade procedure but does effects the server start up. Address this issue after the entire
upgrade process has completed. Inspect the error message given for the connector failure to identify the cause of the
failure. 

Error after Application and Server Starts

Symptom:

The application and server start successfully, however the following error appears in the log:

[SIGMA APPENDER - FROM WEB] 2015-10-25 18:24:58,260 - WARN
 org.hibernate.engine.jdbc.spi.SqlExceptionHelper - SQL Error: 904, SQLState:
 42000
[SIGMA APPENDER - FROM WEB] 2015-10-25 18:24:58,260 - ERROR
 org.hibernate.engine.jdbc.spi.SqlExceptionHelper - ORA-00904: "UIDATA": invalid
 identifier

[SIGMA APPENDER - FROM WEB] 2015-10-25 18:24:58,275 - DEBUG
 com.idmlogic.sigma.manager.impl.UpgradeManagerBean - Failed to get Sigma Modules 
javax.persistence.PersistenceException: org.hibernate.exception.SQLGrammarException:
 could not extract ResultSet
at
 org.hibernate.jpa.spi.AbstractEntityManagerImpl.convert(AbstractEntityManagerImpl.java:1763)
at
 org.hibernate.jpa.spi.AbstractEntityManagerImpl.convert(AbstractEntityManagerImpl.java:1677)

Solution:

Ignore this error. This error appears when using an Oracle database server for the first time after the upgrade.

Migrate CA Identity Portal
If you are migrating CA Identity Portal from a release older than 14.1 to the current release, ensure that you complete all
the configuration that is described in this page.

This page contains the following sections:

Configure Bulk Access Request

Prior to the 14.1 release, users performed the bulk task configuration under the task configuration element, in the
bulkConf tab. In the current release, the mappings have been replaced by Task entities and Form entities. In some cases,
the task name could have been used in the bulk configuration mappings. In that case, the upgrade process uses the task
name to create a task entity in the system.
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Because CA Identity Portal requires the task entity to use the CA Identity Manager task tag and not the task name, the
entities must be remapped to the task tag in CA Identity Manager.

To remap the tasks, follow these steps:

1. In the Admin UI, navigate to Elements, Tasks.
2. Locate all tasks that are referencing the CA Identity Manager task name instead of task tag. If the CA Identity Manager

connector is up and running, the status of these tasks is "Not Exist".
3. Modify the tasks to use the CA Identity Manager task tag and save your configuration.

Configure Bulk Onboarding

Prior to the 14.1 release, using CA Identity Portal for bulk onboarding had the following configuration:

• A Module Action in Bulk Onboarding
• A Form with one property that is mapped to a CA Identity Manager attribute called "FileContent". The Form was

mapped to an ObjectFeeder task.
• ObjectFeeder Task with bulk configuration with mappings that describe the nested task that must be triggered.

Example: Create User.

In the current release, a nested task that is triggered by the bulk loader is now configured using a CA Identity Portal Task
and a Form.

To migrate your configuration, follow these steps:

1. In the Admin UI, navigate to Elements, Tasks.
2. Locate the task that was previously defined in the bulkConf configuration.

Example: Create User
3. Ensure that the task entity is using the CA Identity Manger task tag and not the name.
4. Under Element, Forms, locate the form that is associated with that task. Form must be named similar to the task

name.
5. Define the required properties for the child tasks.

Example: If Create User was the task that was triggered by the bulk loader, then map all required attributes for the
create user task.

6. Ensure that you assign a refName to each one of the properties in the screen. If the user opts to perform bulk
onboarding through a CSV file, refName is used as the column header.

7. Save the form.

Notice:
Previous to CA Identity Portal 14.1, Object Management Modules (for example, Multi Onboarding module) had the
"Continue to Access" and "Permit submit" options. These options were changed in version 14.1 and are now called
"Enable AccessRights mode" and "Enforce AccessRights" respectively.
If you had a module with "Continue to Access" option that is enabled and "Permit submit" option that is disabled, after the
upgrade you need to ensure that both the "Enable AccessRights mode" option and the "Enforce AccessRights" option are
enabled in the module.

Configure CSV form property options 

The CSV form property has additional options configuration available in its OPTIONS tab, for example, defining
mandatory fields and maximum number of lines allowed in the CSV input.
After upgrading to the current release, open the configuration of CSV form properties for which you had these options that
are configured and reconfigure them manually. 
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Configure Endpoints

Using direct access to endpoint entitlements or performing endpoint account operations require redefining their endpoint
configuration. Scoping layer has been added to the endpoint configuration object that allows users to control the scope of
operations such as view accounts, suspend, resume, or reset password.

Follow these steps:

1. In the Admin UI, navigate to Elements, Endpoints.
2. Go to Account Scope tab.
3. Configure the operations that can be performed by users in the system.

Note: To request access for entitlements, you must have the view account option enabled.
4. Click Save.

Configure Delegation

Prior to the 14.1 release, delegation control was available based on the out-of-office task in CA Identity Manager. In the
current release, delegation has been migrated to a native model which means that the control over the availability of this
functionality has been migrated to CA Identity Portal.

Follow these steps:

1. In the Admin UI, navigate to Setup, General Configuration.
2. Click Delegation.
3. Configure your desired control over who can perform delegation in the system.
4. Click Save.

Reset My Password

Prior to the 14.1 release, Reset My Password control was based on the Change My Password Admin task scope in CA
Identity Manager. In the current release, this functionality has been migrated to CA Identity Portal which means that the
control over the availability of this functionality has been migrated to CA Identity Portal.

Follow these steps:

1. In the Admin UI, navigate to Setup, General Configuration.
2. Click Reset Password.
3. Configure your desired control over who can perform Reset My Password in the system.
4. Click Save.

Consolidate Universes into a Single Connector

If you have several CA Identity Governance connectors pointing to different universes on the same environment, you need
to manually consolidate universes into a single connector. You need to perform this task because you can run only one
CA Identity Governance connector at a given time.

Follow these steps to add universe(s) to the CA Identity Governance Connector:

1. In the Admin UI, navigate to Elements, Universes.
2. Select a universe. 
3. In the Edit Universe screen, under Details tab, select a connector from the CA Identity Governance Connector.
4. Click Save.

For more information, see Manage Universes.
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Configure CA Single Sign-On

If CA Identity Portal is protected by CA Single Sign-On (CA SSO) in your environment, see Protecting CA Identity Portal
with CA Single Sign-On to reconfigure your CA SSO realms.

Post Upgrade Checks
This article describes the feature behaviors that changed because of an upgrade, and also the tasks that you must
perform post upgrade:

Post Upgrade Tasks

Post upgrade of CA Identity Portal, perform the following task:

• Consolidate Universes into a Single Connector
If you have several CA Identity Governance connectors pointing to different universes on the same environment, you
need to manually consolidate universes into a single connector. You need to perform this task because you can run
only one CA Identity Governance connector at a given time.
Follow these steps to add universe(s) to the CA Identity Governance Connector:
a. In the Admin UI, navigate to Elements, Universes.
b. Select a universe. 
c. In the Edit Universe screen, under Details tab, select a connector from the CA Identity Governance Connector.
d. Click Save.
For more information, see Manage Universes.

• SSO Login Strings Configuration
From the current release onwards, you can configure SSO login strings from the Admin UI. In case you have
configured logout-strings.definitions.js for SSO in your earlier release, ensure that post-upgrade you reconfigure the
same configurations from the Admin UI.
For information on how to configure Login Strings, see Configure SSO section in Configure CA Identity Portal.

Post Upgrade Feature Behavior Changes

Post upgrade of CA Identity Portal, you can notice the following changes in the feature behavior:

• Post upgrade, the directWithNoTargetPermissionScope  operation mode (additionOperation / removalOperation)
in Tasks is replaced with directChange.
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Integrating
The integrating section contains the following topics:

SiteMinder Integration for Single Sign-On
Identity Portal integrates with SiteMinder (formerly, CA Single Sign-On) to support single sign-on capability.

Identity Portal integration with SiteMinder enables the Identity Portal application to carry out business user actions in
Identity Manager (via TEWS) while maintaining the security context of the user.

Given below are the most common single sign-on scenarios in an Identity Suite deployment:

Option Identity Manager TEWS Identity Portal Notes

1 SiteMinder Protected SiteMinder Protected (No
Admin_password)

SiteMinder Protected This is the most desired/least complex scenario for the Identity Portal single sign-on deployment. In this
scenario, the TEWS setup is already configured for  Identity Portalsingle sign-on support.

2 SiteMinder Protected Not used SiteMinder Protected This is the next desired/least complex scenario for the Identity Portal single sign-on deployment. In this
scenario, TEWS is not used by any process (example: bulk load) and its configuration for Identity Portal will
not affect other processes.

3 SiteMinder Protected Admin_Id and Password Protected SiteMinder Protected TEWS clients (like the Bulk Loader client) must switch from using Admin_Id and password to the SiteMinder
authentication.

4 No SiteMinder Protection Admin_Id and Password Protected SiteMinder Protected TEWS clients (like the Bulk Loader client) must use Admin_Id and Password for authentication.
5 SiteMinder Protected SiteMinder Protected (Admin_password is

also used)
SiteMinder Protected TEWS clients must NOT use Admin_password while still using SiteMinder authentication. This might impact

the existing TEWS clients.

To successfully integrate Identity Portal with SiteMinder, follow the given steps in the given order:

1. Prerequisites
2. SiteMinder Configurations
3. Identity Manager Security Settings
4. Proxy Configurations
5. Identity Portal Configurations
6. Access Identity Portal using SiteMinder

Prerequisites for Identity Portal and SiteMinder Integration
Before starting the integration process between Identity Portal and SiteMinder, ensure that the following prerequisites are
full-filled.

1. Identity Manager is SiteMinder protected.
2. Create a static logoff page that users see after they logout of Identity Portal. For example: logoff.html

The logoff html page should include a link back to the proxy Identity Portal login page.
Example:
http://demo.sso.local/sigma/

However, most browsers cache this link. To avoid caching the link from the Logoff page (or any other page), use a
cache busting feature. Adding a randomizer parameter at the end of the URL with JavaScript avoids caching.
Example:
<a href="#" onclick="document.location.replace('http:/demo.sso.local/sigma/?v='+(new

 Date).getTime());">Click here to login again</a>
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SiteMinder Configurations
As part of the integration process between Identity Portal and SiteMinder, you must perform the following configurations at
the SiteMinder end.

Identity Portal Realm Protection

Ensure that SiteMinder uses the same authentication directory and authorization directory mapping to protect Identity
Manager and Identity Portal realm.

Example: If SiteMinder protects Identity Manager realm with SiteMinder Active Directory and uses authorization directory
mapping between Active Directory and Identity Manager User Store, ensure that the same are used to protect Identity
Portal realm too.

Configure Agent Configuration Object
Add the following parameters to the Agent Configuration Object that is used to protect Identity Portal.

• CookieDomain
Value: demo.sso.local

• IgnoreExt
Values: .class,.fcc,.scc,.sfcc,.ccc,.ntc,.css,.js,.woff,.woff2,.svg,.ttf,.eot,.json

• LogoffUri
Value: /logoff.html

NOTE
Ensure that you configure the same static logoff page that you had created in the prerequisites section.

• DisableDotDotRule
Value: yes

Create Domain for Identity Portal
Create a regular domain. You can use the same domain that is used to protect Identity Manager, however Identity Portal
does not use the same proxy.

Add Realms to the Identity Portal Domain
Add the following realms to the Identity Portal domain:

Realm Name Description Resource Filter Protected / Unprotected Rule

Portal Protected Protect Portal Root /sigma/app Protected Allow GET, POST for Portal Root

Portal Protected Webservices Protect Portal REST Endpoints /sigma/rest/protected Protected Allow GET, POST, PUT, and DELETE for Portal REST Endpoints

Portal Protected Analytics Protect Portal Analytics Root /sigma/analytics Protected Allow GET, POST for Portal Analytics

Portal Protected Resources Protect Portal Resources /sigma/rest/resources Protected Allow GET, POST for Portal Resources

Portal Admin UI Protect the Portal Admin UI Root /sigma/admin Protected Allow GET, POST for Portal Admin Root

Portal Admin Webservices Protect Portal Admin REST Endpoints /sigma/rest/admin Protected Allow GET, POST, PUT, and DELETE for Portal REST Endpoints

Domain Policy
Create a policy with rules, and associate the policy with the domain.

• Policy Name
Specifies the Portal Policy name.

• Rules
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Allow GET, POST for Portal Root (/sigma/app)
NOTE
While protecting /sigma/app folder, consider using the rule "*" instead of "/*". The "*" rule includes every URL
under sigma that starts with the word app.

Allow GET, POST, PUT, and DELETE for Portal REST Endpoints (/sigma/rest/protected)
Allow GET, POST for Portal Analytics (/sigma/analytics)
Allow GET, POST for Portal Resources (/sigma/rest/resources)
Allow GET, POST for Portal Admin Root (/sigma/admin)
Allow GET, POST, PUT, and DELETE for Portal Admin REST Endpoints (/sigma/rest/admin)

• Allowed Users
All Users (or according to your organization policy)

Configure Authentication Schemes
Configure the following authentication schemes.

FORM Authentication for Login Page
Configure the Form-based authentication scheme in SiteMinder. Given below is an example configuration of the Form-
based authentication scheme. Windows-based NTLM authentication scheme is also supported.

NOTE
If Identity Portal runs on WildFly or JBoss, then BASIC authentication scheme is not supported.
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Anonymous Authentication for Unprotected Identity Portal Public Resources
Configure anonymous authentication scheme for the unprotected public resources as shown in the following image:
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Identity Manager Security Settings
When Identity Portal is protected by SiteMinder, you must configure TEWS security properties in the Identity Manager
environment.

Follow these steps:

1. Log in to the Identity Manager Management Console.
2. Navigate to Environments.
3. Select an environment that serves Identity Portal.
4. Navigate to Advanced Settings, Web Services.

5. In the Web Services Properties screen, do the following:
a. Deselect Admin password is required.
b. Configure the value of the SiteMinder Authentication to either Basic or None.

Basic means that Identity Manger will automatically configure realm and protection in the SiteMinder Policy Server
after starting the environment.
Other means that the SiteMinder administrator must configure the protection of TEWS in SiteMinder.

NOTE
Identity Portal does not support TEWS configured with WSS Username Token and WS-I WSDL Format.

6. Restart the environment for the changes to take effect.

Proxy Configurations
As part of the integration process between Identity Portal and SiteMinder, you must configure a proxy server.

This document does not cover how to install or configure SiteMinder Web Agents, Web Proxies (like IIS ARR or Mod-JK),
or Policy Server. To know more, contact the SiteMinder administrator/service professional for information.
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Turn On AJP Listener

NOTE
This step is optional.

Follow the given procedures to turn ON the AJP listener in the JBoss and WildFly application servers.

JBoss 7 (EAP 6.x)

Follow these steps to enable AJP Listener on JBoss.

1. Open the following JBoss file for editing:
<JBoss_Home>\standalone\configuration\standalone.xml

2. Search the file for the following string:
urn:jboss:domain:web

3. Add the following ajp connector line to all the instances of that string:
<connector name="ajp" protocol="AJP/1.3" scheme="http" socket-binding="ajp"/>

On adding the line, the section looks as follows:
<subsystem xmlns="urn:jboss:domain:web:1.1" default-virtual-server="default-host" native="false">

    <connector name="http" protocol="HTTP/1.1" scheme="http" socket-binding="http"/>    

    <connector name="ajp" protocol="AJP/1.3" scheme="http" socket-binding="ajp"/>          

    <virtual-server name="default-host" enable-welcome-root="true">

         <alias name="localhost"/>        

         <alias name="example.com"/>   

    </virtual-server>

</subsystem>

4. Restart JBoss application server.

In WildFly 8.x

Follow these steps to enable AJP Listener on WildFly.

1. In the WildFly Admin Console, expand the Web subsystem and select HTTP.
2. The list of listeners (HTTP, AJP, HTTPs) that are configured are displayed.
3. Select the AJP tab and click Add.

4. In the next page, specify the name for the AJP listener and the Socket Binding to be used.
Value: ajp
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5. Click Edit.
6. Ensure that the Enabled option is selected to confirm that the AJP listener is enabled.

7. Click Save.

Install mod_jk on Apache Tomcat

Follow the given procedure to install Apache Tomcat ISAPI redirector (mod_jk) on the SiteMinder Web Agent that is
hosted on Microsoft Internet Information Server (IIS) 7.5.

1. Prerequisite: Ensure that you have completed the SiteMinder configurations.
2. Download the following sample mod_jk files. These files are used to configure proxy for Identity Manager and Identity

Portal from the same proxy server.
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– uriworkermap.properties
– workers.properties

3. Download the latest Windows binary IIS connector package from the Apache Tomcat Connectors website.
Example: tomcat-connectors-1.2.40-windows-x86_64-iis.zip

4. Create the following directories:                                                                                           
C:\CA\Jakarta\conf

C:\CA\Jakarta\logs

5. From the connector package, copy the isapi_redirect.dll file to the following location:
C:\CA\Jakarta

6. Copy the following text from the C:\CA\Jakarta\conf file and paste the text in the uriworkermap.properties file that
you have downloaded in step 2.
### --- uriworkermap.conf ---
 ### Worker configuration file
 # sigma
 /sigma/*=tomcat
### --- end uriworkermap.conf ---
 

7. Copy the following text from the C:\CA\Jakarta\conf file and paste the text in the workers.properties file that you
have downloaded in step 2.
worker.list=tomcat
worker.tomcat.port=9009
worker.tomcat.host=idm.ca.test
worker.tomcat.type=ajp13

8. Copy the following text to the jakarta.reg file that is available in the connector package:
Windows Registry Editor Version 5.00
 [HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SOFTWARE\Apache Software Foundation\Jakarta Isapi Redirector
\1.0]
"extension_uri"="/jakarta/isapi_redirect.dll"
"log_file"="C:\\CA\\Jakarta\\logs\\jakarta.log"
"log_level"="warn"
"worker_file"="C:\\CA\\Jakarta\\conf\\workers.properties"
"worker_mount_file"="C:\\CA\\Jakarta\\conf\\uriworkermap.properties"

9. Double-click the registry file to add its content to the registry.

10. Open the IIS Management Console.
11. Add a Virtual Directory to the Default Web Site.

– Alias: jakarta
– Physical path: C:\CA\Jakarta
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12. In the Default Web Site, double-click ISAPI Filters.
a. Right-click inside the ISAPI Filters pane and select Add. Specify the following filter details in the Add ISAPI Filter

screen:
a. Filter Name: isapi_redirect
b. Executable: C:\CA\Jakarta\isapi_redirect.dll

b. Right-click inside the ISAPI Filters pane and select View Ordered List. Right-click the isapi_redirect filter and
place the filter below one or more SiteMinder Agent modules.

13. In IIS Management Console, navigate to the Default Web Site and double-click Handler Mappings.
a. Right-click inside the Handler Mappings pane and select Add Script Map. Specify the following details:

a. Request Path: /sigma/*
b. Executable: C:\CA\Jakarta\isapi_redirect.dll
c. Name: Apache Mod JK Handler
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d. Click on Request Restrictions.
e. Navigate to the Access tab, select Execute, and click OK twice and then Yes.

b. Right-click inside the Handler Mapping pane and select View ordered list.
Right-click the Apache Mod JK Handler and select Move Down to move the handler below the SiteMinder web-
agent module - handler-wa.
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c. Select Yes.
14. Restart IIS.

iisreset

IIS Error Pages Setting
If the SiteMinder agent that protects Identity Portal is installed on Microsoft Internet Information Services (IIS), then you
must enable the Detailed errors option in the IIS Error Pages feature.

Given below are the instructions to enable the Detailed errors option in IIS 7.5.

1. In the IIS server, select the site that protects Identity Portal.
2. Open the Error Pages feature.
3. In the Edit Error Pages Settings screen, select Detailed errors option.
4. Click OK.
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Configure Logoff Page

Place the static logoff page that you had created in the prerequisites section at the root of the proxy server.

Identity Portal Configurations
As part of the integration process between Identity Portal and SiteMinder, you must perform the following configurations at
the Identity Portal end.

Configure Single Sign-on (SSO)
To protect Identity Portal with SiteMinder, configure Single Sign-On (SSO) in the Identity Portal Admin UI.

Follow these steps:

1. In the Identity Portal Admin UI, navigate to Setup, General Configuration, SSO.
2. Select Enable SSO to protect Identity Portal with SiteMinder.
3. Configure Login Strings.

When Identity Portal is protected by the SiteMinder Proxy server, a special configuration is required to handle SSO
session timeout events. When the SSO session becomes inactive (either due to user inactivity or the max session
time limit has reached) the Portal web application must recognize the SSO login page. Update these strings so that
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the Portal web application inspects the HTML of the SSO login page and find strings which are indicative of that login
page.
Example: input type=hidden name=smagentname value=imagent

4. Configure Logout redirect url.
When the SSO session timeouts, Identity Portal redirects the user to the application root (/sigma/app) by default. To
redirect the user to a different URL, enter the URL address in this field.
Example: /logoff.html

NOTE
Ensure that you configure the same static logoff page that you had created in the prerequisites section.

5. Enter SSO User ID header to specify the name of the SSO header that is used to identify the principal user id that
is authorized by the SiteMinder policy server. This header is passed to Identity Portal by the SiteMinder proxy agent.
Identity Portal uses the header to understand which users are authenticated and authorized for the services. The
default header used by SiteMinder is sm_user.
Identity Portal requires the same headers that are passed to Identity Manager (these are the out-of-the-box headers
that SiteMinder forwards so no special configuration is needed, unless this behavior has been changed in your
environment).
List of required headers:
– sm-user
– sm-userdn
– sm-universalid
– sm-serversessionspec
– sm-transactionid
– sm-realm
– sm-realmoid
– sm-serversessionid
– sm-authtype
– sm-authorized

6. Click Save.
7. Restart the application server that hosts Identity Portal.

Debug Headers Page
To view the headers that the SiteMinder Agent passes to Identity Portal, perform the following steps:

1. In the Identity Portal Admin UI, navigate to Setup, General Configuration, System.
2. Enable Debug Mode.
3. Perform a successful login to the application through SiteMinder Agent.
4. Change your URL as follows:

http://<APP_URL>/sigma/pageHeaders.jsp

Enable Display of Exception Information
By default, the server does not send exceptions stack trace to the user interface and hence they are not exposed in the
user interface for the end user to view. However, for debugging purposes, if you want the user to view the stack trace,
perform the given steps:

1. In the Identity Portal Admin UI, navigate to Setup, General Configuration, System.
2. Select Enable Display of Exception Information. When this option is selected, user can click SHOW STACK in the

error dialog and view exceptions stack trace.
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Access Identity Portal using SiteMinder
To access Identity Portal using SiteMinder, users must browse to the following SiteMinder protected address:
<SM PROXY FQDN>/sigma/

Example:
http://demo.sso.local/sigma/

Add the following SIGMA Public Tasks URLs to the login page.

Self-Registration Link:
http://demo.sso.local/sigma/public/index#/registration

Forgotten Password Reset:
http://demo.sso.local/sigma/public/index#/forgot-password
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Administrating
This section contains the following topics:

Administrating CA Identity Portal
This section contains the following topics:

Introduction
CA Identity Portal is a web-based business-ready identity and access management application, which serves as a
business logic layer. CA Identity Portal is designed for the non-technical business end users. CA Identity Portal delivers an
intuitive, all-inclusive interface in the form of a single page web application.

CA Identity Portal leverages and aggregates functionality from the existing identity management backend products, such
as CA Identity Manager and CA Identity Governance. CA Identity Portal interfaces with the existing Identity Management
platforms through the backend connectors. CA Identity Portal communicates with the Identity Management backend
products using their exposed public APIs. For example, Web Services (REST) and Workpoint APIs for CA Identity
Manager, and Web Services API for CA Identity Governance.

Figure 3: CA Identity Portal Interfacing with Identity Management products
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Architecture
CA Identity Portal architecture is based on a layered approach:

1. Presentation Layer – single page web application that runs on the client side. It makes ajax/REST calls to the CA
Identity Portal BL tier. This layer is written in angular.js which is Google's framework for client applications.

2. Business Logic Layer – JAVA application server implementing the CA Identity Portal BL language. Business level
language of IAM (access, entitlements, certifications etc.). The BL layer uses functionality that the connector layer
provides.

3. Connectors Layer – another layer in the application server that pulls, aggregates data and invoke operations on
endpoints. The endpoints are the IAM platforms currently supported. Today these are: CA Identity Manager, CA
Identity Governance and CA Advanced Authentication. CA Identity Portal is not a provisioning engine, it inherits that
logic and functionality from IM.

CA Identity Portal can integrate with CA SSO for authentication only (SM integration is optional, not a prerequisite).

Figure 4: Business User Experience Diagram

System Administration
Identity Portal administration application allows system administrators to perform the following administrative tasks:
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• Configuring Identity Portal in the organizational environment and linking it to various organizational Identity and Access
Management framework and applications, such as: CA Identity Manager, CA Identity Governance, CA Single Sign-On
(formerly known as CA SiteMinder) and more.
Refer to Connectors for more information about connecting Identity Portal to other organizational Identity and Access
Management framework and applications.

• Defining the business logic of the Identity Portal system, and workflows derived from that logic.
• Configuring the end-user business-ready interface and dashboards, actions and functionality based on these business

logic definitions.

For more information about CA Identity Portal administration, see Administration.

Note: To perform administrator tasks in Identity Portal, you must be logged in with a system admin account.

CA Identity Portal Functionality
This section details the functionalities that are exposed to the CA Identity Portal end user. It will help the administrator
understand the features that are available to the end user and it provides quick links to the relevant administration
sections so the administrator can make the required configurations.

Functionality Overview
CA Identity Portal enables you to expose a user friendly business oriented interface which performs a translation of
technical IM terms to business user terms. It allows the end user to perform the following functionalities:

1. Access Request
Each action the user performs (access request, user management etc.) is treated in CA Identity Portal as a request.
The end user will be provided a REQUEST ID and with that he is able to track his requests in "My Requests" section.
The actions can also result in an approval process, that's dependent on the backend configuration of the task that is
triggered. If the task triggered has an approval workflow configured then when a user logs into CA Identity Portal he
will be able to see the approval and implementation items pending for him in "Tasks" section.

2. Create Objects
a. Create User (for example: Onboarding and Self-registration)
b. Create Group

3. Manage Objects
a. Modify User (for example:Module)
b. Modify Group

4. Passwords Management
5. Certification Campaign

By deploying CA Identity Portal in a client environment you will improve efficiency and usage of the IAM solution and
reduce security risks by providing the end users with advisory tools.

Business Users Log in to Portal
Business users can login to the Identity Portal User Console (https://<IP_Address>/sigma/app/index#/login) and execute
services that are exposed to them by the Portal administrator. Business users can perform the following tasks in the login
page of Identity Portal User Console.
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Log In to the Identity Portal User Console

User login to Identity Portal User Console depends on the main connector that is configured in the Admin UI. For example,
if Identity Manager (CAIM) connector is configured as the main connector then all the user store users can log in to the
Identity Portal User Console.

In the login screen, enter a valid Username and Password to gain access and execute services in the Identity Portal
User Console.

Recover Forgotten Username and Password

Identity Portal supports the following verification options for resetting the forgotten username and password.

• Security Question and Answer: Users can reset their login username and password by providing correct answers to
the security questions which they had configured in Identity Manager User Console or Identity Portal User Console.

• One-Time Password using registered email account or mobile phone: Users can reset their login username and
password with the one-time password sent to their registered email account or mobile phone (Text Message or Voice
Message).

Follow these steps:

1. In the Identity Portal User Console login page,
– Click Forgot your userid to recover forgotten username.
– Click Forgot your password to recover forgotten user password.

2. Enter your User Id or the registered Email address as applicable and click Next.
3. The next screens are displayed depending on the verification options that an administrator configures.

– Security Questions: When prompted, enter answers for the security questions. When all the questions are
correctly answered, either a temporary password is displayed on the screen, or you are prompted to enter a new
password. This behavior depends on the task (ForgottenPassword or ForgottenPasswordReset) that a Portal admin
configures in Identity Manager Connector (CAIM) of Admin UI.

– One-Time Password: Select the delivery method as Email Address or Mobile to send one-time password.
• Email Address: When this option is selected, the system sends a one-time password to your registered email

address.
• Phone: When this option is selected, the system sends a one-time password to your registered mobile phone

as a text message or voice message. Depending on the delivery options an administer configures in Identity
Manager, you can view one of the following options on your screen:
• Service Providers: When this option is selected, you will receive a one-time password as a text message on

your mobile phone from the selected Service Provider.
• Text Message or Voice Call: Depending on the option you select, you will receive a one-time password as a

text message or voice message on your registered mobile phone.
NOTE
[Admin Only]: A change in the verification option (Security Questions or One-Time Password) and
verification method (Example: Twilio or Clickatell) requires restart of Identity Manager connector in Identity
Portal.

4. In the next screen, enter the one-time password that you received either by email or mobile phone. On the successful
one-time password verification, either a temporary password is displayed on the screen or you are prompted to enter
a new password. This behavior depends on the task (ForgottenPassword or ForgottenPasswordReset) that a Portal
admin configures in the Identity Manager connector (CAIM) of Admin UI.

NOTE
To learn about the one-time password solution that an administrator configures in Identity Manager for
recovering forgotten username and password, refer the following topics:

• Recover One-Time Password with Email
• Recover One-Time Password with SMS Text Message
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Self-Registration

Business users can self-register and gain access to Identity Portal User Console. In the login page, click the Register link.
Complete the registration form and submit it. You can now log in to the Portal User Console with the login credentials that
you have configured in the registration form or received via an email.

Module
Identity Portal administrators can manage two types of objects: User and Group. The Dynamic Module configuration
allows an administrator to represent these objects as custom objects to an end user. An administrator can assign any
name to a module to represent the action it performs.

A module can perform the following actions:

Create and Manage

The Create and Manage module template allows creation and modification of user and group objects. In this module, a
user must first select an action defined by an administrator and then perform a search operation to select a user or group
object.

Example: Onboarding and User Management modules

Registration

The Registration module template allows creation of user and group objects. In this module, a user can perform public
tasks (which do not require system log in) as defined by an administrator.

Example: Self Registration module

Self Manage

The Self Manage module template allows modification of a logged in user (Object Type - User) only. This module collects
all the actions that a user can perform on self. In this module, a user can configure only actions to manage and can assign
tasks that enable actions on self.

Example: Change My Profile, Reset My Password

Team Management

The Team Management module template allows modification on a team of users (Object Type - User) only. A team
is defined based on a filter criteria such as all members of IT department ("department" = "IT"). The template auto selects
users who are defined in the search condition.

NOTE
For more information, see Modules.

Access
Users can request access for themselves, other users or even a request in bulk using a file upload. Access request can
be for real access to connected systems, manually provisioned access to disconnected systems or non-system access
such as hardware request.
When a user(s) is selected (self, other or bulk) there are several tabs:

1. Current – displays the current access the user has. When the request is for more than one user the current access
will always be blank. The list will display various types of access from provisioning roles in IM, through IM endpoint
accounts to Arcot authenticators.
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2. Applications – displays the current access plus all the available items the user can request access for. The available
access is dependent on permissions defined in the backend IM system and also in an additional layer of scoping
provided by CA Identity Portal. Applications can be grouped into different sections. The applications and group
of applications can be searched. The list of applications is configurable; see the section Access Rights for more
information.

3. Endpoints – displays the current endpoint accounts the user has and allow him to request for direct account
permissions (for example Active Directory groups). This requires endpoint configuration; refer to "Create Endpoints"
section for more information.

4. Roles – administrators can define suggestive roles in CA Identity Portal and link them to various permissions. The
requester can then view a role and select permissions from that role.

5. Similar Users – requesters can view the access of other users and based on that decide what access they want to
request. The view of the similar users section is configurable; refer to "UI Configuration" section for more information.

6. Favorites – requester can save items such as applications, roles and requests as favorites in order to save time when
navigating to them in the future.

Request Access

The Access section is divided into three panes:

1. Left pane – displays the list of available objects (applications/accounts/roles etc.).
2. Middle pane – displays the list of available permissions for the selected object. The user can select to Add/Modify/

Remove permission. The available actions are configurable for the specific permission; refer to "Target Permissions"
section for more information. For each action there can be additional information for the user to fill out; refer to "Forms"
section for more information.

3. Right pane – displays the CA Identity Portal cart which contains the selections the requester made in the permissions
section in the middle pane. Request to "Add" permission is automatically added to the "Added Permissions" section in
the cart and so on.

Once the user is satisfied with the selection he can Check Out and Submit his request, clear it or save it as a draft.

Risk METER

If risks is enabled, while adding permissions to the cart the risk will be calculated and be reflected using the cart icon on
the risk meter. Clicking on the risk meter will display what constructed the risk. When entering the request summary view,
the violations that exist due to the permissions in the cart will be displayed on top of their corresponding permission.

The user itself will be displayed in the color of his current risk.

My Requests
Any request or action the end user performs in CA Identity Portal results in a request. When a user submits such a
request, a REQUEST ID is displayed. This request ID can be used to track the submitted actions. "My Requests" is
available from the landing page ("Home"), from the top navigation menu or from the "Dashboard". 

The "My Requests" page is divided into three panes:

My Requests - Left Pane

Displays the list of requests submitted by the user and their status. By default, the list shows the latest requests submitted
by a user. If more than a single page of requests exist, page numbers are displayed at the bottom of the table. You can
click the header of any column except the Status column, to sort the list. A user can search the requests using the search
box or advanced search:
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• Simple Search - type any value in the search box based on the desired filter, the filter automatically determines what
the user is attempting to search for and performs the search. In case the user is attempting to search for a user, the
search box provides an autocomplete option to help identify the user.

• Advanced Search – click the down arrow in the search box to view the advanced search options. You can specifically
define the search condition on the requests. Following are the available search conditions:
– By Profile – either search in all requests, my requests or specific profile. Refer to "Profiles" configuration section for

more information.
– By requester
– By target user
– By date range
– By Id
– By Status
– By Access Elements - Permissions (only permissions that appear in requests visible to the user are available for

search) or Actions (only actions that exist in requests visible to the user are available for search)
• Refresh requests - lets you refresh the list of requests at any time.
• Export requests to file - lets you export all details of the requests to a Microsoft Excel file.

My Requests - Middle Pane

Displays the details of the selected request. The details contain the original request only. Modifications to a request are
not visible here. One CA Identity Portal request can contain multiple request items in it (for example: multiple applications
and permissions). Extended information such as: Form, Comment, Status, Violations, Last Update will be displayed on the
permission\entitlement\module action level.

You can cancel a request only if the status of the request is In Progress. On cancelling a request, the status of the request
is displayed as Cancelled in the left pane. The capability to cancel requests is configured in the Requests Scope element. 

My Requests - Right Pane

Displays the timeline of the request or the specific permission\entitlement selected in the request details (in the middle
pane). The timeline details the flow of the requested item – submitter, approver, implementer etc. and the status of each
step of the workflow. The user can hover over the name of the approvers and view additional information about the user
(or group of users). That information is configurable; refer to "UI Configuration" section for more information.

Tasks
The Tasks section displays all pending tasks the user has on the supported systems that were configured in CA Identity
Portal. For example: pending certification campaigns in CA Identity Governance or pending work items in CA Identity
Manager. "Tasks" is available from the landing page ("Home"), from the top navigation menu or from the "Dashboard".
There are two available task types in CA Identity Portal:

1.  Approvals 
2.  Implementations 

Approvals

Any request or action the end user performs in CA Identity Portal can potentially result in an approval workflow. This is
dependent on backend configuration in the supporting system (for example: CA Identity Manager workflow). If a workflow
work item exists in the connected system CA Identity Portal will automatically display it in "Tasks". Any work item is
displayed here even if it wasn't generated in CA Identity Portal. Work items generated in CA Identity Portal will have a
request ID whereas work items generated directly in the backend system will not have a CA Identity Portal request ID.
Work items can be approved/rejected or any other action that was defined in the backend system. Once in action is taken
on an approval item it is removed from the list.
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"Approvals" tab is divided into three panes:

1. Left pane – displays the list of pending work items. The list can be filtered by any of the displayed fields. A user can
search on the approvals using one of the following processes:
a. Typing in the table top search bar his desired filter, the filter will automatically determine what the user is attempting

to search for and perform the desired search.
b. Using the advanced search – available using the small down arrow, the user can specifically define the search

condition on the approvals. Available search conditions are:
a. By requester
b. By target user
c. By date range
d. By Id

c. Searching in historical approvals – this feature enables users to view approvals that they already attended. To
enable this feature, the user needs to check the "search in tasks archive". Once that feature is enabled the user will
also be able to search by action.

2. Middle pane – displays the details of the selected request.
a. Request Information – this tab contains the original request only and only the requested item that is relevant to the

approver reviewing the request.
b. Process Information – this tab is optional and it depends on the configuration of an approval task; refer to "Task

Configuration" section for more information. This tab can be editable in case an original request needs to be
modified or approvers are required to provide additional input.

c. Advanced Information – this tab displays the entire information in the approval task in an unedited able/raw form.
3. Right pane – displays the request history similarly to the timeline view of "My Requests". The timeline details the

flow of the requested item – submitter, approver, implementer etc. and the status of each step of the workflow. The
user can hover over the name of the approvers and view additional information about the user (or group of users).
That information is configurable; refer to "UI Configuration" section for more information. The approver can leave a
comment and then click a button to perform the desired action. The default actions are approve/reject but more actions
are available based on the button configuration of the connected task; refer to "Task Configuration" section for more
information.

Implementations

Implementation tasks are approval tasks that have some configuration on them telling CA Identity Portal this is actually
an implementation. In CA Identity Manager this is done by setting a user data on the Workpoint activity node; refer
to Approval Workflow.
When a work item is interpreted in CA Identity Portal as an implementation task instead of an approval task, all CA Identity
Portal does is display the item under "Implementations" tab instead of "Approvals" and display "Implement" action button
instead of the "Approve/Reject" actions. Refer to "Approvals" section for more information on what is displayed here.

Certification
The campaigns that are displayed for certification are based on the list of Universes that are defined in the CA Identity
Governance connector. Certification requires a connector to the CA Identity Governance system. Once a connector is
configured, if users have a campaign that is pending their attention, then the campaign is displayed in the Tasks section.

When a user changes the display (such as, changing the attributes for resources in the view), the settings are saved in the
session and is displayed the next time when the user logs in. The certification display settings are based on the Display
Management settings in CA Identity Governance. The display settings are configured in the certification template before
initiating the certification campaign. After the campaign is triggered, the settings cannot be changed.

This article contains the following sections:
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Supported Campaigns

CA Identity Portal supports the following campaign types:

• Users
• Roles
• Resources
• Accounts
• PAM

The product also supports the various types of workflows including custom workflows that are attached to the certification
process.

Certification Features

CA Identity Portal supports the following features and behaviors in a certification campaign:

• Different views of a campaign by different entities
• Save selection
• Submit selection
• Reassign
• Add comments – This feature can be enforced on violations of the campaign definition.
• Select all – This feature can be controlled on the campaign definition from CA Identity Governance.
• Display violations
• Display entity attributes including link attributes
• Display task history (relevant only to reassigned tasks).
• Previous decisions – An internal CA Identity Portal feature which searches previous decisions that were made for

the specific approval that was required in this campaign. If previous decisions were made, they override any current
decisions.

• Consult and ability to respond on consultation requests.
• Upload attachments
• Approval tasks
• Advanced search on campaign entities
• Export tasks to spreadsheet, and import back after filling the spreadsheet with results.
• Group By, Sort By, Select Attributes to display.
• Share my work – User can share tasks with another user. Once the work is shared, both users can see the open tasks.

Tasks disappear from the queue when one of the two users perform an approve, reject, or reassign action.
To share your work, follow these steps:
a. Click Share my work from the upper right pane.
b. Click OK in the pop-up window.
c. Search for the user with whom you want to share your work.
d. Select the user.

NOTE
To delegate CA Identity Governance tasks in out-of-office scenarios, use Share my work functionality.

Customize Certification Views

The following customization options are available for Certification: 

• Control the display of an entity
Each entity in the campaign can be displayed using the attributes in the campaign.
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Example: An administrator wants to display the full name of the user and title as the entity display and on hover wants
to see all the other attributes. This configuration can be achieved in the connector configuration. Use the "{" and "}" to
encapsulate a user attribute of the entity, static text can be used, for example: {UserId}, Title: {Title}

• Display Attributes
User can update the displayed attributes in each certification.
Click the User Settings icon and select the relevant attributes that you want to display.

• Group By
User can update the view of the certification tasks by grouping tasks based on the selected attribute.
Click the User Settings icon and select the attribute based on which you want to group the view, from the list of values.

• Sort By
User can update the view of the certification tasks by attributes sorting.
Click on the element settings icon and select the attribute to sort by.

• Import / Export
User can Export all tasks to a spreadsheet, perform the Approve / Reject actions as required to the relevant users and
add comment. Import the updated spreadsheet in to CA Identity Portal. On successful import, all the actions that were
performed in the spreadsheet are displayed in CA Identity Portal.
 To import or export, follow these steps:
a. Click the Options dropdown.
b. Click Export or Import as required.

• Show new tasks / Show pending submission tasks / Show submitted tasks
User can display tasks by status.
Click the Options drop-down and select the required option.

• Progress Bar
Shows the number of total tasks and the number of tasks that are in Done status.

• Entries Per Page
User can select the number of tasks to display per page (50, 100, 200).

Display Settings

In CA Identity Governance Universe, you can configure the role type field and resource type field. These fields indicate the
types of entities that are part of the certification campaign.
In the certification template configuration, under the Display tab, an administrator can control the default display settings
for each of the elements in the campaign based on the Universe type fields.

The following elements can be configured:

• Entity Name
• Available Attributes
• Default Attributes
• Default Group By Attribute
• Default Sort By Attribute

Certification Campaigns

Any certification campaign pending tasks in the connected back-end system are automatically displayed in CA Identity
Portal for the end user to review. For example: if a campaign was triggered in CA Identity Governance and the connected
user has pending approval items in that campaign then the user is able to approve/reject in this tab. Pending campaign
alerts are also available from the top menu which displays the remaining days of a campaign. Certification Campaigns
screen display the list of running campaigns with open tasks for the relevant user. Also, for each campaign a progress bar
is displayed with the completed tasks from the total number of tasks.

There are three different tabs in Certification Campaigns:
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• Active Campaigns
• Campaign History
• Managed Campaigns

To delegate CA Identity Governance tasks in out-of-office scenarios, click Share my work at the upper-right corner of
the Certification Campaigns screen.

Active Campaigns

By clicking one of the certifications from the Active Campaigns tab, a list of open tasks are displayed. The tasks are
divided into three different types that are displayed in different tabs:

• Certification tasks
• Approval tasks
• Consultation tasks

Each screen is divided into two panes:

• The left pane – Displays the list of relevant entities and number of open tasks. The view can be switched between the
different entities type.

• The right pane – Displays the list of pending tasks for that campaign. User can perform actions on the relevant task.
Decisions can be either saved or submitted. The user can automatically populate decisions in the campaign by clicking
"Previous Decisions". This will only work if the user had approved/rejected the same item in a previous campaign (for
example: approve the network access of John). Possible actions that a user can perform on a campaign task are:
a. Approve
b. Reject
c. Consult: Reviewers can consult about a certification task with users that are filtered by the Campaign Owner in CA

Identity Governance. To consult, click the task row of a resource. In the window that opens, click the question mark
(?) icon from the menu bar. Next, search for the consult user. 

d. Reassign: Reviewers can reassign their certification tasks to users that are filtered by the Campaign Owner in
CA Identity Governance. To reassign a certification task, click the forward arrow in the task row of a resource, and
search for the reassign user.

e. Add comment
f. Upload attachment

Certify User Access Privileges in Bulk 

A business reviewer can certify in bulk the access privileges of users to resources on endpoints. The reviewer can
perform a bulk action on all the pending tasks of all users, or perform a bulk action on the pending tasks of a relevant user.

• Bulk Action on All Users: A reviewer can take action on all the pending tasks of all users in one go.
Follow these steps:
a. In the Active Campaigns page, click Certify.
b. In the menu bar, click the Gear icon preceding the reviewer name.
c. Select Bulk on current page to certify only the pending tasks on the current page. If the pending tasks span

across multiple pages and you want to certify all of them, select Bulk on all pages.
• Bulk Action on a Relevant User: You can take action on all the pending tasks of a relevant user in one go.

Follow these steps:
a. In the Active Campaigns page, click Certify.
b. In the user header bar, click the Gear icon available at extreme right.
c. Select Bulk on current page to certify only the pending tasks of a user on the current page. If the pending tasks

for a user span across multiple pages and you want to certify all of them, select Bulk on all pages.
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Managed Campaigns

The campaign initiator can view a general dashboard for the campaigns status. Managed Campaigns is divided in two
panes:

• The left pane – Displays the list of open campaigns with their progress. In the bottom left pane, a total progress bar is
displayed.

• The right pane – Displays a specific campaign status by reviewer. It is possible to send an email notification to the
reviewers reminding them of their open tasks.

For more details, see Certification Dashboard.

Campaign History

The campaigns in the Campaign History tab are displayed in a Read Only view. The user cannot change its previous
submitted decisions, nor can submit decisions for items that have not been approved or rejected.

 Notes: 

• Archived campaigns are not displayed in the Campaign History tab.
• You can view Campaign history only when the Admin UI administrator enables the Allow users to view

Certification Campaign history option in the Universe settings in CA Identity Portal.. For more details, see Create a
Universe section in Universes. 

Certification Dashboard

Certification dashboard is available in the Certification module under the Managed Campaigns tab in the CA Identity
Portal User Console.

Campaign owners can track and see the progress of the campaigns that they manage using the dashboard. The
dashboard does not require any configuration.

The following information can be captured in the dashboard:

• Progress of every campaign the logged in user is an owner of.
• Progress that is made by reviewers.
• Number of reviewers that have started/not started/completed the campaign.
• Know which users have not started the campaign and notify them through email.

Settings
Settings enable a user to perform the following actions:

• View Personal Information
• Language Modification
• Delegations
• Password Resetting
• Strong Authentication

Personal Information

User can view its personal information. The displayed attributes can be configured in FULL INFO TABLE in GUI
Configuration.
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Language

User can modify the language of CA Identity Portal. For localization, see Localize CA Identity Portal.

Delegations

User can set delegators for Out of Office scenarios. When delegators are set, any CA Identity Manager related approvals
are forwarded to the relevant delegator.

For information about how delegation of work happens in CA Identity Manager, see Delegating Work Items.

CA Identity Governance tasks can be delegated from the Certification Campaigns screen.

Reset Password

User can reset its password via Settings screen. This resets the CA Identity Manager password and any other accounts
that are linked to it based on the definition of the endpoint. For more information, see resetting the CA Identity Manager/
CA Identity Portal password.

Strong Authenticators

User can perform authentication activities according to the ones configured by the Admin through the Admin UI. For more
information, see Advanced Authentication.

The end users have a feature that is called "Settings" in which they can perform authentication activities such as activation
of strong authentication and resetting the CA Identity Manager/CA Identity Portal password.

It also offers the ability to set delegators for an Out of Office scenario. In which case, workflow items in CA Identity
Manager are forwarded to the delegator.

It also offers the ability for the user to modify the CA Identity Portal displayed language. For localization information,
see Localize CA Identity Portal.

Setting does not require any additional configuration by the administrator.

My Profile
This dashboard is available for the end-user and aggregates many of the information available on the user itself. The
functionality available is:

1. Profile Information
2. Current Access
3. Latest Activity
4. Account Information – including the ability to perform actions on the account : like reset password. The availability of

the accounts in this module is derived from the  Modify My Endpoint Accounts  task.
5. Risk information

Passwords

CA Identity Portal comes out of the box with some password related tasks pre-configured. The tasks are: Forgotten
Password Reset and Expired Password
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Forgotten Password

In CA Identity Portal's login the end user has the option of clicking the link "Forgot password?", this will take the user
through a public interface (meaning the user doesn't login) of challenge questions in which at the end of successful
responses the user will be provided with a new temporary password. CA Identity Portal's forgotten password reset is
based on the IM default configuration.

The configuration can be modified in the CA Identity Manager connector configuration. For more information, see Create a
CA Identity Manager Connector.

Notifications
Various end user notifications will be available here, for example a warning when delegation has been set up. Notifications
message will only be displayed if the user has any notifications.

Dashboard
The dashboard view aims to bring the various information that exist in different modules to one place. In the dashboard,
view a user can perform actions on tasks, campaigns and track requests.

Mobile
CA Identity Portal comes with an OOTB Mobile Web application. No configuration is required to enable and configure this
mobile application.

The application can be browsed through any mobile browser and is available at <sigma_base_url>/sigma/mobile/
login.html. You could also browse to the sigma desktop application URL at <sigma_base_url>/sigma and CA Identity
Portal will automatically detect that you're browsing from a mobile device and redirect you to the mobile application.

Tablet devices are directed to the mobile applications, if you would like to view the full application from your tablet device,
open the navigation panel and click on the link directing to the Desktop site. The desktop site will be automatically
adjusted to the tablet screen resolution.

The mobile web application has the following features enabled:

1. Work on pending work items.
2. Track Requests.
3. Complete certification campaigns.
4. Forgotten Password Reset
5. Reset expired password.
6. Application Launchpad
7. Self Registration.
8. Access
9. Modules
10. Branding (administrated from the Branding configuration screen in the Admin UI).

Application (Apps) Launchpad
The Application (Apps) Launchpad provides users with links to the web applications/URLs. The URLs can be external
links or static URLs. If Single Sign-On (SSO) is configured, users can do SSO navigation to those applications.

The links to the web applications/URLs are available to a user only when an administrator configures them from the Apps
Launchpad of Admin UI. For more information about how to configure these links in the Apps Launchpad, see Apps.
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The Apps Launchpad is available in two forms:

1. As a pop over available from the right corner of the navigation panel
2. As a page that shows all the available links

CA Identity Portal Administration
In this topic, we cover the configurations and administration capabilities that an administrator can perform from the CA
Identity Portal Admin User Interface.

The following topics are covered:

Users Administering CA Identity Portal
When you install or upgrade (using Virtual Appliance) to the current release of Identity Portal, the system creates a default
system user - portaladmin. The portaladmin system user is the first user who can administer the Identity Portal Admin UI.
This system user can delegate its privileges to the CA Identity Manager users thus allowing multiple admins to administer
the Admin UI.

This article covers more information about the users administering the Admin UI, how users are granted with portaladmin
privileges, and how to modify and reset portaladmin system user password.

Users Administering the Admin UI

Users who can administer the Identity Portal Admin UI are,

• portaladmin (System User): The out-of-the-box system user that can administer the Admin UI is portaladmin. In a
Virtual Appliance setup, the portaladmin password is the master password. And in a non-Virtual Appliance setup, the
password is the one that you set while installing Identity Portal.

• Delegated Users with portaladmin Privileges: The portaladmin system user can delegate its privileges to the
CA Identity Manager users. Once delegated, these users have the same admin privileges as of the portaladmin to
administer the Admin UI.

NOTE

• The portaladmin system user must only be used for the initial setup of the system and not for the ongoing
admin tasks. You can also use the system user as a fallback user when other users with admin privileges
cannot log in to the Admin UI.

• When the portaladmin system user is logged in to the Admin UI, navigating to the user interface (/sigma) will
generate an "access denied" error as the system user is not allowed to access the user interface. To log in to
the user interface, the system user must log out from the Admin UI.

• The delegated portaladmins can have access to both Identity Portal Management Console (/sigma/Admin UI)
and User Console (/sigma) because they can act as both admins and as normal users.

Delegate portaladmin Privileges to Users

The portaladmins can delegate their privileges to the CA Identity Manager users. Once assigned, these users have the
same admin privileges as of the portaladmin to administer the Admin UI.

Follow these steps:

1. Log in to the Identity Portal Admin UI with the portaladmin credentials.
If you are delegating the portaladmin privileges to a user for the first time, log in as the default system user:
– Username: portaladmin
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Note: Username is not case sensitive.
– Password: For a Virtual Appliance setup, the password is the master password. And for a non-Virtual Appliance

setup, the password is the one that you set while installing CA Identity Portal.
Note: Once the portaladmin system user delegates its privileges to another user, subsequent delegation can be done
either by the out-of-the-box portaladmin or by the delegated users. The delegated admin user must log in to the Admin
UI with its CA Identity Manager login credentials.

2. Navigate to Elements, Profiles.
A list of available profiles are listed.

3. Click the Portal Admins profile.
Note: This profile is created out-of-the-box and cannot be deleted.

4. In the Edit Profile: Portal Admins screen, click the Member Scope tab.
5. By default, none of the users are assigned the Portal Admins profile. Create a custom rule to assign users based on a

condition.
6. Click Save.

The CA Identity Manager user with the portaladmin profile can now log in and administer the Admin UI.

Modify portaladmin (System User) Password

The portaladmin system user can change the password that it uses to log in to the Admin UI.

Note: Even the delegated portaladmins can change the password of the system user, provided they know the current
system user password.

Follow these steps:

1. Log in to the Identity Portal Admin UI.
2. Navigate to Setup, Portal Admin Password.
3. Enter the current password of the portaladmin system user.
4. Enter the new password and retype to confirm it.
5. Click Set new password.

The portaladmin system user can now log in to the Admin UI with the new password.

Reset portaladmin System User Password

You can reset the portaladmin system user password when you encounter the following cases:

• The system user forgot its password and is unable to log in to the Admin UI.
• CA Identity Manager connector is not accessible and hence the delegated users with the portaladmin profile are

unable to log in to the Admin UI.

Reset portaladmin System User Password on Virtual Appliance Deployments

Follow the given steps if you are using a Virtual Appliance solution:

1. Log in to the system where you have installed Identity Portal using the Virtual Appliance solution.
2. Navigate to /opt/CA/VirtualAppliance/custom/IdentityPortal/jvm-args.conf.
3. In the jvm-args.conf file, perform the following steps:

a. Uncomment the following JVM arguments:
 JAVA_OPTS=-Xms512m -Xmx1512m -XX:+UseG1GC -XX:+UseStringDeduplication -XX:
+UseCompressedOops -Djava.net.preferIPv4Stack=true -Djava.awt.headless=true -XX:
+UseLargePages 
-Djava.security.egd=file:/dev/./urandom
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b. Add -Dresetportaladmin to the end of the JVM arguments:
 JAVA_OPTS=-Xms512m -Xmx1512m -XX:+UseG1GC -XX:+UseStringDeduplication -XX:
+UseCompressedOops -Djava.net.preferIPv4Stack=true -Djava.awt.headless=true -XX:
+UseLargePages 
-Djava.security.egd=file:/dev/./urandom -Dresetportaladmin
 

c. Save the file.
4. Restart CA Identity Portal.

 restart_ip
 

5. The system resets the password to portaladmin. After the system restarts, the system user must log in to the Admin
UI with username=portaladmin and password=portaladmin and change its default password.

6. Next, comment the JVM arguments in the jvm-arg.conf else the system user password gets reset on every restart of
the system.
 #JAVA_OPTS=-Xms512m -Xmx1512m -XX:+UseG1GC -XX:+UseStringDeduplication -XX:
+UseCompressedOops -Djava.net.preferIPv4Stack=true -Djava.awt.headless=true -XX:
+UseLargePages 
-Djava.security.egd=file:/dev/./urandom -Dresetportaladmin
 

Reset portaladmin System User Password on non-Virtual Appliance Deployments

Follow the given steps if you are using a non-Virtual Appliance setup:

[ WildFly Application Server]

1. Open the following file:
Windows: <WildFly_HOME>\bin\standalone.conf.bat
Linux: <WildFly_HOME>/bin/standalone.conf

2. Add the following line to the end of the file and save it:
 Windows: 
set "JAVA_OPTS=%JAVA_OPTS% -Dresetportaladmin" 
Linux: 
JAVA_OPTS="$JAVA_OPTS -Dresetportaladmin"
 

3. Restart the application server.
4. The system resets the password to portaladmin. After the system restarts, the system user must log in to the Admin

UI with username=portaladmin and password=portaladmin and change its default password.
5. Next, remove the line that you added to the standalone.bat/conf file and save it.

[ WebLogic Application Server]

1. Log in to the Weblogic admin UI.
2. Select a server running the Identity Portal deployment.
3. Navigate to the Server Start tab.
4. Add the following line to the beginning of the Arguments section:

-Dresetportaladmin

5. Save and activate the changes.
6. Restart the application server.
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7. The system resets the password to portaladmin. After the system restarts, the system user must log in to the Admin
UI with username=portaladmin and password=portaladmin and change its default password.

8. Next, remove the added line from the Arguments section, save, and activate the change.

Use the portaladmin System User as a Rescue User

When the CA Identity Manager connector is down, the CA Identity Manager users with portaladmin privileges cannot log
in to the Admin UI. In such a situation, you can fallback on the portaladmin system user to gain access to the Admin UI.

About Modules
Modules are the basic components that expose Identity Portal functionalities to the end user.

Module names and objects are flexible, therefore they are referred to as Modules.

The Landing Page is the page that the user sees immediately after login. There must be a module set as the home page.
By default, the Landing Page (Example: Home) module is the home page. Any module can be set as the Home page. The
module set to be the Home page is marked with a 'Home' icon. The module set as the Home page is automatically linked
to the Everyone profile so that any user who logs in has this module to view. User cannot delete the module that is set as
the Home page unless a different module is set as the Home page.

The Administration, My Requests, and Tasks are available as out of the box modules which cannot be deleted. The rest of
the modules need to be created manually either from Blank (by using the Custom option) or by using a template.

The order of modules that are displayed in the Landing page is same as listed in the left pane of the Admin UI modules
list. The order of the modules in the list can be modified by dragging and dropping each element.

For a module to be displayed in Identity Portal User Console, it has to be associated with a profile (with members
assigned) and an icon. If an icon is not selected, a default icon displays in Identity Portal User Console.

Module Types

The supported module types are:

• Landing Page (Example: Home)
• Administration (Example: Administration)
• Access Rights (Example: Access)
• Request Tracking (Example: My Requests)
• Certification (Example: Certification Campaigns)
• Dashboard (Example: Dashboard)
• My Profile (Example: My Profile)
• Work Items (Example: Tasks)
• Apps Launchpad (Example: Apps Launchpad)
• Object Management (Example: Team Management, Self Registration, Employee Life Cycle)

Create Modules (Non Object Management)

Follow the given steps to create a singular module:

1. Navigate to the Admin UI.
2. Click Modules.
3. Click Create new.
4. Create a module either using Out of the Box template or from a Blank template.

– To create a module using Out-of-the-Box template, hover the mouse on a template and click the Quick Create icon.
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Note: When creating a module from a template, values are populated automatically.
– To create a module from a Blank template, perform the following tasks:

a. Click the Blank template.
b. In the Create Module screen, provide the following details:

a. Specify a name /title for the module.
The Tag value is populated automatically.

b. Select the type of module that you want to create.
• Access Rights - Includes Catalog and Roles, Risks, Create Suggestions to Suggest Additional

Entitlements
• Request Tracking - Includes Create a Request Scope
• Work Items
• Certification
• Dashboard
• My Profile
• Apps Launchpad - Includes Apps
Based on the type that you select, the parameters to be specified vary.

c. The Module configuration tabs also vary depending on the module type you select. To configure Profiles,
Icon, Search, Access Rights, Direct Endpoints, Request Scope, Options and APPS tabs, see Modules
Configuration.
Note: The Options, Access Rights, Direct Endpoints, Request Scope, and APPS tabs are enabled for
editing only after you create the module.

d. Click Create.

The module is created.

Module Configuration

This section covers the parameters that you configure while creating or editing a module:

Profiles

Specifies the profiles in which the module is available to the end user.

Icon

Specifies the icon that you want to assign to a module. When creating a module from template, a predefined icon is
selected automatically.

Search

This tab is only applicable for modules of type Access Rights and Object Management.

• Engine
Defines the Search Element that is used to search objects (user or groups- depends on the module type) within the
module. Selecting an Engine is mandatory when creating a module.
For more details, see Create a Managed Object Search.

• Results Text
Add text and/or select User/Group attributes parameters that you would like to display in the search results.

• More Info
Defines the User/Group attributes to display in the "More Info" Tooltip.
For more information about User/Group attributes, see Managed Object Attributes.
Note: When Result Text or More Info is not defined, the configuration is defined by the UI Configuration.
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Options
This tab is only applicable for modules of type Access Rights, Objects Managements, and Work Items.

• Show Additional Information
Allows the administrator to either show or hide the additional information about users in the ADDITIONAL
INFORMATION tab of the Task Approval Details page of the Identity Portal User Console. This option is application
only to the Work Items (Tasks) module.

• Enable Drafts
Selecting this option allow users to save a draft of the relevant request. This option is applicable only in modules of
type Access Rights and Object Management.

• Show Approvals
Displays the Approvals tab in the module. This option is applicable only in modules of type Work Items.

• Show Implementation
Displays the Implementation tab in the module. This option is applicable only in modules of type Work Items.
Note: More Options are available in the Object Management modules. For details, see the Object Management
modules configuration section.

Unique Tabs

• Access Rights (in Access Rights type):
– Catalog
– Roles
– Risks
– Create Suggestions to Suggest Additional Entitlements

• Request Scope (in Request Tracking type)
List of all existing Request Scope elements and the ability to create a Request Scope.
For more details, see Request Scopes.

• APPS (in Apps Launchpad type)
List of existing Apps and the ability to create a App.
For more details, see Apps.

• Direct Endpoints (in Access Rights type)
Allows you to create an endpoint from Identity Portal Management Console.
For more details, see Create Direct Endpoints.

List of Module Types and Configuration

Type Details Profile Icon Search Unique Tabs Options
Landing Page (Example:
Home)

Access Rights (Example:
Access)

ACCESS RIGHTS
DIRECT ENDPOINTS

Request Tracking (Example:
My Requests)

REQUEST SCOPE

Certification (Example:
Certification Campaigns)

Dashboard (Example:
Dashboard)
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My Profile (Example: My
Profile)

Work Items (Example: Tasks)

Apps Launchpad (Example:
Apps)

APPS

Administration (Example:
Administration)

Create Module (Object Management)

Follow the given steps to create a non-singular Module:

1. Navigate to the Admin UI.
2. Click Modules.
3. Click Create New.
4. Create a module either using Deployment Xpress templates or from a Blank template.

– To create a module using Deployment Xpress templates, hover the mouse on a template and click the Quick
Create icon.
Note: When creating a module from a template, values are populated automatically.

– To create a module from a Blank template, perform the following tasks:
a. Click the Blank template.
b. Specify a name for the module.

The Tag value is populated automatically.
c. Select the module Type as Object Management.
d. Select the Object Type: User or Group. This is the subject type of requests in the module.
e. Select the Module Template.

Once a template is selected, other tabs become available in the configuration of a module with parameters specific
for that module template. The following module templates are available:
• Create and Manage – Expose both create and management actions to the end user for both Users or Groups.

Choosing a Modify action (management) requires search for the object for the manage actions, while choosing
a Create action will not require search and simply display the action form.

• Registration – Self Registration module exists only in the Public page. It performs self-registration tasks
through CA Identity Manager public tasks.

• Self Manage – Light version of Create and Manage – Without the Create actions and Search. The Target
Object is automatically the logged in user. Object Type - only User.

• Team Management – Only Manage actions, with different User Interface view. Object Type - only Users. It auto
selects the users who are defined in the search condition.

f. For configuration of Profiles, Icon and Search tabs, see Modules Configuration.
g. Click Create.

Once the module is created, the Options and Actions tab are available when editing the module.
h. Configure the Options and Actions tab:
i. Options

The following options are applicable for modules of type Object Management:
• Enable Drafts

Selecting this option allow users to save a draft of the relevant request.
• Enable AccessRights Mode
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This option is applicable only for Create action. It enables to assign permissions to the newly created user.
• Enforce AccessRights

Once Enable AccessRights Mode is checked, the administrator can select to Enforce AccessRights. This option
enforces the user to assign permission during the creation process.

j. Actions
The list of actions that appear for the end user within this module.
Two types of actions are available: Create and Modify. Actions type varies according to the module Template. See
List of Templates Type and Configuration.
Clicking Create Module Actions opens a dialog with the following tabs:
a. Details – Includes the action Name and Tag, with the option 'Enable Bulk Operation'.

Checking 'Enable Bulk Operation' allow the user to submit this action for multiple subjects (Users or Groups),
either by selecting them from the Search results or by uploading a CSV file with the required information.
Once 'Enable Bulk Operation' is checked, the field 'Bulk form' is available and mandatory. The administrator
needs to select a form that is connected to an Objects Feeder (Bulk Loader) task.

b. Form – Administrator needs to select the form to be displayed for this action.
c. Analytics – Administrator can select multiple Analytics Categories to apply on this action. Each selected

Analytics Category collects data on this action according to its configuration.
The 'Analytics Category status' value specifies if analytics data is to be collected for this action. The
available values are: Enabled, Disabled, and Default Behavior.

The module is created.

List of Templates Type and Configuration

Template Object Type (Details Tab) Icon Profile Search Options Tab Actions
Create and Manage User / Group Full Search • Enable Drafts

• Enable AccessRights Mode
• Enforce AccessRights

• Create
• Modify
• Delete

Registration User

(icons are on the actions)

• Create

Self Manage User Enable Drafts • Modify

Team Management User Only Predefined search
applies.

Enable Drafts • Modify
• Delete

Administration Module

The Administration module is created Out of the Box and it cannot be deleted.

The Administration module allows users to navigate between the Identity Portal Management Console (/sigma/Admin UI)
and User Console (/sigma).

That is, if a user is logged in to the Admin UI then the same user can automatically log in to the User Console without
providing the login credentials. Also, a user can navigate to the Admin UI from the User Console by clicking the
Administration module icon.
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In the User Console, the Administration module does not appear like any other regular module (square box). It appears as
an icon

 on
the tool bar. On clicking this icon, you navigate to the Admin UI.

By default, the Portal Admins profile is added to the Administration module. The Portal Admins are the delegated users
who can administer the Admin UI. The Portal Admins can have access to both Admin UI and User Console because they
can act as both admins and as normal users. Since Portal Admins are added to the Administration module by default, they
can navigate between both the interfaces.

NOTE

To log out users from both the interfaces, you must clear the cache:

1. In the Admin UI, navigate to Tools, Clear Cache.
2. Select User.
3. Click Clear Cache.

All the active users get disconnected and they are redirected to the login page of the interface.

NOTE

For more information, see

• Modules.
• Profiles
• Users Administering Admin UI

Access Rights.

Catalog

When an identity management solution grows, organizing the structure of the entitlements becomes a challenge. To
address that process, a flexible structure needs to be deployed, which will enable users to quickly and easily locate the
entitlements they need.

The CA Identity Portal Permission Model consists of the following entities:

• Application groups
• Applications
• Permissions
• Role Groups
• Roles

Permission Tree

The basic entity is the permission entity. A permission is the business representation of the entitlement the user requests.
Once permission is requested, CA Identity Portal translates this business representation to the technical entitlements –
the target permissions Target Permissions section for more information on creating target permissions).
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The following rules define the permission model:

1. A target permission can be linked to many permissions. Example: Active Directory Group membership, which can
be a provisioning role in an IM solution and can be linked to several business permissions such as Network Access,
Security Admins etc.

2. Permission can be linked under another permission. In this case the permission will have a parent-child relationship.
This relationship will ensure that a child permission cannot be granted without requesting/having the parent
permission. This situation is common in profile-based applications. The basic access to the application is defined
as the parent permission, while the specific profile/role in the application is defined as child permissions or sub-
permissions. This behavior is enforced when defining the cart to behave in strict mode (refer to strict_mode in UI
Configuration).

3. Every permission must be linked to an application. A permission cannot be linked to more than one application.
4. Application can contain multiple permissions.
5. A group of applications contains one or more applications.
6. There is no limit to the number of child permissions nesting in the permission model. In essence, every child

permission can have its own sub child permission, and so on.
7. Permission can be grouped in a group of permissions. Grouping permissions together means they are mutually

exclusive (only one can be selected during access request). The target user (that is, the user for whom the request is
made for) may have only one of those permissions.

Managing the Permissions Model

CA Identity Portal allows the administrator to draw the permission model in the way it will be presented to user.

Follow these steps: 

1. Navigate to the Admin UI.
2. Click Modules.
3. Click the Access Rights module.
4. Click the Access Rights tab.
5. In Catalog tab, click Add application group.
6. Specify a name for the application group.
7. To create an application under the group of application, select the group and click Add application.
8. To create permission, select the application and click Add permission . 
9. Specify a name for the permission and select a target permission.
10. Click  Save. 

The changes are saved..

You can rearrange the list of applications in the Entitlement Tree. 

Note: You can have only one level of hierarchy in the right pane, the section of applications groups and Applications. You
can have more than one level of hierarchy in the middle pane, the section of permissions and permissions groups.

Configuring Entity Properties

CA Identity Portal enables administrators to enrich the permission tree with additional information in order to provide end-
users more information about the permissions. This is used to help end-users finding the correct entitlement they wish.
The information will be displayed with a small Info icon next to the entity.

To configure this additional information:
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• Hover with the mouse cursor on the application or permission line and open the Options drop-down menu that appears
in the right end of this line. Click on the Edit option. Choose the Properties tab in the Edit dialog.

• Enter property key and value, for example: Key=Description, Value=This permission requires a security administrator
to approve.

• Click  Save  to commit these changes.

Roles

1. A CA Identity Portal role is a group of permissions which defines an organizational role.
2. CA Identity Portal roles are suggestive roles that will be displayed to the end user during access request # by role
3. A group of roles contain one or more roles.

Managing the Roles Model

The roles model tree is managed in a very similar way to the permissions model.

Follow these steps: 

1. Navigate to the Admin UI.
2. Click Modules.
3. Click the Access Rights module.
4. Click the Access Rights tab.
5. Click the Roles tab.
6. Click Add role group.
7. Specify a name for the role group.
8. Click Add role. 
9. Specify a name for the role.

The permissions are displayed in the right hand side.
10. Select the permissions that you want to grant to this role.
11. Click Save.

The role is created with the required permissions.

Apps

In most organizations, a user has access to multiple applications. Identity Portal enables you to build a Launchpad
that contains links to the applications. Each link contains the information that is required for presenting, managing, and
redirecting to that application.

Apps configuration contains the following elements:

1.  Name: The name of the application the link refers to. This is the display name of the application.
2.  URL: The URL used to connect to the application. This value can either be static, or can depend on a link that exists

in the backend. For example, based on a launch role task that exists in CA Identity Manager.
3.  Picture 
4.  Condition (optional): Display the link if the user has specific permission or specific profile.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Navigate to the Admin UI.
2. Click Modules, Apps Launchpad, APPS.
3. Click Create App.
4. Enter a Name for the App.
5. The Tag value is populated automatically.
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6. Define a category for the App.
7. Select the App type as either Portal App or Based on Connector Configuration.
8. Specify a URL for the App.
9. Click the Scope tab.

– Select All Users if you want this app to be made available for all users.
– Select Custom and specify the condition in which this app is made available for users.

10. In the Icon tab, upload an icon for the App.
11. Click Create and then Finish.

The App is created.

Create Direct Endpoints

Create an endpoint to perform account-related actions directly on the endpoint accounts without using interim objects
such as provisioning roles.

Example: Active Directory groups can be assigned directly to an account without having to configure tasks/target
permission/provisioning roles/entitlements catalog in Identity Portal and CA Identity Manager.

To create an endpoint, follow the given steps:

Prerequisites

Ensure that the following prerequisites are met before creating an endpoint:

1. Configure an endpoint in CA Identity Manager.
2. Validate that the endpoint is supported.

The Identity Portal Endpoint Account Management enables you to add/remove endpoint entitlements. To validate that
your endpoint is supported by this functionality, follow the following procedure:

1. a. Validate that the Endpoint Roles and Tasks are installed in your CA Identity Manager environment.
b. In the CA Identity Manager User Console, navigate to Roles and Tasks, Admin Tasks, View Admin Task.
c. Search for Modify <endpoint type> Account task.
d. Click Tabs.
e. Locate the tab which represents the Endpoint entitlement that you want to expose. 

Example: In Active Directory, the Groups tab represents the Active Directory groups entitlement.
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f. Validate that the tab is of the Relationship type.
g. Click Edit on the tab to view its definition.
h. Validate that the search screen is of Endpoint Capability Search Type.
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Create an Endpoint in Identity Portal

Use the following procedure to create an endpoint in the Identity Portal Admin UI.

Follow these steps:

1. Navigate to the Admin UI.
2. Navigate to Modules, Access.
3. In the Edit Module: Access screen, click Direct Endpoints.
4. Click Create Endpoint.
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In the Create Endpoint wizard, provide the following information:

1. Click the Details tab.
This tab configuration lets the end user see the endpoint accounts.
a. Specify a name for the endpoint configuration. The name is not displayed but is used to describe all endpoints that

have this configuration. 
Example: Corporate Active Directories

b. Select the connector in which the endpoint can be found (the CA Identity Manager connector).
c. Select the endpoint type from the available endpoints that are configured in CA Identity Manager. 

Prerequisite: The admin user defined in the connector configuration has the rights to execute Modify Endpoint
task.

2. Click the Account Scope tab.
This tab contains the following two sections:
– My AccountsIn the My Accounts section, a user can perform the following actions on their own account: View,

Suspend, Resume, Unlock, and Change Password
These actions (functionalities) must exist on the actual endpoint. Note that a few endpoints do not have suspend
and resume functionalities.

– Other AccountsIn the Other Accounts section, a user can perform actions on another user, depending on the
requester and target profiles.
In the given diagram, anyone can View the account information of all users, and portal admins can view, suspend,
resume and unlock everyone.

3. Click the Account Attributes tab.This tab configuration lets the end user see additional account information when
hovering over an account name in the entitlements section. The available attributes are fetched from the  Account
Information Task  configured under the  General  tab.
a. Click on Add Attribute.
b. Specify a display name for the attribute and select an available account attribute from the list.

4. Click the Entitlements tab.
This tab configuration lets the end user see and modify the entitlements for the endpoint account (Example: group
membership in AD)
a. Click Add Entitlement.
b. Specify a name for the entitlement type. The entitlement name is the display name for the entitlements when an

account is selected in the entitlements tree.
c. Select a form to be displayed and triggered when adding/removing an entitlement. You must first configure a task

which is used to add/remove that entitlement. The task that is used must be adequate to perform that operation.
For example:  Modify Active directory Account  task is suitable to add/remove AD groups but  Modify User  task
is not.
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After you have configured the task, link the form to that task. This version only supports empty form (form with no
props) to be used for entitlements.

d. Select a task to view/search the entitlements (you must first configure the task in CA Identity Portal, the already
configured modify account task is sufficient).

e. Select an entitlement type backend name – this is the entitlement object type in the connected system. 
Example: ActiveDirectoryAccountGroups when you want the entitlements that are in AD Groups.

f. If search filter on the entitlements is required, then add search rules. Search rules enable you to define which
entitlements a user can request. 
Example: You can configure that users from department IT are only able to request entitlements that contain the IT
word in them.

g. Name – a descriptive name for the search rule
Example: IT users

h. Priority – lowest priority rule is evaluated first. This works in the first match first served.
i. Expression – used to define the logic on which the search matches. You can define a logic on the requester or on

the target user, that is, Requester Department Equals IT.
j. Filters – the filter defines the population of entitlements that user can act upon. These are search rules that are

encapsulating what the user is searching. If left empty, the user can search and request all entitlements under this
category. The available filter attributes are fetched from the entitlement search screen search attributes. To add
more search attributes, modify the search screen in CA Identity Manager. 
Example: If you want to filter available AD groups by the group description, go the Modify Active Directory
Account task, switch to the Groups tab, click on edit on the search screen and add more search attributes (ensure
that you add the attribute to the searchable attributes, and the search results).
Note: You must always define at least one search rule. That search rule can contain default configuration which
enables all users with that task in scope to request access to all users. To perform that configuration, add a search
rule, that has "true" in the expression and no search filters.

5. Click the Instances tab.
This tab configuration controls which endpoint instances CA Identity Portal applies this configuration on. This means
that CA Identity Portal fetches the account, displays the account information, and enables requesting entitlements as
configured in the previous steps on the endpoint instances that are configured in this tab.
a. Select either All Instances or Select Instances

6. Click Create.
The Endpoint is created.

NOTE
You cannot create endpoints in bulk.

Setup
 

Connectors

Configuring CA Identity Portal in the organizational environment consists of creating interfaces to the CA Identity Manager
and CA Identity Governance systems in the organization by configuring the connectors for CA Identity Portal.

CA Identity Portal uses connectors to communicate with CA Identity Manager and CA Identity Governance.

The connectors enable CA Identity Portal to perform the following tasks:
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• Authenticate and authorize users in the CA Identity Portal interface.
• Fetch existing entitlements and expose them to the end user.
• Request entitlements.
• Update statuses or ongoing activities.

The default settings of CA Identity Portal support the following connectors:

•  CA Advanced Authentication supports connectivity to various CA Advanced Authentication versions.
•  CA Identity Governance supports connectivity to the CA Identity Governance.
•  CA Identity Manager supports connectivity to the CA Identity Manager. 

NOTE

• Configuring connectors is the first task that has to be completed in the setup process of CA Identity Portal.
Complete all required connectors before proceeding with the rest of the configuration.

• You can run only one CA Identity Governance connector at a given time. So, we recommend you to
consolidate universes into a single connector. For information about how to add universe to the connector,
see section Add the Universe to the CA Identity Governance Connector in Manage Universes.

Main Connector
The Main Connector identifies a connector as the authoritative source that CA Identity Portal uses for user
authentication.We recommend that the Main Connector is connected to the CA Identity Manager and CA Identity
Governance systems which contain the most extensive information of users in the organization.

This section contains the following subsections:

  

 

Configuration for Other Supported Products

Use the product-specific information provided in the following sections to configure connectors for each of the supported
products.

This page contains the following sections:

CA Identity Governance Connector Configuration

CA Identity Governance requires the following configuration information:

• Admin Name – Service admin username for CA Identity Governance
• Admin password – Service admin for CA Identity Governance
• Server name – CA Identity Governance server IP address or FQDN
• Server port – CA Identity Governance server port
• Enable SSL - SSL communication status
• Enable Advanced Logging - Enable printing of REST calls to CA Identity Governance.
• Domain Prefix Method - Used to determine the user prefix when domain architecture is used. By default, NONE is

selected which means no prefix is used for the username that is provided by the user.
Values::
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– NONE - No prefix is used for the username.
– SM_HEADER - Use the prefix from an http header. This configuration is used when CA Single Sign-On passes the

users domain in an http header.
– STATIC - Use the Domain Prefix value as the prefix for the user; useful in case only one domain exists.

• Domain Prefix Value - The value to prefix the username on authentication in case STATIC is defined as the method or
the http header when SM_HEADER is defined as the method. 

• Universe List - Used to define the list of universes that this connector supports. The list determines the available
campaigns that are fetched by this connector.

CA Advanced Authentication Connector Configuration

CA Advanced Authentication requires the following configuration information:

Authentication

• Authentication Host Name – Host name or the IP address of AuthMinder Server
• Authentication Port – Port number that is configured for the Transaction Web services protocol.
• Transport – To enable the SSL communication between AuthMinder Issuance SDK and AuthMinder Server set this

parameter to 1SSL or 2SSL.
• Note: If you change the transport mode to SSL, then you must restart AuthMinder Server.
• Connection timeout – Maximum time in milliseconds before the AuthMinder Server is considered unreachable.
• Read timeout – The maximum time in milliseconds allowed for a response from AuthMinder Server

Authentication - more (optional)

• Server CA Cert PEM Path – Path to CA certificate
• Client Cert Key P12 Path – Path to Client Certificate
• Client Cert Key Password – Password to Certificate

Common

• Max Active - Maximum number of connections that are allowed in the pool from the SDK to the AuthMinder Server.
• Max Idle - The maximum number of idle connections that are allowed in the pool from the SDK to the AuthMinder

Server.
• Maximum Wait Time (In Millis) - The maximum amount of time (in milliseconds) that a request waits for the

connection. Default -1 indicates that the thread waits for infinite time.
• Minimum Evictable Idle Time (In Millis) - The minimum amount of time a connection might be idle in the pool before

it is evicted by the idle connection evictor (if any).
• Time between Eviction Runs (In Millis) - The amount of time in milliseconds to wait before checking the pool to evict

the idle connections.

General

• User organization – the organization in AuthMinder the connector is associated with.

Issuance

• Issuance Host Name - Host name or the IP address of AuthMinder Server
• Issuance port - Port number that is configured for the Transaction Web services protocol.
• Transport - To enable the SSL communication between AuthMinder Issuance SDK and AuthMinder Server, set this

parameter to 1SSL or 2SSL.
• Note: If you change the transport mode to SSL, then you must restart AuthMinder Server.
• Connection timeout - Maximum time in milliseconds before the AuthMinder Server is considered unreachable.

Issuance – more
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• Server CA Cert PEM Path – Path to CA certificate
• Client Cert Key P12 Path – Path to Client Certificate
• Client Cert Key Password– Password to Certificate

Password complexity

• Minimum password length - The minimum number of characters for auto generate password
• Maximum password length - The maximum number of characters for auto generate password
• Minimum alphabetic characters - Minimum alphabetic characters for auto generate password
• Minimum numeric characters - Minimum numeric characters for auto generate password
• Minimum numeric characters - Minimum special characters for auto generate password

Okta Connector Configuration

General

• App key – Shared key to access Okta API. Can be extracted from the Okta admin interface, under API management.
• Url – The URL for API calls
• Matching field – The user attribute that should be used as user ID parameter for the Okta connector. 

Value: email
• Category – The category to which Okta apps are associated in the application Launchpad.

Create a CA Identity Manager Connector

You can now create a connector using a wizard for any of the supported products with basic details. The wizard validates
the details that you provide in each page.

Follow these steps:

1. Navigate to the Admin UI.
2. Click Setup, Connectors, Create.
3. Specify a name for the connector.

The Tag is populated automatically.
4. Select CA Identity Manager as the type from the dropdown.
5. Select the User matching attribute name from the dropdown. Attribute that is used as the connector user identifier if

the Matching attribute configuration is used for Connector Login Source.
6. Select a Connector Login Source from the dropdown. The value defines the method in which authentication

credentials are collected for authentication to the backend system.
a. User Input

Username and password entered by the user through the login screen is used.
b. Main Connector user id

Used when the login credentials and the unique identifier are different. In this configuration the connector using this
configuration will be authenticating using the unique identifier rather than the login credentials.

c. Matching attribute
This configuration cannot be used for the main connector. Matching attribute is used when the connector user
identifier is another attribute of the user which is not the login user identifier. 
Example: If a certain connector uses the email address as the user identifier and the main connector uses a
unique user identifier, this connector will be configured using the Matching attribute configuration, the email
attribute will be configured in the "User Matching Attribute name" field. 
Pre-requisites: The email attribute (per example above) must be available through the main connector and
configured in the user configuration section.

7. If necessary, select Main Connector.
8. Click Next.
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In the Connectivity page, the IM Server Protocol is displayed by default.
9. Specify the IM Server URL and IM Server PORT.

IM Server URL
Specifies the IP address or host name of the IM Server.
IM Server Port
Specifies the port number used by the IM management console.
Note: Connecting to CA Identity Manager through CA Single Sign-On proxy is not supported. Provide a URL that
connects directly to the CA Identity Manager server or a Load Balancer VIP that represents a cluster of CA Identity
Manager servers.

10. Click Next.
11. In the Environment page, select an IM Environment Name from the list of environments available in the IM endpoint.

IM Environment Name
Specifies the environment name available in the IM Server. Lets you select an environment from the list of
environments that are available in the IM Server.

12. (Optional) If necessary, click Show advanced properties at the bottom to view and update the IM Environment ID and
IM Environment Protected Alias. 

13. Click Next.
14. In the Webservices page, specify the following:

– IM Environment System Manager Username
Specifies the System Manager username used to access the CA Identity Manager UI.

– IM Environment System Manager Password
Specifies the System Manager password used to access the CA Identity Manager UI.

– IM Environment System Manager Userid
Specifies the System Manager user ID used to access the CA Identity Manager UI.

– Web Service Configuration ID
You can provide an existing configuration ID or specify a new one. If you specify a new configuration, you are
promoted to create one. 

15. In the Tasks page, configure the ForgottenPassword task. Note that by default, the forgotten password is configured.
16. Click Yes. All other values are populated automatically. 

In the Tasks page, the values are populated automatically.
17. Click Next.

In the Attributes page, the values are populated automatically.
18. Click Create.

The Connector is created with the specified details and displayed in the Connectors page.
Click the Connector to perform operations such as Start, Stop, and Restart. You can use the icon at the right end of
the row to set the connector as a main connector, if not done so already. 

Follow the same procedure to create a connector for the other supported products. For configuration related details, see
the topic Configuration for Other Supported Products.

Search Strategy Guide

To reduce load on directory when performing user/group searches, search strategies were introduced in CA Identity Portal
1.6.2 CR1 CP 0006. This document describes the implementation of each strategy.

This document refers to the following configuration:

Searchable attributes are: %FIRST_NAME%, %LAST_NAME%, %EMAIL%

Search phrase entered by user: John Doe Chicago

 

The following describes the implementation based on selected strategy:
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• Strategy: ALL
The system will execute one query as follows:
%FIRST_NAME% = *John* OR %LAST_NAME% = *John* OR %EMAIL% = *John* OR
%FIRST_NAME% = *Doe* OR %LAST_NAME% = *Doe* OR %EMAIL% = *Doe* OR
%FIRST_NAME% = *Chicago* OR %LAST_NAME% = *Chicago* OR %EMAIL% = *Chicago*
The system will then filter out all irrelevant results.

• Strategy: EXACT
This strategy is similar to the way the system is working today.
The following query is executed:                    
(%FIRST_NAME% = *John* OR %LAST_NAME% = *John* OR %EMAIL% = *John*) AND
(%FIRST_NAME% = *Doe* OR %LAST_NAME% = *Doe* OR %EMAIL% = *Doe*) AND
(%FIRST_NAME% = *Chicago* OR %LAST_NAME% = *Chicago* OR %EMAIL% = *Chicago*)

• Strategy: SPLITTED_QUERIES
This strategy will perform a query for each word in the search phrase and will then intersect the results to ensure that
only valid results are returned.
Query 1:
%FIRST_NAME% = *John* OR %LAST_NAME% = *John* OR %EMAIL% = *John*
Query 2:
%FIRST_NAME% = *Doe* OR %LAST_NAME% = *Doe* OR %EMAIL% = *Doe*
Query 3:
%FIRST_NAME% = *Chicago* OR %LAST_NAME% = *Chicago* OR %EMAIL% = *Chicago*
Results of all of these queries are then intersected at the server and duplicates are removed.

• Strategy: LONGEST
The system will select the longest 2 words in the phrase and search by them.
Query will look as follows:
(%FIRST_NAME% = *John* OR %LAST_NAME% = *John* OR %EMAIL% = *John*) AND
(%FIRST_NAME% = *Chicago* OR %LAST_NAME% = *Chicago* OR %EMAIL% = *Chicago*)
The system will then filter out incorrect results that do not contain the word “Doe” in them.

Configuring the search strategy
In the connector configuration, under tasks tab, select the desired strategy in the “Search Strategy” property. Save and
restart all connectors in your cluster.

Quoted search capability

Search was enhanced to support surrounding quotes to indicate the entire phrase will be searched as a single word. This
will mean that the query above will be entered by the user as “John Doe Chicago”

The query that will be performed is:

%FIRST_NAME% = *John Doe Chicago* OR %LAST_NAME% = *John Doe Chicago* OR %EMAIL% = *John Doe
Chicago* 

General Configuration

General configuration attributes for Identity Portal infrastructure are listed below.

1. Second Factor Enabled – Select this option to enable all second factor capabilities.
2. Enable Risk – Is Risk feature enabled for CA Identity Portal. True/False.
3. Enable SSO – Is CA SSO protected. True/False.

Note: Changing this parameter requires a restart to all cluster servers.
4. Require Second Factor on Login - Use this functionality to request a 2nd factor authentication immediately after a

user logins to the system.
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Note: User with no second factor authenticator will not be able to log in to the system.
5. Debug Mode – CA Identity Portal client application is available in two modes:

a. minified mode - All javascript and css files are merged into one file.
b. regular mode - All files are downloaded in their original state to the browser.

By default, debug mode is not enabled and CA Identity Portal operates in minified mode which is optimal for
performance.

6. FileUpload Root – The Directory to where files will be uploaded.
7. IM USER – Set a user name that can used by IM in external calls to CA Identity Portal (this is not an actual user in IM).
8. IM USER Password – Set a password for the IM user to be used in external calls from IM to CA Identity Portal.
9. Client Logging

a. Logging interval – The interval in seconds which the client sends the logs.
b. Logging level – The Log level from 1 to 4 on which the client should work.
c. Logging users – The userids which require to send logging. The client will only log if his userid matches this.

10. Logout URL – The URL to be used when users logout of CA Identity Portal.
The following default CA Identity Portal page can be configured, if required:
../app/login.html 

11. MAX Requests to Fetch – Maximum number of requests that CA Identity Portal will fetch when users go to My
Requests or Tasks.

12. Max Upload Size – Max size for file attachments in CA Identity Portal.
13. Plugin Dir – The Directory where CA Identity Portal will look for custom code plugins.
14. Risk Rule Thresholds – Reserved for future use.
15. Risk Rule Thresholds Names - Reserved for future use.
16. SSO User ID header – The CA SSO header which contains the universeId used to authenticate to CA Identity Portal.
17. Temp file lifetime – The time period for which CA Identity Portal keeps temporary files. Temporary files are defined as

files that have been uploaded in a form but not submitted.
18. Enable statistics cleaner - whether to delete old statistics data that is no longer relevant due to changes in the

configurations. if this attribute is not checked the data:
1) will be marked for deletion
2) will not be visible in identity portal
3) will not be deleted from the database.

19. Enable status puller - whether or not to enable IM puller mechanism. To puller mechanism queries IM periodically
(every 25 seconds) for any task status updates and updates the requests statuses in the Identity Portal. When using
older versions of IM (older than 12.6.8), this check-box should be disabled.

20. Enable Analytics - controls whether analytics data will be collected for the entire system
21. Day of the week - controls the first business day of the used by the analytics module.
22. Default behavior for data collection - controls all permissions and module actions that their analytics collections

state is set to "default behavior".
23. Redirect After Forgot Password - Specifies the URL to which the user will be redirected to after completing the

Forgot Password procedure. If you leave this field empty, the user is redirected to the system default login page, that
is, "/sigma/app/index".

24. Organization Base DN - See Add Organization Selector to a Form.

Managed Objects Attributes

The user, group and organization objects are the most fundamental entities in the Identity Portal application. These
objects represent an enterprise entity and they exist in Identity Manager or Identity Governance system that is connected
to Identity Portal.
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Identity Portal does not save enterprise users, groups and organizations' information. Instead, it fetches the information
from the connected systems on demand.

The representation of the Identity Portal user, group and organization is defined by mapping of attributes in Identity
Portal to attributes in the Identity Manager or Identity Governance systems.

User Info

The user information is derived from mapping the Identity Portal user attributes to the Identity Manager or Identity
Governance attributes.

You need to map all the user attributes that you intend to use in the Identity Portal UI configuration and in Identity Portal's
business logic. Search attributes availability varies depending on the connector from which the attributes are fetched.

For example:

If the Identity Manager type connector exists in the system, the "First Name" attribute of the Identity Portal user can be
connected to the %FIRST_NAME% attribute in the Identity Manager connector. This means that once a user entity is used
in Identity Portal, the First Name will be fetched from the %FIRST_NAME% attribute of the Identity Manager connector.

Configuring User Info

1. Switch to the Setup, Managed Object Attributes, User Attributes tab. The configured attributes are displayed.
2. To create a new attribute, click the New button. For each attribute, you need to supply a name for that attribute (the

Identity Portal attribute name), select the connector (from the list of system defined connectors) from which to fetch the
information, and select the attribute in the connector to map the attribute to.

3. If the attribute is configured as searchable in the connected system then Identity Portal will allow you to check the box
and make the attribute "Searchable" in Identity Portal as well. Refer to User Search below for additional information.

4. Click Save to commit the changes made.

In order to change the existing configuration, simply modify the attributes displayed on the screen and save.

User Search

Identity Portal allows searching for users in the Identity Portal system. This option is available in various modules such us:

1. Searching for a user to request access for.
2. Searching for another user when filling a form.
3. Searching for a similar user in order to compare entitlements.

The Identity Portal search is a free text search. The search will look in a set of defined attributes for the keyword(s)
entered by the user. To define these attributes, select the "Searchable" checkbox next to the attribute in the User Info tab.

Group Info

The group information is derived from mapping the Identity Portal group attributes to the Identity Manager or Identity
Governance attributes.

Group information is optional and need to be configured only if group objects are managed in Identity Portal.

You need to map all the group attributes that you intend to use in the Identity Portal UI configuration and in Identity Portal's
business logic.

For example:
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If the Identity Manager type connector exists in the system, the "Group Name" attribute of the Identity Portal group can
be connected to the %GROUP_NAME% attribute in the Identity Manager connector. This means that once a group entity
is used in Identity Portal, the Group Name will be fetched from the % GROUP_NAME% attribute of the Identity Manager
connector.

Configuring Group Info

1. Switch to the Setup, Managed Object Attributes, Group Attributes tab. The configured attributes are displayed.
2. To create a new attribute, click on the New button. For each attribute, you need to supply a name for that attribute (the

Identity Portal attribute name), select the connector (from the list of system defined connectors) from which to fetch the
information, and select the attribute in the connector to map the attribute to.

3. If the attribute is configured as searchable in the connected system then Identity Portal allows you to check the box
and make the attribute "Searchable" in Identity Portal as well.

4. Click Save to commit the changes made.

In order to change the existing configuration, simply modify the attributes displayed on the screen and save.

Organization Info

For Organization information, see Add Organization Selector to a Form.

GUI Configuration

The GUI Configuration page lets you define the information that is displayed in various places throughout the Identity
Portal application. The following is configurable:

1. The presentation of user information in various places in the application. For example, display the "First Name" and
"Last Name" in the search results of the Access Rights search.

2. The messages that are displayed to users in case no items are available. For example, in the Tasks module, if no
pending approvals are awaiting, the user can be prompted with a configured message such as "No pending approval,
have a nice day".

3. Implementation-specific information, such as:
– System unique identifiers - used to instruct users to search bulk files.
– Predefined search – For example, how to search for the subordinates of a user (organizational).

Follow these steps:

1. Navigate to the Admin UI.
2. Click Setup, GUI Configuration.
3. Configure each of the parameters as desired.
4. For the first time, use Reset to defaults (icon with three horizontal lines) button which is available at the right hand

side of the screen. By clicking this button, you reset all parameters to Identity Portal defaults.
The configurable parameters are displayed on the screen.

5. To save the GUI Configuration, click Save.

NOTE
In case you supplied a user attribute which is not defined, the system displays it in the list on the right under Not
configured. In addition, you will be prompted with a message of undefined attributes in the user Info tab.

User-Related Tab

search_result – When clicking Access -> User search -> Searching for a user. The upper part of each search result will
be the parameters configured in this attribute.
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search_result_bottom – When clicking Access -> User search -> Searching for a user. The bottom part of each search
result will be the parameters configured in this attribute.

approval_details – In Tasks -> Approval or Implementation table the requester display attributes.

approval_table - In Tasks -> Approval or Implementation table the target user display attributes.

user_selector_displayname – When using a user selector prop, after the user is selected, the display name that is
displayed on the form.

dashboard_approvals – The approvals target user display name in the dashboard view.

user_dialog_info1/2/3– These attributes control the display of the user in multiple places:

1. In Access -> Search a user -> hover on a user from the search result, when clicking the more info link a user tooltip will
be displayed, these parameters control that.

2. In User selector prop -> when selecting a user from the results, the user details are displayed on the right.
3. On My requests and approval timeline when hovering on a user -> a tooltip with the user details will be displayed.

approval_details_requester – In Tasks/Implementation, in the middle pane the requester information.

user_displayname – The default parameter to control what to display when showing a user. Used in:

1. Hello message in the upper dashboard.
2. When displaying the user in the access rights (after selecting the user to request access for).
3. Right panel display when selecting multiple users in access search.
4. The selected user in the similar user table in the top of the middle pane.
5. Display of the user in the risk summary dialog.
6. Display of the users in the bulk dialog in approvals.

penders_display – In Tasks/Implementation, in the right pane the information of the pending approver.

similar_user_table – In Access view, click on Add Systems, switch to similar user view, the search results are displayed
in a table defined in this parameter.

users_info_table – In modules that are defined to be operate on object type USER. When searching for a user a
more info link will be displayed on each search result, when hovering on that link a tooltip with this configuration will be
displayed ONLY if nothing is configured in the more info configuration in the module configuration.

bulk_upload_attributes – The attributes a requester can uniquely identify the users in a bulk request file.

namedquery <subordinates> - Defined the default predefined search that is performed when the user enters the access
search. Structure should be <logged_in_user_attribute>,<attribute to search in>. For example, if we define UserId,
Manager then it will search the userId at all users Manager attribute which will return all the user subordinates. Notice that
this configuration will be overridden by the predefined search configuration of the Managed Objects Search that is used in
the Access module.

strict_cart_mode – When set to true, the ability to remove a permission that the user currently does not have will not be
available. Moreover, sub-permissions are dependent on their parent permission, that is, if the user currently does not have
the parent permission then adding any of its sub-permissions will not be available . The default value is false.

risk_max_level – The max value to be displayed in the risk meter.

hide_non_scoped_current_perms – Default is false, if set to true the requester will not see current permissions of
another user if the requester does not have the permission to request them.

no_current – Message to be displayed in access rights module when user has no current permissions.

no_campaigns – Message to be displayed in campaigns view when there are no campaigns.

no_requests – Message to be displayed to the user when there are no requests.
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no_implementation – Message to be displayed to the user when he has no implementation pending.

no_penders – In dashboard when clicking on request in the right pane, if the request is not pending to anyone, this
message is displayed.

strict_cart_mode – This parameter controls the behavior of the cart in the access rights module.

NOTE
Other attributes might appear in admin UI configuration. These attributes are deprecated and are saved for
backward compatibility.

Group-Related Tab

group_displayname – The default display of the group object.

approval_table – The display in the Tasks Approval/Implementation table in a case the approval is for a group object.

approval_details – The display of the target object in the middle pane in the tasks if the approval is for a group object.

group_info_table – In modules that are defined to be operate on object type GROUP. When searching for a group a
more info link will be displayed on each search result, when hovering on that link a tooltip with this configuration will be
displayed ONLY if nothing is configured in the more info configuration in the module configuration.

Organization-Related Tab

For Organization related information, see Add Organization Selector to a Form.

Elements
 

Backend

This section describes the basic components of CA Identity Portal that have a direct link to its connectors.

In CA Identity Manager, for example, the core components are attributes, screens, tasks, groups, and provisioning roles.
CA Identity Portal triggers, assigns, and sets those components. In backend management, the administrator can configure
the representation of those objects in CA Identity Portal.

The backend management objects must be configured in the following order as they are referencing each other:

1. Tasks (CA Identity Portal tasks link to connector tasks)
2. Forms (CA Identity Portal forms link to CA Identity Portal tasks)
3. Target Permissions (CA Identity Portal Target Permissions link to CA Identity Portal Forms)

Note: Target Permissions are only required to be configured for access requests and not for other modules such as
onboarding and registration.

This article contains the following sections:

Configure Tasks

In essence, tasks are IAM/IAG procedures, accessible through the connector's API. Each connector interacts with an
external system using a public API. The API procedures are the way to execute business logic in that system. CA Identity
Portal defines the tasks as the repository of API calls that can be used in order to define the business logic. The task
name will define the API function that needs to be triggered.
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When building the implementation the administrator needs to define the various API procedures, which must to be defined
in CA Identity Portal in order to request various target permissions or perform other actions in the system.

Follow these steps:

1. Navigate to the Admin UI.
2. Click Elements, Tasks, Create.
3. Select the  Connector  which is associated with the target permission. The exposed tasks for that connection will be

available in the  Name  parameter.
4. Select a task from the list of tasks configured on the selected connector endpoint.

Note: If this task is intended to be triggered in bulk it will need to be a bulk loader task in the connector endpoint.
The Tag value is populated automatically.

5. Specify a description for the task.
6. Complete the task configuration

– additionOperation/removalOperation – for details see Assigning a target permission.
• Select  directChange  to use a direct action (CA Identity Portal will perform the assignment/removal of the

permission).
Note: When using directChange in a task to assign a target Permission of type Provisioning role or Group,
the provisioning role/Group tab cannot be configured to manage administrators. To remove administrators
management in a tab, click on the tab edit button and uncheck "manage administrators" and uncheck "display
administrators" option.

• Select  execute Task  for indirect action (CA Identity Portal will trigger a task that will be responsible for the
assignment/removal of the permission).

Note: For more information, see Target Permissions.
7. Click Create. 

The task is created.

Create Forms

Forms contain attributes that map from Identity Portal to the executed task. For example: if the task is of the Identity
Manager type, each property will be a representation of a field in the Identity Manager task that you want to display in the
access request screen of Identity Portal or a module action.

Forms are what the end users see when they select an action or an access request type (add/modify/remove). The forms
can contain various types of data or remain empty so they just trigger tasks.

Forms must be linked to the Identity Portal task for the following reasons:

1. The form will eventually trigger that task on the selected connector.
2. The form can display data and can allow the user to edit data, that data is retrieved and set using the linked task.

Once a form is created, it can be used in the following ways:

1. Linked to module actions. For example: a "create contractor" form which is linked to a "create user" task can be linked
to an onboarding module. Refer to the Modules section for more information about linking forms to module actions.

2. Linked to target permissions rules. For example: an "add permission X" form which is linked to an "assign permission"
task can be linked to the Add action of the target permission's rule. Refer to Create Target Permissions for more
information about linking forms to target permissions.

This article covers the following topics:

Create a Form

You can create a form from scratch or by creating a copy of an existing form.
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Create a Form from Scratch
Follow these steps:

1. In the Admin UI, navigate to Elements, Forms, Create.
2. Specify a Form Name which is a descriptive name of the form and will be used as a reference from other locations in

Identity Portal.
3. Form Tag is auto populated based on the name and can be modified.
4. Click the Task tab.
5. Select the Task which is associated with the form. The selected task controls:

– The fields that can be displayed on the form. For example, in Identity Manager, the available fields are retrieved
from the profile screen in the linked admin task.

– The backend task that is triggered once the form is submitted in Identity Portal. For example, in Identity Manager,
if the linked task is the "Modify User" task then it will be triggered with all the workflows, Policy Xpress policies and
other backend operations defined on it.

6. Click the Properties tab.
Add properties and tabs as needed. Form properties are mapped to attributes on the profile screens of the linked task
to this form.
a. Click Add property, New Property.

An Unnamed property is displayed. Update the tabs for this property (General, Options, Handlers, Analytics, and
Validations) as required.
Similarly, create multiple properties for a form.
Note: See the Form Property Options and Form Handlers sections below for more information.

b. To categorize properties of a form, add tabs by clicking Add tab.

NOTE

You can also create a property by duplicating an existing property of the same form, or by importing a
property from a different form.

• Create a copy of an existing property of the same form
Follow these steps:
a. Click the duplicate icon for the property that you are duplicating.
b. A copy of the property is created.
c. In the General tab, change the Label and select the Target Name for the property.
d. If necessary, modify the other field configurations as desired.

• Import a property from another form
Follow these steps:
a. In the Properties tab, click Add Property and then Import Property.
b. Select a form.
c. Select properties for import.
d. Click Import Properties.
e. If necessary, modify the property fields as desired.

7. Click Create.
The form is created.

NOTE
The Identity Portal form generator offers a preview that gets updated in real time while editing the form, including
results of handler scripts when available.

Create a Form by Creating a Copy of an Existing Form

Follow these steps:

1. In the Admin UI, navigate to Elements, Forms.
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A list of existing forms appear on the screen.
2. Click the Gear icon for the form that you are duplicating, and select Copy Form.

A copy of the form is created, which you can modify as desired.

Form Property General Details

1. Property Name is also its label and is defined in the header line of a property. When first created, the property is
unnamed. You need to enter a property name.

2. Property Type – defines the behavior and display of the property. Options in this type include: Text, Multi Text, Text
Area, Email, Password, Checkbox, Radio Buttons, Single Select, Drop-down, Date Picker, File Attachment, CSV, Multi
User, User Selector, Organization Selector, Multi Select List, Sub-form, Message, Searchable List.

3. Server Type – used to define the logic of the property. String is the default behavior, which means the selected value
is passed as is. Different types include the following: File (used for attachments), List, Date.
a. Hidden is a special server type. If Hidden is selected the parameter that is called "Default Value" will have a list of

optional values.
b. The available default values are:

a. Sigma Payload - value of the content of the request.
b. Request ID.
c. User IDs - value of the user id's associated with the request.
d. Violations - description of the violations / risks that were involved in the request.
e. TargetPermissionName - the name of the requested Target Permission (Example: the name of the provisioning

role that the requested permission points to).
f. TargetPermissionValue - the value of the requested Target Permission. This has meaning when the Target

Permission is of type Attribute.
g. TargetPermissionType - the type of the requested Target Permission (Example: ROLE, ATTRIBUTE).

c. Each selection populates a default value for it.
4. Target Name – name of the property on the endpoint to which you pass this information or read information from.
5. Reference – give the parameter a reference name in order to access it from scripts on the form (optional).
6. Default Value – enter default values for this property.
7. Administrator can select if this is a mandatory, hidden, or a read-only property.

NOTE

• Each property type has its own additional options and configurations to perform. For example: drop downs
have an options list, date pickers have a date format to enter.

• For Organization Selector related configurations, see Add Organization Selector to a Form.

Form Property Options

The Options tab is applicable to properties: Checkbox, Radio Buttons, Single Select, Drop Down, Multi Select List, Sub
Form, Searchable List and Organization Selector.

The options vary depending on a property type.

The options for Checkbox, Radio Buttons, Single Select, Drop Down, Multi Select List, Sub Form, and Searchable list are
as follows:

• Each option is configurable by its name, server value, and description.
• You can configure few options as defaults.
• For properties (Radio Buttons, Single Select and Drop Down), you can use the Show Raw View functionality to enter

options in CSV format, and copy from and paste options to another property within the same or a different form.

For the Organization Selector options, see Add Organization Selector to a Form.
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Form Handlers

Each property that is configured in the form has three types of handlers available. Those handlers allow the administrator
to write JavaScripts that will be triggered depending on the type of handler. For more information, see Configure Service
Actions and Plugins.

The available handler types are:

• Change Handler – trigger at any change happening to the property in run time. For example, when a user types in text
in a text box or when a user uploads a file to a file attachment property.

• Validate Handler – trigger at the submission of a form.
• Initialization Handler – trigger on load of the property in the form. For example, when a user opens a form a drop-down

can be populated by dynamic data at initialization of the property.

In a handler script for a specific property, you can refer to other properties in the form by configuring a "Reference"
parameter for them and using it in the script.

Form Handler Examples

1. Change Handler – In this example, we set the full name of a user based on the first and last names as they are
entered by the user. This is the Change Handler script of the first name property and in it the last name property is
read then if not null it is concatenated with the current property and set in the full name property. The access to other
properties is done by calling their Reference parameter in the following way: api.getProp("<ref name of a prop>"). The
last name property has a similar script in it and it has a reference set to be "lastName".
function onChange(api, prop) {

 var last = api.getProp("lastName").value;

 if (last == null) {

 last = "";

 }

 api.getProp("fullName").value = prop.value + " " + last;

}

2. Validate Handler – In this example, a regular expression is used to validate the name of the object provided by
the user. Standard JavaScript RegEx functions are used to define the regular expression and test it. The Identity
Portal elements to note that in this script is the usage of the prop variable that holds the information of the prop
being validated. In this script, the prop.value is being tested. In order to display the error message to the user the
prop.errors(String) is being used. Note that the Validate function must have a return value of true or false.
function validate (api, prop) {

 var ptn = /^[-\s&()A-Za-z0-9]+$/;

 if (ptn.test(prop.value) === true) {

 return true;

 }

 prop.errors.push("Invalid object name: " + prop.value);

 return false;

}

3. Initialization Handler – in this example, plugin is being used to fetch data that will be used to initialize a drop down
property. The call to get the data from the plugin is: api.server(['<plugin name>']). This specific prop is a drop-down
so it has options name and value. The script is using a forEach loop to push the name and value to the drop-down
options.
Notice the use of "return" keyword preceding the plugin call. This will ensure that the form will be loaded only after the
response from the plugin is resolved and the property options have been populated.
function initialize (api, prop) {

 return api.server(['initAppList']).then(

 function(success) {

 success.returnValue.forEach(function(entry) {

 prop.options.push({"name":entry,"value":entry})
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 }) ;}, function(error) {

 });

}

Add Organization Selector to a Form

Identity Portal allows an administrator to add the Organization Selector property to a user creation form. During the user
creation process, a business user leverages the Organization Selector form property to assign organizations either by
specific organization search or by selecting an organization from the available tree view.

NOTE
Organization Selector works only with LDAP as the user store.

Given below is a pictorial representation of the tasks that an administrator performs to enable a business user to assign
organizations in the user creation form.

To learn more about how each task can be performed, click the below links:

1. Administrator (PortalAdmin) Tasks
a. Map the Organization Name Attribute to the Identity Manager Connector
b. Configure the Organization Base DN
c. Map the Organization Attributes
d. GUI Configuration
e. Create an Organization Search
f. Add the Organization Selector Property to a Form

2. Business User - Selects an Organization in the User Creation Form
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Map the Organization Name Attribute to the Identity Manager Connector

Map the Organization Name Attribute (%ORG_NAME%) to an existing Identity Manager connector. The %ORG_NAME%
attribute represents the organization name in the Identity Manager user store. When you create a new Identity Manager
connector, the Organization Name Attribute is mapped by default.

Follow these steps:

1. In the Admin UI, navigate to SETUP, Connectors.
2. Select an Identity Manager connector.
3. In the Edit Connector screen, navigate to the Attributes tab.
4. Map the Organization Name Attribute to %ORG_NAME%.
5. Restart the Identity Manager connector for the changes to take effect.

Configure the Organization Base DN

By default, the Organization Base DN used by the Identity Portal is ou=ca,o=com. If you are using Symantec Directory
with a non-OOTB environment or a different Directory, ensure that you change the default Organization Base DN to
the one that you are using. You can check the Base DN details in the Identity Manager Management Console (Home,
Directories, <directory>, Directory Properties), in case you are not sure about the Base DN used.

Follow these steps:

1. In the Admin UI, navigate to SETUP, General Configuration, System.
2. Note that the default configured Organization Base DN is ou=ca,o=com. If the Organization Base DN is different from

the default value, change to the one that you are using. Ensure that you do not enter the root organization.
Example: If the Root Organization is ou=im,dc=security,dc=com, enter the Base DN as dc=security,dc=com.

3. Click Save.
4. Restart the Identity Portal server.

Map the Organization Attributes
Create a mapping between the Identity Portal attributes and the Identity Manager's organization attributes. It is mandatory
to map the Identity Portal attributes to the following Identity Manager's organization attributes:

• %ORG_NAME%
• %ORG_DESCR%
• %ORG_MEMBERSHIP%

Once mapped, the Identity Portal attributes serve as input values to the elements of the organization selector screen in
the user creation form.

For example, consider that Org Name attribute of the Identity Portal is mapped to %ORG_NAME% attribute in the Identity
Manager connector. This means that once an organization entity is used in the Identity Portal user creation form, the Org
Name will be fetched from the %ORG_NAME% attribute of the Identity Manager connector.

Follow these steps:

1. In the Admin UI, navigate to SETUP, Managed Object Attributes.
2. Click the ORGANIZATION ATTRIBUTES tab.
3. Click the Add Organization Attribute button.

a. Enter a display name that represents the organization attribute in the Identity Portal.
b. Select an Identity Manager connector.
c. Select the Backend Name to map the Identity Manager's organization attribute to the display name attribute of

Identity Portal.
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d. Select the Searchable checkbox for %ORG_NAME% and %ORG_DESCR% attributes. This means that the
%ORG_NAME% and %ORG_DESCR% organization attributes are searchable in the Advance Search of Identity
Portal.

4. Click Save.

GUI Configuration
A portaladmin can define the format of the elements that appear in the organization selector screen of the user creation
form. The elements include,

• Organization search results
• Organization Details such as Display Name, Hierarchy, Description, Full DN

Follow these steps:

1. In the Admin UI, navigate to SETUP, GUI CONFIGURATION.
2. Click the ORGANIZATION RELATED tab.
3. In the GENERAL INFO sub-tab, assign the mapped Identity Portal organization attributes to the elements that appear

in the organization selector screen of the user creation form:
a. organization_displayname: Enter the display name of the organization. Example: {OrgName}
b. organization_hierarchy: Enter an attribute that defines the organization hierarchy. Example: {OrgMembership}
c. organization_description: Enter an attribute that describes the organization. Example: {OrgDesc}
d. search_result: The search results are presented to the user in two parts: upper and bottom results. The

search_result element represents the upper part of the search results. Enter an attribute that defines the format for
the upper part of the search results.

e. search_result_bottom: Enter an attribute that defines the bottom part of the search results.
4. In the INFO TABLE sub-tab, enter a key pair value for the tool tip in the organization selector screen.
5. Click Save.

Create an Organization Search

Create an organization object search to define the search conditions and limits for improving the scope of organization
search.

Follow these steps:

1. In the Admin UI, navigate to ELEMENTS, Searches.
2. Click Create.
3. In the DETAILS tab, enter the following details:

a. Enter a name for the organization object search.
b. Select an Identity Manager connector which forms the basis for search.
c. Select the object type as ORGANIZATION.
d. Select the task scope for search.

4. In the ATTRIBUTES tab, select the organization attributes for search. In the organization selector screen, the search
results are based on the attributes that you select here.

NOTE
Do not select the organization attributes that are mapped to ORG_MEMBERSHIP and
ORG_MEMBERSHIP_NAME. These attributes are the parent attributes and are not legible for search.

5. In the PREDEFINED tab, you are not required to set the predefined search condition. By default, the system
fetches and displays the entire hierarchy of your organization in the user creation form where a user can select the
organization.
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6. In the FILTER tab, set the limits to filter the organization searched results. For example, filter the organization search
results that contain OrgName Starting with S.

7. Click Create.

Add the Organization Selector Property to the User Creation Form

In the user creation form, add a property of Organization Selector type.

Follow these steps:

1. In the Admin UI, navigate to ELEMENTS, Forms.
2. Either create or edit an existing form.
3. In the form, add a new property.

a. In the GENERAL tab, do the following:
a. Add a name to the property in the Label field. Example: Organization
b. Select the display type as Organization Selector.
c. Select the Server Type as String.
d. Select the Target Name as %ORG_MEMBERSHIP%.

b. In the OPTIONS tab, select the search object that defines the conditions and limits for the organization search.
4. Click Save.

Business User Selects an Organization in the User Creation Form

In the user creation form, a business user can assign an organization either by specific organization search or by selecting
an organization from the available tree view.

Follow these steps:

1. Log in to the Identity Portal User Console.
2. Navigate to the module that is associated with the user creation form. For example: User Management
3. In the left-pane of Available Actions, select the user creation action.
4. In the form that appears, click the Select Organization button placed against the Organization field.
5. By default, the organization hierarchy is displayed on the screen. To learn about the organization hierarchy, hover over

each tree item.
6. You can select an organization from the tree view or select by search. After selecting an organization, its details are

displayed on the screen.
7. Click OK.

Troubleshooting Errors

• PortalAdmin must ensure that the Organization Base DN is configured properly in the General Configuration section
of the Admin UI. If the Base DN is not configured properly, a business user can encounter the following issues in the
Organization Selector screen of the user creation form.
– The Organization Selector screen opens with the following error message:

“Something went wrong, couldn't find root Organization, hence unable to load Organization tree”

– Incorrect root organization appears in the tree view.
For more details, see Configure the Organization Base DN.

• While defining the Organization Search scope, the PortalAdmin must ensure that the attributes that are mapped
to ORG_MEMBERSHIP and ORG_MEMBERSHIP_NAME are not selected for search. These attributes are the
parent attributes and are not legible for search. If PortalAdmin happens to select these attributes, a business user can
encounter the following error in the Organization Selector screen of the user creation form.
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“No organizations found” 

For more details, see Create an Organization Search.
• In the right-pane of the Organization Selector screen, the Hierarchy and Organization Name values are

same. This happens when the organization attribute mapped to ORG_MEMBERSHIP is not assigned to the
organization_hierarchy element in the GUI Configuration of Admin UI.

 
• In the right-pane of the Organization Selector screen, the Description value is N/A. This happens when the

organization attribute mapped to ORG_DESCR is not assigned to the organization_description element in the GUI
Configuration of Admin UI.

 
• In the right-pane of the Organization Selector screen, the Name value is N/A. This happens when the organization

attribute mapped to ORG_NAME is not assigned to the organization_displayname element in the GUI Configuration
of Admin UI.
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• The information in the organization search results or the object info tooltip is showing as N/A. This happens when the

organization attributes are not mapped properly in the GUI Configuration of Admin UI.

 For more details, see GUI
Configuration.

• The application loads and displays 2500 nodes at a time in the organization tree view. To view more nodes, you must
collapse the nodes and make-room for other nodes to appear in the organization tree view. 

Performance Tuning for Large-Scale Organization Data

The fine-tuned configurations that we recommend for optimizing the performance when working with large-scale
organization data are:
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• Maintain a minimum 8 GB JVM Heap Size for Identity Manager and Identity Portal. You can scale up the JVM Heap
Size based on your infrastructure.

• Recommended minimum RAM size is 16 GB.
• Work with your network administrator to minimize network latency, if it exists. To monitor network performance, you can

use tools such as Wireshark.

Configure an Execution Plan

Execution Plan defines the target permission rules that are associated with a role. Currently, you have to define the rules
for each target permission that you create. With an execution plan, you can associate the plan with any number of target
permissions.

Target permission rules define the following:

• The type of access request that can be performed on permissions. The options are: Add, Modify, and Remove.
• The form that is displayed for the end user when clicking Add, Modify, or Remove.

Note: Forms are linked to a task, which means the selected form controls both the screen that the user sees and the
backend task/workflow that is triggered.

• The scenario in which the configured options and forms are displayed. Multiple rules can be configured for the same
target permission. For example: one rule that applies to all users from a specific department and they are allowed to
request to add or remove with a specific form and with manager approval. Second rule that applies to all managers
and they are allowed to request to only add with a specific form that does not require approval.
Note: Target permissions must have rules configured so that they can be displayed to the end user.

Example:
A manager can add and remove "Network access" permissions for an employee using the "Add Network Access by
manager" and "Remove Network access by manager" tasks respectively. The employee can request to add the Network
Access permission using the "Request your manager network access" task.

To implement this logic, two rules have to be defined on the target permission which provides the network access.

• Rule 1 – Manager acting on the employee. For this rule, the relationship between the requester (manager) and the
target user (the employee) has to be defined. An attribute in the subordinate's user profile defines these relationships.
The resulting rule looks like this: "user.getValue("Manager") = requester.getValue("userId"). Once the rule is
configured, the next step is to define which task to execute when the Add/Modify/Delete actions are selected. In this
example, the "Add Network Access by manager" task is linked to the Add action, and "Remove Network access by
manager" is linked to the Remove action.

• Rule 2 – Every employee can request the permission for themselves. This is useful when the executed task is
configured with a workflow, requiring an approval of a supervisor. To configure this rule, define an expression which
identifies the employee such as Requester['User Type'] = 'Employee'. Then configure the Add operation with the
"Request your manager network access" task.

Follow these steps:

1. Navigate to the Admin UI.
2. Click Elements, Execution Plans, Create.
3. Specify a name for the execution plan.

The Tag value is populated automatically.
4. Select the Type of Execution Plan, The plan can be for a single request or bulk access request.
5. Select the Connector that has the task that you want to execute.
6. Click the Rules tab.
7. Click Add rule.
8. Specify a descriptive name for the rule.
9. Provide a priority for the evaluation of this rule (lower number has a higher priority).
10. Select the mode for this rule. Following modes are available:
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– Access Rights – These rules are evaluated when the access request is for existing user/s (depends if the
execution plan is single or bulk).

– Onboarding Access Rights –These rules are evaluated when the access request is for a user/s which are about
to be created (depends if the execution plan is single or bulk). This requires that the user to continue from a create
operation to an access right operation.

11. In Rule Expression, edit the condition for which this rule applies. 
12. In Expression Editor, select an editing mode from the following options:

– Always true
This rule applies to all users (requesters and subjects of a request).

– Expression Builder
Select the appropriate values to create an expression.

– Custom
This rule applies to the users matching the condition defined using a custom JavaScript.
Example: manager of a user
user.getValue("Manager").equals(requester.getValue("userId"))
Note: For more information about building complex customer expressions, see the Programming section.

13. Select the forms that can be added, modified, and removed in this execution plan. 
Example: To add a form, select Add Form and then select the form to add from the dropdown list. 

14. Click Create.
The Execution Plan is created.

Create Target Permissions

Target permissions are the corner stones on which the CA Identity Portal permission model is constructed. It is the
technical permission that the user requests, over-layered and simplified by the CA Identity Portal permission model.

A Target Permission is the entitlement representation in the systems (i.e. IM, IG) that are connected to CA Identity Portal.
Use target permission either for fetching the entitlements the user currently has, or for granting new entitlements to the
user. The supported entitlements are:

• Provisioning Role (IM)
• Group Membership (IM)
• Attribute (IM)
• Role (IG)
• Resource (IG)

When designing a CA Identity Portal setup and implementation, one needs to plan and configure the relevant target
permissions as detailed below.

Note: For target permission scoping, see Permission Scoping

Target permissions can be assigned in two ways:

1. Directly through the native implementation of the connector:
– IG – Through the API native method.
– IM – Triggering the corresponding event (similar to assigning a provisioning role in the Provisioning Roles tab)

2. Indirectly through a dedicated API.
– IM – Through executing a task which will be responsible to assigning that task.

Follow these steps:

1. Navigate to the Admin UI.
2. Click Elements, Target Permissions, Create.
3. In the Details tab, select the  Connector  which is associated with the target permission.
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The relevant target permissions for that connection are made available in Select target permission name.
4. Select a target permission from the dropdown list.

The Tag value is populated automatically.
5. Select the Mod Type as ADD.
6. Click the Execution Plan tab.
7. Select an execution plan from the list of plans created earlier.
8. (Optional) Set the required compliance settings. See Compliance for more information.
9. Click Create.

The target permission is created..

Compliance

We use the compliance configuration to indicate which target permission should be used when evaluating compliance for
the subject target permission. In some cases the target permission itself does not reside in the system which evaluates
the compliance check, but a representation of it exist and should be used instead. For example: when using a target
permission which is a provisioning role in Identity Manager, but we would like to perform a compliance check when
requesting that provisioning role (the permission that is linked to that provisioning role) using the IG role that was created
using the Identity Manager and Identity Governance integration.

To perform that configuration we would need a connector to IM and a connector to IG. We would then configure a target
permission from the IM connector and another target permission (with the same name) that exist in IG. Then we would
configure the compliance on the IM connector to point to the IG target permission.

For the compliance evolution to be executed we would need to define an external condition in a risk. Refer to Risks for
more information.

Environment

 

Profiles

Profiles define what features are exposed to the users when they log in to the Identity Portal User Console. When profiles
are not added to the modules, the users cannot see any modules in the Identity Portal User Console. 

Identity Portal comes with two out-of-the-box profiles, which cannot be deleted.

• Everyone: By default, all the users in an organization are added as members to this profile.  
• Portal Admins: This profile includes Portal Admin users that administer the Admin UI. By default, this profile has

no members. The Portal Admin system user (first user) can delegate the Portal Admin privileges to the CA Identity
Manager users by adding them as members to this profile. For more information, see Users Administering Admin UI.

Profiles also control what type of requests can be seen under My Requests module. The default view is the requests that
user himself submitted but additional views can be defined using profiles which allow the user to see track requests that
are made by other people. This is a useful administrative view for the application owners and managers.

To create additional profiles, follow these steps:

1. Navigate to the Identity Portal Admin UI.
2. Click Elements, Profiles, Create.
3. In the Details tab, specify a title for the profile. 

The Tag value is populated automatically. 
4. Click the Features tab. The Features tab lets you configure parameters that control certain behaviors for the members

of the profile:
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– Favorites: Allows you to save permissions as a favorite in the Access Catalog.
– Comments in Request Summary: Shows a comment field in a request, regardless of the form definitions.
– Analytics: Allows the users in the profile to see the analytics dashboard.
By default, all features are selected. Clear the features that you do not want to include in this profile.

5. Click the Member Scope tab and select any one of the following options:
– All usersSpecifies that all users in an organization are assigned to a profile.
– NoneBy default, None is selected. This means that no members are assigned to a profile.
– Custom ruleAllows you to assign users to a profile based on a rule.

a. Click Add Condition.
b. Select whether All or Any of the rules that you define must apply.
c. Click Add Condition.
d. Select the type of condition as either of the following and set values:

• Target Permission Condition
• User Attribute Condition
• Group: Allows you to define a sub group of rules.

6. Click Create.
The Profile is created. 

You can now assign these profiles to modules so that they are exposed to the target users.

Module Actions

Module actions are elements that are linked to a Module to apply actions (create, modify, delete, and self actions) on
groups, users, or accounts. Each module action contains general details, form and may define analytics configuration.

Follow these steps:

1. Navigate to the Admin UI.
2. Click Elements, Module Actions, Create.

You can also create from the Module Action tab.
3. In the Details tab, specify title for the module action. 

The Action tag populates automatically.
4. Select Action Type as either Create, Modify, Self Modify or Delete.
5. Select the Managed Object Type on which you want to apply the action.
6. Select Enable Redirect After Submission, if you want to configure page redirect after the submission of the request

in the CA Identity Portal. Next, enter an absolute or relative valid URL.
This functionality is relevant for public tasks such as Self Registration.

7. Select Allows user's group membership management to add relations capability that allows a user to manage
group membership in a module action request. For example, creating a user and adding to group(s) on the same
request, or creating a group and adding user(s) to it on the same request. 
Notes:
– The supported relations are user-group and group-user. We do not support group-group relations, that is, you

cannot add a group to another group object.
– The Relations capability does not support Bulk Operations.
– Relations capability can manage only group members but does not support group administrators management.

For instance, if you add a group to a user then you can only add this user as a group member and not as an
administrator. 

– The Relations capability exists only in Object Management Modules but not in Access Module. However, the
Relations capability does not exist in the Self Registration template of the Object Management Modules. 

– The Relations capability appears in the Create and Modify actions but not in the Delete action.
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8. Click on the Form Tab and choose a form for the request or create one.
9. Click on the Analytics tab.
10. Define the status of the collector for this action as either,

– Default behaviour – inherits from general settings
– Disabled
– Enabled

11. Check the Analytics Collector that you want to apply on this module action. If no Analytics Collector exists, you can
create one.

12. Click Create.

The module action is created.

Searches

Currently, search for users, groups or organizations in Identity Portal is performed through service tasks. The search
page is linked to the service task. During the integration of Identity Manager with Identity Portal, you must import the role
definitions into the Identity Manager Management Console. The role definition files contain the service task required for
Identity Portal. This method to search for users or groups limits the scope of the search.

To improve the scope of search and to specify the search conditions and limits, you must create a managed object search.
You can then associate this object to any module.

Follow these steps:

1. Navigate to the Admin UI.
2. Click Elements, Searches, Create.
3. Specify a name and press Tab.

The Tag value is populated automatically.
4. Select the Connector from where the search results must be fetched.
5. Select the Object type as User, Group or Organization, as required.
6. Select the Task from Identity Manager that you want to use for the search.
7. In the Attributes tab, select all the user attributes based on which you want the system to perform the search.
8. In the Predefined tab, specify the conditions for the Predefined search parameter. The values that you specify for this

parameter determine the search results that Identity Portal displays by default.
9. In the Filter tab, specify the limits for the search as required.
10. Click Create.

The Search entity is created.

Request Scopes
 

Understanding Scoping

Before diving into specific configurations in CA Identity Portal, it is important to understand the scoping mechanism.

Administrative roles are used in identity management for managing individual business requirements. A role defines what
operations can be performed by a user.

These operations define the ability of a user to acquire access (or requesting one) for different entitlement or business
flows in the organization.

When a user logs in to CA Identity Portal, this information is pulled by CA Identity Portal connectors. CA Identity
Portal then calculates and translates this information and allows the user to request access or trigger flows only to what
they are allowed to.
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This calculation is performed in several scenarios:

• After selecting a user in the access module - CA Identity Portal calculates which permissions the logged in user is
allowed to request for the selected user.

• In Modules – CA Identity Portal calculates what invocations operations (operations of type USER and GROUP) are
within the logged-in user scope on the selected user.

CA Identity Portal offers an additional layer of scoping in the access module which can be configured in the target
permissions rule. Refer to Create Target Permissions for more information.
For specific scoping configurations refer to Scoping.

Create a Request Scope

Request scope defines the type of requests that a user can view or cancel. This configuration is available under the
Scope tab. The Profile tab is used to grant view or cancel rights to members of the selected profiles.

Follow these steps:

1. Navigate to the Admin UI.
2. Go to My Requests module.
3. Click Request Scope, Create.
4. In the Details tab, specify a name.

The Tag value is populated automatically.
5. Click the Profiles tab.
6. Select the View profiles to which you want to grant their members the view capability on the requests in scope.
7. Select the Cancellation profiles to which you want to grant their members ability to cancel the requests in scope.
8. If you do not want to use the existing profiles and want to create a new one, click Create profile.
9. Click the Scope tab.
10. Click Add Condition to specify the condition.
11. Click Create.

A request scope is created.

Suggestions

Suggestions are prompted to the user while creating an Access Request according to the rules defined in the Admin UI.

Example: If an access request is raised for a laptop, then suggestions for a mouse, monitor, or a keyboard can also be
displayed.

Create suggestions in Admin UI for a target permission and define specific rules for each suggestion. When an access
request is raised and if a relevant suggestion is created already, the suggestion is displayed at the bottom of the Access
page in the CA Identity Portal. Add the required entitlements from the suggestion to the cart and check out to add the
entitlements to the access request.

Follow these steps:

1. Navigate to the Admin UI.
2. Click Modules.
3. Click the Access Rights module.
4. Click the Access Rights tab.
5. Click the Suggestions tab.
6. Click Create suggestion.
7. In the Details tab, specify a name for the suggestion.

The Tag value is populated automatically.
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8. Specify a description for the suggestion in detail. The description helps the user decide whether to accept the
suggestion.

9. Click the Scope tab.
10. Click Add Condition to define scope for the suggestion. 
11. Click the Permissions tab.
12. Search for a permission and select it. 
13. Click Create.

The suggestion is created.

Analytic Category

CA Identity Portal provides analytic categories to view the statistics related to an entitlement. You can view the statistics
for an entitlement for a specific period.

The Analytic Category provides details such as, the average SLA (in hours), the number of requests in graphical format
for an entitlement for the selected date range. Use the Analyze button to view additional parameters such as Requester’s
Region, Requestee’s Department in graphical format.

This article contains the following sections:

Access the Analytic Category

You can access the Analaytic Category from the home page of the CA Identity Portal UI.

Follow these steps:

1. Log in to the CA Identity Portal User Console.
2. Click Analytics above the menu.
3. Enter a process name for which you want to view the data.

Example: Network Access
4. Select the date range.
5. Click Go.

All charts related to the selected process are displayed.
6. If necessary, click the Sub process dropdown to select related sub processes.
7. Use the options above the chart to change the units, to change the view, and to export the data.
8. Click Analyze to get more detailed charts for the selected process.
9. Click Workflow to view the complete workflow of the selected process.
10. Click any approver in the workflow diagram to view more details of all the approvers.

Configure the System for Data Collection

By default, CA Identity Portal does not collect statistical data on permission or module actions. Enable the configuration
options using the Admin UI to collect the statistics.

1. Configure directly on the permission or module action.
Permission
a. Navigate to the Access Catalog, Entitlement Tree.
b. Locate the desired permission.
c. In the right panel, click Analytics Views.
d. Click Select Analytics.
e. Using the state attribute, select whether to enable, disable, or use the system default configuration.
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Module Action
a. Navigate to the relevant module and locate the module action.
b. Click Select Analytics.
c. Using the state attribute, select whether to enable, disable, or use the system default configuration.

2. Elements that are configured with state as “default behavior” collects data only according to the system behavior. To
configure the system behavior, do the following:
a. Log in to the Admin UI.
b. Click Administration, General Configurations.
c. Update the value in the Default behavior for data collection dropdown as required.
d. If set as Enabled, data is collected for all permissions and module actions that are configured with “default

behavior”

Understanding Analytics Views

Upon every request, CA Identity Portal evaluates the request and based on the configuration decides whether to collect
statistical data.

If the system is configured to collect data on an element in a request (permission or module action), then the system
collects the Average SLA, Max SLA, Min SLA, and Number of executions for requests containing that element. An
administrator can chose to collect the data based on a specific “view”.

For example, in an organization that has a process that creates contractors in place, an administrator can see how many
requests were performed by each department and the average SLA for each one of these departments, in the analytics
dashboard. To view the data, configure an Analytics View which points as to where the department information is located
in the Create Contractor request.

You can create an Analytics View based on one of the following elements:

• Information from the requester attributes.
Example: The department the requester is associated to, the requester’s title, and so on.

• Information from the subject of the request.
Example: The city of the target user.

• Information from attributes in the form of the request (Form Property).

When configuring Analytics View, the following needs to be configured:

• The permission or module action on which the Analytics View needs to be collected.
• The element in the request from which the information should be collected.
• The name which describes that information.

Following are some examples of Analytics Views:

• Based on the requester’s department.
• Based on the Computer Brand specified in the form in the attribute %BRAND%.
• Based on the target user country.

Apply to all
Use this option to associate the Analytics View on all permissions and module actions in the system. If enabled, this view
cannot be linked specifically to a permission or module action, since it is already applied to all elements.

In case a form is used extensively by many elements in the system, associate the Analytics View with the form property
on that form to apply to all permissions or module actions using that form.

Create an Analytic Category

Use the Admin UI to create an Analytic Category.
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Follow these steps:

1. In the Admin UI, navigate to Elements, Analytic Category, Create.
2. Specify a name.
3. Select one of the following values for Collect Data on:

– The Person performing the request
– The Subject of the request
– Information provided in the request

4. Select a user attribute or object type based on the option selected in the previous step.
5. Select Enabled to enable the Analytics View immediately after creation. You can enable the same at a later time too.
6. If necessary, select Collect on all relevant requests..
7. Click Create.

The Analytic Category is created.
You can select the Analytics View for a specific entitlement from the Entitlement Tree in the Admin UI.

Notification Templates

Notification Template is a communication mechanism from CA Identity Portal to the end user. Current version supports
email templates that enable business logic within the application to send emails to the user.

Note: Version 1.6 supports only email templates associated with One Time Password Authenticator to send the user it's
temporary password.

Follow these steps::

1. Navigate to the Admin UI.
2. Click Elements, Notification Templates, Create.
3. Specify a name for the notification template.

The Tag value is automatically populated .
4. Select a connector.
5. Select a Send Method Implementation.

The values for the selected method are populated automatically.
If notification by email is selected, email body can be customized with the body input field. To use parameters such as
USER_OTP and USER_ID, insert {data.PARAM_NAME} in the email body.

6. Click Create.
The notification template is created.

Universes

So, we recommend you to add additional universes to the same connector.CA Identity Governance exposes its basic
functionalities into the CA Identity Portal Admin UI. Exposing the core functionalities allows for an easier administration of
CA Identity Governance through an intuitive and friendly user interface of Admin UI. The functionalities that are exposed
are still intact in CA Identity Governance. 

The CA Identity Governance functionalities that are exposed into the Admin UI are of the following categories:

• Universe Management 
• Campaign Management

Consider the following two scenarios to conduct Universe Management and Campaign Management from the Admin UI:

• Scenario 1: You can view and manage Universes and Campaigns that you have created in CA Identity Governance,
from the Admin UI.

• Scenario 2: You can define a universe and can run campaigns from the Admin UI.
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To define a universe and run campaigns from the Admin UI, perform the following actions in the given sequence:

1. Create a Universe
2. Create a Data Source
3. Configure Additional Data
4. Import a Data Source
5. Templates Customization
6. Add the Universe to the CA Identity Governance Connector
7. Run a Campaign
8. View a Campaign
9. Export a Data Source

Create a Universe

You create a Universe management workspace for administrators to manage entities such as users, roles, and resources
in an organization. The data for these entities is collected from a data source. 

Follow these steps:

1. Log in to the CA Identity Portal Admin UI.
2. Navigate to Elements, Environment, Universes.
3. Click Create.
4. In the Create Universe screen, configure the following parameters under the Details tab.

a. Enter a unique name for the Universe. The Universe name cannot contain the following special characters:
~!@#$%^&*+=[]{}/\|.><,‘`';:? "()

Note: The Master and Model Configuration names are automatically created based on the Universe name, and
there naming convention is,
• <Universe_Name>_masterConfig
• <Universe_Name>_modelConfig

b. Enter a text that describes the Universe.
c. Select a CA Identity Governance Connector to which the Universe must belong to.

WARNING

You can run only one CA Identity Governance connector at a given time.
d. Set the following CA Identity Portal Settings:

• Enable Universe to display Certification Campaigns
Enable this option if you want users to view Campaigns of this Universe from the CA Identity Portal user
interface.

• Allow users to view Certification Campaign history
Enable this option if you want users to view Certification Campaign history from the CA Identity Portal user
interface.

e. Click Show advanced properties to configure advanced parameters, namely, 
• Audit Setting File

Specifies parameters and settings that define the audit and pattern-based checks that are performed on the
master configuration each time an import occurs.

• High Risk Threshold
Defines a value that categorizes high risk warnings in a certification. If violation of a business policy rule with a
score equal to or greater than this threshold value occurs, a high risk warning is displayed in the certification.
Default: 90

• Medium Risk Threshold
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Defines a value that categorizes medium risk warnings in a certification. If violation of a business policy rule
with a score equal to or greater than this threshold value occurs, a medium risk warning is displayed in the
certification.
Default: 60

f. Click Create.
g. Click Finish.

You have successfully created a Universe.

Create a Data Source

A Data Source is an Admin UI element that represents a Universe Connector in CA Identity Governance.

Create a data source for the Universe, and define the configurations that you want to import from or export to this data
source. These configurations contain data for the entities (such as Users, Roles, and Resources) that you manage in a
Universe.

Follow these steps:

1. In the Admin UI, navigate to Elements, Environment, Universes.
2. Select a Universe.
3. In the Edit Universe screen, click the Data Sources tab.
4. Click Create.
5. In the Create Data Source screen, enter the following details:

a. Select the data source type. In CA Identity Portal, you can create only two types of data sources: 
• CA Identity Govenance DB Configuration: Allows you to import CA Identity Governance database

configuration into a Universe.
• CA Identity Manager: Allows you to import CA Identity Manager data into a Universe.
Notes: 
• CA Identity Portal supports the other data sources types that CA Identity Governance supports but does not

allow you to create them from the Admin UI. You can import or export the other data sources but cannot change
their settings from the Admin UI.

• You can add only one CA Identity Manager data source to the Universe.
b. Depending on the data source type you have selected, perform the following actions:

• CA Identity Governance DB Configuration
a. a. Enter a name for the data source. The data source name cannot contain the following special characters:

~!@#$%^&*+=[]{}/\|.><,‘`';:?"

b. Enter a text that describes the data source.
c. Select the Merge Type:

• As Users
Connects to a data source that contains users and accounts that are already correlated. 

• As Accounts
Connects to a data source where users are treated as accounts. 

• As Users and as Accounts
Connects to a data source where users are treated as users and as accounts. 

d. Configure the import timeout value in hours. If the time taken to import data from a data source exceeds the
configured timeout value, import fails.

e. Configure the export timeout value in hours. If the time taken to export data to a data source exceeds the
configured timeout value, export fails.

f. Click Next.
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g. Select the configurations that you want to import from a data source.
h. Click Create.

• CA Identity Manager
a. Enter a name for the data source. The data source name cannot contain the following special characters:

~!@#$%^&*+=[]{}/\|.><,‘`';:?"

b. Enter a text that describes the data source.
c. The default Merge Type is As Users because CA Identity Manager users are always imported as users and

the endpoints are imported as accounts.
d. Configure the import timeout value in hours. If the time taken to import data from a data source exceeds the

configured timeout value, import fails.
e. Configure the export timeout value in hours. If the time taken to export data to a data source exceeds the

configured timeout value, export fails.
f. Click Next.
g. In the Connection Settings tab, configure the following:

a. Enter the host name or the IP address of the CA Identity Manager. 
b. Enter the port to access CA Identity Manager server. The default port is 8080. Enter the name and

password of a user who can access CA Identity Manager.
c. Select Secured, if CA Identity Manager is configured with SSL.
d. Enter CA Identity Manager environment name. The default environment is identityEnv.
e. Select Enable role suggestions and display violations in CA Identity Manager if you want CA

Identity Manager to get information from CA Identity Governance for role suggestions and violations
display. 

f. Select Secure CA Identity Governance Connection, if CA Identity Governance is configured with SSL.
This attribute appears only when you select Enable role suggestions and display violations in CA
Identity Manager.

g. Click Next.
h. In the Endpoints tab, configure the following:

a. The left-pane lists all the endpoint types whose role definitions are imported to CA Identity Manager.
Enable an endpoint type and in the right-pane select the instance(s) to import 

b. Map CA Identity Manager Account Template attributes to CA Identity Governance role attributes.
Notes:
a. You must import the instance when the endpoint type is enabled. However, it is not mandatory to map CA

Identity Manager account template attributes to the CA Identity Governance role mapping attributes.
b. Custom endpoint types are listed as View Only and cannot be enabled, disabled, or edited. You can edit

them only via CA Identity Governance. However, you can import them later.
i. Click Create.

You have successfully created a data source for a Universe.

Configure Additional Data

After you create a data source, we recommend that you configure additional properties for fields such as Email, User
Manager, and User Display Name. You get the additional data from the data source configuration files. 

To get additional data, you must configure a data source.

Follow these steps:

1. In the Edit Universe screen, click the Additional Data tab.
2. Select an attribute for the desired fields. 
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Example: In the User Manager field, select an attribute that maintains the Manager ID of a user in the data source. 

WARNING
If you are selecting an attribute for Roles Type and Resources Type, ensure that these fields do not contain
null values.

3. Click Save.

You have successfully configured additional data based on which data is imported from a data source.

Import a Data Source

Import a data source into a Universe. The data is imported based on the setting that is configured in the Additional
Data tab.

Follow these steps:

1. In the Edit Universe screen, navigate to Data Sources, Import.
All the data sources that are importable are displayed.

2. Select a data source that you want to import, and click Import. 
A process ID is assigned to the import process. 

NOTE

When you import CA Identity Manager data source, certain logic is applied that allows for a successful
import. If the selected objects to import do not create a successful import, a message appears on-screen that
asks the user to import additional objects for a successful import.

Examples:

• You can import a child data source (CA Identity Manager endpoint) only when the parent data source (CA
Identity Manager server) was imported previously.

• When you import CA Identity Manager endpoint data source, the system will seek your confirmation to
import other unimported endpoint data sources too.

3. You can check the progress of the import process by navigating to the Processes sub-tab under the Data Sources
tab.

4. An import process can have one of the following statuses:
– In progress
– Failed
– Succeeded
– Stopped
– Archived
Click the Settings icon to change the status of an import process.

You have successfully imported a data source into a Universe. 

Certification Templates

You cannot create a certification template from the Admin UI. However, in the Admin UI, you can view and use all the
certification templates that were created in the CA Identity Governance for campaign creation. You can either use the
certification templates as-is for campaign creation or edit them. The Admin UI allows you to edit the following settings of a
certification template:

• Name and description of a certification template
• Enable continuous export
• Display parameters 
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To edit a certification template, follow these steps:

1. In the Edit Universe screen, click the Templates tab.
A list of certification templates that were created in the CA Identity Governance are displayed. 

2. Click the certificate template that you want to edit.
3. In the Details tab of the Edit Campaign Template screen, you can edit the following:

a. Name and Description of a certification template.
b. Enable automatic revocations based on campaign 'reject' decisions

When Enable automatic revocations based on campaign 'reject' decisions is selected, the following settings
are set to enable continuous export to CA Identity Manager:
a. In CA Identity Governance, Enable model change notifications for export is set in the certification template.
b. In CA Identity Governance, Enable Continuous Export is selected in the relevant Universe.
c. Three CA Identity Governance system property parameters are set (global setting):

• modelEvent.producer.fireEvent: ATOMIC
• approval.isModelChangeNotificationOn: TRUE
• modelEvent.notify.topic: TRUE

Unsetting Enable automatic revocations based on campaign 'reject' decisions does not remove the system
property parameters and does not deselect Enable Continuous export from the Universe. Only Enable model
change notifications for export is deselected from a certification template.

4. In the Display tab of the Edit Campaign Template screen, you can change the display format of User, Role,
Resource, and Account attributes in a Campaign in CA Identity Portal. Perform the given operations to change the
display format of User, Role, Resource, or Account attributes in a Campaign: 
a. Change the Display Name for the user, role, resource, or account.
b. Sort and group attributes based on a specific attribute. 
c. Configure attributes that must display in a Campaign.
d. Configure attributes that must display by default in a Campaign.
e. Configure the order of attributes in a Campaign

WARNING

The display view differs when you select an attribute for Roles Type and Resource Types in the Additional
Data tab. The system allows you to set a specific view for each resource and roles. For example, if you
select the Resource Type as Location, then all values that the Location attribute stores are displayed in the
display view. If business demands, you can set a specific view for each resource (each location).

If you are selecting an attribute for Roles Type and Resources Type, ensure that these fields do not contain
null values.

5. Click Save.

Run a Campaign

As a Compliance Officer, you own the responsibility to certify that all employees in your organization have the correct
entitlements, and that all access that is granted to your employees complies with specified business policies. To verify
compliance, start a new certification that requires all business managers to review and approve or reject all entitlements
for a given certification.

Follow these steps:

1. In the Edit Universe window, navigate to the Campaigns tab.
2. Click Create.
3. In the Details tab of the Create Campaign screen, configure the following:

a. Enter a name for the Campaign.
b. Enter a text that describes a Campaign.
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c. Specify for how many days a Campaign is active.
d. Select a Campaign Template.
e. Enter an owner who owns a Campaign.
f. Schedule a Campaign. You can either start a campaign immediately after a Campaign is created or schedule to

start on a specified date and time.
g. Select Send escalation emails automatically, if you want to send an escalation email to the approver's manager.

For example, if an approver does not taken an action within the stipulated time in a Certification, you can opt to
send an escalation email automatically to the approver's manager.

h. Select Require comments when rejecting items, if you want the approver to comment the reason for rejecting an
item in the Certification.

4.  In the Violations tab of the Create Campaign screen, select any one of the following:
a. Do not show violations: Does not display user privileges violations in a campaign.
b. Generate violations based on Business Policy Rules: While creating a campaign, generates user privileges

violations based on the Business Policy Rules and shows the violations in a Campaign.
c. Show violations based on an Audit Card: Display violations that are stored in an Audit Card.
d. Only certify items with warnings: Applicable only when you select Generate violations based on Business

Policy Rules. Displays only those items in a Campaign that have warnings as a result of violations.
e. Require comments when certifying items with warnings: Applicable only when you select Generate violations

based on Business Policy Rules. Demands comments for items that are certified in spite of warnings that are
associated with them.

5. Click Create.
You have successfully created a Campaign.

View a Campaign

You can view the status of a Campaign. 

In the Campaigns tab, you can view All, Active or Inactive Campaigns of a Universe. 

Depending on the Campaign type (Active or Inactive), a Campaign can have the following status: 

• <number of days> days left
• Today
• Overdue
• Completed
• Stopped
• Archived

Click the Settings icon to change the status of a Campaign.

You can click a Campaign to view its Reviewers and the actions (Approve or Reject) taken by them on entities such as
Resources, Roles, Users, and Accounts.

Export a Data Source

After a Campaign is completed, you must perform an export operation to push the updated data to the data source.

Notes: 

• When you add CA Identity Manager as a data source, you can only export CA Identity Manager.
• In CA Identity Governance, you can configure Default Export to include custom exports such as Custom Executable,

Send an email on export.
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Follow these steps:

1. In the Edit Universe window, navigate to Data Sources, Export.
All the data sources that are exportable are displayed.

2. Click the data source that you want to export.
3. In the Edit window, navigate to Settings.
4. By default, the Export Configuration is set same as the Import Configuration. You can change the Export Configuration

to an existing configuration or can create a new one. 
When you export a data source:
– If the configuration does not exist in the database: A new configuration is created in the database. 
– If the configuration already exists in the database: The exported configuration overwrites the existing configuration

in the database.
5. Navigate again to Data Sources, Export, and select a data source that you want to export, and click Export. 

A process ID is assigned to the export process. 
6. You can check the progress of the import process by navigating to the Processes sub-tab under the Data

Sources tab.
Click the Settings icon to change the state of an export process.

You have successfully exported a data source.

Security

 

Configure Advanced Authentication Settings

CA Identity Portal provides an integration with CA Advanced Authentication. The integration offers several capabilities:

1. Users can request access for themselves or for other users for 2nd factor authenticators.
2. Once a user has been granted with the 2nd factor authenticator, he can issue (register) the authenticator from CA

Identity Portal. For example, if a user has been granted with the QnA authenticator, he can register his Questions and
Answers through CA Identity Portal.

3. CA Identity Portal administrator can define that several operation within CA Identity Portal will require 2nd factor
authentication. These operations include:
a. Access Request Permissions.
b. Module Actions.
c. Login
d. Activation/Registration of an authenticator – This capability is intended to protect the process of registration by

requesting a strong authenticator.

When a user selects one of these elements that require 2nd factor, he will be challenged to authenticate using one of his
active 2nd factor authenticators.
All second factor authenticators are equal in their precedence, therefor authenticating through one type of second factor is
equal in strength as authenticating with another. Once a user has authenticated using his 2nd factor authenticator, he will
not be requested to use that authenticator again throughout his session.
Pre-requisite:

1. CA Advanced Authentication solution deployed
2. CA Advanced Authentication connector in CA Identity Portal configured; See Connectors  for more information.
3. Verify that Second Factor is enabled under General Configuration.
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Enable Second Factor on Login

Use this functionality to request a 2nd factor authentication immediately after a user logins to the system.
Verify that the option Require Second Factor On Login is selected under General Configurations.

Create Authenticators

There are four types of available authenticators from CA Advanced Authentication: ArcotID PKI, OTP, QNA, User
Password.

 Follow these steps::

1. Navigate to the Admin UI.
2. Click Elements, Authenticators, Create.
3. Specify a name for the authenticator.

The Tag value is populated automatically.
4. Select the Advanced Authentication connector.
5. Select the type of authenticator.
6. If second factor is required for the activation of this authenticator, then select Require Second Factor for activating

this Authenticator.
7. Click Create.

The authenticator is created..

 Note: Arcot ID authenticator requires 3 files from the Arcot server to be placed in the CA Identity Portal resources folder
under a sub folder called: ARCOT. The 3 files are: arcotclient.js and ArcotIDClient.swf and ArcotApplet.jar. The JAR and
SWF files can be fetched from the Arcot sample application under the \webfort-7.1.01-sample-application\client folder.
The javascript file can be located in the Arcot sample application under the \webfort-7.1.01-sample-application\javascript
folder.

In order to request for authenticators they need to be added as target permissions and mapped to the entitlements tree.
To configure a target permission, select the CA Advanced Authentication connector from the connectors list and select the
desired authenticator in the "name" field. In the rules section of the target permission, check the box next to the desired
form functions (for example, add and remove). You do not need to configure or select a form.

Create Authentication Rules

If it is required that the end user enters a second factor authentication while requesting for access, it can be defined as an
authentication rule.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Navigate to the Admin UI.
2. Click Elements, Authentication Rules, Create.
3. Give the rule a name

The Tag value is populated automatically.
4. Click the Apply On tab.
5. Select the conditions when you want Second Factor.
6. Select the condition for the logged in user.

Default: Always
7. Select the permissions or modules actions on which you would like second factor to be used.
8. Click Create.

The authentication rule is created..
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Risks

CA Identity Portal provides a real-time context-based RISK ANALYZER & SIMULATOR. It's based on an advanced, robust
rules engine that calculates user risk score in real time.

It offers an easy-to-use, configurable user-centric Risk Model that identifies areas of risk within the organization caused
by users with high risk scores. It also enables organizations to strategically prioritize security and compliance activities to
focus proactive controls on the areas of higher risk, as follows:

1. Calculates and displays users' risk scores and Alerts whenever it detects a risky user
2. Updates risk scores continually based on changes to user access privileges, user attributes and other relevant

compensating factors
3. Simulates in real time the user's risk score changes in the context of access requests, including permissions requested

in the cart
4. Implements three levels of preventive controls across IAM processes, based on risk and violation types and levels,

when high-risk users or violating transactions are detected:
– First level - Informative – alert on violation
– Second level – collect justification from the user in order to continue request
– Third level – prevent the user from continuing with his action

5. Displays violations (and justifications) to approver to support approver's decision
6. Audits violations and tracks them throughout the end-to-end process

Follow these steps:

1. Navigate to the Admin UI.
2. Click Elements, Risks, Create.
3. Specify a name.

The Tag value is populated automatically.
4. Specify a score. Take into consideration the maximum risk level defined in the UI Configuration.
5. Specify a description. 
6. .Select one from the following access levels:

a. Prevent From Submitting – a notification will be displayed and the user will not be allowed to continue with the
request

b. Requires justification – a notification will be displayed for the and if he wants to continue with the request he will be
required to enter a justification for the request

c. Inform Only – a notification will be displayed for the user but he will be allowed to continue with the request
7. Click the Scope tab.
8. Define the conditions(s) for the risk

a. Select if all of the rules or any of the rules bellow must apply for the risk to be identified
b. To add another rule click on  Add Condition
c. Select the parameter to evaluate for the rule, based on the parameter the rule configuration changes
d. Group – Use group to define another layer of nesting in the condition. For example (GROUP: Condition A AND

Condition B) OR Condition C.
e. User's permissions

a. Select the condition for the permissions
b. Select the permissions

f. User's attribute
a. Select the attribute
b. Select the condition for the attribute
c. Enter a string for the condition
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g. Violations from external source
a. When using this type of condition CA Identity Portal will transform the permissions in the cart, to the target

permissions that they are linked, then transform them to a list of compliance target permissions and send them
to evaluation in the external systems.

b. The external systems are all systems that are able to perform compliance check that CA Identity Portal has
connector to (i.e. Identity Governance).

c. These systems will return violation if they exist.
d. This rule will then filter the violations according to the definition in the condition filter. For example if we defined

to only show violations that are related to Permission X, all violation that do not include Permission X will be
discarded.

e. If "include violations with external entitlements" is checked then violation that include items that CA Identity
Portal is not familiar with (not mapped as target permission) will not be ignored.

f. Only violations that are related to permissions in the Cart will be used.
g. If a violation is fetched it will be displayed under this rule. So in turn, the user will be displayed with this risk

message, and all the violations fetched from the external system underneath it.
h. The violations fetched from external source will inherit the behavior from the risk fetching them. The score they

receive is the risk that fetched them.
9. Click Create.

The risk element is created.

Code

 

Configure Service Actions and Plugins

Service Actions

Service actions can be referred to as internal service tasks in CA Identity Portal. They are configured almost the same
way as module actions but they are not visible to end users. Instead they are referred to from scripts within other forms
and are mainly used to retrieve data using service tasks on the connectors. For example: on the CA IM connected system
build a service task that calculates and returns information then link it to a service action and call it from a script on one of
the forms.

Before configuring a service action, the task and form need to be configured so they can be linked to the service action.

Follow these steps:

1. Navigate to the Admin UI.
2. Click Elements, Service Actions, Create.
3. Specify a title.

The Tag value is populated automatically.
4. Select the managed object type for the task

Values: User, Group
5. Click the Form tab.
6. Select the form that is linked to the service task.
7. Click Create.

The service action is created.
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Plugins

Plugins are either Java or RhinoJS (server-side JavaScript) code executed on the CA Identity Portal server that can be
used to enrich the business logic configured in CA Identity Portal.
Examples of using plugins:

1. Fetching available form prop values from external database.
2. Validating a file's content.
3. Performing complex validation logic.

Refer to CA Identity Portal Developer Guide for more information about using Plugins.

Administration Tools
This article covers the following topics:

Cache

Identity Portal has multiple types of caches for various elements used to improve performance and reduce the load on the
database. On regular system operation these cache should not be changed or cleared. You can use this section to clear
the various caches that are used in Identity Portal.

Customizing Cache Properties

The portal uses builtin cache definitions to enhance performance.

To customize the various Portal cache properties (like cache size and eviction times), a sample Infinispan cache
properties file is supplied with the installation.

To use the sample file, instead of the builtin cache properties, modify the Portal application server JVM startup and add
the following JVM parameter:

-Dsigma.infinispan.configuration.location=file:<full path to the sample inifinispan cache properties file

If the portal is installed in “D:\CA” the JVM parameter will be as follows:

-Dsigma.infinispan.configuration.location=file:D:\CA\SIGMA\Config\infinispan-config-sample.xml

Search Request

Search request tool allows the administrator to enter a Identity Portal request ID and get the backend details of the
request including the task session ID of the connector task triggered by Identity Portal.

This is mainly useful for debugging purposes. For example, if there was an issue during a provisioning process for a
request and the administrator needs to identify which task triggered on the connector.

Follow these steps:

1. Navigate to the Admin UI.
2. Click Tools, Search Request.
3. Enter the Request ID and click Search.

Details of the request are displayed, if they exist.
4. The "backendRequestId" holds the task session ID on the connector. Select it to display it next to the search button.
5. The task session ID can now be copied and searched for in the backend system.
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Export

The export tool allows the administrator to export the objects configured in Identity Portal to text files in JSON format. The
administrator can either select to export all objects or check specific objects to be exported. This tool is useful for backup
and migration purposes. A solution can be developed in a low environment and then exported so that it can be imported to
a higher environment.

Follow these steps:

1. In the Admin UI, navigate to Tools, Export.
2. Select the object that you want to export.
3. Select the items in an object that you want to export. To export all items in an object, select the Select All checkbox.

The Export Cart on the top-right shows the list of selected object items to be exported.
4. Click Export.

Import

The import tool allows the administrator to import Identity Portal objects from text files in JSON format. Administrators
can import files exactly as they were exported from another environment or they can modify the files or even create
their own files and import them.This tool is useful for restore and migration purposes. A solution can be developed in a
low environment and then exported so it can be imported to a higher environment. This is also useful for development
purposes. For example, if a large amount of target permissions need to be configured, then you can configure just one,
export it to get a good understanding of the expected format, then write some automation to generate a file with all the
new target permissions. Then use the import tool to import them into the development environment.

Follow these steps:

1. In the Admin UI, navigate to Tools, Import.
2. Either you can drag and drop a file for upload, or choose a file for upload. Identity Portal shows the list of identified

objects to be imported.
3. Click Import. If the object(s) already exist in Identity Portal, a warning message is displayed.

Notify Release

This tool is used to release notifications to Identity Portal from external systems that were not successful (for example, if
there was a network issue at the time and now the Identity Portal request is pending).This is useful in the scenarios that
combine onboarding and access request which require a step to notify Identity Portal that the first step completed and it
can continue with the second one.Exercise caution while using this tool so that you don't accidentally release and notify
the wrong request!

Follow these steps:

1. Navigate to the Admin UI.
2. Click Elements, Notify Release.
3. Enter the following parameters:

a. Username - Username for Identity Portal notifications, username can be found under General tab -> IM USER
b. Password - Password for Identity Portal notifications user.
c. Request Id - The backend Request ID of the onboarding task and not the Identity Portal request ID. Backend

request ID (task session ID) can be found using the search request tool.
d. Request status for release – The expected request status after the release.
e. User Ids – Fill in user(s) id(s) separated by commas. These are the users for who the access request will continue.
f. File Upload – If the notification should include a file (for example with users that were created during the

onboarding), then upload a file here.
4. Click Submit.
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Localization
 

Localize CA Identity Portal

This version of CA Identity Portal supports localization. In this release of the product, localization strings for the following
languages are provided out of the box:

• Spanish
• French
• Italian
• Portuguese (Brazil)
• Japanese
• Korean
• German
• Swedish
• Danish 
• Finnish 
• French-Canadian
• Norwegian 
• Dutch

The UI screens and UI configuration are available in the languages that are provided out of the box. You must localize the
dynamic pages such as Forms and Modules even for the languages that are provided with localization out of the box.

The default language is the language that the user views in the system if:

• A different language was not selected previously, or browser cookies were cleared.
• Browser locale cannot be resolved or browser locale is not a configured language in the system.
• If the elements in the system do not contain the translated value in the language the user is at.

This article contains the following sections:

Add a Language

You can add a language that contains localized strings out of the box or any language that does not contain localized
strings, from the list of languages that is displayed in the Admin UI. When you add a translated language, the static pages
are automatically translated using the translation that is provided out of the box.

WARNING
For any language that you add other than the ones that are translated out of the box, you must translate even
the static pages (UI screens and UI configuration).

Follow these steps:

1. Navigate to the Admin UI.
2. Click Localization.
3. Click + on the upper left corner of the screen button to add new language.
4. Select a language that you want to add, and click Add.
5. Select Configure as default if you want to make the language that you are adding now to be the default language.
6. Clear the Enable option so that the language is not displayed in the CA Identity Portal until all the pages are

translated.
Enable the language only after the translation is completed.
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7. Click Save.
The language that you added are listed next to the default languages in the Localization page.

Localize a Dynamic Page

You must localize the dynamic pages that were created using the primary language (Example: English). You must perform
this task even for the languages that have been provided by default.

Follow these steps:

1. Navigate to the Admin UI.
2. Click Localization.
3. Choose the language that you want to localize.
4. Navigate to Elements, and click the dynamic page that you want to localize. 

Example: Modules
5. Click the Module name to view the name and its attributes.
6. Specify the translated text in the corresponding fields.
7. Click Save.

You can now view the Module page with the translated text in CA Identity Portal.

Note: GUI configuration and object attributes can be translated too. 

Export the Localized Pages

The Export functionality exports the dynamic elements along with the translation information. When you export an
element such as form, module, or profile that was translated earlier, the translation information is also included in the
export. Importing the localized file to another CA Identity Portal instance imports the elements along with the translation
information, assuming that the translation language is already defined in the CA Identity Portal instance.

The Export functionality does not export the translation information for static elements such as UI screens and GUI
configurations. Translation information of the static strings and any edits that are made to the out-of-the-box translated
items are stored in a json file that is located in the following directory of the CA Identity Portal instance:

/Resources/JSON

For example, if you added Canadian French to CA Identity Portal and translated the static strings, then a file named
'fr_CA.json' is created in the Resources/JSON directory All the static strings translation are saved in this file.

To export the localized pages to a different CA Identity Portal instance, copy the json file to the Resources/JSON directory.
Note that copying the json file does not export the translation information of the dynamic elements.

NOTE

Few strings in Identity Portal cannot be localized via the Localization screen; these strings are localized in
the CA Identity Manager environment (Example, "Implementation" button text). You can localize strings from
CA Identity Manager by editing the IMSResources_{locale}.properties file under the iam_im.ear\custom
\resourceBundles directory where CA Identity Manager is deployed. For instance, edit French strings in
IMSResources_fr.properties file.

Branding
Identity Portal allows for administrators to brand and change the look and feel of Identity Portal. There's a friendly
interface in the admin UI which enables the administrator to pick elements in the Identity Portal page and edit their look.

To use this interface, go to the Branding section in the Identity Portal admin UI. Click on any element on the screen and
edit its properties on the right side of the screen.

You can also edit the background and the logo by uploading your own images.
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Other functionalities available:

1. Choose OOTB Skin which will define a predefined color scheme.
2. Use custom CSS for complete control over each element in Identity Portal.
3. Text Size
4. Landing page Icons rounded corners

Apply Branding

You can change the look-and-feel of the CA Identity Portal user interface by making branding changes based on your
organizational requirements. By default, the home page of CA Identity Portal is displayed. If you do not want to use the
default CSS, you can create a custom CSS.

Customize the CA Identity Portal Pages

You can update the attributes of all the User Interface elements in the CA Identity Portal pages, including the public pages
(login page, self registration, and so on) and the mobile web application pages.

Follow these steps:

1. In the Admin UI, navigate to Branding.
2. The CA Identity Portal home page appears.
3. At the top of the left panel, select the section in the application which you want to brand. You can select one of the

following options:
– Desktop - All the pages of the desktop application except the public pages
– Mobile - Branding of the mobile application except for the mobile public pages
– Public - Login, Self registration pages for desktop and mobile

4. Navigate through the list of elements on the left side and select the element that you want to brand.
On selecting the element, the element configuration panel opens. 

5. Click Add Attribute for advanced configuration options on the selected element
6. If you do not find your desired element in the left panel, you can switch to the top to Select Element and then click the

element.
7. If there are no configured CSS rules for the selected element, you can add your own custom CSS in the bottom left

panel. In the pop-up box, enter the CSS rule selector for the desired element.
8. Click Save to save your changes.

Set a Legal Notice for User Login Page

An administrator can set the legal notice message that appears in the Identity Portal user login page. 

Follow these steps:

1. Log in to the Identity Portal Admin UI.
2. Navigate to Localization, Static, Login.
3. In the Copyright © $1 CA. All rights reserved field, enter the desired legal notice message. 

Notes:
– The system expects $1 in the legal notice message, which represents the current year. If you wish to, you can

proceed without $1 in the legal notice message.
– Leave this field empty, if you do not want to display a legal notice on the user login page.

4. Click Save.
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User Roles Certification
As the solution administrator, you can run user roles (Admin, Access and Provisioning) certification either from Identity
Manager or from Identity Portal. However, managing the user roles certification from Identity Portal allows easier
administration and certification of user roles by Portal administrators and business users from an intuitive and user-friendly
interface.

The actors that are involved in the user role certification process are,

• Identity Portal Administrator: The Identity Portal Administrator (PortalAdmin) creates an interface for the business
users to manage and certify user roles.

• Certification Process Manager: A Certification Process Manager is an Identity Manager user with the Certification
Process Manager role assigned. An actor with this role is responsible for managing the certification process in an
organization. The certification process includes,
– Starting a certification on a set of users
– Sending reminders for certification completion
– Ending a certification

• Certify Manager: A Certify Manager is an Identity Manager user with the Certify Manager role assigned. An actor with
this role is responsible for certifying user roles in an organization.

The following diagram depicts actor-based approach to manage and certify user roles from Identity Portal.

To learn more about the prerequisites and the actions each actor takes to complete the certification process, follow the
given links:

Prerequisites
Ensure that the Identity Manager administrator has setup the interface for users to initiate and certify user roles by adding
the following items to the Tasks menu tree in the Identity Manager User Console.

• Certification menu
• Certify User task under the Users menu

For details, see Setup the Interface for Users to Manage and Certify User Roles.
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Create "IM Roles Certification" Module in Identity Portal
Actor: Identity Portal Administrator (PortalAdmin)

The Identity Portal Administrator exposes the certification interface to the business users by creating IM Roles
Certification module in the Identity Portal Admin UI.

Follow these steps to create the module:

1. Log in to the Identity Portal Admin UI with portaladmin credentials.
2. In the Admin UI landing page, click Create new.
3. Hover the mouse on the IM Roles Certification out-of-the-box template and click the Quick Create icon.
4. Edit the IM Roles Certification module by configuring the following tabs:

a. DETAILS: Enter a title for the module. A value populates automatically in the Tag field. By default, the IM Roles
Certification type is selected for the module and is not editable.

b. PROFILES: Select profiles to define the business users who can view and perform Identity Manager user roles
certification activities from the Identity Portal user console interface. For more information, see Profiles.

c. ICON: Select an icon for the module. If an icon is not selected, the default icon is assigned to the module.
d. SEARCH: Define the scope of search by specifying the search conditions and limits. Based on the defined scope,

the business user can filter users for certification. For more information, see Search.
e. SETTINGS

a. In the ROLETYPES sub-tab, select the user roles that you want to certify for a user.
• Provisioning Roles
• Admin Roles
• Access Roles

b. In the DISPLAY sub-tab, you need to manually map the Identity Portal attributes to the Identity Manager
custom role attributes. 

5. Click Save. Once created, the IM Roles Certification module is exposed to the business users who are members of
the profiles as defined in the module.

Manage User Roles Certification
Actor: Certification Process Manager

A business user with Certification Process Manager admin role can manage user roles certification from the Identity
Portal User Console. A business user with this privilege can trigger a certification process for certifying the Identity
Manager user roles.

Follow these steps to manage a certification process:

1. Prerequisite: Ensure that the user who would manage the certification process in Identity Portal is assigned the
Certification Process Manager Role in Identity Manager User Console.

2. Log in to the Identity Portal User Console with the Certification Process Manager credentials.
3. Click the IM Roles Certification module.
4. Click the Manage Certification tab.
5. As part of the certification process, the business user can perform the following activities:

– Begin Certification: The business user starts a certification process on a set of users. Once the certification
process is triggered, Certify Managers can view users in the Identity Portal interface for certification.
Follow these steps:
a. In the Available Actions panel, click Begin Certification.
b. In the Details panel, search for and select users on whom you want to start the certification process.
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c. In the Selected Users panel, review the users that you have selected for certification and click Submit. Certify
Managers can now view the users for certification in their Identity Portal interface.

– Send Reminder: If the Certify Managers have not certified users assigned to them as part of the certification
process, the Certification Process Manager can send an email reminder.
Follow these steps:
a. In the Available Actions panel, click Send Reminder.
b. In the Details panel, search for and select the users with pending certifications.
c. In the Selected Users panel, review the selected users with pending certifications and click Submit. Certify

Managers will receive an email reminder to complete the certification for the selected users.
– Send Final Reminder: If the certification tasks are pending for completion even after sending an initial reminder,

the Certification Process Managers can send a final email reminder to the Certify Managers.
Follow these steps:
a. In the Available Actions panel, click Send Final Reminder.
b. In the Details panel, search for and select the users with pending certifications.
c. In the Selected Users panel, review the selected users with pending certifications and click Submit. Certify

Managers will receive a final email reminder to complete the certification for the selected users.
– End Certification: The Certification Process Manager can end the certification process on reaching the expiration

date.
Follow these steps:
a. In the Available Actions panel, click End Certification.
b. In the Details panel, search for and select users to end their certification cycle.
c. In the Selected Users panel, review the users that you have selected and click Submit. Once the certification

ends, users are suspended by default and the Certify Managers cannot view users for certification.

Certify User Roles
Actor: Certify Manager

A business user with Certify Manager admin role can certify Identity Manager user roles from the Identity Portal User
Console. The business user can either approve or revoke user roles.

Follow these steps to certify user roles:

1. Prerequisite: Ensure that the user who would certify user roles in Identity Portal is assigned the Certify Manager Role
in Identity Manager User Console.

2. Log in to the Identity Portal User Console with the Certify Manager credentials.
3. Click the IM Roles Certification module.
4. Click the Certify tab.
5. Select users.
6. By default, the roles are selected or approved for all users. You can revoke the user roles as desired and click Submit.

The system will provide a summary of the user roles that you have approved and rejected for a user. Once submitted,
the users will disappear from the user certification list.

Using Deployment Xpress
Deployment Xpress is an interface that allows you to deploy pre-configured use cases using Deployment Market, and
also allows you to integrate with cloud-based services (such as Microsoft Azure) using Quick Integrations.

• Deployment Market
Deployment Xpress Market comes with a set of pre-configured use case templates such as Create Contractor by
Manager, Customer Self Registration, Employee Self Modification, Terminate Contractor on End Date, Employee Self
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Modification and so on. Each pre-configured use case template contains the basic structure and elements such as
User Interface, Business Logic, Workflow Definition, Notifications, Customized Forms, and Escalations. You can modify
a use case to suit your requirement and then deploy it. Using these pre-configured use case templates, you can greatly
reduce the time it takes to roll out these services in your enterprise.
For more information, see Deployment Market.

• Quick Integrations
Quick Integrations enhances the capabilities of Deployment Xpress by providing end-to-end walkthroughs of
integrations with external products. The smart wizards connect to the external sources, dynamically retrieve relevant
information, and create all necessary supporting elements in the backend systems. The provided step-by-step
integration process follows the recommended best practices. In addition, the wizards validate prerequisites and
suggest quick resolutions of required settings. Tooltips and explanations about the retrieved data are also provided.
The Quick Integrations wizard includes configuration of Microsoft Azure, which allows to leverage enterprise SaaS
applications for provisioning and deprovisioning, compliance certification and SSO. 
For more information, see Quick Integrations.

Deployment Market
The Deployment Xpress Market suggests pre-configured templates that are based on the criteria you select. You can
modify the templates to create use cases as required and then deploy them. The criteria list is developed based on the
metadata information in the template which includes: User Type, Action, Activation, Initiator and so on.

Alternatively, you can also search for a template with keywords in the Search field. All the templates that are related to the
specified keywords are displayed. You can then select the required template, modify the template to create a use case as
required and then deploy it. You can also create Access Flows using the templates available in the Market. 

The Deployment Xpress Market user interface displays the criteria and templates in the Business Process tab.

Topics that are covered in this article are:

Prerequisites

Verify that the following prerequisites are met before using Deployment Xpress Market:

• CA Identity Manager uses Out-of-the-box environment.
• Connector for CA Identity Manager is configured, and web services configuration is enabled.
• The version of CA Identity Manager and Identity Portal must be 14.0 or later.
• Downloaded the templates repository.

Note: We recommend you to download the latest repository from the support site as newer versions of the repository
are added from time to time.

Template Details

Each template has a short description, a video or a screenshot, and metadata information. To know more about the
selected template, click More Details to view the full description, Spec, and attached documents which describe the use
case in detail. The attached document contains Use Case Overview, Use Case Walk-through, and Use Case Adjustments
information.

If the selected template was used to create and deploy a use case in Identity Portal in the past, you can see a list of use
cases that were deployed using this template. In addition, you can see the count of the number of times the selected
template was used to create and deploy a use case, at the bottom left corner of the template dialog.
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Pre-Defined Actors

The Deployment Xpress Market supports pre-defined actors such as Manager, Contractor, HR Team Member, Employee,
Contractor Admin, Help Desk Team Member, Customer Liaison, and Customer. Users can use these pre-defined actors
to test the templates they deploy. These actors are member of the relevant admin roles, which grants them the right
permission to access different module actions the templates deploy. 

Notes:

• The pre-defined actors are created only when deploying Virtual Appliance in Demo mode. In other implementations
(installer/other Virtual Appliance deployments), the pre-defined actors are not created.

• The admin roles are imported into the system when the relevant template is deployed. For example, when you deploy
the Create Contractor by Manager template, the User Manager admin role is created in CA Identity Manager.

• All users use the same initial password set while installing the Virtual Appliance.

The list of supported users and their details are as follows:

Actor LOGINID Relevant Admin Roles
(member)

NAME Manager

Manager smial01 User Managers Alex Smith
Contractor hanjo01 John Hancock smial01
HR Team Member berra01 • Human Resources

• User Managers
Rachel Berk

Employee milad01 Adam Miller smial01
Contractor Admin golsu01 • Contractor

Administrators
• Contractor Bulk

Execution

Susan Gold smial01

Help Desk Team Member greje01 Help Desk Jeremy Green smial01
Customer Liaison wilhe01 • Customer Liaison

• Customer Bulk
Execution

Helen Wile

Customer b.jackson@customer.example.com Bradley Scott Jackson

NOTE

More Information!

Download the Deployment Xpress Templates Repository
Before you deploy a use case using the Deployment Xpress, you must download the templates repository.

 Follow these steps: 

1. Click here to download the templates repository from the support website.
WARNING
Deployment Xpress templates repository is compatible with Identity Manager 14.3 CP1 and later patches.

2. Log in to the CA Support website with your CA login credentials.
On successful login, the zip (IdentityTemplatesRepo.zip) file gets downloaded.

3. For platforms running CA Identity Suite Virtual Appliance (vApp), perform the following steps on all vApp servers
running CA Identity Portal:

4. 1. Using SCP software, log in to the vApp server as the "config" user.
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2. Copy the downloaded zip (IdentityTemplatesRepo.zip) to /opt/CA/IdentityPortal/dxrepo. 
3. Using SSH software or CLI console, log in to the vApp server as the "config" user.
4. Run the following commands:
5. 1. cd /opt/CA/IdentityPortal/dxrepo

2. unzip IdentityTemplatesRepo.zip

5. For non-vApp platforms:
6. 1. Extract the zip file to a location which is accessible from the CA Identity Portal server.

Example: C:/CA/IdentityPortal/dxrepo
2. In the Admin UI, navigate to Elements, Repositories, Create.
3. Specify a name for the repository.

Example: DX Repository
4. Specify a description

Example: DX Repository
5. Select the Repository Type as Local File System.
6. Set the Path to the directory where you extracted the repository.

Example: C:\CA\IdentityPortal\dxrepo
7. Click Create.

The Deployment Xpress templates repository is created.

 Note: To update an existing repository, replace the files on the existing repository path with the latest files you
downloaded from the CA Support website.

Use Case Management
A use case object is used to aggregate various elements from different systems under one container which can then
be managed as a single entity. A use case can be used to manage the various business components on an installed
environment across the different product components.

Use cases are of two types:

• Business Process
A standard type of use case which is used to perform Create, Update, and Delete users and groups. 
Examples: Create Contractor, Extend Contractor End Date

• Access
Use case that is used for defining the business logic when requesting access for an entitlement in the catalog. 
Example: Self Service Access Request With Email Notification

This article covers the following topics:

Create a Use Case

You can create a use case in the system using any of the following methods:

1. Create a use case by deploying a template using Deployment Xpress Market.
2. Create a use case by restoring an existing use case backup.
3. Create a use case from scratch.

Create a Use Case by Deploying a Template using Deployment Market

The Deployment Xpress Market provides a platform where repositories can be browsed and viewed for templates of use
cases. Once a template is deployed to the system, it creates a use case with all the different elements that construct
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the business logic of that use case. Once the deployed use case is in the system, the use case and its elements can be
modified and enhanced to meet the specific business process requirements.

Follow these steps:

1. Navigate to the Deployment Xpress Market.
2. Filter or search for a template to deploy.
3. Click Deploy.

The Use Case Deployment wizard appears.
4. In the General page, perform the following actions:

a. Specify a name for the use case. 
The Use Case Tag is populated automatically.

b. (Optional) Specify a description for the use case.
c. Specify the module where you want the use case to be placed.

Note: Depending on the use case template that you select, this option may or may not be available.
• Use existing module - If the selected use case was deployed already, then you can deploy this use case to the

same module to which the initial use case was deployed to.
• Create a module - The system suggests the module to which you can deploy this use case to. You can also

create a module here.
• No module - Deploys the use case but the use case is not linked to any module. If the use case is not linked to

any module, you cannot view the use case in CA Identity Portal.
d. Click Next. 

5. In the Details page, a list of all the elements that are deployed in the environment are displayed. Perform the following
actions:
a. If the tick mark against all the elements appears in blue, then you can continue with the deployment. If the tick

mark against an element appears in orange, then the element has a conflict that needs your attention. 
Example: If the element is Screen and if this element has been deployed already, then you can change the Tag to
make this element unique in the system. If the element is Admin role, you can either change the name of the role
or can merge the role.

b. Click Next.
6. In the Advanced Options page, perform the following actions:

a. Select a workflow for the use case.
You can select a workflow from the existing modules or can create a new one.
Note: Workflow processes appear only if the template being deployed was configured to enable workflow
processes.

b. Click Next.
7. Review the selections in the Finish page.
8. Click Deploy.

The use case is deployed.
9. Click Confirm to restart the connector. Else, you cannot view the deployed use case in CA Identity Portal.

Create a Use Case by Restoring a Use Case Backup

When you restore a use case into a system that already contains an instance of the same use case, the original use case
is overwritten with the restored use case.

Follow these steps: 

1. In the CA Identity Portal web interface, navigate to the AdminUI.
2. Click Elements.
3. In the left-pane, click Use Cases under the Market section.
4. Click the Settings icon next to the Use Cases page title, and click Restore.
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5. Browse the use case that you want to restore and click Open.

The use case is restored successfully and its elements are imported in the same state as they were backed up. 

Create a Use Case from Scratch

You can create a use case from scratch.

Follow these steps:

1. In the CA Identity Portal web interface, navigate to the AdminUI.
2. Click Elements.
3. In the left-pane, click Use Cases under the Market section.
4. In the Use Cases screen, click Create.
5. In the Create Use Case screen, perform the following actions:

a. Name: Enter a name for the use case.
b. Tag: Edit the use case tag as desired.
c. Category: Select a category.

• BUSINESS_PROCESS: Implements user lifecycle management processes.
• ACCESS: Implements user entitlement request processes.

d. Description: Enter a text that describes a use case.
6. Click Create.

The use case is created successfully.
When a use case is created from the CA Identity Portal Admin UI, a managed object is created by default only in
CA Identity Portal. At this point, only CA Identity Portal elements can be associated to the use case. To extend the
use case to support other components such as CA Identity Manger, you must add the system (such as CA Identity
Manager) that you want to extend the use case to. This operation creates a child use case element on that system
which allows to associate elements to the use case. Association of CA Identity Manager elements to a use case is
done through the CA Identity Manger user interface. Once elements are added to the child use case, you can view the
entire use case content from the use case management interface in CA Identity Portal.

7. Next, add System elements to the newly created use case. Note that each system use case element must be
configured separately.
a. In the Use Cases page, click the newly created use case.
b. In the Edit Use Case screen, click the SYSTEMS tab.
c. Click Add System.
d. Select a system such as CAIM, and click Save.
The use case is saved successfully.

8. Log in to CA Identity Manager.
9. Navigate to Deployment Xpress, Use Cases, Modify Use Case.
10. Search and select the use case that you had created in CA Identity Portal Admin UI.
11. In the Modify Use Case page, select the Elements tab.
12. Click Add to add an Element.
13. From the Element Type drop-down list, select the element type that you want to add to the use case.
14. Search and select the Element that you want to add to the use case.

The Element and the other linked Elements are added successfully to the use case.
15. Add additional Elements to the use case and click Submit.

You have successfully created and added elements to the use case.

Back Up a Use Case 

Back up the use case that you have created so that you can restore the use case. 
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Follow these steps: 

1. In the CA Identity Portal web interface, navigate to the AdminUI.
2. Click Elements.
3. In the left-pane, click Use Cases under the Market section.
4. Click the Setting icon next to the use case that you want to backup, and click Backup.
5. The use case is zipped and available for download.
6. Save the zip file at the desired location.

Exports the components in the use case and creates a zip file with the definition from each one of the systems that
construct the use case.

Delete a Use Case

You can delete an unused use case.

Follow these steps: 

1. In the CA Identity Portal web interface, navigate to the AdminUI.
2. Click Elements.
3. In the left-pane, click Use Cases under the Market section.
4. Click the Setting icon next to the use case that you want to backup, and click Delete.

Prompts the user whether to delete the use case with its target system elements, or delete the use case object and
disassociate it from its elements.

Managed and Unmanaged Use Cases

A child use case that is created can be detached from its parent use case. On detaching, the child use case becomes
unmanaged. The child use case appears in the use case elements section, under Unnmanaged tab with status as
unmanaged. The Unmanaged use cases cannot be backed up or deleted.

The following options are available to change an unmanaged use case to a managed one:

• Click the options button next to the use case and select manage. This action creates a managed use case in CA
Identity Portal and links the child use case to it.

• Link unmanaged use case to an existing managed use case by selecting the link option next to the unmanaged use
case.

Template Management
The Deployment Xpress Market enables an administrator to browse and select pre-built templates of use cases and
deploy the use cases according to their company requirements. The templates are stored in a repository which is defined
in the CA Identity Portal Admin UI. The administrator can download the pre-built repository and can customize the
templates to build their own use cases.

A template is constructed of the following artifacts:

1. Manifest File - Used to define the different components and definition of the template. The following information is
stored in the manifest file:
– Use Case Name, Type, and Description.
– Type of systems that are required to deploy the template (CA Identity Portal, CA Identity Manager, and so on).
– Reference to Roledef file for the CA Identity Manager elements; Reference to export file for CA Identity Portal

elements.
– Plugin - Plugins are configuration options that the user can add to the use case as part of the deployment process

of a template. 
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Example: A workflow plugin defines where in the Use Case process a workflow can be associated.
– Module Recommendation - A reference to a recommended module to put the use case in. 

Example:  Create Contractor template can provide recommendation to deploy the use case and make it available
in the Contractor Management module. This is a reference to the module in the repository that is deployed to the
system if the user selects to accept the recommendation.

– Spec - These are key/value pairs that define the Deployment Market filters for the template.
– Media file description
– Capabilities - Required functionalities from the systems to deploy the use case.

2. Media Files - Document, Video, Pictures that are available in the Deployment Market.
3. Definition Files - Roledef files that are loaded to the system as part of the deployment process.

This article covers the following topics:

Create Custom Templates

Creating a custom template is a three-step process:

1. Create a Custom Repository.
2. Create a Module Template in the New Repository.
3. Create a Business Template in the New Repository.

Create a Custom Repository

When you are building your own templates, it is recommended to create a custom repository to store custom templates.

1. Create a folder in your local file system which represents a repository. 
The custom repositories on Virtual Appliance must be located under the dxrepo_custom folder.
Example:
mkdir /opt/CA/VirtualAppliance/custom/IdentityPortal/dxrepo_custom/MyNewRepo

2. In the CA Identity Portal web interface, navigate to the AdminUI.
3. Click Elements.
4. In the left-pane, click Repositories under the Market section.
5. In the Repositories page, click Create.
6. In the Create Repository screen, enter the following details:

a. Name: Specifies the repository name.
b. Description: A text that describes a repository.
c. Type: Select any one of the following:

a. Local File System: Points to an existing folder. If the folder already contains a valid repository, then the
templates are loaded to the AdminUI.
Example: /opt/CA/VirtualAppliance/custom/IdentityPortal/dxrepo_custom/MyNewRepo

b. Remote URL: Currently not supported.
c. HTTP: Provides read-only access to a remote repository. Select the Authentication Type as follows:

• None: Allows anonymous users to access a remote repository.
• Basic: Allows users with valid credentials to access a remote repository.

7. Click Create.

A custom repository to store templates is created.

Create a Module Template in the New Repository

Create a Module template by using an existing Module in the Admin UI. 
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Note: To create a Module template that is based on an existing module, ensure that the relevant module exists in the
system. 

Follow these steps: 

1. In the CA Identity Portal web interface, navigate to the AdminUI.
2. Click Elements.
3. In the left-pane, click Repositories under the Market section.
4. Select a repository to store the Module template that you are creating.
5. In the Edit Repository screen, click TEMPLATES.
6. Click MODULES.
7. Click Create template.
8. In the Create Template screen, perform the following steps:

a. Enter a name for the Module template.
b. Select the Enable option to allow creation of a Module from a template.
c. Enter a text that describes a Module template.
d. Select an existing Module from the drop-down list. The new Module is based on the existing Module that you have

selected.
e. Click Create.

A Module template is created successfully.

Create a Business Process Template in the New Repository

Create a business process template in the new repository based on an existing use case.

Follow these steps:

1. In the CA Identity Portal web interface, navigate to the AdminUI.
2. Click Elements.
3. In the left-pane, click Repositories under the Market section.
4. Select a repository to store the template that you are creating.
5. In the Edit Repository page, click TEMPLATES.
6. Click Create template.
7. In the Create Template page, perform the following steps:

a. Enter a name for the template.
b. Select the Enable option to display the template in the Deployment Xpress Market.
c. Enter a text that describes the template.
d. Select the template type as BUSINESS PROCESS.
e. Select a use case.
f. Select a Module template from the drop-down list. The new template is displayed in the selected Module.

8. In the SPEC tab, you can add filter attributes to the template. Do the following steps:
a. Select the attribute type that you want to filter on from the Type field. You can select from the existing attribute

filters or can create an attribute.
b. Enter the attribute content in the right field. When you enter a character, the attribute content pops up. You can

select from the existing attribute contents, or can create attribute content.
9. In the MEDIA tab, click Add media to add PDF documentation, screenshots, and videos to the template. In the Create

Media page, do the following steps:
a. Enter a name for the media file.
b. Select the media types (Usage):
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• Main image: Specifies the thumbnail image that appears in the Deployment Xpress Market. If a video is added,
it specifies the video preview image.

• Image: Specifies the screenshots from the template.
• Main video: Specifies the overview video of the template.
• Document: Specifies the PDF documentation file.
• External icon: Specifies a custom icon that is displayed in the Deployment Xpress Market at the left of the

template name.
c. After you select a media file, click Create.

10. In the SYSTEMS tab, do the following steps:
a. Click the edit (pencil icon) next to CAIM.
b. In the Required Capabilities, select the capabilities that are required from the system to deploy the template. When

you enter a character, a list of capabilities pops up.
c. Click Add plugin to select events that can be linked to workflows, or can configure account templates.

11. Click Create.

A business template is created successfully. When saving a template, a bundle and a manifest file are generated and
stored in the repository.

Create a Version of the Business Process Template

For a template to appear in the Deployment Xpress Market, you must ensure it is enabled in the template settings.

Follow these steps:

1. In the CA Identity Portal web interface, navigate to the AdminUI.
2. Click Elements.
3. In the left-pane, click Repositories under the Market section.
4. Select the repository.
5. Click TEMPLATES.
6. In the USE CASES tab, you find the template that you had created.
7. Click the Setting tab next to the template, and select Create new version.
8. In the Create Template page, confirm that the use case is selected and click Create.

Both the templates (CA provided, which is turned on in the original ‘dxrepo’ repository, and the custom-created template
which is turned on in the custom repository) appear in the Deployment Xpress Market.

Notes:

• When creating a version of a template, the original template is disabled and the new version is enabled.
• The new template is assigned with a new unique ID.

Export a Template

You can export a template so that you can later import the template across different environments. 

Follow these steps: 

1. In the CA Identity Portal web interface, navigate to the AdminUI.
2. In the left-pane, click Repositories under the Market section.
3. Select the repository which contains the template that you want to export.
4. In the Edit Repository page, click TEMPLATES, USE CASES.
5. Click the Setting tab next to the use case that you want to export and click Download.
6. Save the downloaded file to the desired location.
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Import a Template

You can import a template in your environment. These templates are created and exported in an environment so that they
can later be imported across different environments.

Follow these steps: 

1. In the CA Identity Portal web interface, navigate to the AdminUI.
2. In the left-pane, click Repositories under the Market section.
3. Click the Setting tab next to the repository to which you want to upload the template, and click Upload template.
4. Select a template to upload, and click Open.

The uploaded template can be viewed at TEMPLATES, USE CASES in the Edit Repository screen.

Notes: 

• The template that you import is not enabled by default. To enable it, select the template and select the Enable option.
• The system does not allow a template ID duplication. When you import an exported template to the same system

without deleting the original template, the system generates a ‘catalogId’ error. 

Compare Templates

You can compare the templates to decide on the use case that suits your requirements.

Follow these steps:

1. In the page containing a list of suggested templates, click Compare. Next, select minimum two templates that you
want to compare.

2. Select the templates and click Go.
Metadata information of both the templates is displayed.

3. Click Deploy.

Quick Integrations
Quick Integrations enhances the capabilities of Deployment Xpress by providing end-to-end walkthroughs of integrations
with external products. The smart wizards connect to the external sources, dynamically retrieve relevant information,
and create all necessary supporting elements in the backend systems. The provided step-by-step integration process
follows the recommended best practices. In addition, the wizards validate prerequisites and suggest quick resolutions
of required settings. Tooltips and explanations about the retrieved data are also provided. The Quick Integrations wizard
includes configuration of Microsoft Azure, which allows to leverage enterprise SaaS applications for provisioning and
deprovisioning, compliance certification and SSO.

Prerequisites

Verify that the following prerequisites are met before using Quick Integrations:

• CA Identity Manager uses Out-of-the-box environment.
• Connector for CA Identity Manager is configured, and web services configuration is enabled.
• CA Identity Manager and CA Identity Portal version must be 14.3 onwards. 

Integration with Microsoft Azure
CA Identity Suite supports integration with Microsoft Azure and onboarding of Azure applications to Identity Portal. The
onboarded Azure applications help achieve User access and approvals, user provisioning or deprovisioning, access
certifications, and Single Sign-On navigation to Azure applications.
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Only an administrator can integrate CA Identity Suite with Azure, and onboard Azure applications. Using Deployment
Xpress Quick Integrations, an administrator connects to Azure, explores Azure data, and onboards Azure applications.
The onboarded Azure applications are added to the Entitlement Catalog and Application Launchpad modules of Identity
Portal.

CA Identity Suite users can request access to the Azure applications from the Entitlement Catalog. The Access Use
Case that is assigned to the Azure applications determines which users can request access. Once the user request is
granted, an account is created for the user in the respective Azure applications. If Single Sign-On is configured in Azure
for the enterprise applications, users can do a Single Sign-On navigation to the Azure applications from the Application
Launchpad.

Given is a pictorial representation of the steps an administrator follows to integrate CA Identity Suite with Azure, and
onboard Azure applications. The diagram also depicts the steps followed by a user to request and gain access to the
onboarded Azure applications.

Tip: In the following diagram, icons with the hand symbol are clickable.

Figure 5: Integrate with Microsoft Azure

WARNING

You can view the training video to learn how CA Identity Suite helps you integrate with Microsoft Azure to
achieve seamless user provisioning/deprovisioning and Single Sign-on access to enterprise SaaS applications.

Fulfill Prerequisites and Start the Wizard

Before you launch Integration with MS Azure wizard, ensure the following requirements are met:
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• All the connector servers are upgraded to their latest version. 
• The password policy of the user store users must satisfy the password complexity required by MS Azure. In case of a

discrepancy, user creation in MS Azure fails.

To successfully launch and proceed with the wizard, you must fulfill the prerequisite configurations by performing the
following actions in step 1 (Introduction) of the wizard.

1. Resolve prerequisite configuration issues, if they exist:
– Ensure that Identity Portal contains at least one Access Template or Access Use Case. The Access Template or

Access Use Case determines who can view and request access to the Azure applications from the Entitlement
Catalog of Identity Portal.Notes: 
• If an Access Template or Access Use is not available in your system, you can download the latest Deployment

Xpress repository by following the procedure that is mentioned here.
• The Access Template must be enabled.

– Ensure that an Access Module is created in Identity Portal. 
After you resolve all the configuration issues, click Refresh warnings for the system to verify and confirm that all
issues are successfully resolved. 

2. Click Start to proceed to the next step (Connectivity) in the wizard. Notice that the Start button is enabled only when
all the prerequisite configuration issues are resolved.

Connect to Microsoft Azure Endpoint

After you have successfully launched the wizard, the next step is to establish a connection with the Microsoft Azure
endpoint. You can either connect to an existing Azure endpoint, or can create and connect to a new Azure endpoint.

In step 2 (Connectivity) of the Integration with MS Azure wizard, perform the following steps:

1. In the IM Connector section, select an IM Connector from the drop-down. The IM Connector supports connectivity to
the CA Identity Manager that you are using in your deployment.

2. In the Azure Endpoint section, you can either select an existing Azure endpoint or create a new Azure endpoint.
Option 1: Use existing Azure Endpoint
Select this option to connect to an existing Azure endpoint. Once you point CA Identity Manager to a specific IM
Connector, the Azure endpoints that CA Identity Manager is familiar with are listed in the Select Azure Endpoint drop-
down. 
Perform the following steps:

1. a. Select an Azure endpoint from the drop-down. 
b. (Optional) Click the edit (pencil) icon to edit the Azure details as desired, click Save Endpoint.

Note: It is mandatory to provide the Application Key in order to save the endpoint.
c. Click Explore Endpoint to explore an endpoint.

Notes: 
• It is mandatory to explore the endpoint from the wizard at least once in order to continue to the next step in the

wizard.
• The last explore timestamp indicates the time when the Azure endpoint data was last explored to the wizard.

d. In the Azure Domain section, a list of domains that belong to the selected Azure endpoint are displayed. Select a
domain for creation of accounts on Azure.

e. You can either exit the wizard by clicking Finish and Exit, or click Continue to Select Apps to proceed to the next
step (Select Apps) in the wizard to deploy additional Azure applications. 

Option 2: Create a new Azure Endpoint
2.
3. Select this option to create an Azure endpoint. 
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Perform the following steps:

1. a. Supply the following details:
a. New Endpoint Name: Enter a name for the Azure endpoint that you are creating.
b. Description: Enter a text that describes the new Azure endpoint.
c. CA API Gateway Azure Endpoint URL: Enter CA API Gateway Azure Endpoint URL which serves as a

gateway to Azure. This gateway converts requests into a format that Azure understands. The expected format
of this URL is http://<Azure-server>:<port>/WindowsAzure/v2.

d. Azure Graph API URL: Enter the Azure Graph API URL that is used for identity provisioning and resource
management. The expected format of this URL is https://graph.windows.net/<tenant-ID>.

e. Azure OAuth 2.0 Token Endpoint URL: Enter OAuth 2.0 Token Endpoint URL as shown in the Microsoft
Azure Active Directory Apps registrations Endpoints screen. The expected format of this URL is https://
login.microsoftonline.com/<tenant-ID>/oauth2/token.

f. Application ID:Enter the Application ID generated in the Azure console for the registered client application.
You can find this key in the Microsoft Azure administration portal under App Registrations – Settings for the
Applications serving the connector. 

g. Application Key: Enter the Application key that is generated in the Azure console for the registered client
application. You can find this key in the Microsoft Azure administration portal under App Registrations –
Settings for the Applications serving the connector. 

b. Click Create Endpoint.
An Azure endpoint is created in CA Identity Manager to which the IM Connector points to. 

c. The newly created Azure endpoint is added to the existing list of endpoints, and automatically selected in
the Select Azure Endpoint drop-down.

d. Explore the newly created Azure endpoint by clicking Explore Endpoint.
After you successfully create and connect to an Azure endpoint, you must explore the Azure endpoint to retrieve
most up-to-date information. The explore operation might take a long time to complete, depending on the size of
your Azure Active Directory. You may close the wizard and return to this step at any time to view the status of the
process.

e. In the Azure Domain section, a list of domains that belong to the newly created Azure endpoint are displayed.
Select a domain for creation of accounts on Azure.

f. Click Next to proceed to the next step (Select Apps) in the wizard.

Select Azure Applications for Onboarding

After you have successfully connected and explored an Azure endpoint, the next step is to select the Azure applications
that you would like to onboard to Identity Portal. The Azure Connector retrieves all the applications that Azure supports
and displays them on the wizard screen for you to select. The selected applications will be added to the Entitlement
Catalog and Application Launchpad, after they are deployed.

CA Identity Suite users can request access to the Azure applications from the Entitlement Catalog. The Access Use Case
that is assigned to the Azure applications determines users who can request access. Once the user request is granted, an
account is created for the user in the respective Azure applications.

In step 3 (Select Apps) of the Integration with MS Azure wizard, perform the following actions:

1. Select the applications that you want to onboard to Identity Portal. 
Notes:
– To select an application, click on it.
– To onboard all applications, click Select All.
– You can redeploy an application when you want to define different provisioning methods for the same application. 

For example:
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• Provision Concur application with a specific AD group (no workflow), and also provision via Direct assignment
(with workflow and a form).

• When different types of requesters require different methods of provisioning (that is, different directory groups
per population), then you can configure an enterprise application multiple times in the wizard, each time with a
different directory group in the provisioning method.  

– Select Show deployed Apps filter to view applications that are already deployed to Identity Portal. The applications
that are already deployed are marked with the badge Deployed by admin / Deployed by wizard. 
The system identifies if an application that admin wants to onboard already exists in the Entitlement catalog. If such
an application is detected, then a badge appears notifying the admin that they might be onboarding an application
that is already available in Identity Portal for users to request access.
Deployed by Wizard badge means that the application has been added to the entitlement catalog by the
Integration with Microsoft Azure wizard. This is identified by the permission property App ID. The App ID that
appears for each Azure Application is the Application ID as defined for the applications in the Azure Active
Directory.
If this property is changed or deleted, then the auto detection of deployed applications will not work as expected.
Redeploying the same application twice names the new permission with an iterated number. For example, Box
Account (1), if Box Account already exists. 
Prior to redeploying the application, we recommended renaming the Entitlement Catalog item of the application with
a significant name. Doing so avoids the creation of two similar Catalog items that is difficult to differentiate between.
Example: Box Account and Box Account (1)
In case the application was identified but the App ID property of the permission was not detected, then the
application is marked with a Deployed by Admin badge, which means it was manually added by admin to the
Entitlement Catalog.

2. Click Next to proceed to the next step (Provisioning) in the wizard.

Define User Provisioning

After you select Azure applications for onboarding to Identity Portal, the next step is to configure how users are given
access to the Azure applications.

In step 4 (Provisioning) of the Integration with MS Azure wizard, the wizard displays the way the enterprise applications
are configured for assignment in Azure (via a group or direct user assignment). For each application, you can accept or
change the Provisioning Method that is defined in Azure, assign an Access use case, and then deploy.

Perform the following actions:

1.  Accept or Change the Provisioning Method 
2.  Assign Access Use Case 
3.  Deploy 

Step 1 - Accept or Change the Provisioning Method

The Provisioning Method defines the way users are assigned to applications in Azure. The supported assignment
methods are:

•  Direct: Allows individual users to access an application in Azure. In this case, a user is assigned with access to the
application directly, not via a group.

•  Azure Group: Only users who are members of an Azure group can access an application in Azure.
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Note: In this case, Azure groups which are synced from an on-premise Active Directory cannot be selected.
•  AD Group: Only users who are members of an Active Directory group that is synchronized with the associated

Azure group, can access an application in Azure. You can use AD group assignment only when the on-premise Active
Directory is synced with the Azure Active Directory.  

To change the provisioning method for an application, follow these steps:

1. Place the cursor in the application row.
2. Click the pencil icon that precedes the text in the Provisioning Method column.
3. You can edit the provisioning method using any of the given two modes:

Note: Only unique names of Azure Active Directory groups are supported. For example, if there are two different Box
Admins groups in Azure, only one Box Admins group is displayed for the admin in the wizard.
–  Auto Mode: Retrieves on-premise Active Directory groups for Azure groups that have Active Directory

synchronization enabled.
If you are changing the provisioning method using Auto mode, follow these steps:
a. Select an Azure Group. From the drop-down list, you can select any of the following groups:

•  Non-Synced Azure Groups: Select a non-synced Azure group. 
•  Synced Azure Groups: Select a synced Azure group. All synced Azure groups are tagged with the

"synced" label. The wizard automatically searches and maps the on-premise Active Directory group that
matches the synced Azure group by name. In case the wizard cannot automatically match an on-premise
group, the admin will need to provide input for resolution. See additional details in the table below.

•  Other Azure Groups: Select Other to search for a different Azure group. The Auto mode tries to retrieve
the corresponding on-premise Active Directory group for the selected Azure group. 

b. Click Select.
–  Custom Mode: Allows you to select an on-premise Active Directory Group or set Direct User Assignment.

If you are changing the provisioning method using Custom mode, follow these steps:
a. Select the provisioning method as Active Directory Group (On premise), or Direct Assignment.
b. Click Select.

 Important! 

When the provisioning methods for the applications are not resolved, the system intimates about the issues with a
warning / error text in the Provisioning Method and Notifications columns. The following table summarizes the
warning / error text, and the action to be taken to resolve them. 

Provisioning Method Text Notifications Text
Tip: Hover over the notification
text to learn about the warning/
error.

What it means What action to take

Direct assignment Not editable Application supports direct
assignment (not groups) only.

No action required.

User input required Synced AD group not found The application is assigned
via an Azure group that is
marked for Active Directory
synchronization. However, the
corresponding Active Directory
group was not found.

Select a different Azure group or
an on-premise Active Directory
group that assigns users with
access to the application.

User input required Multiple Azure groups found An application is assigned via
multiple Azure groups.

Select one Azure group that
assigns users with access to the
application.
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User input required No Active Directory Endpoint
found

An application is assigned
via an Azure group that is
marked for Active Directory
synchronization, but no Active
Directory Endpoint is found.

In CA Identity Manager, acquire
and explore the Active Directory
endpoint which is synchronized
with Azure Active Directory. 

User input required Multiple Active Directory
Endpoints found

An application is assigned
via an Azure group that is
marked for Active Directory
synchronization, but multiple
Active Directory Endpoints are
found.

Select a specific Active
Directory Endpoint for
the system to retrieve the
synchronized Active Directory
group from.  

Remove App to proceed Unable to retrieve data Unable to retrieve the
provisioning method details for
an application.

Remove the application from the
wizard.

 Note: To continue with the wizard, you must resolve the errors that require an action as mentioned in the last column of
the above table.

Step 2 - Assign Access Use Case

Access Use Case defines users who can request access to the Azure applications from the Entitlement Catalog. It also
defines the unique logic (such as usage of forms and workflow processes) for users to gain access to Azure applications. 

When there is only one access use case in the system, it gets automatically populated in the Access Use Case column.
If there are multiple access use cases in your system, you must manually assign access use cases to the applications, as
follows:

1. In the Access Use Case column, click Assign Access Use Case.
2. Select an Access Use Case for the Azure application.

If the desired Access Use Case is not available, you can deploy a new use case from the Deployment Xpress
template. 

3. Close the Add/Edit Access Use Case window.

 Note: If you are assigning the same Access Use Case to all Azure applications, you can use the bulk action operation. To
do so, click Bulk Actions on the top right.

Step 3 - Deploy

Click Deploy to onboard applications.

Note that the Deploy button is enabled only after resolving all the provisioning method notifications, and assigning access
use cases to applications.

Deploy Applications

In step 5 (Deployment) of the Integration with MS Azure wizard, you can perform the following actions:

• View the status of the applications that are being deployed. You can view if an application is successfully added to the
Entitlement Catalog and Application Launchpad modules of Identity Portal. 

• At any point during the deployment process, you can halt the deployment of additional applications that are in "waiting"
state by clicking Stop.

• After the deployment process completes, it is recommended to click Organize Entitlement Catalog to navigate to the
Entitlement Catalog module for organizing onboarded applications.

• From the Admin UI Links frame, you can do the following:
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– Navigate to the Application Launchpad module to view or edit onboarded Azure applications. 
– Manage use cases that define the access request logic for each Azure application.

Note: Applications that failed to deploy can be onboarded again. Also, the applications that were successfully deployed
can be onboarded again.

Troubleshooting Microsoft Azure Errors

This article provides troubleshooting tips to resolve errors that you might encounter while working with Microsoft Azure
feature of CA Identity Portal.

Incorrect Microsoft Azure Connectivity Details

• Symptom:
In the Integration with MS Azure wizard, the Azure endpoint creation fails.

• Root Cause:
User furnished incorrect details while creating an Azure endpoint in the wizard.

• Solution:
Identify the specific CONSTRAINT VIOLATION error and provide the correct Azure endpoint connectivity information.

Error Code Indication

Runtime errorFailed to execute CreateAzureEndpoint.
ERROR MESSAGE: Endpoint 'Demo' creation
failed: Connector Server Add failed: code 19
(CONSTRAINT_VIOLATION): failed to add entry
eTDYNDirectoryName=Demo,eTNamespaceName=Azure,dc=im,dc=etasa:
JCS@user: AzureRest: Bad Request, Detailed Error:
{"odata.error":{"code":"Request_BadRequest","message":
{"lang":"en","value":"Invalid domain name in the request
url."},"requestId":"ID","date":"date"}} (ldaps://IP Address:Port).

This error code indicates that a user entered a wrong Azure
Graph API URL.

Runtime error
Failed to execute CreateAzureEndpoint. ERROR MESSAGE:
Endpoint 'Demo' creation failed: Connector Server Add failed:
code 19 (CONSTRAINT_VIOLATION): failed to add entry
eTDYNDirectoryName=Demo,eTNamespaceName=Azure,dc=im,dc=etasa:
JCS@user: AzureRest: Bad Request: Access token request
failed with error code: 'invalid_request'.Error description: 'xyz:
Tenant 'ID' not found. This may happen if there are no active
subscriptions for the tenant. Check with your subscription
administrator. Trace ID: <ID> Correlation ID: <ID> Timestamp:
<Timestamp>'. (ldaps://IP Address:Port).

This error code indicates that a user entered a wrong Azure
OAuth 2.0 Token Endpoint URL.  Note: You can find the same
error in the CA Identity Manager server log.
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Runtime error
Failed to execute CreateAzureEndpoint. ERROR MESSAGE:
Endpoint 'Demo' creation failed: Connector Server Add failed:
code 19 (CONSTRAINT_VIOLATION): failed to add entry
eTDYNDirectoryName=Demo,eTNamespaceName=Azure,dc=im,dc=etasa:
JCS@user: AzureRest: Bad Request: Access token request
failed with error code: 'unauthorized_client'.Error description:
'xyz: Application with identifier 'abc' was not found in the
directory 'yyy'. This can happen if the application has not been
installed by the administrator of the tenant or consented to by
any user in the tenant. You may have sent your authentication
request to the wrong tenant. Trace ID: <ID> Correlation
ID: <ID> Timestamp: <Timestamp>'.More information can
be found here: 'https://login.microsoftonline.com/error?
code=700016'. (ldaps://IPAddress:Port).

This error code indicates that a user entered a wrong
Application ID.

Runtime error
Failed to execute CreateAzureEndpoint. ERROR MESSAGE:
Endpoint 'Demo' creation failed: Connector Server Add failed:
code 19 (CONSTRAINT_VIOLATION): failed to add entry
eTDYNDirectoryName=Demo,eTNamespaceName=Azure,dc=im,dc=etasa:
JCS@user: Unauthorized: Access token request failed with
error code: 'invalid_client'.Error description: 'xyz: Invalid
client secret is provided. Trace ID: <ID> Correlation ID: <ID>
Timestamp: <Timestamp>'. (ldaps://IPAddress:Port).

This error code indicates that a user entered a wrong
Application Key (Secret).

Missing Microsoft Azure Applications

• Symptom:
Few Azure applications are not appearing in the Step 3 (Select Apps) of the Integration with MS Azure wizard even
though they are available on the Azure endpoint.

• Root Cause:
The Provisioning Directory is not up-to-date with the Azure endpoint details. Since CA Identity Portal retrieves
information from the Provisioning Directory, there is a possibility that few applications might miss in the wizard as the
directory is not refreshed.

• Solution:
Refresh the Provisioning Directory by exploring the Azure endpoint from the Step 2 (Connectivity) of the Integration
with MS Azure wizard. After refresh, the missing applications will appear in the Step 3 (Select Apps) of the wizard.

Missing Active Directory Groups

• Symptom:
In the Step 4 (Provisioning) of the Integration with MS Azure wizard, unable to fetch Active Directory Groups for
Azure Groups that are marked for Active Directory synchronization.
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• Root Cause:
The Provisioning Directory is not up-to-date with the Azure Directory endpoint details.

• Solution:
You can do any one of the following:
– Refresh the Provisioning Directory by exploring the Azure Directory endpoint either from the Provisioning Manager

or from the CA Identity Manager User Console.
– Use the Custom mode to select any other Active Directory Group.

Azure Active Directory Groups are Not Searchable

• Symptom:
In the Step 4 (Provisioning) of the Integration with MS Azure wizard, the Azure Active Directory Groups are not
searchable in the Auto Mode even though they are available on the Azure endpoint.
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• Root Cause:
The Azure Group search text is case-sensitive.

• Solution:
Ensure that the search text matches the case of the Azure Active Directory Group.
Example: If the Azure Active Directory group name is ON-CLOUD, then search with the text ON-CLOUD and not on-
cloud.

Deployment Failure

• Symptom:
Application deployment fails with the following error:
Usecase must be type: ACCESS, must contain execution plan.

The following error is logged in CA Identity Portal:
ERROR [com.idmlogic.sigma.workers.utils.ExceptionsHelper] (default
 task-23) : ErrorCode:540, ErrorFamily: 
GENERAL, Message:com.idmlogic.sigma.common.exceptions.SigmaException: Usecase must of
 type: ACCESS, must contain execution plan

• Root Cause:
The Access use case that is assigned to an application does not contain an execution plan.
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• Solution:
Add a suitable execution plan to the Access use case to determine the scoping of the access request.
Recommendation: Create an Access use case with the Access use case template that comes with the Deployment
Xpress repository, and assign it to an application.
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Missing Access Template

• Symptom:
Unable to launch the Integration with MS Azure wizard because of the prerequisites violation due to a missing
Access template. The prerequisite check fails even when the Access template exists in the system.

• Root Cause:
The Access Template is in disabled state.

• Solution:
Enable the Access Template as follows:
a. In the CA Identity Portal Admin UI, navigate to Elements, Repositories, Select a Repository, Templates,

Access.
b. Click the Settings icon and select Enable Template.
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User Access Request Fails

• Symptom:
When a user requests an Azure application from the Entitlement Catalog, the request fails. In the My Requests
module, the user request has a failed status.

Although the request fails, the application is listed in the Current tab indicating that the user has successfully gained
access to the application.
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• Root Cause:
The Provisioning Role is assigned to a user but the role synchronization failed due to any of the followings reasons. As
a result, the user is not successfully created in the Azure Portal.
– CA Connector (JCS) server failed.
– The user store user password did not comply with the password complexity requirements of Azure.

• Solution:
a. Ensure that the CA Connector (JCS) server is up and running, else restart the server.
b. Ensure that the user store user password complies with the password complexity requirements of Azure.
c. In the Entitlement Catalog, remove the failed application request.
d. Request the application again.
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Configuring
This section contains the following topics:

Configuring CA Identity Portal
Content in this section describes the configurations that you can perform in CA Identity Portal:

Approval Workflow

Viewing Approvers' Details

CA Identity Portal displays the details of the next approver in a request on its timeline. In CA Identity Manager this
information is read from the Assignees tab of the approval task. So in order for the requester to be able to see the next
approver in the timeline under "My Requests" the administrator must add the assignees tab to the approval task and make
sure it's exposed to TEWS web services.

Note: The Assignees tab exists by default on all approval tasks; this is relevant for custom approval tasks.

Implementation

CA Identity Portal can identify pending work items either as approvals (default) or implementations. In order for a work
item to enter the implementations queue a hint needs to be configured on that node.

To configure the hint in CA Identity Manager:

1. Open workpoint designer and edit the workflow process that will be used in the task.
2. Add User Data element of type Text

a. Name: IS_IMPLEMENTATION_NODE
b. Value: true

3. Save the changes.

Example:
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Parallel Approvers

There can be a scenario in which multiple approvers exist at the same time in one backend task. For example:

1. The workflow was configured in CA Identity Manager on the event "Assign Provisioning Role" and in CA Identity
Portal multiple permissions that are mapped to that same task were triggered in one request. Therefore multiple
workflow jobs were triggered in parallel.

2. The workflow that was configured in CA Identity Manager is custom and has parallel approvers.

In those examples by default CA Identity Portal would display in the request timeline all of the pending approval for each
of the permissions since it does not know which approval belongs to which permission. In order for CA Identity Portal to
match permission to approver hints need to be configured on those nodes.

To configure the hint in CA Identity Manager:

1. Open workpoint designer and edit the workflow process that will be used in the task.
2. On the approval node add User Data element of type Text

a. Name: CA Identity Portal_TARGET_PERM_TYPE
b. Value: depends on the type of permission, can be ROLE/ATTRIBUTE/GROUP

3. Add another User Data element of type Text
a. Name: CA Identity Portal_TARGET_PERM_NAME
b. Value: the name of the target permission

4. Save the changes.

Notes:

• Usually this type of data is dynamic therefore it is required to fetch it from IM using an agent, then setting it dynamically
as user data.

• If one node should accommodate multiple permissions on the same activity then just add a counter suffix to the name
of the user data.

Example for the agent code with a suffix:

ThisActivityInstData.setUserData("CA Identity Portal_TARGET_PERM_TYPE"+suffix,"ROLE");

ThisActivityInstData.setUserData("CA Identity Portal_TARGET_PERM_NAME"+suffix,provRole);

//where provRole is a variable containing the provisioning role name

Scoping

Module Action Scoping

Module action is mapped to a form which is mapped to a task. In order for a logged in user to see an action the backend
task must be in his scope. In CA Identity Manager it means the Admin Task must be part of an Admin Role that the logged
in user is a member of and that has a valid scope.

Note: To be sure the scoping is correct, try to run the Admin Task from CA Identity Manager directly using the end user's
account. If it's not available there it won't be available in CA Identity Portal.

Permission Scoping

Permission is mapped to a target permission which is then mapped to a form and a task. In order for a logged in user to
see permissions in the permission tree the backend task of the target permission must be in his scope exactly the same
way that Module Action Scoping work.

Permissions could have another condition to their scoping:

1. If the backend task has been configured as "execute task" then Admin Task scoping is the only scoping.
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2. If the backend task has been configured as "direct change" then CA Identity Portal also checks the scoping on the
target permission itself. When the target permission is a provisioning role there's an additional layer of scoping to
check. For example: provisioning roles can only be assigned by administrators, so the requesting user must be an
administrator of the provisioning role.

Note: In order for CA Identity Portal to read the permission scoping of a provisioning role, the administrator should
uncheck the box for "Manage Administrators" on the Provisioning Roles tab of the backend Admin Task used to assign
this permission.

Configure Bulk Access Request
CA Identity Portal provides an access catalog to enable users to request access to various entitlements. A user can
request access to self, another users, or a group of users.

Select a group of users using one of the following methods:

• Search for users and select multiple users from the search results.
• Load a CSV file and use the information in the CSV to identify the users.

If a single user is selected, the access catalog verifies the scope of each one of the permissions that are based on their
execution plan of type single.

If multiple users are selected, the access catalog verifies the scope of each one of the permissions that are based on their
execution plan of type bulk. To expose permissions in the catalog for bulk access request, each of these permissions must
be associated with an execution plan for bulk request.

This page contains the following sections:

  

Bulk Access Request Mechanism  

The bulk loader task in CA Identity Manager provides access in bulk for target permissions. The bulk loader task is the
vehicle to trigger multiple tasks on multiple users in one request. The bulk access request mechanism uses this capability
as described below.

In a bulk execution plan, each action requires definition of the following two forms. 

• Bulk form - This form is mapped with the Bulk Loader task in CA Identity Manager (ObjectFeeder is the default task
tag).

• Single form - This is the child task that is used to grant the entitlement to the user.

The combination of the two means that the access request for the permission that is associated with this execution plan is
done through the task that is linked to the bulk form. This Bulk task triggers child tasks that are based on the single form
configuration.

Each single form is translated into a line in a CSV file which is passed to CA Identity Manager. Each property in the form is
mapped to a column in the CSV file where the backend name of the prop is the header and the value is based on the prop
definition.

Prop value can be based on one of the following criteria:

• Information that is provided by the user (default).
• Static - If prop is defined as hidden and a static value is defined on the prop.
• Computed - If prop is defined hidden, then the administrator can pass the target permission value or name to one

of the props. This information, for example, can later be used by the child task in CA Identity Manger to assign a
provisioning role.
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 Note: When performing operation in Bulk using a CSV, the CSV header line uses the refName of the form props of the
executed form. If no refName is defined for the prop, the form prop name is used.

Bulk Create and Modify for Users and Groups

To perform bulk onboarding, perform the following steps:

1. Define the form for create or modify action for a single User/single group.
2. Define an empty Form that is mapped to the Object Feeder task.
3. Create a module Action for the form that is configured in step 1.
4. In the module action configuration, select Enable Bulk Operation and assign it to the Form defined in step 2.

This configuration enables users that have the bulk loader tasks and the create/modify user/group task in scope to either
submit multiple forms for multiple users or submit a request through a CSV file.

 Notes: 

• When using Bulk Modify functionality for users, the CSV file and the Form must contain a field which is mapped to
%USER_ID%.

• CA Identity Portal does not support bulk user deletion with CSV. You can delete users in bulk from CA Identity
Manager. 

User Pictures
Users have profile pictures in CA Identity Portal, the files are identified by in this format: <user ID>.jpg
The files should be placed in a folder called "USERPIC" inside the CA Identity Portal resources folder defined during the
installation.

Extending the User Store with imUserAux Object Class
In order to add attributes to the Out of the Box Environment beyond the included business and custom attributes, you can
use the imUserAux Object Class.

WARNING

Do not change the im.dxg or im_user.dxc file, as changes in those files may be overwritten when the software
gets updated. Modify only the im_user_aux.dxc file.

Backup CA Identity Manager User Store Data

On the main user store directory server, as a "dsa" user, back up the user store using dxdumpdb tool.

su – dsa
dxserver stop UserStore_userstore-01
dxdumpdb –f UserStore.ldif UserStore_userstore-01
dxserver start UserStore_userstore-01

This generates a UserStore.ldif backup of the user store.

Backup CA Identity Manager User Store XML

Export the user store XML from the CA Identity Manager Management Console.
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Extend CA Directory Schema

As a "dsa" user, update the im_user_aux.dxc file in ~dsa/config/schema, and add the attributes and name binding
information.

# IM Unified User (UU)Auxiliary Schema

schema set oid-prefix im-UUA-attr = (1.3.6.1.4.1.791.2.3.5.3.6485.1);

schema set oid-prefix im-UUA-oc = (1.3.6.1.4.1.791.2.3.5.3.6485.2);

schema set oid-prefix im-UUA-nb = (1.3.6.1.4.1.791.2.3.5.3.6485.3);

 

# IM Unified User Aux Schema (UUA): Attribute Type Definitions

schema set attribute im-UUA-attr:1={

     name = auxAttrOne

     ldap-names = auxAttrOne

     equality = caseIgnoreMatch

     syntax = directoryString

     single-valued    

};

schema set attribute im-UUA-attr:2={

     name = auxAttrTwo

     ldap-names = auxAttrTwo

     equality = caseIgnoreMatch

     syntax = directoryString

};

 

schema set object-class im-UUA-oc:1 = {

     name = imUserAux

     kind = auxiliary

     may-contain

           auxAttrOne,

           auxAttrTwo

           };

 

# Name Bindings.

schema set name-binding im-UUA-nb:1 = {

     name = imUserAux-o

     imUser allowable-parent organization

     named-by commonName optional surname, dnQualifier

     };

 

schema set name-binding im-UUA-nb:2 = {

     name = imUserAux-ou

     imUser allowable-parent organizationalUnit

     named-by commonName optional surname, dnQualifier

     };

 

schema set name-binding im-UUA-nb:3 = {

     name = imUser2Aux-o

     imUser allowable-parent organization

     named-by cosineUserid

     };

 

schema set name-binding im-UUA-nb:4 = {
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     name = imUser2Aux-ou

     imUser allowable-parent organizationalUnit

     named-by cosineUserid

     };

 Notes: 

• Attributes can be named freely as long as they do not conflict with imUser or X500 scheme names.
• The object class must be named imUserAux.
• Schema files must be updated on any host that runs a user store or CA Identity Manager service.
• After update, all user-store and router DSAs need to be reinitialized (using “dxserver init”).

Update objectClass Attributes for Users in CA Identity Manager User Store Data

Use an LDAP management tool or update the backed-up UserStore.ldif file to change all managed users objectClass to
“imUserAux,ImUser,Top”.

NOTE
Ensure that dsaadmin includes these objectClasses as well.

Restore CA Identity Manager User Store Data

If data was updated directly using an LDAP management tool, this step can be skipped.

If not, restore the updated data using the dxloaddb tool.

su - dsa

dxserver stop UserStore_userstore-01

dxloaddb UserStore_userstore-01 UserStore.ldif

dxserver start UserStore_userstore-01

If there are multiple user store servers, follow the Transaction Log and Data Recovery instruction in the CA Directory
documentation, using dxloaddb to recover the data, instead of the db.z files.

Update CA Identity Manager User Store XML

• Update the User Managed object to include the imUserAux objectClass.
<ImsManagedObject name="User" description="My Users" objectclass="top,imUser,imUserAux" pagesize="0"

 maxrows="0" objecttype="USER"/>

• Add any additional custom attributes to the User Managed object.
<ImsManagedObjectAttr physicalname="attName" description="Description" displayname="Attribute Name"

 valuetype="String" wellknown="%ATT_NAME%" maxlength="0"/>

• Load the updated user store XML to CA Identity Manager Management Console.
• Restart the Identity Management Environment.
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Building
This section contains the following topics:

CA Identity Governance Client Tools
CA Identity Governance Client Tools is a local application that provides discovery and analytical tools to manage users
and resources, databases, perform audits and role discovery, and more.

For more information, see the CA Identity Governance documentation.

Connector Xpress
Connector Xpress is a utility for managing dynamic connectors, mapping dynamic connectors to endpoints, and
establishing routing rules for endpoints. You can use it to configure dynamic connectors to allow provisioning and
management of SQL databases and LDAP directories.

For more information, see the CA Identity Management & Governance Connectors documentation.

Provisioning Reference
For information about advanced provisioning operations, see the CA Identity Manager documentation.

You can also use this search box to search for CA Identity Manager documentation topics:

CIM12606

User Console Design
When you create an environment, CA Identity Manager creates a default User Console that you use to manage the
environment. You can customize several elements of the User Console to address your existing business needs.

For more information see the CA Identity Manager documentation.
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Programming
This section contains the following topics:

CA Identity Manager Programming Guide for Java
 CA Identity Manager Programming Guide for Java provides detailed information about CA Identity Manager architecture
and APIs.

You can also use this search box to search for CA Identity Manager installation documentation topics:

CIM12606

Connector Programming Reference
For information about CA IAM Connector Server and connectors, see the following documents:

• Connector Programming Reference
• CA Identity Management & Governance Connectors .

Programming CA Identity Governance
For information about CA Identity Governance programming options, see the CA Identity Governance documentation.

You can also use this search box to search for CA Identity Governance documentation topics:

CIG14

CA Identity Portal Developer Guide
This section contains the following topics:

Plugins
Plugins are either Java or RhinoJS (server-side JavaScript) code executed on the CA Identity Portal server that can be
used to enrich the business logic configured in CA Identity Portal Server.

Examples of plugin usage:

1. Fetching available form prop values from external database.
2. Validating a file's content.
3. Performing complex validation logic.

 

Plugin Components

Arguments

The Plugin execution function can contain as many arguments as needed. The code calling this plugin passes on all
arguments that the plugin accepts.
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BasePlugin

The Java Plugin extends the BasePlugin class. The BasePlugin class contains the base implementations of methods of
initialization and fetching plugin parameters.

Initialization Parameters

Initialization parameters are key-value pairs defined in the plugin configuration that can be fetched using the
getInitParamValues(String key) function, which is inherited from the BasePlugin implementation. The function returns a
String with the value defined in the plugin configuration.

For example:

SMTP server address 10.0.0.72
SMTP server port 25

PluginContext

PluginContext is an interface that enables to retrieve run-time elements. Currently the PluginContext supports only one
method: List<BaseSigmaModelPluginElement> getExecutionEntities().
In FormServerFunction plugins List<BaseSigmaModelPluginElement> contains only one element which is the form that
executed this Plugin. BaseSigmaModelPluginElement exposes two methods which are getId() and getName().

SigmaServices

SigmaServices is an interface which enables access to certain elements and services that CA Identity Portal offers. Refer
to  Javadoc  for available methods of this interface.

initPlugin Method

This method is triggered every time a plugin is initialized. Use this method to perform initialization actions such as setting
parameters, etc.

Plugin Execution Types

Java Plugins

A Java Plugin is a java class(es) that can be deployed as .class file or as .jar files in the CA Identity Portal Plugins
directory. The plugin directory path is configured under the General Configuration Tab on the Plugin Dir parameter in the
CA Identity Portal Admin UI.

All plugins are loaded by CA Identity Portal on startup, if you deployed a new plugin to the plugin directory when the
application is already running use the <Identity_Portal_url>/rest/admin/plugins/refresh URL to reload all available classes
in the plugin directory.

Important: In cluster configuration, plugin classes should be deployed on each of the servers, and the refresh
functionality (if used) should be executed on both servers. The Plugin directory path is configured for all servers, so make
sure to create a path the can be created on all cluster servers and locate the files there.

The Java class plugin needs to extend the BasePlugin class and must contain a function of the plugin that will serve as
the execution start point. That function must contain the @ExportedServerFunction annotation before it. This function can
return any type of object and receive any type of arguments in correspondence to the handler call arguments passed to it.
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RhinoJS Plugin

The RhinoJS Plugin is a server-side JavaScript code that is written in the plugin configuration in the CA Identity Portal
Admin UI. Changes in this code of the plugin will be effected immediately.

The JavaScript function must be named with the plugin name.

Plugin Samples
Basic Java Sample with all components:

package com.idmlogic.sigma.plugin.sample; 

 import com.idmlogic.sigma.plugin.BasePlugin;

 import com.idmlogic.sigma.plugin.PluginException;

 import com.idmlogic.sigma.plugin.annotations.ExportedServerFunction;

 import com.idmlogic.sigma.plugin.model.User; 

 

 /**

 * This is a sample java plugin 

 * Plugin must implement BasePlugin

 *

 */

 public class JavaPluginSample extends BasePlugin { 

 /*

 * Sample method that accepts 2 arguments

 */

 @ExportedServerFunction

 public String foo(Integer foo1, String foo2) throws PluginException{

 // Doing something with the accepted parameters 

 String retval = new String();

 for (int i = 0 ; i < foo1 ; i++){

 retval +=foo2;

 } 

 // use of Sigma services to get a user object

 User user = sigmaServices.getUser("Some user Id"); 

 // Using plugin context to get information on the entities related this plugin

 String name = pluginContext.getExecutionEntities().get(0).getName(); 

 return retval + user.getUserId() + " " + name ;

 } 

 @Override

 public void initPlugin() {

 @SuppressWarnings("unused")

 String connectionString = getInitParamValues("connectionString");

 /*

 * code for opening DB connection using fetched connection string

 * 

 * */ 

 }

 }

Sample of RhinoJS Plugin:

function validateForm(value,type) {
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 var val = new java.lang.String(value);

if (type.equals("email")) {

if (value.indexOf("@")>0 && val.endsWith(".com")) {

return true

;

}

else {

return false

;

}

}

if (type.equals("phone")) {

 var pattern = java.util.regex.Pattern.compile("\\d{3}-

d{7}");

 var matcher = pattern.matcher(value);

if (matcher.matches()) {

return true

;

}

else {

return false

;

}

}

return false

;

}

Calling the plugin from validation Handler in a form:

Validate handler(api, prop) {

 var a = api.server(['validateForm', prop.value, api.getProp("prop1").value]);

return a.done(

 function(data) {
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 var answer = data.returnValue;

if (!answer) {

 prop.errors = ["this is not a valid email"];

}

return answer;

});

}

Important Notes:

1. Code from Plugin is returned in an object. For example if the returned value is "true", the JavaScript object will be like
{ "returnValue" : "true" }

2. When calling using the api.server() call, the call is asynchronous. This means that the code inside the a.done() will be
executed only when a successful response from the server (plugin code) occurs. To avoid asynchronous problems
use the return keyword to make sure this code is caught by the calling method. Also make sure this code returns a
Boolean value.

Developing a Java Plugin
Follow these steps :

1. From the CA Identity Portal deployed war, extract the sigma.plugin-0.0.2-SNAPSHOT.jar file. You can find the jar file
at sigma.war\WEB-INF\lib.

2. Add that jar to your eclipse project.
3. Create a new java class which extends BasePlugin (BasePlugin is inherited from the sigma-plugin jar).
4. Make sure to implement all required methods.
5. Add the @ExportedServerFunction Annotation on the method you wish to be triggered in the plugin.
6. Once the plugin is completed, copy the complied class to the plugin directory configured in the CA Identity

Portal server.
7. Configure the plugin in the Admin UI.

Target Permission Rule Expression
A target permission can contain multiple rules. These rules are evaluated when CA Identity Portal calculates the scoping
for which permissions can be requested by the user. The evaluation process is performed in two steps. First the following
parameters are checked:

1. The rule mode – only rules matching the mode of the request the user is at are evaluated.
2. The rule expression.

If those parameters are matched the linked permission operation is allowed in correspondence to the Add/Remove/Modify
form connector scope.

The rule expression is written in Server-Side JavaScript code (RhinoJS). Use the button to select one of the following
configuration options:

1. True – the expression will always be valid.
2. Wizards – construct the expression using a drop down wizard.
3. Custom – write the expression yourself.
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Custom Objects
The following objects are available in the Rule scope (note all start in lowercase):

1. user – Target user object in the access request.
2. users – Target users' array in case of bulk access request. In case of a single access request, the single user will be in

index 0.
3. requester – The user object of the requester of the target permission.
4. targetPermission – The targetPermission object itself.

Evaluated expression must return a Boolean result (example: "return true"). In case of a single statement, it is possible to
omit the return keyword.

The user and requester objects contain all the user attributes as configured in the user info configuration in the CA Identity
Portal Admin UI. Since these are JavaScript objects, referencing the attribute should be done as follows:

1. Referencing the User's First Name value.

user.getValue("FirstName")

2. Referencing the User's Cell Phones value; returns a list of values.

user.getValues("Cell Phones")

3. Referencing the targetPermission Name.

targetPermission.getName()

Summary of Available Methods per Object:

Object Name Method Name Method dDscription Return Value

User getUserId() Returns the userId String

User/Group getData() Returns all available attributes
on the user/group

Map<String, List<String>>

User/Group getValue(String key) Gets the attribute name,
returns the attribute value

String, null if value or attribute
does not exist

User/Group getValues(String key) Returns the attribute value
(multi-value)

List<String>

Users Get(index) Java Collection get method User

TargetPermission getName() Get the current Target
Permission Name

String

TargetPermission getValue() Get the current Target
Permission Value

String

TargetPermission getType() Get the current Target
Permission Type

String

The following sample returns true only if all users are from IT department:
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for
 (
var
 i=0; i < users.size(); i++) { 

   
 if
(users.get(i).getValue("Department")
 && !users.get(i).getValue("Department").equals("IT")) {

       
 return
 
false
;

      
  }

}

return
 
true
;

4. Checking a self request:

requester.getValue("userId").equals(user.getValue("userId"))

Form Handlers
Form handlers enable you to build a JavaScript logic to control the behavior of the form. The handlers are running the
browser and can manipulate the DOM.

A handler can be configured on each prop and is available in 3 events:

1. Initialization – this handler will be triggered when the form is opened.
2. onChange – this handler will be triggered every time there is a change to the prop value.
3. Validation – this handler will be triggered when the form is submitted, the handler must return true or false, and only

when all props validation handler return true the form is submitted.
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Form Events Order
When a form is loaded, all props are created with their definition values from the CA Identity portal Admin UI.

Before the form is available for changing by the user, a call to fetch the initialization values from the backend system is
made. This call tries to fetch existing values of the backend prop and initialize the form prop with those values.

After initialization values are populated (if they exist), the initialization handler is triggered. The initialization handlers are
triggered on all props in the order that they are configured. When all initialization handlers are completed, the form is
available for editing by the user.

Change handlers are also set and are watching the changes that occur on the props that they are configured on. Each
change to the value of the prop triggers its own change handler.

Validation handlers are used to validate the content of the prop or other form props. These handlers must return true or
false value.

Asynchronous Calls

Only initialization and validation handlers support asynchronous implementations. Asynchronous handlers allow you to
ensure that the form waits until the handler is finished before proceeding with the following steps. 

You can perform asynchronous calls using the api.service(...) or api.server(...) methods from the API Context. These
asynchronous calls return a promise object that can be returned directly by the handler. 

You can perform any kind of logic on the outcome of these methods before returning it by using the .then(...) method that
promises expose. then itself returns a promise so you can chain it (see examples below).

The method then of the promise expects two arguments: A resolve function that is triggered after a successful call and a
reject function that is triggered after a failure. The resolve and reject functions can return promises too, so you can have
some nested asynchronous calls.

Verify that you return any promise that is involved so that the form is aware of the asynchronous process.

return api.service(...).then(function  (data) {         //call number 1

   return api.service(...).then(
function
 (data) {      //call number 2 (after 1 finished)

      //do something when we succeed

   });                                                 // notice: not dealing with call
 number 2 errors

}, 
function
 (err) {

     // do something when an error happens

});
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Initialization Handler

The initialization handlers are triggered only after all properties have been initialized with their backend values.

Each initialization handler can return a promise which is honored by the form that displays a loading indication until the
asynchronous call finishes (it waits for all init handlers to finish whether they are async or not).

The following example shows the usage of an initialization handler to load UserDetails using an asynchronous Service
Action:

function
 initialize(api, prop) {    

    // The form will show a loading indication until this call is finished
    return api.service("UserDetails",
 "CooperAmos").then(
function
 (data)  {

         // do something with the data

    });

}

Change Handler

These handlers are triggered for each value change of the property they are defined on. 

The following example shows how to maintain the fullName field that is populated by the changes that are made to the
firstName and the lastName fields:

// on the firstName prop
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function
 change(api, prop) {    

    var lastName= api.getProp('lastName').value;

    api.getProp('fullName').value = prop.value + lastName;

}

// on the lastName prop

function
 change(api, prop) {    

    var firstName = api.getProp('firstName').value;

    api.getProp('fullName').value = firstName + prop.value;

}

Validation Handler

Validation handlers are triggered usually when someone tries to submit the form. These handles should return true when
the property is valid, or false when it is not.

You can write asynchronous calls using the server or service APIs. Ensure that you return a true or false value from the
resolving function.

Not returning a true value (whether encapsulated in a promise or not) results in a failed validation.

function
 validate(api, prop)
// your code here
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return
 api.server (......).then(
function
 success(data)
 {
////promise code – will get called when the server returns an answer

if
('a'=='a')
 {

   
 return
 
true
;

  
  }

else 
{

   
 return
 
false
;

  
  }
///only executed when the api.server returns information

})
//code will be performed before the above promise code is run

API Context
The API context exists in every Form Handler. This context exposes several methods which comes in handy when writing
a handler code.

The following methods are available under the API context:

• api.getProp("<prop reference name>")
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Fetches another prop in the form using the reference Name assigned to it under the prop configuration. By fetching
another prop we can control its value, available options, label, visibility, and so on.

• api.getRequester()
Fetches the logged in user with the user details.

• api.prompt("message")
Prompts a message window to the user. The message format content supports HTML tags.

• api.server(['<plugin name>','arg0', 'arg1', ….])
Calls a server plugin available in the form context. Plugin must be linked to the form which is trying to initiate it.
The result for this method is an object that look like this:

{

   "returnValue": <THE_RETURN_VALUE_FROM_THE_PLUGIN>

}

• api.service('<service action name>', '<object id>', <init values>)
Calls the service actions defined under the modules section. These tasks fetch initialization data. This method is useful
when building a custom logic in the backend system and fetch the result into the form. For example, building a task
which displays in the initialization the entire groups in the system. Using the api.service() call, call that task and return
all the fields defined in the form as object to the handler.

{

   "formDefId": 6,

   "initializationValues":[

      {

         "formProperty":{

            "name":"Test"

            "backendName":"%FIRST_NAME%",

            //... more attributes here

         },

         "values":["Allen"]

      },

      // ... more properties here

   ]

}
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• api.getSubject()
Returns an array of the managed objects in the context of the form. The managed object types are either user or
group. If no managed object exists, an empty array will be returned. For example, a form in access request will return
the users that are the subject of the request. An onboarding form for a user will return an empty array since the user
does not exist yet.

• api.getEntitlement()
Returns a value only if used within forms in the Access Module. The method will return the permission name which the
form is associated to.

• api.getLocale()
Returns the current locale of Identity Portal.

Prop Context
Each handler associated with the prop is injected with a prop context. The prop context enables extracting and
manipulating the prop itself. The api.getProp() method enables fetching other form prop context for the same purpose.

The following table defines the available prop attributes per prop type:

Prop Type Value
(single-value)

Values
(Multi-value)

Options Label Message

CSV No Yes No Yes No
Checkbox No Yes Yes Yes No
Date Picker Yes No No Yes No
Drop-Down Yes No Yes Yes No
Email Yes No No Yes No
File Attachment Yes No No Yes No
Message No No No Yes Yes
Multi-Select list No Yes Yes Yes No
Multi-Text No Yes No Yes No
Multi-User No Yes No Yes No
Password Yes No No Yes No
Radio Buttons Yes No Yes Yes No
Single Select Yes No Yes Yes No
Sub Form No Yes No Yes No
Text Yes No No Yes No
Text Area Yes No No Yes No
User Selector Yes No No Yes No

Use:

1. prop.value to extract/update to the value attribute if available.
prop.value = "john";

2. prop.values to extract/update the values attribute if available.
prop.values = ["john","dave"];

3. prop.options to add/change the available options, if available.
Options is array of object, each object contains the name attribute which contains the display name of the options and
the value attribute which contains the value send to the server.
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 //add new option
var newOption = {"name": "new options display", "value": "new option server value"};
prop.options.push(newOption);
 

4. prop.label to extract/update the prop label.
 prop.label = "pretty prop label";
 

5. prop.message to update the message prop text.
 prop.message = "This is a text <b> message </b>";
 

Hotel Reservation Form Example
This example takes you step by step through building a form and using the handlers and plugins capabilities. For this
purpose we will create a hotel reservation form.

Selecting Country and City

The user will start with selecting from a drop-down menu the Country and City in which the hotel is located. For the
purpose of this example, we assume that the list of available countries and the cities is static and stored in the prop itself.

First, we create 2 props:

1. Country prop of type dropdown, we also added reference name "Country" so that we can reference it from other props.
2. City prop of type dropdown, we also added reference name "City".

We did not set the possible options for each prop in the prop itself since they should dynamically change according to
selection.
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We created an initialization handler for the Country prop to populate the available options in the prop. The code looks like
this:

function initialize(api, prop) { 

 //define a map with countries and cities

 var map = [

 {

 name: "Israel",

 cities: [

 "Tel Aviv",

 "Jerusalem"

 ]

 },

 {

 name: "Russia",

 cities: [

 "Moscow",

 "St Petersburg"

 ]

 },

 {

 name: "Spain",

 cities: [

 "Madrid",

 "Barcelona"

 ]
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 }

 ]; 

 // // Create empty list of options

 prop.options = [];

 // Iterate over the countries and add each country to the country prop.

 // The format of an option is an object, containing name and value.

 map.forEach(function(country) {

 prop.options.push({

 name: country.name,

 value: country.name

 });

 }); 

 // Save an array of countries in the prop api.

 // This way we expose this array to other handlers of this prop,

 // such as change handler and validation handler

 api.countries = map;

 }

 

 Now we would like to populate the City prop with the proper options once a value is selected. We need to make sure that
if the Country value is changed we also clear the City value. We also make sure to remove the ReadOnly definition from
the city prop (we have set that as default in the admin UI).

The change handler code looks like this:

function onChange(api, prop) { 

    var findCountry = function (list, countryName) {

        for (var i = 0; i < list.length; i++) {

            if (list[i]['name'] == countryName ) {

                return list[i];

            }

        }

    };

     // Use 'findCountry' function defined above to find the selected country

     var country = findCountry(api.countries, prop.value);

     if (!country) return; 

    

    // Change city prop not to be readOnly, and load the cities of the selected country

     var cityProp = api.getProp('city');

     cityProp.readOnly = false; // enable editing this prop

     cityProp.value = ''; // clean previous selections if exist 

     // initialize the options available to the prop, by the selected country

     cityProp.options = [];

     country.cities.forEach(function(city) {

        cityProp.options.push({

            name: city,

            value: city

            });

        });

}
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The user then has two drop-down menus available - Country and City. The options available in the City drop-down menu
change based on the selected country.

Selecting the Number of Rooms

Now we want to add a drop-down menu which allows the user to select the number of rooms they would like to reserve
but only after they had selected a country and a city.

We would like the availability to come from an external source (such as the reservation system of the hotel) so we would
like to call a JavaScript Plugin and retrieve the amount of available rooms.

We use this code on the change handler:

function onChange(api, prop) {

// If no value was selected, do not perform any action.if(!prop.value)return;

// Activate and execute plug-in function called "numberOfRooms"

 api.server(["numberOfRooms", prop.value]).then(

 function(data) {

// validate that the server's response is actually a numberif(data &&typeof data.returnValue =="number") {

 var maxRooms = data.returnValue;

 var roomsProp = api.getProp("rooms");

 roomsProp.hidden =false;

 roomsProp.value = undefined;

 roomsProp.options = [];

 for(var i=1; i<=maxRooms ; i++) {

 roomsProp.options.push({

 name: i, value: i});

 }

 }

 },

 function(error) {

 console.log(error);

// Here you can handle server errors, and indicate to the user

// that something is wrong.

// this might happen when the server code (plug-in) has errors in it.});

 }

This code uses the plugin called numberOfRooms coded in JavaScript. Here is a snippet of the plugin (for the purpose of
the example we just build a random number return).
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Selecting Arrival and Departure Date

After rooms have been selected, we would like the arrival and departure date to be collected. By now, we know that we
can display them by having a piece of code in the change handler of the rooms attribute.

Function onChange(api, prop) {

 if(prop.value) {

 api.getProp('arrival').hidden =false;

 api.getProp('departure').hidden =false;

 }

 }

Now we would like to add a validation of the submitted form, which checks the submitted dates and sends them to the
server. To do that, we will need to build a plugin. Here is an example:
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We will now make sure to call this validation code from the validation handler of one of the props.

Here is a sample code:

Function validate(api, prop) {

 var arrival =new Date(api.getProp('arrival').value);

 var departure =new Date(prop.value);

 return api.server(["validateDates", arrival.valueOf(), departure.valueOf()])

 .done(function(result) {

 var valid = result.returnValue;

 if(valid ===true) {

 return valid;

 }else{

 prop.errors = [result.returnValue];

 returnfalse;
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 }

 });

 }

Note that if the validation is incorrect and returns false, we populate the prop.errors array with a message that will be
displayed under the invalid prop.

This is how it will be displayed to the user:

  

We could also use the api.prompt() function in the validate handler to display a message in a prompt dialog to the user.
We also added the api.getRequester() method to fetch the requester information. For example:

function validate(api, prop) {

 var arrival =new Date(api.getProp('arrival').value);

 var departure =new Date(prop.value);

 return api.server(["validateDates", arrival.valueOf(), departure.valueOf()])

 .done(function(result) {
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 var valid = result.returnValue;

 if(valid ===true) {

 return valid;

 }else{

 prop.errors = [result.returnValue];

 api.prompt("hey " api.getRequester().userData['FirstName'][0]" "

 api.getRequester().userData['LastName'][0]

" You tried to submit this form but an error occured during validation,"+

" error message : "+ result.returnValue);

 returnfalse;

 }

 });

 }

This is how it will be displayed to the user:
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Javadoc for CA Identity Portal Plugins
This Javadoc reference documents the API specification for CA Identity Portal Plugins.

To view the documentation, complete the following steps:

1. Download.
2. Save and extract locally.
3. Double-click index.html to open the Javadoc reference.

Programming CA Identity Portal
This section covers the following topics:

Configuring Plugins

Follow these steps:

1. Log in to the CA Identity Portal Admin UI.
2. Switch to the Plugins Tab.
3. Click on the New Plugin button.
4. Give the Plugin a name.

Important: If this is a Javascript plugin, the function you want to call in the class must match the plugin name.
5. Select the execution Type: Java for java code plugin, JavaScript for server-side JavaScript code (RhinoJS).
6. If Java is selected, click the method text box and the available Java classes appear. If you cannot find the Java class

you are looking for:
a. Check that you have put your Java code in the plugin directory defined in the general configuration. If you are

working in a cluster environment, verify that you have copied the code to all servers.
b. Check that your code has the required annotation. See the  Java Plugin Section.

7. If Java is selected, Add initParams as key-value pairs if needed.
8. In the forms tab, Select the Forms in which this plugin can be used.
9. If JavaScript is selected, put your code in the JavaScript editor under the code tab.

Calling a FormServerFunction Plugin from Form Handler

Plugins can be triggered from client form handlers.

The api.server([<plugin_name>, arg1, arg2, arg3 …]) is used in the form handler to call asynchronously the Plugin code
defined in the CA Identity Portal Admin UI.

The Plugin code return value is returned in an Object with a single value parameter called returnValue.

Monitoring
When you browse to "/sigma/rest/public/available" while the Identity Portal is up and running, the system displays
monitoring information regarding the current state of the system. 

For example, - 

{"available":true,"showPortalLoginPage":true,"version":"906"}

The result consists of three parameters:

• System Availability (available) - Indicates whether an end user can log in to Identity Portal. The value of the
available parameter is true when all of the following statements hold true: 
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– A main connector is configured in the Admin UI console.
– The main connector started successfully and at least one User Attribute for this connector is configured. For more

information about User Attributes configuration, see Managed Objects. 
If one of these statements does not hold true, the result of this parameter is false.  

• Identity Portal Login Page (showPortalLoginPage) - Indicates whether login to Identity Portal will be made
through Identity Portal login page. If Identity Portal is integrated with SSO and Enable SSO option in General
Configuration is selected, the value of showPortalLoginPage is set to false. Otherwise, the value of this parameter
is set to true. For more information about General Configuration, see Administration Tool.

• Version - Indicates the build number of the currently deployed Identity Portal. For example, the version number
for Identity Portal 14.3 GA release is 906.

Service Account APIs
Identity Portal exposes several API methods, which enable external processes to update requests. These APIs are mostly
helpful when external processes return information to the user who requested for it; the information is appended to the
request.

Use cases:

1. Access Request that create accounts return the list of accounts that are created in a provisioned system.
2. Information that opened ticket to a ticketing system. The ticketing system would like to update the information in the

request.

To update the request, use the following REST service information:

REST Call Name updateRequestInfo
Description Update an existing request with more information, the update can be performed to

various elements in the request.
URL <Identity_Portal_url>/sigma/rest/protected/request/updateRequestInfo
HTTP Method POST
Request body content type Application/json
Request body content Sample {

[{
"backendRequestId": "144233-54657f4a3-abc4566-4552a",
"requestId": 41,
"requestTargetPermissionId": 33,
"requestPermissionId": 27,
"infoToAppend": "add this text to all of the above elements",
"protectedValue": false
},
{
"backendRequestId": "144233-54657add-f4a3-abc4566",
"requestId": 43,
"requestTargetPermissionId": 35,
"requestPermissionId": 27,
"infoToAppend": "add another text to all of the above elements",
"protectedValue": false
}]
}
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backendRequestId Specifies the backend task session id. If
this parameter is sent, the information is
linked to the element linked to the task
session.

requestId When used, information is linked to the top
level of the request.

requestTargetPermissionId Specifies the target permission instance in
the request. The id of it can be viewed in
the basket. When using this parameter, the
information is linked to all the associated
permissions.

requestPermissionId Specifies the permission instance in the
request, the id of it can be viewed in the
basket. When using this parameter, the
information is linked to permissions.

infoToAppend Specifies the information to add to the
request.

Request body content
Sample explanation
(Important: At least one of the first 4
parameter is necessary)

protectedValue Boolean to encrypt data in the database.
Success return status Http OK(200)

The API is only exposed to a service account which is configured in the General Configuration Tab. 

To log in, you must perform form authentication to Identity Portal. The following code is an example to use java to perform
login to Identity Portal using org.apache.commons.httpclient.HttpClient.

private void login(String username, String
 password) throws HttpException, IOException, LoginException {
log.debug("Logging into
 Sigma");
String
 loginUrl = this
.sigmaUrl + this
.loginSuffix;
log.debug("Login URL is:
 " + loginUrl);
PostMethod
 postMethod = new PostMethod(loginUrl);
NameValuePair[] postData = new NameValuePair[2];
postData[0] = new NameValuePair("j_username", username);
postData[1] = new NameValuePair("j_password", password);
postMethod.addParameters(postData);
int loginResult = this
.httpclient.executeMethod(postMethod);
log.debug("Login post returned Http Status:
 [" + loginResult + "]");
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if (loginResult !
= 302) {
log.error("Error logging into Sigma with username:
 [" + username + "]");

throw new LoginException("Error Logging into Sigma:
 " + postMethod.getResponseBodyAsString());

  }
Header
 locationHeader = postMethod.getResponseHeader("Location");

if (!locationHeader.getValue().substring(locationHeader.getValue().lastIndexOf("/")).startsWith("/
app")) {
log.error("Error logging into Sigma with username:
 [" + username + "]");

throw new LoginException("Error Logging into
 Sigma");

 }
postMethod.releaseConnection();
log.debug("Login
 successful");

}

After the HTTP client is logged in, you can use it to POST method to the APIs exposed.
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End User License Agreement (EULA)
CA End User License Agreement (the "Agreement") for the CA software product that is being installed as well as the
associated documentation and any SDK, as defined below, included within the product ("the Product").

Carefully read the following terms and conditions regarding your use of the Product before installing and using the
Product. Throughout this Agreement, you will be referred to as "You" or "Licensee."

By installing or using the Product, or by selecting the "I accept the terms of the License Agreement" radio button below,
and then clicking on the "Next" button, you are

(I) Representing that you are not a minor, and have full legal capacity and have the authority to bind yourself and your
employer, as applicable, to the terms of this Agreement; 
(II) Consenting on behalf of yourself and/or as an authorized representative of your employer, as applicable, to be bound
by this Agreement.

By selecting the "I do NOT accept the terms of the License Agreement" radio button below, and then clicking on the
"Cancel" button, the installation process will cease.

1. CA, Inc. (or the CA entity respectively identified after Section 15 below for the country / countries in which the Product
is being supplied), (“CA”) provides Licensee with one (1) copy of the Product, for use in accordance with such (a) quantity
and (b) CA published criteria for measuring the usage of the Product (such as, but not limited to, MIPS, CPUs, tiers,
servers, or users), designated as the authorized use limitation ("Authorized Use Limitation") on any Order Form (defined
below) or CD sleeve included within the Product box. CA licenses the Product to Licensee on a limited, non-exclusive,
non-transferable basis only for internal business use during the Term and other terms and conditions of (a) any CA Order
Form or Registration Form which has been signed or otherwise contracted between Licensee and a CA affiliate; or (b) a
License Program Certificate which is provided by CA to Licensee, as applicable, referencing and incorporating the terms
of this Agreement (each hereafter referred to as the "Order Form").

2. If the Product is an alpha or beta version of the program, hereinafter referred to as the "beta program" or "beta version"
and not generally available to date, CA does not guarantee that the generally available release will be identical to the
beta program or that the generally available release will not require reinstallation. Licensee agrees that if it registers
for support or if otherwise required by CA, Licensee shall provide CA with specific information concerning Licensee’s
experiences with the operation of the Product. Licensee agrees and acknowledges that the beta version of the Product
(a) is to be used only for testing purposes and not to perform any production activities unless CA shall have otherwise
approved in writing and (b) has not been tested or debugged and is experimental and that the documentation may be
in draft form and will, in many cases, be incomplete. Licensee agrees that CA makes no representations regarding the
completeness, accuracy or Licensee’s use or operation of the beta version of the Product. BETA PRODUCTS ARE
PROVIDED ON AN "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR REPRESENTATIONS OF ANY KIND, EITHER
EXPRESS OR IMPLIED INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, ANY WARRANTIES OR REPRESENTATIONS OF TITLE
OR NON-INFRINGEMENT. If Licensee is also a tester of the beta version of the Product (as defined by the beta testing or
pre-release testing agreement (“Beta Testing Agreement”) that was agreed to by Licensee during the registration process
before obtaining the beta version of the Product), Licensee agrees that the terms of this Agreement are in addition to, and
do not supersede, the terms of the Beta Testing Agreement.

3. If the Product is being licensed on a trial or evaluation basis, Licensee agrees to use the Product solely for evaluation
purposes, in accordance with the usage restrictions set forth in Section 1, for a thirty-day evaluation period unless
a different period is otherwise noted (the "Trial Period"). At the end of the Trial Period, Licensee’s right to use the
Product automatically expires and Licensee agrees to de-install the Product and return to CA all copies or partial
copies of the Product or certify to CA in writing that all copies or partial copies of the Product have been deleted from
Licensee’s computer libraries and/or storage devices and destroyed. If Licensee desires to continue its use of the
Product beyond the Trial Period, Licensee may contact CA or a CA affiliate to acquire a license to the Product for
the applicable fee. LICENSEE’S USE OF THE PRODUCT DURING THE TRIAL PERIOD IS ON AN "AS IS" BASIS
WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY, AND CA DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, THE
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IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, AS WELL AS ANY
EXPRESS WARRANTIES PROVIDED ELSEWHERE IN THIS AGREEMENT.

4. If the Product includes a Software Development Kit ("SDK"), the terms and conditions of this paragraph apply solely
for the use of the SDK. The SDK may include software, APIs and associated documentation. The SDK is provided solely
for Licensee's internal use to develop software that enables the integration of third party software or hardware with the
Product, or to develop software that functions with the Product, such as an agent. Licensee’s use of the SDK is restricted
solely to enhance Licensee’s internal use of the Product. No distribution rights of any kind are granted to Licensee
regarding the Product. In addition to the limitations on use set forth in Section 8, below, Licensee may not reproduce,
disclose, market, or distribute the SDK or the documentation or any applications containing any executable versions of
the SDK to third parties, on the internet, or use such executables in excess of the applicable Authorized Use Limitation. If
there is a conflict between the terms of this section and the terms of any other section in this Agreement, the terms of this
section will prevail solely with respect to the use of the SDK.

TO THE MAXIMUM EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW, AND NOTWITHSTANDING ANYTHING CONTAINED
HEREIN TO THE CONTRARY, THE SDK IS PROVIDED AND LICENSED "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY
KIND.

5. Payment of the fees specified on the Order Form or as agreed between Licensee and an authorized reseller of CA or
any of the CA affiliates, shall entitle Licensee to use the Product for the term specified on the Order Form (the "Term"),
which use may include the right to receive maintenance services therefore for the period set forth on the Order Form. All
fees payable hereunder shall be payable as stated in the Order Form, or if not stated, shall be payable net thirty (30) days
from the CA invoice date. Licensee will install each new release of the Product delivered to Licensee. After the initial Term,
continued usage and/or maintenance of the Product as provided herein shall be subject to the payment by Licensee of
the fees described on the Order Form. If You are acquiring licenses of the Product from an authorized CA reseller, the
terms of this Agreement governing payments, pricing and discounts shall not apply as such terms are between You and
your chosen CA reseller. Any terms that may appear on a Licensee purchase order (including without limitation pre-printed
terms), or as part of Licensee’s order with an authorized CA reseller, that conflict or vary from the terms and conditions
of this Agreement shall not apply to the Product and shall be deemed null and void. Notwithstanding the foregoing, with
respect to any Product that relies on continuous content updates, such as signature files and security updates, Licensee
shall be entitled to such content updates for a period of one (1) year from the effective date of the license.

6. If maintenance is provided by CA or a CA affiliate, it shall be renewed annually as specified in the Order form.  All fees
are net of applicable taxes. Licensee agrees to pay any tariffs, duties or taxes imposed or levied by any government or
governmental agency including, without limitation, federal, state and local, sales, use, value added and personal property
taxes, (other than franchise and income taxes for which CA is responsible) upon a presentation of invoices by CA or a CA
affiliate, as applicable. Any claimed exemption from such tariffs, duties or taxes must be supported by proper documentary
evidence delivered to CA. Any invoice which is unpaid by Licensee when due shall be subject to an interest charge equal
to the lower of 1.5% per month or the highest applicable legal rate.

7. Licensee may install and deploy the Product in the territory specified in the Order Form up to the Authorized Use
Limitation. Licensee may permit its Authorized End Users access to the Product for Licensee’s and its Affiliates’ internal
business wherever located, provided that Licensee hereby expressly agrees that a breach by an Authorized End
User shall be considered to be a breach by and the responsibility of Licensee. Licensee may relocate the Product to a
new Licensee location within the territory specified in the Order Form upon prior written notice. For purposes hereof,
“Authorized End Users” means Licensee, its Affiliates and their employees and independent contractors (but excluding
any outsourcer, facilities management providers, managed service provider, or application service provider) that are
bound by terms and conditions no less restrictive than those contained herein and are acting on behalf of Licensee and
not a third party; “Affiliate” with respect to Licensee means any legal entity in which the Licensee directly or indirectly
Controls; and “Control” means ownership or control of greater than 50% of an entity’s shares or control of the board of
such entity by force of law or contract, or the equivalent. If Licensee desires to use the Product beyond such restrictions, it
shall notify CA or the CA affiliate the Licensee has procured the Product from, and Licensee will be invoiced for and shall
pay the applicable fees for such expanded use.

8. The Product, including any source or object code that may be provided to Licensee hereunder, as well as
documentation, appearance, structure and organization, is the proprietary property of CA and/or its licensors, if any,
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and may be protected by copyright, patent, trademark, trade secret and/or other laws. Title to the Product, or any copy,
modification, translation, partial copy, compilation, derivative work or merged portion of any applicable SDK, shall at all
times remain with CA and/or its licensors. Licensee agrees that CA may use any feedback provided by Licensee related to
the Product for any CA business purpose, without requiring consent including reproduction and preparation of derivative
works based upon such feedback, as well as distribution of such derivative works. Usage rights respecting the Product
may not be exchanged for any other CA product. The Product is licensed as a single product. Its component parts may
not be separated for use. Licensee and its Authorized End Users will keep the Product and the terms of this license strictly
confidential and use its best efforts to prevent and protect the Product from unauthorized disclosure or use. Licensee may
not (i) disclose, de-compile, disassemble nor otherwise reverse engineer the Product except to the extent the foregoing
restriction is expressly prohibited under applicable law; (ii) create any derivative works based on the Product; (iii) use
the Product to provide facilities management, outsourcing, service bureau, hosted services, cloud services, on demand
services or like activity whereby Licensee, without a CA license authorizing such purpose, operates or uses the Product
for the benefit of a third party; or (iv) permit the use of the Product by any third party, except as authorized by CA in
writing. Licensee shall not release the results of any benchmark testing of the Product to any third party without the prior
written consent of CA. Licensee will not transfer, assign, rent, lease, use, copy or modify the Product, in whole or in part,
or permit others to do any of the foregoing with regard to the Product without CA’s prior written consent, except to the
extent the foregoing restriction is expressly prohibited under applicable law. Licensee will not remove any proprietary
markings of CA or its licensors. Licensee may make a reasonable number of copies of the Product for disaster recovery
“cold standby”, backup and archival purposes; provided that use of such copies is limited to testing Licensee’s disaster
recovery procedures and effectiveness and as is necessary during any reasonable period subsequent to the occurrence
of an actual disaster during which Licensee cannot operate the Product. If this license terminates for any reason, Licensee
shall certify to CA in writing that all copies and partial copies of the Product have been deleted from all computers and
storage devices and are returned to CA or destroyed and are no longer in use. Licensee acknowledges that the Product
is subject to control under European and U.S. law, including the Export Administration Regulations (15 CFR 730-774) and
agrees to comply with all applicable import and export laws and regulations. Licensee agrees that the Product will not be
exported, reexported or transferred in violation of U.S. law or used for any purpose connected with chemical, biological
or nuclear weapons or missile applications, nor be transferred or resold, if Licensee has knowledge or reason to know
that the Product is intended or likely to be used for such purpose. The Product and any accompanying documentation
have been developed entirely at private expense and are "commercial item(s)" and "commercial computer software"
as those terms are defined in Federal Acquisition Regulation Subpart 2.101 “Definitions.” The Product is exempt from
disclosure under the Freedom of Information Act (FOIA), 5 U.S.C. §552(b) under one or more exemptions to that Act
(or a similar U.S. state statute, as applicable). Any Product previously delivered to You may not be delivered again.
Any Product not previously delivered to Licensee will be delivered to Licensee or its chosen reseller following receipt
by CA of an acceptable order. The Product shall be delivered either by electronic delivery (“ESD”) or, if CA or a CA
affiliate respectively requires delivery in tangible media, CPT, as defined in INCOTERMS 2010, from CA’s or such CA
affiliate’s shipping point. CA or the CA affiliate from which Licensee is procuring the Product agrees to be responsible
for all customs duties and clearances and title to any CA hardware if included will pass upon point of delivery to carrier
at CA’s or such CA affiliate’s shipping location. In the event of electronic delivery, no tangible personal property will be
delivered. Such electronic delivery may not automatically provide for an exemption from applicable sales or use tax.
Any operating system identified as "Generic" or "GA" denotes such operating systems for which the Product is made
generally available by CA in accordance with CA current published specifications..  Acceptance is waived and deemed
to have occurred at the earliest of point of physical shipment or delivery of keys/access codes for electronic delivery. CA
Inc. is the manufacturer of the Product.CA reserves the right, on notice to You, to conduct an audit remotely or onsite of
Licensee and/or Your Affiliates facilities to verify compliance by Licensee and its Authorized End Users with the terms
of this Agreement. CA agrees that such audit shall be conducted during regular business hours at Your offices and CA
shall endeavor to conduct such audit so as not to interfere unreasonably with Your activities and/or use an independent
third party to conduct the audit subject to terms of non-disclosure if required. This Agreement shall be governed by and
interpreted in accordance with the laws of the State of New York, without regard to its choice of law provisions, and any
action arising under or relating to the Agreement shall lie within the exclusive jurisdiction of the State and Federal Courts
located in Suffolk County, New York.

9. CA warrants that it can enter into this Agreement and that it will indemnify Licensee, or, at its option, settle any third
party claim that CA is not so authorized or that Licensee’s use of the Product as authorized hereby infringes any United
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States patent or copyright within the jurisdictions where Licensee is authorized to use the Product at the time of delivery.
CA also warrants that its distributed Product will operate materially in accordance with its published specifications
set forth within the documentation for a period of ninety (90) days after delivery of the Product to Licensee, provided
that CA’s only responsibility will be to use reasonable efforts, consistent with industry standards, to cure any defect.
If, within a reasonable time after receiving Licensee’s written notice of breach of either of the above warranties, CA is
unable to cause the Product to operate (a) without infringing a third party’s intellectual property rights, or (b) materially
in accordance with CA’s written specifications, then CA may terminate the license and provide or arrange for a pro-rata
refund to Licensee or its authorized CA reseller of the license fees and or the support and maintenance fees paid. In
the event of such termination, the pro-rata refund shall be calculated on (i) the number of months left remaining on the
Term of the applicable Order Form or (ii) if the Product is licensed under a perpetual license, using (only for purposes
of a refund calculation) an amortization schedule of three (3) years. The warranties set forth in this Section do not apply
to beta, trial, evaluation or demonstration versions of the Product, or to Software Development Kits. CA shall have no
liability to indemnify or to remedy a warranty claim: (i) in the event the allegation of infringement or warranty claim is a
result of a modification of the Product except a modification by CA, (ii) if the Product is not being used in accordance
with CA’s specifications, related documentation and guidelines, (iii) if the alleged infringement or warranty claim would be
avoided or otherwise eliminated by the use of a CA published update or patch, (iv) if the alleged infringement or warranty
claim is a result of use of the Product in combination with any third party product, or (v) if the applicable fees due for
the Product have not been paid or Licensee is otherwise in breach of this Agreement. The indemnifications contained
herein shall not apply and CA shall have no liability in relation to any Product produced by CA at the specific direction of
Licensee. THE FOREGOING PROVISIONS STATE THE ENTIRE LIABILITY AND OBLIGATIONS OF CA REGARDING
CLAIMS OF INFRINGEMENT, AND THE EXCLUSIVE REMEDY AVAILABLE TO LICENSEE WITH RESPECT TO ANY
ACTUAL OR ALLEGED INFRINGEMENT OR MISAPPROPRIATION OF ANY INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY OR OTHER
PROPRIETARY RIGHTS.

10. EXCEPT AS SET FORTH ABOVE, TO THE FULL EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW:

(I) NO OTHER WARRANTIES, WHETHER EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, THE IMPLIED
WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, ARE MADE BY CA; 
(II) IN NO EVENT WILL CA BE LIABLE TO LICENSEE OR ANY OTHER PARTY FOR ANY CLAIM FOR LOSS,
INCLUDING TIME, MONEY, GOODWILL, AND CONSEQUENTIAL OR INDIRECT DAMAGES, WHICH MAY ARISE
FROM THE USE, OPERATION OR MODIFICATION OF THE PRODUCT, EVEN IF CA HAS BEEN ADVISED OF
THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES. IN THE EVENT THAT THE ABOVE LIABILITY LIMITATION IS FOUND
TO BE INVALID UNDER APPLICABLE LAW, THEN CA’S LIABILITY FOR SUCH CLAIM SHALL BE LIMITED TO
THE AMOUNT OF THE LICENSE FEE ACTUALLY PAID FOR THE PRODUCT BY LICENSEE. NO THIRD PARTY,
INCLUDING AGENTS, DISTRIBUTORS, OR AUTHORIZED CA RESELLERS IS AUTHORIZED TO MODIFY ANY
OF THE ABOVE WARRANTIES OR MAKE ANY ADDITIONAL WARRANTIES ON BEHALF OF CA. CA DOES NOT
WARRANT THAT THE PRODUCT WILL MEET LICENSEE’S REQUIREMENTS OR THAT USE OF THE PRODUCT
WILL BE UNINTERRUPTED OR ERROR FREE.

11. Licensee may assign this Agreement only if Licensee complies with CA’s then prevailing policies respecting
assignment of licenses, which includes a requirement that the scope of use of the Product not be expanded beyond the
business of Licensee and the business of Licensee’s majority-owned subsidiaries.

12. If Licensee breaches any term of this Agreement or if Licensee becomes insolvent or if bankruptcy or receivership
proceedings are initiated by or against Licensee, CA shall have the right to withhold its own performance hereunder and/
or to terminate this Agreement immediately and, in addition to all other rights of CA, all amounts due or to become due
hereunder, if any, will immediately be due and payable to CA or the CA affiliate the Licensee was procuring the Product
from.

13. If Licensee fails to pay the applicable maintenance fee, then Licensee may reinstate maintenance thereafter by paying
to CA or the respective CA affiliate a fee equal to 150% of CA’s then prevailing maintenance fee for each year for which
the maintenance fee has not been paid.

14. If a court holds that any provision of this Agreement to be illegal, invalid or unenforceable, the remaining provisions
shall remain in full force and effect. No waiver of any breach of this Agreement shall be a waiver of any other breach,
and no waiver shall be effective unless made in writing and signed by an authorized representative of the waiving party.
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Any questions concerning this Agreement should be referred to CA, Inc., One CA Plaza, Islandia, NY 11749, Attention:
Worldwide Law Department.

15. In the event Licensee acquires a license for the Product outside of the United States, the following Sections will apply
to the use of the Product:

Notwithstanding the terms of the last sentence of Section 8, the laws of the country in which Licensee acquires a license
for the Product shall govern this Agreement, except as otherwise provided below:

Europe, Middle East and Africa

1. In EMEA the CA entity that is the licensor is CA Europe Sàrl (“CA Europe”). CA Europe Sàrl is the licensor for Products
which have been made available to Licensee by way of license from CA Europe Sàrl through a local CA subsidiary in
EMEA or through an authorized CA reseller. The CA support and maintenance, if any, is being provided by a local CA
subsidiary or by an authorized CA reseller.
2. EMEA means Europe, Middle East and Africa.

3. Section 9, third sentence and fifth sentence shall only apply to third party rights infringement. Section 9, second
sentence is deleted and replaced with:
“CA Europe also warrants that the Product will operate materially in accordance with the applicable specifications set forth
within the documentation of the Product subject always to Licensee’s compliance with the terms of this Agreement. If CA
Europe has breached this warranty Licensee’s remedy is for CA Europe, in consultation with Licensee, to either (i) use
reasonable efforts consistent with industry standards to cure the defect, or (ii) replace the Product with one that materially
complies with the documentation. If the defect cannot be cured within a reasonable period of time or if the rectification of
the defect or replacement has finally failed, Licensee shall have (i) in case of a subscription license the right to reasonably
reduce the fees agreed and/or terminate immediately for cause, if the legal or statutory requirements are met; (ii) in
case of a perpetual license, at its option, the right (1) to rescind or reduce the fees agreed in the applicable transaction
document and (2) claim damages or to claim reimbursement of futile expenditures. The right to claim damages or futile
expenditures shall be subject to the limitations of liability set forth below in section 10. In case of a perpetual license the
warranty claims stated herein shall become time-barred within ninety (90) days after delivery of the Product. Warranty
remedies are conditioned upon (i) any error or defect complained of is reasonably reproducible by CA Europe, (ii) the
Product is not modified and is being used in accordance with the documentation, and (iii) the breach is not attributable
in whole or in part to any non-CA product(s) or service(s). The above warranties are the sole warranties provided by
CA Europe. No other warranties, including that the Product is error free, whether express or implied, including, without
limitation, the implied warranties of satisfactory quality, non-infringement, or suitability and/or the warranty of fitness for a
particular purpose are made by CA Europe or its suppliers. If Licensee claims under this warranty section, Licensee is not
entitled or eligible to seek the same warranty remedies from any other CA affiliate.”

4. Section 10 is deleted and replaced with:

“10.1 CA Europe’s liability shall, regardless of the reason for the liability, be unlimited in cases of death or bodily injury or
injury of health and damages caused by gross negligence or willful default of CA Europe or the grossly negligent or willful
default of CA Europe’s legal representatives or persons whom CA Europe occupies with the performance of its contractual
obligations and in cases of liability under the Product Liability Act (“Produktehaftpflichtgesetz”). 
10.2 In case of slight negligence CA Europe shall, regardless of the reason for the liability, only be liable, if CA Europe
violates an obligation, which is essential for the execution of the Agreement and in the fulfillment of which the other party
regularly trusts. In this case, CA Europe’s liability to Licensee will be limited to damages which have been foreseeable and
which can typically arise in connection with this Agreement.
10.3 Further to the above CA Europe’s liability to the Licensee for indirect, special and consequential damages (including,
without limitation, loss of profits, loss of business, loss of opportunity or loss of goodwill) shall be limited to damages which
have been foreseeable and which can typically arise in connection with this Agreement.
10.4 It is the parties’ understanding that the foreseeable damages that can typically arise in connection with the licenses
granted in this Agreement in the meaning of sections 10.2 and 10.3 above shall be limited to a maximum of the fees paid
or owed for the then current initial or renewal Term for which the Licensee has procured the Product. 
10.5 The liability for loss of data shall be limited to the typical recovery efforts in the case of regular and adequate data
back-up. 
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10.6 The remedies provided in this Agreement are the exclusive remedies of the parties.”

5. The following sections are added to this Agreement:

“Force Majeure. Except for payment obligations and obligations pertaining to non-disclosure, notwithstanding any contrary
provision in this Agreement, neither Party will be liable for any action taken, or any failure to take any action required to
be taken, in the event and to the extent that the taking of such action or such failure arises out of causes beyond a party’s
control, including, without limitation, war, civil commotion, act of God, strike or other stoppage (whether partial or total) of
labor, any law, decree, regulation or order of any government or governmental body (including any court or tribunal).”

“Licensee Data. If Licensee transfers any personal data to CA Europe as a requirement pursuant to any Product,
then Licensee represents that (i) it is duly authorized to provide personal data to CA Europe and it does so lawfully
in compliance with relevant legislation, (ii) CA Europe and any entity within the CA group of companies (each a "CA
entity") or its subcontractors can process such data for the purposes of performing its obligations and (iii) CA Europe
may disclose such data to any CA entity and its subcontractors for this purpose and may transfer such data to countries
outside of the country of origin. CA, Inc. is Safe Harbour certified and the CA entities have committed to comply with
relevant data protection/privacy legislation.”

6. The laws of Switzerland (excluding its conflict of laws provisions) shall govern the construction and enforceability of
this Agreement. The parties agree that any action arising under or relating to this Agreement shall lie within the exclusive
jurisdiction of the Swiss courts located in Zürich. The United Nations Convention on Contracts for the International Sale of
Goods will not apply to this Agreement.

7. Any questions concerning this Agreement for EMEA should be referred to CA Europe Sàrl located at Building A, Lake
Geneva Centre, Route de la Longeraie 9, 1110 Morges, Switzerland, Attention: Worldwide Law Department.

Argentina
The CA subsidiary that is the licensor is CA Argentina S.A.

The last sentence of Section 8 is deleted and replaced with:
This Agreement shall be governed by and interpreted in accordance with the laws of Argentina. Any dispute hereunder
shall be determined by the Tribunales de la Cuidad de Buenos Aires.

The last sentence of Section 14 is deleted and replaced with:
Any questions concerning this Agreement should be referred to CA de Argentina S.A, Avenida Alicia Moreau de Justo,
400, 2 piso, 1107, Buenos Aires – At.: Finance Department.

Australia 
The CA subsidiary that is the licensor is CA (Pacific) Pty. Ltd (ABN 20 001 146 345).

The following is added to each of the end of Sections 2, 3 and 10:
Although CA specifies that there are no warranties, Licensee may have certain rights under the Competition and
Consumer Act 2010 and other state and territory legislation which may not be excluded but may be limited.  To the full
extent permitted by law CA excludes all terms not expressly set out in the express terms of this Agreement, and limits
any terms imposed by the Competition and Consumer Act 2010 and other state and territory legislation to the full extent
permitted by the applicable legislation.

The last sentence of Section 8 is deleted and replaced with:
The laws of the State or Territory in which the transaction is performed govern this Agreement.

The following is added to Section 10:
Where CA is in breach of a condition or warranty implied by the Competition and Consumer Act 2010 or other state and
territory legislation, CA's liability is limited, in the case of goods, to the repair or replacement of the goods, or payment for
the repair or replacement of the goods, and in the case of services, the supplying of the services again or payment for the
re-supply of the services, as CA may elect. Where that condition or warranty relates to a right to sell, quiet possession or
clear title, in respect of goods or if the goods supplied by CA are of a kind ordinarily acquired for personal, domestic or
household use or consumption, then none of the limitations in this Section apply.

Brazil 
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The CA subsidiary that is the licensor is CA Programas de Computador, Participaçðes e Serviços Ltda.

The last sentence of Section 8 is deleted and replaced with:
This Agreement shall be governed by and interpreted in accordance with the laws of Brazil. Any dispute hereunder shall
be determined by a court of the São Paulo City Hall.

The last sentence of Section 14 is deleted and replaced with:
Any questions concerning this Agreement should be referred to CA Programas de Computador, Participaçðes e Serviços
Ltda., Avenida das Nações Unidas, 12901 – 6 andar – Torre Norte – São Paulo – SP, 04578-000, At.: Worldwide Law
Department.

Canada 
The CA subsidiary that is the licensor is CA Canada Company.

The last sentence of Section 8 is deleted and replaced with:
The laws in the Province of Ontario shall govern this Agreement.

Chile 
The CA subsidiary that is the licensor is CA de Chile, S.A.

The last sentence of Section 8 is deleted and replaced with:
This Agreement shall be governed by and interpreted in accordance with the laws of Chile. Any dispute hereunder shall
be determined by the Tribunales Ordinarios de la Cuidad de Santiago.

The last sentence of Section 14 is deleted and replaced with:
Any questions concerning this Agreement should be referred to CA de Chile, S.A, Avenida Providencia 1760, piso 15 –
Edificio Palladio, oficina 1501 - 6640709 Providencia - Santiago – At.: Finance Department.

China 
The CA subsidiary that is the licensor is CA (China) Co., Ltd.

The second sentence of Section 6 is deleted and replaced with:
All fees are inclusive of VAT.

The last sentence of Section 8 is deleted and replaced with:
This Agreement shall be governed by and interpreted in accordance with the laws of the People’s Republic of China,
without regard to its choice of law provisions. Any dispute hereunder shall be determined by a competent court located in
Beijing.

Colombia
The CA subsidiary that is the licensor is CA Software de Colombia S.A.

The last sentence of Section 8 is deleted and replaced with:
This Agreement shall be governed by and interpreted in accordance with the laws of Colombia. Any dispute hereunder
shall be determined by the Tribunales Ordinarios de la Cuidad de Bogotá.

The last sentence of Section 14 is deleted and replaced with:
Any questions concerning this Agreement should be referred to CA Software de Colombia S.A, Edificio Grupo Santander
Central Hispano Torre 2 - Oficina 401 Carrera 7 - Nº 99-53 - Bogotá D.C. - Colombia – At.: Finance Department.

Hong Kong
The CA subsidiary that is the licensor is CA (Hong Kong) Limited which is also its principal place of business at Suites
2301 2306, 23rd Floor, Dah Sing Financial Centre, 108 Gloucester Road, Wanchai, Hong Kong.

The last sentence of Section 8 is deleted and replaced with:
This Agreement shall be governed by and interpreted in accordance with the laws of Hong Kong. The courts of Hong
Kong will have sole and exclusive jurisdiction with respect to any disputes arising out of this Agreement.

The following is added at the end of Section 10: The aforementioned liability limitation and the aforementioned maximum
liability amount will not affect or prejudice the statutory rights of the licensee under the sale of goods ordinance, the supply
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of services (implied terms) ordinance or the control of exemption sections ordinance, nor will they limit or exclude any
liability for death or personal injury solely caused by CA's negligence.

India
The CA subsidiary that is the licensor is CA (India) Technologies Private Limited.

The last sentence of Section 8 is deleted and replaced with:
This Agreement and the terms hereof shall be governed and construed in accordance with the laws of India and the
courts of Mumbai shall have sole and exclusive jurisdiction with respect to any disputes arising out of this Agreement. In
the event the Product is delivered electronically, the said Product shall be made available by CA for downloading from a
server situated in a country other than India.

Indonesia (refer to Singapore)

Japan
The CA subsidiary that is the licensor is CA Japan, Ltd.

The third sentence of Section 6 is deleted and replaced with:
Licensee agrees to pay any tariffs, duties or taxes imposed or levied by any government or governmental agency other
than the taxes for which CA is responsible upon a presentation of invoices by CA.

The last sentence of Section 8 is deleted and replaced with:
This Agreement shall be governed by and interpreted in accordance with the laws of the country of Japan, without regard
to its choice of law provisions. Any dispute hereunder shall finally be determined by Tokyo District Court located in Tokyo
Japan.

The last sentence of Section 14 is deleted and replaced with:
Any questions concerning this Agreement should be referred to CA Japan, Ltd., 2-7-9, Hirakawa-cho, Chiyoda-ku, Tokyo,
102-0093, Japan, Attention: Worldwide Law Department.

Korea
The CA subsidiary that is the licensor is CA Korea Inc., Ltd.

The last sentence of Section 8 is deleted and replaced with: 
This Agreement shall be governed by and interpreted in accordance with the laws of Republic of Korea, without regard to
its choice of law provisions.

The last sentence of Section 14 is deleted and replaced with: 
Any questions concerning this Agreement should be referred to CA Korea Inc., Ltd, City Air Tower (18th Fl.), 159-9,
Samsung-Dong, Kangnam-Ku, Seoul 135-973 Korea, Attention: Worldwide Law Department.

Malaysia
The CA subsidiary that is the licensor is CA (Malaysia) Sdn. Bhd.

The last sentence of Section 8 is deleted and replaced with:
This Agreement shall be governed by and interpreted in accordance with the laws of Malaysia. The courts of Malaysia will
have sole and exclusive jurisdiction with respect to any disputes arising out of this Agreement.

The following is added to Section 10:
Although CA specifies that there are no other warranties, Licensee may have certain rights under the Consumer
Protection Act 1999 and the warranties are only limited to the extent permitted by the applicable legislation.

Mexico 
The CA subsidiary that is the licensor is CA Software de MÉxico S.A. de C.V.

The last sentence of Section 8 is deleted and replaced with:
This Agreement shall be governed by and interpreted in accordance with the laws of MÉxico. Any dispute hereunder shall
be determined by the Tribunales de la Cuidad de MÉxico.

The last sentence of Section 14 is deleted and replaced with:
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Any questions concerning this Agreement should be referred to CA Software de MÉxico S.A. de C.V, Av. Miguel de
Cervantes Saavedra 193, Suite 502, Col. Granada, Mexico City, MX 11500 – At.: Finance Department.

New Zealand
The CA subsidiary that is the licensor is CA Pacific (NZ) Ltd.

Notwithstanding the final sentence of Section 6, the applicable interest charge on invoices unpaid by Licensee is 1.5% per
month.

The last sentence of Section 8 is deleted and replaced with:
This Agreement shall be governed by and interpreted in accordance with the laws of New Zealand. The courts of New
Zealand will have sole and exclusive jurisdiction with respect to any disputes arising out of this Agreement.

The following is added to Section 10:
Although CA specifies that there are no warranties, Licensee may have certain rights under the Consumer Guarantees
Act 1993 or other legislation which cannot be excluded or limited. The Consumer Guarantees Act 1993 will not apply
in respect of any goods or services which CA supplies, if Licensee acquires the goods and services for the purposes
of a business as defined in that Act. Where the Product is not acquired for the purposes of a business as defined in the
Consumer Guarantees Act 1993, the limitations in this Section are subject to the limitations in that Act.

The following is added to Section 12:
CA’s rights under this Section shall also apply if any resolution is passed or proceedings are commenced for the
liquidation or winding up of Licensee.

Peru
The CA subsidiary that is the licensor is CA de Peru S.A.

The last sentence of Section 8 is deleted and replaced with:
This Agreement shall be governed by and interpreted in accordance with the laws of Peru. Any dispute hereunder shall be
determined by the Tribunales Ordinarios de La Cuidad de Lima.

The last sentence of Section 14 is deleted and replaced with:
Any questions concerning this Agreement should be referred to CA de Peru S.A, Avenida Paseo de La Republica, 3211,
Piso 11, San Isidro, Lima 27, Peru – At.: Finance Department.

Philippines
The CA subsidiary that is the licensor is Philippine Computer Associates International, Inc.

The first eight sentences of Section 8 are deleted and replaced with:
Title to the Product and all modifications thereto shall remain with CA. The Product is a trade secret and the proprietary
property of CA or its licensors. Licensee agrees that CA may use any feedback provided by Licensee related to the
Product for any CA business purpose, without requiring consent including reproduction and preparation of derivative
works based upon such feedback, as well as distribution of such derivative works. Usage rights respecting the Product
may not be exchanged for any other CA product. Licensee and its employees will keep the Product and the terms of this
Agreement strictly confidential. To the maximum extent permitted by applicable law, Licensee will not disclose, de-compile,
disassemble nor otherwise reverse engineer the Product.

The last sentence of Section 8 is deleted and replaced with:
This Agreement shall be governed by and interpreted in accordance with the laws of the Philippines. The courts of Makati
City will have sole and exclusive jurisdiction with respect to any disputes arising out of this Agreement.

Section 12 is deleted and replaced with:
If Licensee breaches any term of this Agreement or if Licensee becomes insolvent or if bankruptcy or receivership
proceedings are initiated by or against Licensee, CA shall have the right to withhold its own performance hereunder and/
or to terminate this Agreement immediately upon notice and, in addition to all other rights of CA, all amounts due or to
become due hereunder will immediately be due and payable to CA.

Singapore 
The CA subsidiary that is the licensor is CA (Singapore) Pte. Ltd.
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The last sentence of Section 8 is deleted and replaced with:
This Agreement shall be governed by and interpreted in accordance with the laws of Singapore. The courts of Singapore
will have sole and exclusive jurisdiction with respect to any disputes arising out of this Agreement.

The following is added to the end if Section 9:
To the full extent permitted by applicable law, CA disclaims all implied conditions or warranties of satisfactory quality or
fitness for purpose.

Taiwan
The CA subsidiary that is the licensor is CA (Taiwan) Limited whose registered office is situated at 17F/B, No. 167, Tun
Hwa North Road, Taipei City 105, Taiwan.

The second sentence of Section 6 is deleted and replaced with:
All fees are exclusive of VAT.

The last sentence of Section 8 is deleted and replaced with:
This Agreement shall be governed by and interpreted in accordance with the laws of Taiwan, without regard to its choice
of law provisions. Any dispute hereunder shall be determined by Taipei District Court.

Thailand
The CA subsidiary that is the licensor is CA Sales (Thailand) Co., Ltd.

The last sentence of Section 8 is deleted and replaced with:
This Agreement shall be governed by and interpreted in accordance with the laws of Thailand. The courts of Thailand will
have sole and exclusive jurisdiction with respect to any disputes arising out of this Agreement.

Venezuela
The CA subsidiary that is the licensor is Computer Associates (CAI) de Venezuela, CA.

The last sentence of Section 8 is deleted and replaced with:
This Agreement shall be governed by and interpreted in accordance with the laws of Venezuela. Any dispute hereunder
shall be determined by the Tribunales Ordinarios de la Cuidad de Caracas.

The last sentence of Section 14 is deleted and replaced with:
Any questions concerning this Agreement should be referred to Computer Associates (CAI) de Venezuela, CA, Avenue
Francisco de Miranda, Centro Lido, Torre B, pisso 5, officina B-51, El Rosal, Caracas 1060, Venezuela – At.: Finance
Department.

16. If the Product contains third party software, and the licensor requires the incorporation of specific license terms and
conditions for such software into this Agreement, those specific terms and conditions, which are hereby incorporated by
this reference, are located below this Agreement.

Licensee acknowledges that this license has been read and understood and by selecting the "I accept the terms of the
License Agreement " radio button, licensee accepts its terms and conditions. Licensee also agrees that this license
(including any order form referencing this Agreement and any terms relating to third party software which are set forth
below this Agreement) constitutes the complete Agreement between the parties regarding this subject matter and that
it supersedes any information licensee has received relating to the subject matter of this Agreement, except that this
Agreement (excluding the third party terms below) will be superseded by any written Agreement, executed by both
licensee and CA, granting licensee a license to use the product. This Agreement may only be amended by a written
Agreement signed by authorized representatives of both parties.

Select the "I accept the terms of the License Agreement" radio button, and then click on the "Next" button to accept the
terms and conditions of this Agreement as set forth above and proceed with the installation process.

Select the "I do NOT accept the terms of the License Agreement" radio button and then click on the "Cancel" button to halt
the installation process.
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Documentation Legal Notice
This Documentation, which includes embedded help systems and electronically distributed materials, (hereinafter referred
to as the “Documentation”) is for your informational purposes only and is subject to change or withdrawal by Broadcom
at any time. This Documentation is proprietary information of Broadcom and may not be copied, transferred, reproduced,
disclosed, modified or duplicated, in whole or in part, without the prior written consent of Broadcom.

If you are a licensed user of the software product(s) addressed in the Documentation, you may print or otherwise make
available a reasonable number of copies of the Documentation for internal use by you and your employees in connection
with that software, provided that all Broadcom copyright notices and legends are affixed to each reproduced copy.

The right to print or otherwise make available copies of the Documentation is limited to the period during which the
applicable license for such software remains in full force and effect. Should the license terminate for any reason, it is your
responsibility to certify in writing to Broadcom that all copies and partial copies of the Documentation have been returned
to Broadcom or destroyed.

TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW, CA PROVIDES THIS DOCUMENTATION “AS IS”
WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION, ANY IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF
MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, OR NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT WILL
CA BE LIABLE TO YOU OR ANY THIRD PARTY FOR ANY LOSS OR DAMAGE, DIRECT OR INDIRECT, FROM
THE USE OF THIS DOCUMENTATION, INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION, LOST PROFITS, LOST INVESTMENT,
BUSINESS INTERRUPTION, GOODWILL, OR LOST DATA, EVEN IF CA IS EXPRESSLY ADVISED IN ADVANCE OF
THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH LOSS OR DAMAGE.

The use of any software product referenced in the Documentation is governed by the applicable license agreement and
such license agreement is not modified in any way by the terms of this notice.

The manufacturer of this Documentation is Broadcom Inc.

Provided with “Restricted Rights.” Use, duplication or disclosure by the United States Government is subject to the
restrictions set forth in FAR Sections 12.212, 52.227-14, and 52.227-19(c)(1) - (2) and DFARS Section 252.227-7014(b)
(3), as applicable, or their successors.

Copyright ©  Broadcom. All Rights Reserved. The term “Broadcom” refers to Broadcom Inc. and/or its subsidiaries. All
trademarks, trade names, service marks, and logos referenced herein belong to their respective companies.
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